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ABSTRACT 

Shifting inward and outward, fonvard and backward (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000), this narrative inquiry explores Comeily and Clandinin's (1999) concepnidization 

of identity as "stories to live by." Negotiathg across multiple research spaces and the 

diverse narrative histories of principals, teachers, and teacher-educators, stories were told, 

retold, and re-imagined in relation. These constructions and re-constructions of selves 

made visible the complex interface between identity and context. 

Attendhg with care to the temporal and contextual unfoldings of self and other. 

multiple dilemmas and contradictions came forward. Exploring these tensions further, 

borders around stories to live by were revealed as situated within, and emerging fiorn, 

both intemal (intenor) and extemal (exterior) landscapes. In the space between these two 

lanciscapes, hopeful possibilities for crossings ernerged-crossings ernbracing of the fluid 

and shifting multiplicity of selves. 

Understanding landscapes and selves narratively drew attention to the reified, 

decontextualized, and hierarchical scripts and structures profoundly shaping borders 

within and between selves attempting to negotiate professional landscapes. Often situated 

at the far edges of these same contexts, relational spaces-spaces ernbracing of 

multiplicity-were recognized as viable places of resistance where bordercrossuigs were 

understood as not only possible, but necessary for shifting school landscapes, district and 

provincial policy-making, programs of teacher education, and füture researc h. 



In relation with our families we grew to embody comrnund storytelling places- 
places we continue to draw strength fi-om- 

places sustaining us in our unfolding lives . - . 

. . .in relation with fkiends and colieagues we shared stories- 
stories rembding us that we are not alone.. . 

. . .in relation with children and families 
we awakened to the diversity of life histories 

yearning to meet on school landscapes.. .in classroom communities.. . 

. . -in relation with CO-researchers.. . 
people htimately comected with the life spaces of schoois 

we iearned to embrace a multiplicity of stories- 
educative stories- 

stories profoundly shaping our understanding of self and other across time and place.. . 

. . .in relation with al1 committee members 
both intemal and extemal 

we were able to give voice to our knowing- 
knowing living within and between the multiple lives.. .stories shaping this work.. . 

. ..in relation with Jean and Michael we were invited.. . 
to wonder.. .to inquire.. . to imagine narratively.. . 

. . .in relation with one another.. . 
we carry within.. . 

courage. . mide-awakeness. . . 
attentiveness to the fragile, yet necessay, 

space between- 
carrying us 

in this moment.. . 
into tomorrow.. . 

always . . . 
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INTRODUCTION 

Narratively Re-imaginingl 
Janice Huber in relation with Karen Whelan 

Scripts uintten for us 
insidiously seeping in without our noticing 

masking evolving stories to live by 
shadowing awareness- 

possibilities narrow on school landscapes. 

We are carefiilly kept 
positioned at the centre, 

Be-g to. .. tak-for-granted ... blank out. 

Slo wly awakening to our inner dissonance, 
we necessarily seek relation. 

Yearning for openings, we move away 
creating spaces between our selves and others- 

spaces woven with love, muhality, difference, agency, knowing- 
morally and ethically resonant. 

Self facing self-facing other ... we Ieam 
... courage.. . hurt.. . fear.. .depthth. .alternatives.. . wonder. .uncertainty . . . 

complexity.. .tension..hope-. . 

Viable spaces 
necessarily embracing 

a profound sense of engagement with 
. . .listening...respondinggggshifting stories ... 

Becoming present 
past honored-present d o  lding-future imagined.. . 

With Intention 

Our presence on the university landscape was embodied with shared 

intentions-intentions emerging fiom the sense of disconnection we were expenencing 

between who we Magined our selves to be and who we saw our selves becoming within 

the larger social contexts of our schools. What was becoming increasingly apparent to us 



as we reflected upon our experiences on our multiple school landscapes, was the lack of 

spaces to construct relational stories-stories woven with wonder, open to narrative 

histones, and embracing of the multiplicity of our selves and others. No longer able or 

willing to silence the tensions these interna1 and extemal ruptures created, we imagined 

that relational doctoral work might offer hopefûl possibilities for inquiry-openings where 

we could educatively explore the ruptures we experienced within o u .  selves, and between 

others who shared Our school landscapes. 

Re-tuniùig to our narrative beginnings shaping this inquiry, now three years into 

o u  doctoral program as CO-researchers and CO-authors, and eleven years into our shared 

history as fiends and teaching partners, we give voice to the threads of relational 

intention growing fkom, and shaping, our exploration with others. Our uncovering of these 

threads helps to make visible the methodological and theoretical tapestry woven into, and 

textualizing, this narrative inquiry. 

First thread. 

Critical to our unfoIding inquiries was Clandinin and Connelly's (1995) rnetaphor 

of the "professional knowledge landscape" which explores the social qualities of schools 

by drawing attention to people, places, and events and their temporal location and 

intercomectedness. Their expansive, metaphorical exploration of school landscapes 

created possibilities for us to understand the narrative, intellectual, and moral qualities 

shaping life in schools. Nested within this metaphor is Clandinin and Connelly's 

description of the "conduit," the dominant communication structure which packages and 

transmits policies and prescriptions onto the professional knowledge landscape of 

schoo 1s. Their conceptudization of the conduit illuminates how the curent structure of 

school contexts are shaped, heightening our awareness of how the scripts funnelied down 

onto it, can, in turn, shape teachers' and principals' identities. 

Engaging with Clandinin and Connelly's (1 995,- 1996) thoughthil inquiry into the 

complexities of the storied nature of the professionai lmowledge landscape of schools, 
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gradualiy, our gaps, silences, and tensions, shifted fiom the shadows of our experiences 

and were re-imagined, In conversation with others, we wondered what these often hidden 

qualities shaping our school landscapes might mcover if we were to think about them 

more deeply through the expansiveness of this metaphor? What could we learn about life 

in schools and prograrns of teacher education if these expenences were explored 

narratively? Clandinui and Connelly's (1 996) research into teacher knowledge and 

professional contexts helped us to see that a mdtiplicity of stories-secret, sacred and 

cover stories; teacher stories, stories of teachers, school stories, stories of school-were 

profoundly shaping school landscapes. Reflecting further on this complex, multi-storied 

landscape, a new, profoundly troubling storyline came fonvard. This storyline, shared by 

teachers and principais, gave voice to their feelings of uncertainty, moral tiredness, and 

disengagement as they composed their lives across school landscapes. Attending to the 

multiple voices making this story audible, ConnelIy and Clandinin, in relation with other 

CO-researchers, expanded their unfoIding research to include a narrative understanding of 

teachers' and principals' identities on school landscapes. By attending to the sh i fhg  

stories we live, tell, retell, and relive of our selves across multiple school landscapes, 

Connelly and Clandinin (1999) conceptualized identity as "stones to live by," making 

visible the inextricable relationship between knowledge, context, and identity. 

Resonating with Clandinin and Connelly's work, our sense of agency shifted as 

we awakened in new ways to our teacher stories. This shift in consciousness created 

openings where, in relation with one another and our CO-researchers, we became able to 

recognize, name, and explore how our and others' sense of agency rnight be renewed. 

Reflecting on the narratives we told and wrote of our attempts to negotiate educative lives 

across multiple professional contexts, what became increasingly apparent to us w-as that 

the largely unquestioned and unquestionable stones shaping our school landscapes. and, 

at times, our selves, were deeply entrenched. Caught within these narrow places of 

possibility, the nch texture of our storied lives became submerged under more dominant 
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narratives of separate knowing, isolation, individualism, and sameness. Coilectively, we 

began to puzzle over how our and others' narrative histories might more fully emerge 

within such contexts. 

Second thread. 

Our intentions to M e r  understand the complex ways identiv shapes, and is 

shaped withùi, school landscapes were woven across this rnulti-layered narrative inquiry. 

Aiongside Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly, we wanted to leam more about how 

principals' and teachers' stories to live by can become marginalized on their school 

landscapes (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). We were drawn into the narrative histories of 

others like Capponi (1 997), Cisneros (1984), H o h a n  (1 989), hooks (1 999, and Lorde 

(1983) who told stories of their marginal experiences on the f i g e s  of their social 

contexts. Risking through telling stories of, and inquiring into, these painfid memories of 

their experiences, these women found strength to resist the power of the dominant 

narratives shaping their social contexts-status quo scripts shaping spaces of 

normalization, whitewashing, or the suppression of alternative iife histories-by 

continuing to re-imagine their stories to live by in reIation with others. Consciously 

engaging with these courage0 us narratives increased our desires to learn dong side others 

expenencing rnarginalization on their professional landscapes. As we thought about how 

isolated and predefined the scripted stories of "principal" and "teacher" can be on school 

landscapes, new wonders emerged. In particular, we wondered what we might learn about 

marginalization by attending to these very different positionings, school contexts, and 

staffing assignments. With a deep ethic of care (Noddings, 1984), and mindfid of our 

intentions to mutually shape inqiiiry spaces where the multiplicity of our and others' 

stories to iive by could live, we began to imagine u;ho our funue CO-researchers might be. 

To more M y  understand identity and its narrative unfolding within morally and 

ethicdly constmcted spaces necessitated our m e r  exploration of the intimate 

interconnection between landscapes and selves. We resonated with the overlapping 
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themes, narrated fiom different vantage points, in the work of Buîaia (1994)+ H o f i a n  

(1 989), Kincaid (1997), Sillco (1996), Trinh (1989), and Williams (1991), where they 

explore the necessity for viable relationships within a landscape-relationships enabling the 

self, in its multiplicity, to more Mly emerge and unfold. Their work awakened us to 

embodied, relational, and physical landscapes, where the stories we live and tell, shift and 

change in a communal process shaping storyteiling places where absolute truths are 

thrown into question. Their stories, and the thoughtful reflection they engaged us in, 

helped us recognize the value of these spaces in our own lives. Such communal processes 

promised to deepen our intemal knowing, nuauring our movement outward ont0 the 

external landscapes of our multiple inquiry spaces where we might dare to enter into the 

life stories of others, and they, into ours. 

Third thread. 

As we explored the invaluable places these shifts in self had in our stories as 

teachers, and the qualities shaping the moral spaces fi-om which they emerged, we were 

drawn into the work of other researchers whose life experiences inspired them to more 

fully understand these shifting, alternative localities of consciousness. A cornmon thread 

we noticed across each author's work was their inquiry into the moral conditions shaping 

and emerging fkom two very different spaces-one where the self is allowed to merely exist 

and another where the self is enabled to become visibie, shift, and grow. Needing our 

multiple inquiry spaces to be enabling places where our selves and the selves of others 

could fully emerge, we were attentive to what these authors were helping us to imagine. 

For Greene (1 988, 1993, 1994) our movement fiom states of "taken-for-grantedness" 

toward %de-awakeness" reveals shifts in our consciousness; Anzaldfia (1 99O), narning 

"selective reality" as a process of interpretation narroiving our spectnim of reaiity, 

attends to our "blanking out" of others' experiences, a state of consciousness where we 

fail to empathize with others; Lugones (1987) explores c%vorld-travel" as the moral shifis 

we expenence when we move fiom arrogant to loving perception; "moral drift," the 



gradual numbing of our moral and ethical engagement with others, is brought fonvard by 

Coles (1989); the conscious and unconscious moral shaping which takes place in the 

meeting and mis-meeting between selves and others is addressed by Buber (in Friedman, 

1991); Carr (1986) reveais our absence and presence to self and other in his description of 

our conscious and unconscious ways of acting in social spaces; B e l e w ,  Clinchy, 

Goldberger and Tade  (1986); Belenky, Bond, and Weinstock (1997); CIinchy (1996), 

and Tanile (1996) address moral differences in the self and its relation with others as it 

shifts between separate and connected epistemologies; Lorde (1 984) highlights the 

necessity for movement from places of silence to places of agency; hooks (1984) speaks 

to the different moral qualities that can be experienced in center or margind positionings. 

In the field of education, Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  (1 995) uncover the intellectual, moral, 

and narrative shifts in consciousness between the "in- and out-of-classroom places" on 

school landscapes. Their work also provides insight into ways the stories we live and tell 

can be re-imagined, retold, and relived through participation in narrative inqiiin, spaces 

(Clandinin & ConneUy, 1998). In addition, Miller (1 990, 1994 j, Hollingsworth (1992), 

Paley (1992), and Clandinin, Davies, Hogan and Kennard (1993) reveal the role teacher 

research can play in reshaping our evolving practice as teachers, principals, and teacher- 

educators. 

Helping to shift our consciousness, these authors awakened us to ways in which 

distances, shaped on our school landscapes, had, at times, kept our selves separate and 

isolated fiom the selves of others. As Buber (1965) reminded us, it is in attending to 

distance that o u  need for relation becomes rnagnZied. Openly facing the uncertain yet 

promising possibilities of entering into inquji spaces with others-spaces holding 

potential for narrouing gaps between selves, we w-ere drawn into Anzaldk's (198'7) 

tellings of bordercrossings; Nelson's (1995) reflections on facing self and Other, and 

Mullin (1 995) and Bateson's (1 989) uncoverings of the multiplicity of identity. Their 

insights became vital to us as we attempted to explore the complexities we would need to 
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negotiate if we were to recognize possibilities of living in spaces where differences within 

our self, between our selves and others, and across multiple and shifting contexts, might 

be held and nurtured, 

Fouxth thread, 

Our intimate comection with Buber's (in Friedman, 1991) description of his lived 

experiences on a "narrow rocky ridge benireen the gulfs where there is no sureness of 

expressible knowledge but the certainty of meeting what remains undisclosed" (p. x), 

strengthened our intention to locate our selves and our unfolding inquiry within diverse, 

relational research cornmunities. As CO-researchers, our narrative histories, composed in 

relation across diverse physical and temporal locations, emerged and expanded within our 

ongoing narrative research with Jean Clandinin, Michael Comelly, Annie Davies, and 

Chuck Rose. Living these stories, laid alongside stories we knew of other relational 

spaces, kept our gaze on negotiating similar inquiry spaces in relation with our teacher 

and principal CO-researchers-people whose stories expanded our knowing of the relational 

qualities in which these inquiries are nested. Different from some of the plotlines defining 

our previous school contexts-plotlines illuminating prescribed roles and responsibilities 

with teachers and principals ofien positioned in hierarchical places of isolation, distanced 

from one another's narrative pasts-we were drawn toward alternative irnaginings of 

knowledge as constructed in relation with others. Within these newly imagined spaces, we 

hoped to M e r  interrupt the borders so profoundly shaping school landscapes and the 

narrow scripts around knowledge as owned, individual, dominant, fixed, and certain. 

Not yet giving voice to the ways in which our narrative histones across diverse 

landscapes shaped our imaginings of how the qualities of our school contexts might be 

otherwise, Carr (1  986) helped us corne to recognize the central place ours' and others' 

persona1 narratives could have as we lived these new and evolving research stories. He 

wrote: 'Warrative is our primary ... way of organizing our expenence of tirne" (p. 4). Our 

narrative histones "exist within a larger temporal context which is itself narrative in 



character" (p. 114). Our life narratives, then, are necessady shaped by, and inclusive of, 

other people. Resonating with Carr, we came to understand how our namative histones 

could becorne both 'The horizon and background for our everyday experience" (p. 4). 

Laying Carr's ideas alongside Clandinui and Connelly's (Clandinin, 1986; Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1988) c o n c e p ~ a t i o n  of "personal practical knowledge" as teachers' 

embodied knowing, shaped by our temporal past, present, and future experiences. and 

expressed through our practice, in addition to Trinh's (1989) and Belenky, Clinchy? 

Goldberger, and Tarde's (1986) inquiries into the Western plotline separating our minds 

fiom our bodies (hearts), strengthened our need to risk vulnerability in relation with 

others, shaping spaces where both the common and different stories of our lives could be 

shared and explored. 

It was ou.  three research communities, inclusive of teacher, principal, and teacher- 

educator CO-researchers, which we felt might offer altemative spaces of inquiry-spaces 

awayfiom our school landscapes where our embodied moral and ethical intentions could 

unfold with consciousness. Openly embracing the work of others such as Greene (1988; 

1995), Heller (1 997), Behar (1 993), Paley (1 996), and Oyler (1 996), who inquire into the 

possibilities of shaping ethical spaces of care (Noddings, 1984)' where the voices which 

live within and between others are numired, significantly shaped our lived experiences in 

our unfolding inquiq spaces. Intenveaving these authors' voices with Lugones' (1987) 

exploration of loving perception, our sense of responsibility to each of the people engaged 

in this inquiry, expulded. Locating her understanding of loving perception within her 

emerging relationship with her mother, Lugones helps to reveal what an ethic of care 

might look like. She discusses the moral qualities of loving perception as seeing with 

another's eyes, e n t e ~ g  into their life experiences, and wiitnessing, as best we can, their 

own sense of selffiom w i t b  their worlds, shaping relational spaces where understanding 

can emerge between self and other. As Lugones descnbed: "Travelling to each other's 

'worlds' . ..enable[s] us to be through loving each other" (p. 8). 



Thinking about our intentions around living relationally, in moraUy and ethically 

comtructed spaces with our CO-researchers, we knew that the negotiation of narrative 

inquiry spaces was central to these intentions. htertwining our imaginings around 

relational research with Coles' (1989) stories of his early work as a psychiatrïst and the 

dramatic shifts he experienced in his knowledge of, and relationships with, pztients as he 

leamed to move away fiom measuring their life experiences toward attending to their 

unfolding narrative histories, our intentions to negotiate similar spaces w ith our CO- 

researchers, were strengthened. We imagined that by living and thinking narratively in our 

research communities, we might shape spaces where we could engage both morally and 

ethically with one another, creating possibilities for a fluid and shiftulg construction of 

knowledge to flourish within and between selves. We were guided by the indepth, 

narrative research Ciandinin and Comelly (Clandinin 1 9 86; Clandinin & Comelly 1 994, 

1995,1996,1998,2000; Connelly & Clandinin 1988,1990,1999) have both experienced 

and inquired into over the past twenty years. Setting their work alongside Dewey (1 93 8), 

Carr (1986), Crites (1 97 1), and Kerby (1991), who also b ~ g  forward the 

intercomcctedness of experience, narrative, identity, and knowledge, we knew that 

negotiating relational inquiry spaces-spaces open enough to explore the multiplicity and 

complexity of lives coming together-would necessarily be embracing of narrative 

exploration. Resonating with Comelly and Clandinin (1 990), we knew that the 

negotiation of such relational spaces would require critical shifts in the traditional plotline 

of "researcher7'- a plotline often narrowly constraining relationships between self and 

other. Describing what it means to live narratively within and between others, they wrote: 

We are, al1 of us, continually telling stories of our experience, whether or 

not we speak and write them .... We leamed that we, too, needed to tell our 

stones. Scribes we were not; story tellers and story livers we were. And in 

our story telling, the stones of o u  participants merged with our own to 

create new stones ... (p. 12) 



Fi& thread. 

Consciously choosing to nest our evolving ïnquiry into stories to live by within 

narrative, relational, and unfolding research spaces, we irnagined we might create openings 

where the educative and transfomative possibilities addressed by Bateson (1989), 

Clandinin and Connelly (1995; 1998), and Dewey (1938), could live. Re-irnagining the 

often bordered and dichotomous positionings present between-self and Other, certain and 

uncertain, conscious and unconscious, center and rnargin, mind and body-we hoped to 

reshape our knowing by attending to what happens to the self withh, between, and 

across diverse stones, landscapes, and temporal locations. 

The fourteen relationally authored papers growing out of this three year inquiry 

and constmcted in relation with teachers, principals, and teacher-educators, are 

representations of the intentions fiom which this study broadened, deepened, and as 

Trinh (1989) describes, will continue to be irnagined: 

The story never stops beginning or ending. It appears headless and 

bottodess for it is built on differences. Its (in)finitude subverts every 

notion of completeness and its frame remains a non-totalizabie one .... The 

story circulates like a gift; an empy gift which anybody c m  lay daim to 

by filling it to taste, yet can never tnily possess. A gift built on 

multiplicity. One that stays inexhaustible within its own limits. Its 

departures and arrivals. Its quietness. (p. 2) 

Narrative Unfoldings 

Just as any part of a story 
acquires its signijkance Porn the narrative whole to which it belongs. 

so any particular s t o v  
depends for irs sense on the Zarger narrative context of which if is a part. 

-Cmr (1986, p. 115) 

Over the past three years, our relationai work was nurtured by ou advisor, Jean 

Clandinin-a woman whose narrative history is also woven with Stones of knowledge as 



constructed in relation with others. Her courage to risk wirh us in this work, to listen 

deeply to the imaginings we shared for shifüng the relational place of identity and 

knowledge construction fiom the edges of this and other institutional contexts, into the 

light of increased visibility, has made significant clifference to the relational unfoldings of 

this multi-textured inquiry. The support of Jean and our cornmittee rnembers at our 

candidacies, and in response to our papers, as well as the conversations and important 

wonderings about relational work we were able to engage in with former coileagues, 

fiiends, family members, and graduate students at the Centre for Research for Teacher 

Education and Development, strengthened our commitment to keep with this work. 

One of many intentions shaping our work was to push against the borders rigidly 

defining how knowledge is constructed and understood within institutional settings. While 

we feel the ways in which this inquiry was lived through and represented expanded some 

of these borders, if we had been able to expand them even M e r ,  our fourteen 

relationally authored papers would have been represented in a manner in which their 

textured doldings  codd be more visible. This intention, however, was constrained by 

the still, pervasively dominant story of knowledge as sol i tq ,  intelectual, fixed, owned, 

and measurable. Yet, as readers engaging with our texts, it is our hope that you will cross 

the borders so inûusively separating our dational storymaking into two "stand alùne" 

dissertations. Engaging with the alternative, we invite you to explore this work through a 

more transient movement across the stories we and others have lived, told, retold, and 

relived. It is, for us, this movernent across stories, this between, where hope Lives. 

Resisting fiagrnentation, our fourteen relationaiiy composed papers, seven 

situated within each dissertation, are represented below in their temporal unfolding. 

Wanting to reyeal the multiplex nature necessarily shaping and growing from relational 

work, we explore the epistemological complexities of each composition. Writing o u  

beginnings representative of the relational ways in which this work unfolded, we were not 

attempting to lessen our work load, or to fmd an easy or quick way out. Instead, 



grounded within our embodied knowing of what made moral and ethical sense, we 

represent the diverse stories woven across this inquiry as necessarily intertwined between 

the two dissertations- This research can never, merely, be reduced to (sorne)one 's body of 

knowledge. Instead, we would challenge, this work has unfolded within and across 

multiple inquiry spaces-spaces rich, textured, diverse, complex, evolvùig-narrative places 

honoring the past, unfolding the present-places where the future might be irnagined more 

relationally. 

Telling Stories Behind and Between Stones 

Ln this section, we introduce two papers nested within each of the five narrative 

threads emerging fkom this inquiry. Described below are the relationally authored papers 

set within Huber's dissertation, referencing as well, the relationally authored papers set 

within Whelan's dissertation. 

Narrative Histories. 

Falling into the status quo script of knowledge as individuai, the original drafts of 

our first papers were initially written in isolation. Awakening to how this non-relational 

script was over-writing our stories to live by and our intentions to engage in relational 

research, we retumed to these pieces. Engaging in a process of relational response, we 

began to imagine ways to interrupt the taken-for-granted, separate and distancing scripts 

so often shaping the university context. It was in this middle space that both o u  wrïting 

and understandings of the inextricable comection between identity construction and re- 

construction, necessariZy lived through in relation, were transformed. Beginning to engage 

with both the particular and larger narratives of our relational work, and, as we listened to, 

responded, and told stones in our inquiry groups, shifting fonvard and backward fiom 

reflection to new reshapings of the papers we were writing and the stories we were living 

out, we entered more fülly into one another's and our CO- researchers lives. Living this 

process of relational knowledge making furthered our understanding of the narrative 

vantage points and pasts we each brought to our relational work. The paper below, 
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Living, telling, and retelling stories to [ive by: Nego fiating the rnultipliciry of selfacross 

shgting landscapes (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 1999c) and, Exporing the narrative 

unfolding of selfacross rime andplace (Whelan & Huber, submitted, 1 999b), make visible 

our growing awareness of the lack of relational spaces on school landscapes-spaces 

woven with narrative histones, where both common and different stones might corne 

forward and be explored. 

Living. telling, and retelling sfories to h e  by: Negotiating the multipZiciîy of se[f 

across shifrig Zandrcapes (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 1 999c). Janice' s childhood 

mernories of negotiating her self in relation with the physical and human landscape she 

lived within, invite us to explore Connelly and Clandinin's (1999) conceptualization of 

the interconnections among knowledge, context, and identity. Describing the ways 

storytelling shified and expanded her knowing of self within both her childhood and 

teaching landscapes, Janice reveals how the educative qualities of these storyteliing spaces 

emerged through moving "fiom the story told to the possibility of a retold storyo' 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 1998, p. 252). These relational, storytelhg spaces created 

important openings for Janice to rneaningfdly negotiate alternative stones to live by. In 

these spaces her self continued to grow, shifMg and evolving in response to her changing 

landscapes. 

Relational Inquiry Spaces. 

Exploring narrative as an emergent, conversational, and relational research process, 

Crossthreaciings: Weaving a relationut and ernergent research tapestry (Whelan & Huber, 

submitted, 1999a), makes visible the qualities, tensions, ambiguities, and promises 

emerging h m  relational research as it is 1ived out fiom multiple positionings and vantage 

points. Impassioned by our need to explore, M e r  understand, and potentiaily interrupt 

the traditional institutional narratives profoundly shaping the relational space between us, 

En fangled lives: Enacting transient social identities (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 1 999 b) , 

heiped us uncover these scripts almost unconscious shaping of our evolving stones to live 
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by and the ways in which we, a h ,  contributed to their reScation. It was through this 

process of facing our selves that we becarne amined to how easily we had taken on the 

scripts, perpetuating the same old plotlines which had so dramatically shaped our 

identities on our school landscapes. Recognizing the significance of the educative 

possibilities which emerge through self facing, our work to imagine altemative inqujr 

spaces, in both papers, uispired our exploration of the relational construction of 

knowledge and its shaping influence on identity. 

Entangled lives: Enacfing transient social identities (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 

1999b). Through written words and alternative textual arrangements, this paper re- 

presents our evolving relational identities, enacted historically and in the present, across 

varying social contexts. Documenting our struggle to unsay the story of separate knowing 

shaping our University context and our selves, we explore the necessity of rewriting this 

script with presence to o u  interdeterminancy. Answering with our own lives for what we 

have experienced and understood internally and externaliy, while negotiating relational 

knowing across landscapes, was essential to our inquiry and the text of this paper. 

Making our selves vulnerable through teiiing of and inquky into our relationship, we 

understand far deeper the possibilities and contradictions of such necessary, relational 

work. As this paper reveals, we have grown to find possibility and hope in the fluid and 

transformative nature of the relational space between, within, and across our selves and 

O thers. 

Identity and Response. 

Embedded within the multiple stories and diverse experiences coming forward in 

conversations with our principal and teacher CO-researchers. were themes of 

marginalization on school landscapes. Moved by the tremendous trust emerging through 

the revealing of such vulnerable stories within Our reIational inqujr spaces, we were 

& a m  to th in .  deeply about the increasing lack of spaces on our school landscapes, and 

at tirnes, within our selves to tell, retell, and relive these fiagile stories. Because of the 
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growing absence of these trusting spaces withïn both our internai and extemal landscapes, 

these vulnerable stories were often subrnerged in isolathg silence. Listening and 

respooding to these stories within our multiple research communities, we were called to 

enter into their themes of marginabtion fkom positionings which had, largely, been 

hidden fiom view within our school coEtexts. 

Attending to the multiple storïes coming fonvard, we were awakened to the 

profound place response can have in shaping the marginalization of stories to live by on 

school landscapes. These experiences, which Live at the edges of life in schools, drew us to 

new wonders where we were called to think deeply about resyonse-How was response 

lived within our school contexts? Did response take on the qualities of an unconscious, 

taken-for-granted process, always audible, yet rarely reflected upon or re-imagined on our 

school landscapes? Recognizing response as piaying a vital role in shaping our experiences 

and therefore, our stories to Iive by, what rnight we leam by deepening our understanding 

of the relationship between identity, imagination, and response? Were there intimate 

connections between marginalization, positioning, and response? Like scripted plotlines, 

were there also scripted responses defmed by the scnpted roles shaping school 

landscapes? What were the intemal and external stories which called us to position our 

seives, or to be positioned on the margins of our school contexts? It was around these 

wonders that the following paper, A marginal story as apluce ofpossibility: ~l'egotiating 

selfon the professional knowledge Zandscape (Huber & WheIan, 1 999d), along with The 

place of s roryrelling: Parrerns and vacancies on the professional knowledge landscape 

(Welan & Huber, submitted, 1999e), unfolded. 

A marginal story as a place of possibility: Negotiating selfoi? the professional 

knorvledge lundscape (Huber & Whelan, 1999d). In this paper, we explore the educative 

and miseducative qualities of response as told through one teacher's, Naomi's, stories. By 

reconstnicting and making meaning of her stones through the conceptual framework of the 

professional knowledge landscape, we consider how Naomi's identity shaped, and was 
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shaped within, the in- and out-of-classroom places on her school landscape. Through a 

final retelling of her narrative, we pay close attention to the responses emerging fiom each 

of these fundamentally different places and we examine Naomi's negotiation of her stories 

to live by in relation to a school story of inclusion. This narrative focus enabled us to 

name borders of power, judgment and silence, and bordercrossings which are shaped 

within "public homeplaces" (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997). For us, Naomi's 

stones of marginalization offer a place of possibility-possibility for understanding the 

central role that presence to our narrative histories plays in enabling us to live and ;O 

sustain stones ninning counter to those beïng scripted for us on school landscapes. 

Moral Qualities. 

As we engaged in the educative process of reading, reflecting upon, and tallUng 

about the transcripts of our research conversations, both among our selves and our 

principal and teacher co-researchers, our cornmitment to expose the moral qualities so 

often shaping our school landscapes, intensified. This additional layer of conversation. 

also important to shaping our emergent knowledge of identity, marginalization, and school 

landscapes, was fluid and multiple-occurring in kitchens, restaurants3 living rooms, over 

the telephone, while driving-naturally unfolding in pairs, groups of three or four, not 

always as a collective group. What became increasingly visible to us as we attended more 

closely to these conversations, dongside our more formal research conversations, were the 

farniliar scripts they reveaied of feeling compelled to live safe, shiny, happy plotlines on 

utopian school Iandscapes-scripts where everything remains smooth, where complexity 

is denied. Exploring at the edges of these shiny, surface stones, with attention to the 

moral implications these harmonious scripts c m  hold for constraining the life stories 

composed by people who live on school landscapes, we wanted to make audible the 

experiences so often profoundly submerged in silence under these institutional scripts. 

Our inquiry into the relationship between the moral qualities of school landscapes and 

stories to live by, with attention to themes of difference, unfolds in two papers, Beyond 
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the stiZZpond-Cornmunity as growing edges (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 1999a) and, 

"They 're A Little Dzzerent, ï l e y  te Got A Few H u e  Sb-ipes"Stories of Dzrerence on 

SchooZ Landrcapes (Whelan & Huber, submitted, 1999d). 

Beyond the stillpond-Comrnuni~ as growing edges (Huber & Whelan, submitted, 

1999a)- Concerned about the often stagnant nature of the stories iived and told of 

commmity, this text draws on Buber's (1965) and Greene's (1988, 1994, 1995) thinking 

about community as places that are always in the making, continuously infused with, 

shaped and re-shaped by the agency of diverse individuals. InquiTing at the edges of one 

story of teacher evaluation shared within our principal inquiry group, we work to 

understand its impact on the evolving identities of the people shaping and shaped by the 

social space of their school landscape. Troubling an externally defmed script of 

community that becomes visible as this story of teacher evaiuation unfolds. through 

conversation and in relation with one another, we tell stones and share wonders pushing 

against stories of community as harmonious, serene and beautifid social contexts. We 

engage in this work because we mut.  As this paper illustrates, to continue to ignore the 

stagnancy of social contexts shaped by these ideal representations of community, is to 

ignore the inextricable relationship between knowledge, context, and identity. 

Relational authorshi p. 

Dilernrnas around CO-authorship and naming were not new to us as we engaged in 

doctoral research. Previousiy negotiating a shared classroom space as teacher co- 

researchers involved in master's research, issues of irho owned our emergent knowledge 

surfaced around the wrïting of a thesis, professional presentations, chapters written in 

books, and journal publications. We re-awakened to these complexities as this narrative 

inquiry shifted fiom the private place of our shared teacher researcher relationship to the 

more public place of representing what we were cornhg to know as two CO-researchers 

constructing knowledge in relation with principals, teachers, and teac her-educator CO - 
researchers. Drawing strength fiom our narrative histories and our ongoing inquj. with 
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Jean, Chuck Rose, and Annie Davies, out intentions fkom the beginning of our doctoral 

research wcre to broaden ouï shared story of relational authorship. We felt strongly that 

relational research needed to invite aii CO-researchers to draw upon the field te- and 

knowing shaped through shared conversation so that co-researchers, in their own ongoing 

work, might also shift and grow. We knew that in order for this work to be meaninghl to 

everyone involved in shaping it, we needed to re-shape the borders perpetuating the story 

of research as something being a'one to rather than with others. Respecting and honoring 

the stories our CO-researchers told and the vulnerabiiities they risked, we were also 

compelled to shape openings where their told stories might also shift fiom the private to 

the public, increasing the potentid for others to enter into experiences and to grow f?om 

hearing voices too often held silent in research texts. Living the rnulti-faceted process of 

knowledge making in relation, we recognized that iimiting de f~ t i ons  around authorship 

needed to broaden beyond the written text. The paper below, Narrative inter-Zappings: 

Recognizing dzxerence across tension (Sweetland, Huber, & Whelan, submitted, 1999)' 

dong with ReteZZing silent stories-hagining alternative stories to [ive by in relarion. 

muber, 'LVhelan, & Huber, submitted, 1999) represents the two tri-authored papers 

mutuaily consiructed within this inqujr  and revealing our ongoing sense of responsibility 

to living research stories that push at hierarchical structures where the "researcher" is 

positioned as the owner of knowledge, and separation shifis theory away fiom practice, 

teachers away from principals, self away fiom other, etc. Replacing these images, in close 

relation with our CO-researchers, we re-irnagined spaces filled with presence to diverse 

voices-inquiry spaces recognizing that knowing is alwuys, necessarïly relational. 

Narrative inter-Zappings: Recognizing dzference across tension (Sweetland, 

Huber, & Whelan, submitted, 1999). Recognition lives at the heart of our work in this 

paper. Drawing upon a fragment fiom a transcribed research conversation where the 

differences "within and between" (Trinh, 1989) us and one of our teacher CO-researchers, 

created tension, we tell narratives behind what was initially spoken in an attempt to more 
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fuily understand the complexities shaping stories of collaboration and school landscapes. 

Situated within a context of knowledge and understanding, this process of storyteliing and 

response-narrative inter-iupping-enabled us to world-travel, expanding our 

understanding of our selves, one another, and the socially constructed spaces between us. 

Retumings. 

In our two final papers, Rerurnings to rnulti'licii-y (Whelan & Huber, 1 999) and 

Returnings to relational ugency (Huber & Whelan, 1999), we travel deeply inward, 

thinking across the papers emerging fiom our relational spaces of inquiry with our 

principal and teacher CO-researchers, and Chu& Annie, and Jean. Reflecting on the 

knowing and profound place of understanding these relationships shaped, and continue to 

shape, in our lives, we ask questions of what rnight be ... on schools landscapes, within 

district and provincial policy-making, programs of teacher education, and future research 

possibilities ... if we were to attend more closely to the unfolding and shifting stories of our 

lives and the inextricable comection between these stories and our need for relation and 

voicefiilness in our social contexts. 

Returnings to relational agency muber & Whelan, 1999). Attending to the silences 

around relational agency emerging across these narrative inquiries, we explore borders 

constrainhg this complex negotiation within social contexts and u;ithùi selves, as well as 

voiceful openings shaping new possibilities in the spaces living within and between 

people. Recognizing the necessary place relational agency holds in interrupting the larger 

structures shaping our profession, we question ... imagine alternatives. 
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Endnote 

l As we sat together to compose introductions to this mdti-layered inquiry, we could not 
begin to imagine how or why we would separate our knowing into solitary pieces of 
witing, hgmenting the larger narrative context eom which this work emerges. 
Consciously choosing, instead, to honor the moral grounding shaped by the multiple 
voices resounding and re-imagining selves, others, and school landscapes in relation, this 
paper offers a mirrored telling of Narratively re-imagining (Whelan & Huber. 1999~) .  
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CHAPTER 1 

Living, Teilïng and Reteiiing Stories To Live By: 
Negotiating the Multiplicity of Self Across Shifting Landscapes 

Janice Huber in relarion with Karen Whelan 

E%ar matters is that Iives do not serve as rnodels; on& srories do that. 
And it is a hard thing to make up stories to Iive by. 

We can only retell and [ive by the srories we have read or heard. 
We [ive our lives through texts. n e y  may be read. or chmted. or experienced elec~onically, 

or corne to us, Zike the murmurings of our mothers, relling us what conventions dernand. 
matever their form or medium, these stories have forrned us all; 
they are what we must use tu make newf7ctiorzs. new narratives. 

-Heilbrun (1988. p. 3 7) 

Growing up in a rural farming community, rny life was closely intenvoven with 

the landscape on which my family lived, and, like the people before us, we changed the 

landscape because of o u -  presence. Trees once stood where our f m  yard now is and, just 

as a homesteader cleared trees creating spaces for a house, barn and shop, my famiy 

continued to shape the landscape. Building large sheds to store our machinery in or as 

shelter for the cattle to give birth and to nurture their newly born calves, more Wees were 

cleared. Just before the land slopes gently toward the creek, my brothers, sister and 1 once 

played in the wild grass blowing fieely in the wind. Today, granaries stand in this location 

and the sea of wild grass is gone. Those blades initially withstanding the heavy weight of 

grain trucks, eventually gave in. In their wake, the earth became packed and barren as an 

indelible path became etched fkom the main road to the granaries. Corrals and fences were 

built, criss-crossing and dividing the land into sections. 

In tirne, the road stopping just north of our yard was built up and widened, 

changing the @ail once winding its way south into sparsely inhabited land into a large, 

immaculately maintained modem road. Where my dad, uncle and great uncle, and a variety 

of hired men, once &ove teams of horses pulling harvesting equipment in late surnmer and 

early fdl, and hay wagons to feed the cattle in the winter months, the heavy imprint of 

two-wheel and then four-wheel drive tractors, replaced the horses' hoof prints. Silko 



(1996) reminds me of the visibility of these changes; far Zess visible were the ways our 

Iives became intimately interwoven with this landscape: 

The term landscnpe, as it has entered the English language, is misleading. 

'CPL portion of territory the eye can comprehend in a single view" does not 

correctly describe the relationship between the human being and his or her 

sun:oundings. This assumes the viewer is somehow oufside or separare 

fiom the temtory she or he surveys. Viewers are as much a part of the 

kmdscape as the boulders they stand on. (p. 27) 

The ways we shaped our landscape and how the landscape, in tum, shaped our existence 

as we lived within it, formed the contours of how 1 knew myself as a person: Tt  ...[ was] a 

matter of rootedness, of living inside a place for so long that the mind and imagination 

fuse" wdliams, 199 1, p. 2 1). My experiences as a child, growing up in this rural 

landscape, were beginning threads woven into rny identity, profoundly shaping the 

stones I lived by during my childhood and adolescent years, stories that, in some ways, 

are still woven into the present stories 1 live and tell. 

Stones of Childhood Recalled 

The seasons created an unforgettable rhythm in my life. Spring awakened the 

natural landscape surrounding us, signalhg the tirne of year when our cows calved. As a 

child during this season, 1 grew to understand that as a family we would never venture too 

far, or for too long, fiom home. For my parents, this season, in particular, meant M e  

sleep. On those occasions when 1 woke up in the middle of the night, 1 became familiar 

with seeing one of my parents sleeping, fully cIothed, on the couch in our family room 

and 1 knew they were doing the night tirne checking of the cattle. 1 also became 

accustomed to waking up in the mcnùng and hearing one or both of my parents having 

coffee at the kitchen table with a neighbour or local veterinarian. Whenever this happened, 

1 knew that their presence in our house at such an early hour in the moming meant that, at 



some point during the night, a cow had difficulty giving birth and my parents asked this 

person to help thern. 

Sumrner entailed yard and field work. As a young child, 1 thoroughiy enjoyed how 

this work shaped our daily routines, especidy those times when meals were eaten in the 

fields. When eating in a hay field, the bales took on alternative forms as  my brothers, 

sister and I imagined them to be racing cars, space ships fkom distant and &own 

planets or imaginary homes. Eating in a wheat or canola crop brought to life other 

imaginative play-the game became hide and seek as we ran into the tallness of the plants, 

trying to hide fiom or to find each other. These games quickly ended, however, when we 

discovered interesting insects or small creatures attempting to distance themselves fiom 

our play. Re-positioning ourselves to better understand these creatures, the smell and feel 

of the plants and soi1 became part of us as we pressed our young bodies into the contours 

of the land, trying to get as close to a creature as possible. In these moments I became 

acutely aware of my self and the landscape in which 1 was living (Stegner, 1955)-a 

profound sense of awe washing through me each time 1 discovered something new about a 

creature's body or how it lived. 

An important fa11 rhythm took shape as we brought the cattIe home f h m  the 

grazing lease where they ranged from May to October. Because this g r d g  lease was 

shared with other neighbour families, these week-ends were times when my farnily and 1 

were closely linked with other families fiom within our community. Our farm was 

approximately 12 miles no& of the grazing lease. In the early years, herding the cattle 

dong the bushed-in trail was work barely completed before nightfd1. Arriving at my 

family 's farm, all of the cattle were held either in corrals or nearby pastures over night. 

While I enjoyed trailing the cade and calves home from the lease, 1 grew to dread what I 

knew would happen to them in the following hours. The move often separated them and, 

upon their arriva1 to ou; f m ,  they began to search for one another, their bellows filling 

the nighttime air. This, however, was just the beginning. Our calves were also weaned at 
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this time of the year. After our neighbours trailed or trucked their c ade  north to their 

f m s ,  we separated our cows fkom their calves. Although separated by distance and 

numerous fences, their beIlows echoed for days as they called out to one another. For al1 

of the years I Iived through this process of separation, even though I knew the intellectual 

reasons for why they had to be separated, 1 had difficulty accepting them. 

The unfolding of winter shifted the rhythm of our fami life, bringing other aspects 

of our sunival in this landscape into closer perspective. During a harsh winter blizzard, 

our attention tumed even more directly to the lives of the animals. In particular, the 

dampness of the snow as it melted and Çoze onto the cows' backs increased their chances 

of becoming sick. Whenever cold snaps persisted, my parents womed that we would not 

have enough feed and bedding to last through the winter. They also feared that a calf 

might be unexpectedly bom outside, fieezing to death because of such mgged conditions. 

As the seasons overlapped, becoming interwoven with one another, my family 

continued to depend on the support of the people living in our community. The 

contùiuous presence of many hired men and neighbours workïng alongside my faMly had 

a lasting influence on my He. These hired men, ranging in age fi-om 13 years old to well 

into their 601s, either lived with us or in a smaller house in our yard. The ways these men 

shaped my understanding of my self in relation to our landscape were as varied as each 

one of them. Three of the younger men became like older brothers to me. From the 

vantage point of my young eyes, these boys seemed so wise and worldly. Their stories 

hinted at expenences I had yet to imagine and the ways they related to me allowed me to 

easily accept them as extended family. Although my brothers, sister and I sometimes told 

our parents that they teased or played tricks on us, we Ioved their attention. The older 

men were also important to me. Because both of my grandfathers died before I was born, 

I looked at some of these men with the eyes of a child who had always wanted a 
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One of these men brought his entire family to live with him during the year he 

worked on our fanri. Of partÎcu1a.r importance, to mel was his daughter, Gina. The same 

age as me, fiom the frst moment we set eyes on one another, we were inseparable. After 

school or on week-ends, in her house or mine or somewhere outside, our rclationship grew 

and our clifference came to intrigue me. While 1 had blond hair, blue eyes, and white skin, 

Gina had brown skin, black hair, and brown eyes. In addition to our sbared lanapage, 

English, she also spoke a language 1 could not. Yet as we entered grade one together, 1 was 

both told and made to feel as though it was unacceptable that in my whiteness 1 would 

love Gina as 1 did. Negotiating our lives on this school landscape awakened me to stories 

of difference 1 had not yet experienced. The following spring, Gina's family moved back 

to their home. Heartbroken, 1 spent months longing for her to retum. 

Story and Context Shaping My Unfolding Identity 

As days on this rural Iandscape drew to a close, our evening meals, whether they 

occurred in the fields or around our kitchen table, added another richness to how I 

experienced my unfolding Me. As far back as 1 can remember, I see myself at the dinner 

tabIe long Ster the meal was finished, telling and sharing stones. Engaging in this 

storytelling process connected me with both my own and others' pasts as well as to a 

communal past, present, and future, in a never-ending story. This storytelling process 

was, as Silko (1996) described, integral to my evolving sense of self: 

The oral narrative, or story, becarne the medium through which the 

complex of Pueblo knowledge and belief was maintained. Whatever the 

event or the subject, the ancient people perceived the world and 

themselves within thât world as part of an ancient, continuous story 

composed of innumerable bundIes of other stories. (p. 30-3 1) 

Although my stories of my self were not composed of ancient innumerable bundles of 

other stones, many of the neighbours and hired men, shaping my daily expenence, lived in 

our community most of their lives and their stones helped me understand the history of 
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the farm where 1 lived and the larger col~l~~lunïty where my Me was unfolding. Creating 

the images through which 1 lived, these stories became like maps (Silko, 1996), informing 

'ïvhat conventions derna.d[ed]" (Heilbm, 1988, p. 3 7), while profoundly shaping the 

person 1 was becoming. 

Many of the communal stories 1 grew up with focused on earlier people who lived 

within our rural landscape and the ways they negotiated themselves and their livelihoods 

within the context of our community. Three of these people immigrated to Canada fiom 

England and the Scandinavian countries. While their stones of the struggles they 

expenenced constructing lives as homesteaders intrigued me, 1 was mesmerized by the 

stories they told of their early lives in Europe and their experiences during the First and 

Second World Wars. Living within and between my interior, embodied landscape and this 

physical, external Iandscape, these stories, and the images they created within me, were 

spaces where my past, present, and future understandings of my self were mediated. 

These people. their stories, and the stories my family told and continued to tell in 

communal gathering spaces, although never recorded in writing, stayed with me. They 

were the spirit carrying me from day to day (Sewall, 1996). 

Shaped in these ways, my childhood "identity, imagination and storytellinp were 

inextricably linked to the land" (Silko, 1996, p. 21)- How 1 grew to understand and 

imagine my self was inseparable fkom living closely connected to the land, anirnals, and 

people who were part of rny early experiences. The stories shaping me as 1 lived on this 

childhood landscape overlap with the stories 1 continue to tell, retell? and re-imagine. 

Shifting and expanding across time and place, attending to these s toks  helps me 

understand the ways "knowledge. context and identity are linked and can be understood 

narratively" as %tories to live by" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999, p. 3). 



Overlapping Narratives: 
"Landscape" Takes on Deeper Significance 

Our Zzye becornes a story that we are always in the process of discuvering 
and also fashioning, a story in which we both folloiv and lead- 

a story that grips us with its necessity, possesses us unrnerci@.dly, und yet. 
paradoxically, that we create and recreate. 

-Metzger (1992, p. 49) 

Time, as significant for more than merely providing dates for when specific events 

occurred within my life, is central in Clandinin and Connelly's ongoing research program 

into teacher knowledge (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995; Connelly & Clandinin 1988, 1999). 

Understanding teacher knowledge narratively, Connelly and Clandinin (1988) bring 

attention to the temporal, narrative qualities of experience: 

Humans make meaning of experience by endlessly t e b g  and retelling 

stones about thernselves that both refigure the past and create purpose in 

the future .... In trying to understand the personal, one needs to ask 

questions not only about the past, or the present, or the fùture, but about 

al1 three .... Clues to the personal are obtained from one's history, from 

how one thinks and feels, and fiom how one acts. (pp. 24-25) 

Viewing time in this way helps me understand how my experiences comect across time in 

the stories 1 live and teil. Writing about the narrative quality of experience, Crites (1971) 

adds to my understanding of the interconnections between the tempordity of experience 

and narrative knowledge. He explained that our sense of identity "depends upon the 

continuity of experience through time, a continuity bridging even the clefi between 

remembered past and projected fbture. Even when it is largely irnplicit, not vividly self- 

conscious, o u  sense of ourselves is at every moment to some extent integrated into 

a...storyW (p. 302). Understanding my self, through time, in this experiential way, 

interconnects the stories 1 shared of my childhood landscape with Clandinin and 

Comelly's (1 995, 1996) work on "professional knowledge landscapes." Clandinin and 

ConneUy use a landscape metaphor: 



... to talk about space, place, and tirne. Furthemore, it has a sense of 

expansiveness and the possibility of being filled with diverse people, 

things, and events in different relationships. Understanding professional 

knowledge as compnsing a landscape c d s  for a notion of professional 

knowledge as composed o f  a wide variety of components and influenced 

by a wide variety of people, places, and things. Because we see the 

professionai knowledge landscape as composed of relationships arnong 

people, places, and things, we see it as both an intellectual and a moral 

landscape. (1995, pp. 4-5) 

My understanding of the landscape of my early years speaks to how 1 came to 

understand my self in relation with the physical and human landscape on which 1 was 

positioned and within which 1 grew up. What 1 attempted to uncover in writing of my 

early years was that the educative qualities of my experience emerged fiom the ways 1 

learned to live in relation with this landscape-the people, the animals, our surrounding 

environment and the stories encircling us. When 1 lay these mernories of my rural 

childhood landscape alongside Clandinin and Comeily s ( 1 995) work on professional 

knowledge landscapes, their metaphorical understanding speaks to me through its focus 

on relational qualities and how we corne to know our selves as teachers in relation to our 

surrounding school contexts. It is significant to me that Clandinin and Connelly (1995) 

interconnect their thoughts on the relational qualities of professional knowledge 

landscapes with intellectual and moral aspects. Doing so, they create additionai 

connections for me between my childhood landscape and the professional knowledge 

landscape of schools. 

As a child, 1 lived within the relational, intellectual, and moral negotiations 

continuously occ-g around me. My memones of the contradictions 1 experienced 

when Gina's family left our farrn and the dilemmas I felt around the separation of the 

cattle from their calves are examples of the ways these overlapping qualities shaped the 
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chdcihood stones 1 lived and told. One ongoing childhood dilemma strongly pulls at me as 

1 think m e r  about how these qualities shaped the stories 1 lived while growuig up. A s  

my mernories unfold fiom this long ago tirne, 1 piece stories together, entwining my 

experiences. 

Storied within our communig as both a tyrant and a drunk, Orace was a 
man I came to know and love as an extraordinary human being. My first 
rnemories of Orace take me back to conversations I heard between my 
parents and some of our neighbours. At the time, 1 was yotrng enough to 
only remember the words of their conversations and to sense the 
fi-tcstration and disappointment they felt. As I grew older, I understood 
more deeply my parent S words and actions around Orace. 

The controversy connecting Orace S and nty family S lives began when 
Orace came io live with us. His house had burned to the ground and his 
partner took their children to live elsewhere. Na longer having a home of 
his own, he asked my parents fhe cozdd live in the vacani? îwo-roomed 
house in our yard However, because of some of the stories told rvithin the 
community about Orace, several of our neighbours thottght it was 
inappropriate for myparents to allow him to live so close to my brothers, 
my sister, and me. Feeling that these conceris were unjustfled, my parents 
invited Orace to move into the empv house. Soon, he becarne an incegral 
part of our lives. Many rnornings, as I was ieaving for school, Orme 
would be sitting down for coflee with nzy parents. Ofin.  he was already 
hard at work on some project he had undertaken to heZp my family. Prior 
to when Orace lived with us, he worked in saw rnills and trapped animals 
to rnake a living. He was also a talented carpenter and he took great pride 
in helping my family and many of our neighbours with construction work. 
As I think back to my early years, many images of Urace corne forwurd 

One da& bitterly cold March rnorning, while n7y morn was on her 3:OOarn 
check of the cattle, she discovered both a new calfborn outside and a heifer 
having dzj?culiy trying to calve. Awakening to my morn 's voice as she 
called my older brother to he[p her, 1 heard her @ain that while he got 
dressed, she would also get Orace to heZp as my dud was awayj-om home. 
Both intriguecl by, yer somewhat fear_7icl of what was happening, I; too, go& 
dressed, und made rny way to the calving area. M e n  I arrived, 1 saw 
Orace pulling rhe calfsed, rny brother tiying to hold the calfin place as he 
walked alongside the sled, and my mom nying fo keep rhe cow at a distance 
so they couldger the calfto the barn. 



Once inside, ûrace heiped rny rnom and brother get a heat lamp onto the 
calfwhile also senling the cow into the pen. No sooner were they finished 
this work, when their attention turned to the heifer having problems 
calving. With my face peering between the railings on the gate, 1 Zistened as 
my rnom and Orace discussed what they shoula do. As they talked, they 
quickZj decided that caZZing, and then having to wait for the closest vet to 
arrive, would jeopardbe the cow S Zve. Instead, they decided their only 
option was to hy to puIl the cav This in itselfwas no easy task as the heifer 
thrashed in the straw-getting up, lying down, getting back up. If took rhe 
strength of al2 three of them to puII the cal$ Despite their best effortsy the 
ca(fwas born dead My morn, brother und 1 cried as we knelt in the strmv 
beside the body of the calf; mir sadness deepening as the heifer stmggled to 
sit up-right and stand. Attempting îo lick her calf; a low rnournful moan 
escaped her mouth each tirne she dici so. ûruce stood in the shadows at the 
edge of the pen and, as 1 looked into his face, 1 saw how deeply he too, 
carried the pain of what had happened. 

Moments like these, when 1 awakened to Orace's presence and response to the 

particular circumstances we experienced as we composed our lives within this farming 

landscape, helped me grow in my understanding of him. Through time and experience, 1 

knew that regardless of how others from within our community viewed him, to me, Orace 

was a sensitive and thoughtful man. Orace contïnued to live and work alongside my 

family long after 1 graduated fiom high school and left my rurai landscape. He remained in 

his home on our f m  until just before he became ill and was hospitalized. Orace was 86 

years old when he died and he was a man for whom I have profound respect. 

Negotiating Stories To Live By on the 
Professional Knowledge Landscape of Schools 

Identiry flows between, over, aspects of a person. 
Ialenrity is a river, a process. 

Contained within the river is its idenris), 
and ifs need tojlow, to change to stay a river. 

4nzaldua (in Keati~zg, 1996, p. 63) 

Attending to the relational, shifting qualities of the stones 1 lived, told and re-told, 

creates a background against which the multiplicity of my storied identity emerges. 

Although as a child and adolescent 1 used different language to describe how the stories 



Orace lived and those told of him were teaching me, today, fiom my present vantage 

point, 1 recognize that Orace's stories awakened me to aspects lingering on the periphery 

of my landscape-the marginalization of those whose st0L-k did not fit with the plotlines 

cons t i t u~g  our commdty  (Neken, 1995). 1 do not mean there were never any 

situations when the stories Orzce, my parents or 1 lived by, did not corne into conflict. 

There were certainly times when this happened. Yet, by living in relation with Orace, 1 

grew to recognize his life, both the very obvious features as well as the qualities not seen 

fi-om a distance. Ln this üpcloseness, Orace expanded my imagination with possibilities of 

new stories to live by. 

Greene's (1995) thoughts on the multiplicity and narrative quality of my identity 

help me express how the stories 1 tive encircle the muitiplicity of my experience within 

and between the landscapes on which 1 have lived, and across which, 1 have composed my 

life (Bateson, 1989, 1994; Muilin, 1995). She wrote: "neither rnyself nor my narrative can 

have ... a single strand. 1 stand at the crossing point of too many social and cultural forces; 

and, in any case, 1 am forever on ...[ my] way. My identity has to be perceived as 

multiple" (p. 1). While my childhood landscape was situated within a rural farrning 

community, my teaching landscapes have been situated across primary, elementary, 

international, rural and urban locations. The stones I live as a teacher are inseparable £kom 

the stories 1 Live as: woman, partner, researcher, daughter, sister, neighbour, a child who 

grew up in a rural farming community, etc. These stories, continuing to shape and be 

shaped by the multiple landscapes 1 have experienced, and will continue to experience 

throughout my life, are "at once a fragment and a whole; a whole within a whole. And 

the ... stor[ies] ... have always been changing, for things which do not shift and grow cannot 

continue to circulate" (Trihn, 1989, p. f 23). 

As a teacher, the stones 1 lived by becarne visible through my "personal practical 

knowledge" (Clandinin, 1985, 1986; Clandinin & Comelly, 1995; Connelly & Clandinin, 

1988), embodied knowledge "'that is experiential, value-laden, purposeful, onented to 
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practice. Personal practical knowledge is viewed as tentative, subject to change and 

transient, rather than something fmed, objective and unchanging" (Clandinin, 1 98 6, p. 1 9). 

Exploring the stories 1 lived by within the professional knowledge landscape of one 

schooI context creates openings for me to îurther understand the narrative nature of my 

knowledge, my contexts, and my identity and the links between them. 

Identity as Temporal ... Multiple 

Images of a multi-aged year five and year six classroom in a school classifred as 

"inner city" corne to me. Although 1 am not certain why my school was defmed in this 

manner, what 1 do rernember as 1 began to Live as a teacher on this landscape, was that 1 

attributed this designation to the "stories of school" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996) shared 

with me. These stories were that many of our students came fiom "disadvantaged 

backgrounds." Feeling as though 1 knew nothing of the rhythrns of living a "disadvantaged 

life," during my initial months of working at this school, I associated my students' 

"disadvantages" with the visible aspects storied to me: single parent families, 

unemployment, recent immigration, poor nutrition, substance abuse, etc. Tnisting that 

living these stones "disadvantaged" my çtudents, 1 engaged in a narrative process of 

meaning making similar to the ways 1 mediated a sense of my self as a child through the 

sones 1 heard and lived. Forming images through which 1 interpreted and made meaning 

of this new landscape, my personal practical knowledge was shaped in new ways. 

Clandinin (1986) helps me describe the process 1 lived through: 

images, as  components of personal practical knowledge, are the 

coalescence of a person's personal private and professional experience. 

Image is a way of orgFininng and reorganizing past experience, both in 

renection and as the image finds expression in practice and as a 

perspective lkom which new expenence is taken. (p. 166) 

The images 1 fomed shaped the ways 1 positioned my self on this school landscape and 

they also began to shape the stones 1 lived there, particularly the stones 1 lived as 1 
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interacted each day with the students in this year five and six classroom. Quite 

unconsciously, 1 feu h to  living out the plotlines constructed fkom the stories of school 

surroundhg me. Sharing and e-ploring an unfolding story of one of these students, 

Miguel, helps me give a sense of the shaping innuence these plotlines had on the stones 1 

initiaily lived as a teacher on this school landscape, and of the ways my stories gradually 

shifted and expanded. 

My first memories of Miguel are fiose of an average sized 1 I year old 
b o w  boy whose dark eyes studied me fi-om across a classroom as much 
as I was observing him. Miguel's dark features immediately marked him 
as composing a rninorïiy of non-white students in our urban year f i e  and 
six: classroom. Almost twelve years old and beginning his sirth year in 
school, ~Miguel was boisterous and pl&I, with an infectious energy that 
quickly drew in the attentions of his classmates. I soon learned that 
Miguel's first language was Spanish and that he and his farnily had 
recently immigrated to Canada fiom El Salvador. Within days of our first 
meeting, Ialso learned that Miguel had sir younger siblings, four of tvhom 
were also attending our school. Working with some of the year three and 
four students on literacy development. I met two of Migrielk younger 
brothers and as i listened to the stories they told. i heard images of close 
famil'y relationships. When I was on szcpervision, Miguel S younger sisrer, 
grasping tightly ont0 rny hand as we rvalked, shared with me, stories of 
their family. In her stories, I heard images of respect and admiration, 
particularly for her older brother, Miguel. 

One fall morning as 1 worked in a room a&acent to the school ofice, rny 
attention was suddenly d r m n  to a conversation taking place in the outer 
o@ce area. m e  halting, asharned, apologetic voice belonged to one of my 
students ... it was Miguel S. As 1 listened, 1 heard the volunteer to whom 
Miguel was to report, berate him for his Iate and inconsistent school 
aîîendance. Although separated by a solid concrete wall frorn Miguel. I felt 
his humiliation. Feeling my anger rise toward the volunteer, 1 le3 what I 
was working on, morioning for Migirel to corne with me. Walking the short 
distance to our classroom. 1 noted that the hallway clock showed 9.35 am.. 
Miguel was indeed over one hour late for school. Entering the classroom, 
my mindfled with memories of many conversations thnt had unfolded in 
this and other stafioorns about "truant " students, children labelled as 
" l n z  " and as "rule breakers" because their attendonce was sporadic and 
inconsistent. Turning toward Miguel, I wondered for the I 00th tirne. .. why 



was he so ofien late for school? His story, in response to my wondering 
aloud about what 1 was thinking le$ me stunned 

Shamefilly hanging his head. Miguel's story unfooldd. 1 listened On& as 
his words travelled across the distance separating us, did 1 begin to 
understand that an important rhythm in his life, as the oldest son of a large, 
navly imrnigrated family Rom El Salvador, was to start each day by 
helping his school-aged siblings get ready for school. He prepared their 
breawasts and helped them get dressed and arrive at school on fime. In 
between their leaving on time and his own late arriva2 to school, he 
organized lunch for himself and his siblings and did laundry. Always 
arriving ut school somewhere between 9.40 and IOrOO a.m., the personal 
rhythms of Miguel's l@ were glaringly obvious, ofen defined as d~flerent 
and, accordhg ro the temporal rhythms of the institution Nt which we found 
ourselves, they were unacceptable. School started at 8:42 am.  ! There 
were, no exceptions to this rule- 

As I initidy lived my stories as teacher in relation to Miguel, I carried an image of 

him fiamed within the boundsiries of my own white, middle-class, stories of school. These 

stories were reinforced by similar stories of school shaping our school context. Not until 1 

entered Miguel's humiliation did I begin to "recognize the 'other' in ...[ my] self" (Kohl, 

1994, p. ix), my inner tensions urging me to I e m  more about him. Maybe my stories of 

Orace resurfaced fiom somewhere deep within me, remùidmg me to pay more attention to 

the particularities of the lives Miguel and his farnily were composing. Or, maybe 1 began 

to remember the disillusionment and rebellion 1 felt as a child when Gina and 1 started 

grade one together and how, in this new social context, 1 learned that the stories of 

fiendship we were negotiating were considered unacceptable. 

These tensions pulled me into deeper conversation with Miguel, to a space where 

he could name and explore the contradictions he was expenencing between his home and 

family landscape and our school landscape. It was in this space that 1 finally began to hear 

his stones, causing me to translate less of Miguel's stories through my experientid 

history, beginning, instead, as Lugones (1987) wrote, to travel toward his world: 

The reason why 1 thin.  that travelling to someone's 'world' is a way of 

identiming with them is because by travelling to their 'world' we can 



understand what it is to be them and what it is to be ourselves in their eyes. 

Only when we have travelled to each other's 'worlds' are we 

Mly ...[p resent] to each other. (p. 17) 

Attending differently to the stories Miguel, his brothers, his sister, and his mother 

shared of their lives, my understandkg of their worlds, my world and our school world, 

slowly shified and expanded. 

As the first two rnonths of Miguel's and my year together were drawing to a 
close, 1 began to spend Saturdays ut the school to meet with each of the 
students and their parents or grandparents to share and celebrate our 
work in the classroorn. It was un one of these late full Saturdays that IJirsr 
met Miguel S mother. Sitting beside his rnom as he began to tulk about his 
e...eriences in our classroom, Miguel explained that he would speak in 
Spanish and English so that both his mother and I codd understand what 
he was saying. Switching Porn one language to the other, Miguel talked 
about our classroom space and his clussrnates. He read pieces of his 
writing and shared thoughts about himselfas a writer. He showed his 
mother sorne of our work on light m d  color and he talked about his 
passions for math and sports. 

Enguged while Miguel was sharing, his rnother final& spoke. Her words, 
translated by Miguel, told of her dreams for heu son. She rvanted to know 
how Miguel was behming. ..did he listen when I asked him to do 
sornething? Did he get along with the other children in our classroom and 
school? Did 1 think he would be able to finish high school and go on to 
university ? 

Shifting uncornfortably while his rnother spoke, Miguel began tu gather his 
work and get up fiom the table. Nis mother, however, pulling on his arm, 
rnotioned for him to sit back down. As he did so, she spoke quickly and 
on& briefly with him. Turning toward me, tears brimming in his eyes, 
Miguel pied desperately to contain his ernotions untiZ he was finished 
speaking. His words and the feelings they created within me, will stay wirh 
me forever: "Mrs. Hzrber, my mother and 1 just want to thank you for 
everything you 've done for me. " 

When Miguel finished speaking, my journey toward understanding the narrow 

definition of life on which our attendance policy was based was just beginning. Miguel's 



world, and the personal rhythms through which he knew and understood hirnself, were 

denied by our attendance policy definhg that he should be arrïving at school on tirne and 

he shouId miss no more than a maximum of two days per month. The rhythms on this 

landscape were foreign to Miguel. Nowhere in our poIicy was there space for 

understanding the role Miguel lived widiin his family context. Nor was there any 

recognition that his parents did not fit the statu quo, middle-class plotline of working 

fiom rihe untii five. Instead, they found themselves working shifiing hours while 

negotiating a variety of part-time jobs. 

In trying to understand how Miguel experienced borders between his family 

landscape and our school landscape, I needed to attend to what his voice was saying and 

to what his stones were telling me (Greene, 1988, as quoted in Charger, 1996). In so 

many ways, 1 understood and recognized my own family stories in the stories Miguel 

was authoring. He took his role within, and his responsibility to, his family as seriously 

as 1 continue to live these stories within my family. Yet, in travelling to Miguel's world, 1 

needed to attend to the dzrerences between his stories and my stories, his stones and the 

stones of school shaping our school context. As Coles (1989) remùids us, 'Yheir story, 

yours, mine-it's what we al1 carry uith us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each 

other to respect our stories and leam fiom them" (p. 30). Miguel was tg-ing desperately 

to continue authoring stories that made sense wirhin the particularities of his own farnily, 

historical, and cultural context. And, plotlines of success were entwined into the stories 

Miguel, his mother and their family were living. Their stories of success, however, were 

overshadowed by more dominant stories constructed around different cultural and 

historical plotlines. These dominant stories were lived out on our school landscape in 

tems of policy prescribing success around many plotlines. Strict adherence to the school 

attendmce mandate was one plothe of school success. Wken interpreted through such 

narrowly defined stories of success, Miguel's, his mother's and his family's stories went 

unheard. 
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Retelling and Reliving Stories To Live By 

The uni@ of s e 6  not as an underlying identity but as a Ife t h  hmgs together, 
is no1 a pregiven condition but an achievement. 
Some of us succeed, it seems, berter than orhers. 

None of us succeeds totally- We keeg at it. 
m a t  Ive are daing is telling and retelling, to ourselves and tu others. 

the srory of whar we are about and what we are. 
-Con- (1986, p. 97) 

Laying my childhood stones alongside the s h i f i g  stories 1 lived with Miguel and 

his family helped me think harder about the educative qualities of the story-telling spaces 1 

have experienced. Wnting and reflecting on my stories of Orace, the tension 1 felt around 

the separation of the cade Çom their calves, and Gina's leaving, helped me recognize the 

significance of rny childhood storytelling places in shaping the shif?ing stories 1 lived by. 

As a child, these storytelhg spaces were negotiated with my family and the people living 

and working alongside us and, in these relationships, 1 found spaces, not to solve the 

tensions 1 felt through these experiences, but to grow in my understanding. For example, 

when Gina and her family retumed to their own home, 1 initially saw o u  parents as 

somehow contributing to Gina's and my separation. However, as I questioned and 

listened to rny parents, and as they expIained that Gina's family's home was next to the 

nearby lake and that her parents also made a living by selling fish, my understanding of 

why they were gone, shified and expanded. It was in similar spaces of wondering that my 

stories of Orace also shifted and expanded. 

Mthough 1 am not certain how old 1 was when he first came to live in the small, 

two-roomed house on our yard, I do remember my initial fear of Orace. Laying in my bed 

in the darkness of night, 1 often irnagined him, wrapped in a skh of an animal he had 

hunted, creeping up the steep, narrow stairway toward my sister and me. Although my 

dad and some of the hired men teased me when I shared these stories, the continuity of 

Orace's presence in my life, hearing him tell less fnghtening stories of himself and 

witnessing the respect and compassion he aiso showed toward animais, helped me story 

him in different ways. Over time, during those occasions when a new story of Orace 



emerged, like those times when he would corne raging out of the door of his house, teiiing 

my cousins, brothers, sister and me to play somewhere else or he wodd "nail our hides" 

to one of the boards he dried animal skins on, although mornentarily scared, 1 also 

remembered other images, other stories of him-the nights he sat at our table tellmg stones 

of his youngest sons who were close in age to me, watching him plant flowes with my 

mom or playing cards with my dad and neighbours. When 1 think about the multiplicity 

of Stones I knew of Orace, 1 am again reminded of Lugones' (1987) thoughts on 'wor1d'- 

travellers who experience "being different in different 'worlds' and having the capacity to 

remember other 'worlds' and ourselves in them" (p. 11). Living alongside Orace, 1 

expenenced the differing stories he lived and told and the differing stories 1 told of him 

across these experiences. When, for example, Orace acted in ways that scared me, this 

present experience was negotiated against a rich history of other experiences with him-a 

narrative history shaping each emerging new story I constmcted of him. 

As 1 think back to these experiences and the ways storytelling shifted and 

expanded my understanding, 1 realize that sornething more than just "tel lhg my stories" 

happened withh these spaces; the educative qualities of these storytelling spaces emerged 

through moving "fiom the story told to the possibility of a retold story" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1998, p. 252). These relationai, storytelling spaces created important openings 

for me to meaningfdly negotiate alternative stones to live by. In these spaces my self 

continued to grow, shifting and evolving in response to my changing landscapes. 

Eventually fmdiog my self positioned on a school landscape as Miguel's teacher, 1 

came to my work with hirn, at a distance fiom the stories he was living. As already 

storied, this school landscape was also a storytelling place. However, the storytelling 

shaping this landscape ivas signrf~cantly different fiom my childhood landscape. 

Descnbing their concems with how storytelling seems to be becomhg commonplace in 

the educational literature, in inquiry, and in research writing, Clandinin and Connelly 

(1 998) help me think fuaher about these differences. Wondering if '?eHing the same story 
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again and again with no edge or tension for i n q w "  (p. 250) creates a "kind of reification" 

or 'Lfixed sculpture of our story, captured and fiozen in tirne" (p. 250), Clandinin and 

Comelly reflected on how the educative "promise of storytelling emerges when we move 

beyond regarding a story as a fixed entity and engage in conversations with our stories" 

(p. 25 1). My interpretation of the "disadvantaged" stones shaping our school context 

initially kept them fiozen and unchanging as 1 began to work with the year five and six 

students and theu families. In growing relation with Miguel and his family, however, and 

ofmy school landscape, 1 learned to retell and live new stories of him. 

While as a child and beginning teacher, 1 was not thinking nor speaking of my 

experiences on my childhood or school landscapes narratively, the background for my 

shifting stories of Miguel, of my learning to retell and relive new stories of practice in 

relation with him, was shaped through ongoing narrative inquiry within a teacher-research 

group initiated by Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly. Since 1993, the Alberta inquiry 

group has been composed of Jean Clandinin, Chuck Rose, Amie Davies, Karen Whelan. 

and myself. Contirruhg to be a place where storytelling, and makùig sense of the stories 

we tell, matters, we meet on a regdar basis during the school year, spending Friday 

evening and Saturday together. nie tape recorder hum as our stories d o l d ,  circulating 

and shifting (Trinh, 1989) as we tell, listen to, and respond to one another's stories. The 

story we compose over each one of these week-end get togethers is a story of inqujr 

described by Comelly and Clandinin (1990) when they write that "people by nature lead 

storied lives and tell stories of those lives, whereas narrative researchers describe such 

üves, collect and tell stories of them, and write narratives of experience" (p. 2). Within our 

teacher-researcher inquiry group, the positionings of storyteller and narrative researcher 

overlap as we tell, ù;que h o ,  and mite narratives of our told stories and our experience 

of responding to and inquiring into them, within a caring comrnunity of CO-researchers. 

Paying attention to the multiplicity of stories shaping our professional landscapes 

is an important part of what we do within our inquiry group. For example, as 1 shared the 
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initial stones 1 was constructing of Miguel with my CO-researchers, I embedded them 

within a larger story of figuring out how to teach in a school classified as "inner city-" At 

this point in the school year, my stories were constructed around pfotlines shared with 

me as 1 became a new staff member at this school. The stories circulating around me on 

this new landscape were stories of ';single parent families," "families surviving fkom 

month to month supported by government social assistance programs," "children and 

families who were new immigrants to our country," as well as stories of "poor nutrition," 

"child neglect and abuse," and "parental substance abuse." Al1 of these stories were 

nested in a larger story of these children as "disadvantaged learners" because they came 

fiom "disadvantaged backgrounds." Sharing various versions of this "disadvantaged inner 

city school" story within our inquiry group, the responses giveri back fiom my co- 

researchers were wonders about the particularities of the childrenst lives. 'What did these 

plotlines of disadvantage and inner city really mean?'they asked. Their wonders helped 

me realize that the Mages created by the stories 1 was repeating were very different fiom 

the stories and images 1 was corning to know of Miguel and the other year 5 and 6 

children 1 worked with each day. Beginning to realize that, fkom a distance, some of these 

plotlines overlapped with dl of the children 1 had taught, both in Canada and in The 

Netherlands, my CO-researchers' responses to rny stories helped me think harder about 

how quickly the story of "disadvantaged background" had been translated into stones of 

these children as disadvantaged learners, both on our school landscape and within my self. 

When the members of my group asked me about the particularities of the 

children's lives with whom 1 was working, 1 told stories of how 1 was comùig to know 

them: 

At the beginning of rhe schoolyear, Megan storied herselfto me as a fweZve 
and a ha&ear old girl who was "L.D. " Not knowing what L.D. meant, I 
had asked her. She explaned that in her second year of school she was 
diagnosed with attention defcit disorder and had been atîending school in a 
segregated setting since then. m e n  I wanted to know more about ho w this 



"disorder" afected her, Megan explained that "what it basically meant, 
was that her brain needed to learn whole to part whereas the school systern 
operated on a part to wholefi.amework " 

No where in this story or in any of the ofher stories Megan shared with me, 
were there plotlines of living with a single parent, of a lack of food. or of 
abuse or neglect. n e r e  were, however, storied j7-agments of jinancial 
concern, ofperiods of tirne when both her parents hnd been unable rofind 
work. There were also stories of intense dishust of a school systern thar 
seemed so unable to provide educational experience for all students. 

1 also told stories of other children, stories of AZicia and Daniel and their 
lives lived with their mothers and of their feelings of inadequucy becuuse 
they were not living the stereotypicd furnily stories of rnofher, farher, 
circulating around them. 

Response fiom my inquiry group members which asked me to look behind, between, and 

across the stories told to me of the children I was working with and their families, helped 

me to begin to see how narrowly these stories painted my students' lives. In what ways 

were Megan's, Alicia's, or Daniel's backgrounds disadvantaged? Against what or whose 

standards were they being labelled as such? Were their backgrounds the cause for the 

disadvantaged learner stories constnicted for and told of them? 

In these awakenings, 1 was drawn to attend more closely to what the stones of 

living an inner city, disadvantaged life were overlooking. Some of my students did story 

themselves as: not living in expensive homes, living uiith only one parent or with 

grandparents, recently moving to Canada fkom another country, corning to school hungry, 

having experienced abusive situations or substance abuse. Yet, while the stories they lived 

by interwove some or all of these expenences, the stones they were composing were 

multiple. They also lived stories woven with threads of love, tragedy, family, loss? 

responsibility, etc.-plotlines also woven into stories I too lived and told of my self. 

Beginning to recognize what these disadvantaged plotlines "blanked out" (Anzaldua, 

1990) and ''took for granted" (Greene, 1993), helped me to becorne more awake to how 

easily 1 had fallen into them. Even on the morning when 1 b a l l y  and impatiently asked 



Miguel why he was so oRen late for school, lingerings of these school stories were 

shaping my frustration wrth him. Understanding his lateness only through the fiames of 

these school stories, 1 rermained biind to, and at a distance fiom, the stories he was living, 

telling and reteliing of hirn seK 

My gradual shift tfkom viewing my students as characters living out the roles 

scripted for them througln our dîsadvantaged stones of school, to facing that 1, too, had 

become a character w i t b b  these stories-a character perpetuating limited and limiting 

stories of these children, was also shaped through response within our inquiry group. My 

most dramatic mernories .of experiencing this learning to hem the ciifferhg stories of those 

around me, of moving f i am the plotlines at the centre of the stories 1 was living and 

telling, to begin to hear those at the periphery of my experience, occurred when other 

members of our group shared stones that created h e r  tension for me. Feeling as though 

their stones were conflictirig the stories 1 was living and teIling of this landscape, the 

safety of the plotlines 1 h a d  been living within, were slowly interrupted. 

When my early stmnes of Life in this year five and six classroorn were fkamed 

around the fnistration 1 feIt  because I had not yet met so many of the childrens' parents. 

and rny CO-researchers responded with stories of their experiences lived out in vantage 

points different fiom those 1 had yet to imagine, subtle openings were created where 1 

began to re-imagine rny srtories in new ways. For instance, when 1 listened to my CO- 

researchers' stories of nepotiating the landscape of school with single or shared parenting 

responsibilities themselves %hile also working full-time, 1 was drawn to think harder 

about the complexities skaping the lives of my students' parents. Viewing the parents of 

my students withlli the limited borders constructed around poverty, abuse, or lack of 

responsibility, I had not imiagined that by stopping to listen to rheir stories, 1 might 

understand their worlds in different ways. 

I was, and continae to be, significantly awakened by the gratitude Miguel's 

mother asked him to express at the end of our f ~ s t  meeting. Although I was not yet 
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awake to the particularities of her life or to the plotlines around which she was composing 

her story as Miguel's mother, her words stayed with me ... initidy because they were so 

unexpected. Slowly, I began to awaken to the tremendous faith she was placing in me to 

hem the difference between the stories constructed and told by others of her and her 

children and the stories they were authoring of their lives. 

Composing Storied Identities: 
Futures Shaped Through Unfolding Stories 

We inhabit 'worlds ' and travel across thenz and keep al1 the mernories. 
-Lugones (198 7, p. 14) 

Several years have passed since 1 becarne the teacher of the year five and six class 

on the school landscape where 1 met Miguel and his family . In this passage of tirne, my 

stories of them have been told, retold, and relived many times. SimiIar to niy shifüng 

stones of Orace, these retellings have been significantly shaped through ongoing 

relationships with Miguel and his family. Contiming to experience a storytelling place 

withùi our teacher-researcher group, inquiring into the complexities of teacher h o  wledge, 

identity, and school landscapes, each of my retellings of Miguel and his famiIy broadens 

my understanding of k i r  worlds and of myself in dat ion  with them. Retellings occurred 

for me even as 1 wrote this paper; retellings through which 1 becarne more profoundly 

aware of how much I learned by attending to Miguel's and his farnily's stones. One 

memory of Miguel and his family continues to tug at me: 

One winter evening over a year ago, the telephone rang. Shyly, zrniiZ he 
Xnew he was calking with me, Miguel's voice travelled toward me. His 
voice, shz$?ing as he recognized my voice, wondered how I was doing wirh 
rny work ut the universis. Was Iplanning to visit the school soon? Three 
of his younger brothers and sisters stiU artended school there ... he open 
stopped by on his way home fiom the nearby junior high school. Mqbe if1 
was visiting the school, we could get together for a bit? Reflecting on what 
my rime looked like over the next week or so, 1 suggested t h  maybe I 
could bring my dog ro fhe school yard and he and his brothers and sisters 
could meet us fhere. When 1 arrive at his house on the Sunday aftrnoon we 



have ugreed on, he is beside my car before I get the dog out of the back 
seat and ont0 his lemh I must corne into the house. he says, his mother 
and father also want ta visit with me. 

Some rime later, Ifind myselfsitting in their living room. S m u n d e d  by 
photo albums, many of the picrures document their incredible journey from 
El SaZvudor to Canada. In a circle surrounding rhese visual narratives of 
their experience, are Miguell his parentsl his sisters, his brothers, 
rnyseZJ..uZZ of us sitting on the living roorn floor. 

Soth then and now, 1 continue to think about the significance of my presence in 

Miguel's family's home and again, 1 know in ways that are almost inexpressible in words, 

the profound role story t e lhg  and retelling has played in the unfolcihg stories 1 Iive and 

tell, as a teacher, woman, researcher, partner, fiiend, sister, daughter, child who grew up in 

a rural famiing community, etc. 
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CONNECTING CHAPTER 1.1 

Explorhg the Narrative Unfolding of Self Across Time and Place 
Karen Whelan in relation with Janice Huber 

The Looking Glass through ~vhich 1 step into the past 
releases me to go on into the present. ... 

i rS  only when you come to a certain point. .. 
rhat it becomes clear how the beginning should go, 

and what importance it has wirhin the whole- 
And it 's usually afier revising backwardfi.orn the middle 

that one can go on with the rest. 
-Homan (1989, pp, 241-362) 

I relate weU to H o f i a n  when she describes moving backward fiom the middle to 

create a beginniag for her writing. BeginnÏngs are difficdt. You must have faith that the 

stories you lay down wiil eventually lead to some larger whole and that this whole will 

have some strength and meaning embedded within it. I offer a beginnîng in the f o m  of a 

story. It is a b e g e g  that came to me only at the end, afier 1 explored the multiple 

"places of crossing" interconnecting my experience across different landscapes. 

On the vety last day of the school year in my junior high setting, my mensy 
sic grade seven students and I set out on an adventure. We had decided 
that we wanted to spend our Zast day together, so we had settZed on a hike 
through our local ravine with our destination being a smal2 lake andpicnic 
area where we could spend the rest of the day eating, relaxing, and having 
fin. The weather was on Our side as we gathered together in pont of the 
schoal with our knupsach, basebal1 caps, bug spray, and sunscreen. We 
were well-prepared to head out on this trek One of my students, Tyler, haci 
already designated himselftrail guide. He claimed to have walked these 
trails a thousand rimes; he knew the way. We followed confdentZy. Before 
long, the heuvy outside sounds of the larger world faded into the 
background. becorning a distant hum as we moved deeper into the interior 
of the ravine. As we continued on, the worn and well-marked trails became 
more rugged and uncertain. We had to negotiate large, falZen trees, thick 
underbrush, and branches which whipped back at us fi-om those who 
walked on in fiont. At one point, we came upon a wide creek which 
appeared impassible to my adult eyes. With no makeshifr bridge in sighî. I 
informed everyone rhar 1 thought we might have to turn back. They had 
other ideas in mind "One big rmning leap would gel us to the other side, " 
one ofmy students offered I hesitated for a moment and then thoughr, 
" m y  not? Afrr ail this was supposed to be an adventure. " Noi being as 
agile as my young hikingpartners, my nrnning leap le3 me halfcovered in 



ravine sludge. With srniles on their faces, Ryan and Mark reached down 
fiom the other side and huuled me up the embankment. It was at about this 
time on ourjourney that I began to seriousl'y wonder about Tyler's 
orienteering skiIls as our trail guide. 

At the outset, we had agreed to stick together on this hike, yet as the d q  
wore on, some students disappeared on the rough trails ahead while others 
lagged fm behind I was beginning to feel a linle apprehensive. "Could 
people actually become lost in a ciîy ravine? " I wondered Before Ieaving 
the school that day, the thought hud not even crossed my mind, but it began 
living there in vivid colour as our journey continued The peak of my 
anxiety came when one of my giris develuped shortness of breath uper 
apparently being stung by a  vasp p. This qui& little jaunt through the 
ravine was beginning to take on the qualities of a living nighmare. FinaZly! 
at long lu t ,  we heard the sound of ci& noise breaking into our ravine 
world It was the most welcome sound I hud heurd in the pas1 two hours. 
We had made if to the other side where we cele brated our Zast day together 
in ji-iendship. 

1 entered rny career as a teacher much Like 1 entered the ravine that day. 1 felt well- 

prepared with my backpack of skills, beginning teacher koowledge, and fiesh, new ideas 

to bring into the classroom. Filied with a naive certainty, 1 thought 1 knew the way. If 1 

did become lost, I had trail guides, for both my parents, as teachers, had traveled these 

paths a thousand times. 1 could t m t  in them to show me the way. Like the challenges 

which the ravine presented, my multiple school landscapes have presented me with 

obstacles in different shapes and sizes, ones 1 have had to carefully negotiate in order to 

move on. As a beginning traveller, my first steps on my new school landscape were both 

bold and uncertain in the same moment. There have been others with whom 1 have shared 

my landscapes, who have journeyed on ahead, their distance bringing separation. They 

were unaware of my tentative negotiation of the mgged terrain and snapping branches that 

whipped back at me. But there have also been hands reaching out to me, helping me up 

when I have fallen, helping me to see the possibility in crossing seemingly impassible 

borders. In moments of heightened panic and uncertainty, when 1 as a teacher have 

experienced shortness of breath, there have been those who have traveled dong-side me, 



both on and away fiom my school landscapes, staying close as we negotiated o u  

respective surroundings. Others have been like trail scouts, sharing their mique vantage 

point and understanding Tom where they were positioned M e r  dong on the trail. And 

there have been openings, fiesh and inviting openings, that have brought me to visible 

"places of community" where 1 have been able to celebrate and openly wonder with 

others on this professional journey- 

Reflecting on the multiplicity of these stories, 1 am rerninded of my day in the 

ravine; of feeling certain and then lost, of travelling smooth, welI wom paths and then 

venturing out into unknown territory. My stories provide me pathways of discovery, 

bringing rneanuig and form to my journey as a teacher. 1 have let my stones guide me in 

this writing process, one story Ieading into the next. I have had to follow these stories at 

times with uncertainty and a lack of inner direction, and at ùther times with a great deal of 

faith, knowing that in this narrative unfolding, 1 would corne to M e r  understand rny 

evolving sense of self. 

Clandinin and Connelly (1995) helped me to understand these feelings, these inner 

knowings of my self that live inside me, as my "stories to Iive by." They are grounded in 

my very being. As Sewall(1996) so eloquendy describes, they hold ' rhe spirit that 

carries me ftom day to day" (p. 1). These inner Stones, always in process, continuously 

revisited and recomposed withui the context of my Life experiences, hold promise as 1 try 

to ''understand how knowledge, context and identity are linked and can be understood 

narratively" (Comelly & Clandinin, 1999, p. 4). 

Writers such as Bateson (1 989, 1994), C m  (1 986), and Dewey (1 9 16), helped me 

to understand my "self" as something that is always in motion, a "story in the making" 

(Cm, 1986, p. 16 1). In this paper, I offer stories fiom my childhood landscape and 

school landscapes. These multiple landscapes which inform me and shape my identity are 

deeply connected; they overlap, and are constantfy, "changing and growing, sometimes 

disappearing fiom view, sometimes struggling to emerge and to evolve over tirne'' 
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(Neumann & Peterson, 1997, p. 9). By following these stories, 1 am able to attend more 

closely to how the stories 1 live by have been composed and recomposed, intimately 

interconnecting my sense of self across time and place. 

Childhood Beginnings: Emergent Shapings of My Stories to Live By 

Through the stories Ive hem who we are, 
-Silko (1996, p. JOj 

Illuminating the interplay between my personal landscape, where my stories to 

live by emerged, and q professional landscapes, on which my stories continue to be 

shaped, helped me explore the c o ~ c t i o n  and reconstruction of my knowing fiom a 

richer and more expansive standpoint. As Greene (1995) points out, Yhe narratives we 

shape out of the materials of our lived lives must somehow take account of our original 

landscapes if we are to be truiy present to ourselves" (p. 75). As 1 began to unravel the 

childhood beginnings of my stories to live by, it was stories, those told, written, heard, 

felt, and read, that enabled me to understand, in al1 my diversiq and complexity, the 

person 1 am becoming. 

There are pieces of certain texts 1 have corne across in my readings that seem to 

resonate within my very being. They are more than just connections or insights, they are 

a part of me, inextricably linked to my past, yet central to my present life and my 

wonderings around understanding identity narratively. 1 fmd myself revisiting these 

pieces often, ietting the words and images wash over me again and again. 

One of these passages is found in the opening pages of Trinh's (1 989) book, 

Woman. Native. Other. Her passage begins, "It Was Long Ago ..." and in the unfolding of 

her text she describes a group of villagen, much like a family, who gather together in a 

place of shared storytelling. The communal space of the village in which Trinh sets this 

text is farniliar to me, it is a place 1 know. In this place of commwity, stones matter 

deeply and are shared in a rich and relational way: 



The story never stops beginning or ending. It appears headless and 

bottornless for it is built on clifferences .... The story circulates Like a gifi; 

an empty gift which anybody can lay claim to by filling it to taste, yet can 

never truly possess. A gifi built on multiplicity. One that stays 

inexhaustible within its own Iimits. Its departures and arrïvals. Its 

quietness. (p. 2) 

Much like the story Trinh describes here, the stories 1 live by have no rigidly defmed 

beginnings or endings. They are, as Silko (1996) defines, "continuous story[ies] 

composed of innumerable bundles of other stories" @. 3 1). 

My evolving identity, shaped narratively, is centered within other stories of 

community . Ir, particular, my f d y  has provided me a sacred place of cornmunity and 

storytelling- Silko's discussion of "cornuna1 storytelling" helps me understand more 

fully the central role my family played, and continues to play, in shaping my stories to 

live by. In her description of the Pueblo oral tradition, Silko describes a storytelling 

community where conflicting versions of a story are welcome, where truth lives within a 

web of differing versions and contradictions, and where "stor[ies] rnight also serve as a 

map" (p. 32). Growing up with parents living stories as teachers, allowed me a place to 

constmct ar,d reconstnict my stones of school. My childhood landscape was interhvined 

with differing and often contradictory stories of school landscapes: my own, rny mother's 

and my father's. Representîng these small pieces of stories, set within the context of my 

family life, helps me illuminate the interplay between knowledge, landscape, and rny 

stories to live by. 

I am warmed by the mernories of those Iazy Sunday afternoons when my 
family; my two brothers, sister, parents, and I, would arrive home fiom 
church and sit down together in the living room to listen to our favourite 
records. On a good day, my dad would dance some silly jig and make zis 
al1 break into laughrer. 1 can still picture myself Zying in the patches of 
sunlight sîreaming rhrough our large living room window onto the sofr 
shag carpet. Ir was in the safety and comforr ojthis sertino that 1 remember 



the sharing of stories taking place. Sundqs became a day to "catch up " on 
the week gone by, and to wonder out loud about what might lie ahead. 
Since both my parents were teachers, the erchange of stories almost always 
centered around school. School stories, shared by alZ, took on a place of 
importance in our home, and our f m i l y  life moved naturaZZy to the rhythm 
of the school year. 

hlj parents were also actively involved in the school prograrns that 
influenced my brothers, sister, and me. They were very much interested in 
what we were experiencing in school. Mj l  father once spenr nearly half a 
day in my grade three classroom carefilly observing what went on there. 
My parents were concerned because 1 had corne home crying one d p  and 
did not want to return fo school. My grade three teacher had her 
"$mourites, " and I,  with my chubby, fieckledface and messy red hair, had 
not been one of thern. matever rny father said or did that d q  on rny 
behag helped tu make my world at school more secure, and the wowies in 
my eight-year-old life dissipated 

Many of my weekends as a child and then luter as an adolescent,tvere 
spent in my mother 's school where she was working as both a teacher and 
principal. I loved travelling wiîh her to the north side of the ci@ tu a small, 
four classroorn school called St. Williams. This %vas where rny mother had 
her first principalship, and I believe, it is also ivhere 1 began to internalize 
what 1 thought teaching and learning was aZl about. 

Just entering this building made me feel like I was coming into the warmth 
of my own home. While my mom was putîing up colourful bulletin board 
displays or responding to her grade îwo children in their journals, 1 would 
be off exploring and revisiting my own familiar places in this school. m e n  
it was just my mother and I in this place, I feZt as though I were the Queen 
in rny very own magical land, Ir was so very dzrerent and sornehotv 
separate fiom the place I calIed school. In the srnall, cozy Zibrary, no 
bigger than my own Iiving roorn, 1 would cuddIe up on the floor with the 
large grey seal my dad had won at the local Klondike Drlys exhibition 
Here I would read books and create my own fatztasy world in which the 
puppets on the library shelves would come to Z@ and plczy and tulk with 
me. Later, 1 tvould move into the fiont entrance way and climb into a fepee 
and pretend 1 was the friend of a warrior girl, brave and strong. Together 
we would sit around the campfiire and tell stories of courageous battles. 
Crawling out of the teepee would bring me back, once again, to the worlci 
of the school and I would wander over to watch the fish swim endlessZy 
about in the roundfish-bowl standing on a stool by the &nt door. 



Inevitably. as the duy wore on, I always ended up in my fmourite place of 
all, my mother 's classroom. The class guinea pig would squeal with delight 
each tirne I visited! At this t h e ,  twenty years ago, when phonics workbooks 
and rote, passive learning daminuted my l fe  and controlled my mind in 
school, my mother's classroom was a rich and creative Iearning 
environment which spoke lozrdly of her love for and interest in children. 
Her bulletin boarak were filled with children 's artwork and writing. There 
was a circular listening center at the back of the room where 1 could go to 
listen to stories on tapes. She had a reading corner with a picnic table and 
many small pieces of patchwork carpeting covering the f ior ,  along with 
sofi pillows and s w e d  animais. There were secret nooks for writing all 
over the roonz with stickers and special paper in them. In these places 1 
could write about anything my heart desired; no one stood over me to 
direct rny thoughts. 1 even recall the 024 discarded bathtub my mom 
dragged infiom home, and set up in the center of her classroom. One year 
the children used it as a cozy reading spot, and another year they filled it 
with dirt and grew a garden. 

This was the kind of classroom and school in which I loved to be. It was 
alive with the spirit of children even on the weekends when they were not 
p?tysicalZy present. î l i s  place became a ceniral part of the dream-image I 
embodied about the kind of teacher I might someday become. 

My father S work with children was more specialized and in many ways 
more marginalized than my mother ?S. He taught in segregated settings with 
children who had severe hearing impairments and cognitive learning 
disabilities. !l.iosr of my visits to my father's school happened during the 
d . .  while he was working with his children. m e n  1 had time off during 
junior high and high school years, I would head over to his school which 
wus located right in our own cornmuni@ m e n  I came into the school 1 had 
to climb h ~ o  flights of stairs and travel through two sets of solid double 
doors in order to arrive at the separate wing of the school where he and 
his children lived 

Like the children, my father 's Ire as a special education teacher was 
distinct& separate and isolatedfiom the mainstreum of school lqe. His was 
a lonelier world than my mother 's, one that I felt would take greater 
courage in which to live. The distance I had to travel through the hallways 
of this school to arrive at my f ~ t h e r  's classroom spoke loudly to me of hoiv 
appurently insignzjkant these children 's stories were in the lives of the rest 
of the people who shared this building. It was onZy when I entered my 
father 's classroom that 1 felt the warmrh and acceptance of these children 
who had so many speciul needs. My father w m  very much in tune wirh their 



unique interests. Ican recall the year he transforrned his entire classroom 
into the bridge of the spaceship Enterprise so that the chifdren could 
reenact their favourite episodes of Star Trek and imagine themselves as the 
fearless leader, Captain Kirk 1 was always amazed at the incredible 
arnozrnt of patience my dad displqved through his work with his children. 
These were really my first experiences of being around others ZabeZZed as 
"mental& disabled, " as these people were kept hidden in places un kno wn 
to me h i l e  I was attending school. 

At first 1 was fearfUl of their dzzerences and approached their disabilities 
with caution. I r e c d  one sumrner a3ernoon when a yozmg man came up 10 

me while Iwas sitting on ourfiont porch and began to t d k  and gestzrre to 
me in a shoange and incoherent manner. FiZZed with ferr, I ran inside and 
yeZled for my father. My dad came out and warmly greeted the man, a 
former student? with a hug and a handshake. He began to talk to him in a 
languuge they both knew, sign language. 1 watched fi-orn the window in 
amazernent as they laughed und comrnunicated in their own shnred world. 
I Zearned so much fiom my father that day. I saw first hand the important 
work he was involved in and the dzrerence he was making in the Zives of 
those with disabilities. Through being a part of his work over the years, 1 
have come to a deeper understanding and appreciation of people who are 
dzflerentfiom me. 

Although these are only Eagments of my childhood experiences, they are critical 

stories of a larger whole; they are the foundation on which 1 built, and continue to build, 

the srories 1 live as a teacher. The beauty and strength held withui childhood memories are 

captured by hooks (1996) when she, too, reflecting on the importance of her narrative 

beginnings, writes ?he beauty lies in the way it al1 comes together exposing and revealing 

the h e r  life of a girl inventing herself-creating the foundation of selfhood and identity 

that will ultimately lead to the fulfillment of her true destiny" (p. xi). It is only recently 

that 1 have come to recognize how influentid these early expenences were in shaping my 

evolving stories to live by as a teacher. My experiences growing up with two parents as 

teachers became integral threads in the narrative unfolding of my life. My own 

expenences in school inspired very little in me in cornparison to the rich, life shaping 

experiences 1 was surrounded by in relationship with my parents as 1 grew up. These 

experiences had the most profound impact on my desire to become a teacher. Their world 



became a part of my world. It was a world 1 knew 1 fit into and one which 1 understood. 1 

felt safe there and 1 knew 1 could be m y  self. 1 knew with great inner confidence that m y  

embodied drearn-image of becoming a teacher would sorneday be realized. 

My Beginnings As A Teacher: Awakening to Shifting Stories of Community 

And this, it turns oust.., is what 1 long for-the cornfort that 
cornes from being cradled,. 

the fieedorn fiom insign ificance, 
-HofJan (1989, p. 160) 

The place of co~ec t i on  and safety on my childhood landscape, carefully woven 

with time, care, and the shsuing of stoories, presents a dilemma for me, for it is at once, 

both strong and fiagile. Growing up iin a farnily that provides me support, believes in me, 

sees and reaffinns my gifts, and gentky nurtures me, provides me strength. By living in a 

space that was safe, relational, and trusting, 1 becarne accustomed to these qualities. 

Moving fiom the relationai space of m y  family to the public space of teachulg in rny first 

school, brought fonvard feelings of dLscontinuity much like those 1 experienced as a child 

in school. Once again 1 felt disconnectted fiom those surroundhg me; feelings of distance 

and rejection resurfaced. 

At my first school, 1 learned very quickly that 1 was not a welcome addition 
to the staff-1 cost money and the sraff was obviously not in faÿour of the 
principal's decision to hire m e  midway through the school year. This 
became evident ar the first staff meeting when the principal spent the 
greafer portion of the rime V i n g  to justzfi why I had been hired. It was 
determined that because of tRe large class size of thirty, the children in 
grade one were at risk as mainy had not yet begrrn ro read or write. The 
grade one class had been split- in the rnornings so that 1 would teach half of 
the children language arts and  math while rhe other teacher, Susan, wozild 
work wiih the remaining f i f i e n  chikiren in the same areas. From the 
outset, I believed that 1 did not srand a chance with this teacher as I feZt she 
viewed my addition to the s rmias  a refection of her own inadequacy. 1 
became a constanr reminder o;îwhat 1 felt she must have perceived as her 
own inability to cope. A wall caf dis~ust ,  fear, and resenmient quickly built 
between us-the four walls o f  my classroom and solid wood door soon 
became an architectural armoaw protecting me fiom the outside world 



As a beginner in my fist professional community, I found myself alone in a 

foreign temtory where 1 did not speak the language or know the customs. My positioning 

on this landscape, both as a newcomer and as a perceived intruder in the eyes of my 

teaching partner, only serveci to enhance my sense of isolation. Like Butala (1994) who 

amves as a stranger on the landscape of southwestern Saskatchewan, 1 too, as a beginner 

in this new land, was desperately searching for a relational place, a "stable spot" where 

my stories of self could unfold. Although this was my shortest lived experience on a 

school landscape (six months in total), it had a powerful, shaping influence on my 

developing identity as a teacher. 

Images From the Landscape: Shaping My Knowing 

An image is a bridge befiveen evoked emotion and conscious knowledge 
words are the cables that M d  up the bridge. 

-Anzaldzia ( I  98 7, p. 69) 

The landscape as an image or metaphor for understanding my experiences makes 

sense to me. 1 have been influenced by the thoughtful writing and research of people such 

as Bateson (1994), Butda (1994), Clandinin and Comelly (1995), and Silko (1996), who 

situate themselves and their understanding of their worlds in this metaphor. The 

landscape metaphor, as Clandinin and Connelly (1995) describe, "has a sense of 

expansiveness and the possibility of being filled with diverse people, things, and events in 

different relationships" (p. 4). The images îhis metaphor draws forth in me are critical as 1 

begin to explore the places of crossing between my childhood and professional landscapes 

and their shaping influence on my evolving srones to live by. 

To be hidden "within the safety of anonymity, of secrecy" (Heilbm, 1988, p. 

1 12) within my isolated classroom context, allowed me, in a very individual way, to 

develop and explore my skills in a less threatening environment. As Clandinin and 

Connelly (1995) remind me, this private and safe place, fairly free from scrutiny, was 

central to providing me the fieedom to live my stones of practice, stories that made sense 



to me and to the children with whom 1 worked. However, this new physical space had a 

profound impact on my "knowing" of self and others. Not only did the walls serve to 

keep others out, but they also kept me contained within. There were no intersections or 

meeting places with others, except outside of my classroom where 1 s h e d  only the "safe 

stones," ones which would not tarnish the image 1 felt 1 had to project to others. 1 

recognize now, 'rhrough the flashes of insight that corne h m  going over old mernories," 

(Bateson, 1994, p. 30) that the wall that went up between this teacher and 1 was, at first, 

largely constructed by those on the "professional knowledge landscape" (ClandiLi & 

Connelly, 1995) around us. In justiQing my arriva1 to the staff midway through the 

schooi year, the principal made apparent to everyone, staff, parents, and children alike, 

that the grade one program was in jeopardy and that the children required additional 

support. At a public level? this was explained away by the large size of the class which 

had thirty children in it, but the less visible story was that the teacher was stniggling ... the 

first large brick in our w d  was laid. 

My school landscape became a place of "separate knowing" characterized by a 

"depersonalization both of self and of others" (Schweickart, 1996, p. 3 12 ), a place where 

images of war began to surface. The emotional environment became fkaught with tension 

over territory, positioning, and intentions. The physical environment became one of 

barriers and blockades, anything that would stop the perceived enemy in her aacks. As 

Clinchy (1996) points out, these places of separate knowing become defined by 

relationships which take on an adversarial stance and by discourse which is argument. For 

Susan and 1, positioned as we were, a war on our shared landscape seemed inevitable. 

In some instances, the arrnour of my own classroom was not enough to 
ward o f  irnpending intmders. In the e s t  weeks in my program wifh the 
grade ones, Iplanned to do a winter theme andset up what I thoughf would 
be creative and rnotfi~ating centers for the chiZhen. ntey had already 
begun fo generate rich vocabulary and interesting ideas to get our reading 
and writing experiences underway. Suran came into my room one dny. and 
toZd me that Ihad ro do '>ets" because thar was what she had been doing 



and it was the theme in the reading series, Pets and Puppets. I knew that 
this was an older readntg series thut promoted repetition and controlled 
language in its rext. There was simply no ww I was going to use it in place 
of an experience-basedprogram which drew on the language and lives of 
my students. My background in [anguage arts was  strong and 1 confdently 
headed off to talk tu my principal. . -1 was met by a wall. 

My princ@alfelt it was critical that I do the saine unit as the othei- grade 
one teacher as we had to be seen by the parents as a tearn. The use of the 
reader was also a musr because parents would question why I was not 
using one when the other teacher was. 1 went back to my roorn feeling 
dejated and helpless. m a t  was I going to do? 1 glanced over at the stack 
of red plaid phonics workbooks that Susan had @en me, and tvorried that 
this would be next on her lis? of things I had tu d o  with my stridents. Naw 
much of my self was I prepared to give up in teaching this class? Ho w 
badIy did I want this job? 

This experience with my p ~ c i p a l  ieft me feeling increasingly fkustrated and done, 

creating a distinct division between the knowledge and feelings 1 carried w i t h  me and 

what 1 was being told to know, think, and feel. This embodied knowledge, "knowledge 

that is grounded in bodily cues and experiences," (Goldborger, 1996, p. 352) has always 

been critical to my ability to make meanùig of my life. Mernories of the separation 1 

experienced as a child between my family and school landscapes, intensified my present 

sense of becoming detached f?om the dream-image 1 embadied of my self as teacher, an 

image shaped through relation with my parents as teachers. 1 did not want to relive the 

story imposed upon me as a child in school, a prescriptive and isolating story narrowing 

the possibilities of the person I was becoming. Instead, 1 amagined creating. with these 

children, the sense of discovery, wonder, and belonging which 1 had experienced at my 

rnother's school. 

My stories to live by, shaped by storytelling in a family setting where people 

knew and understood me, began ta bump up against a story of school, initially 

characterized by isolation and separate development. The absence of these communal 

contexts in my beginnings as a teacher caught me off guard and had a signincant impact on 

my evolving sense of self. As Bateson (1 994) points out, '?taking on a new role or 



entering a new institution are both transitions when the self is put at risk" (p. 66). In my 

fragile beginnùigs, a different story of school emerged and began to define me in ways 1 

had not anticipated. 

My principal's decision that day lefi me with a tight feeling in my stomach, an 

inner pull t e h g  me that something was not right. This intemal struggle filled me with a 

sense of discontinuity and anger. I was angered by these imposed borders, both extemal 

and internai, and 1 feared that their shaping influence might rigidly re-dehe my practice. I 

struggled with the apparent insi@cance my stories as a teacher seemed to hold on this 

school landscape. As a newcomer to this professional context, I was positioned to live on 

the margins, obseMng others fiom a distance. There was no customary celebration or 

formal induction which automatically guaranteed my acceptance in this new professional 

world; 1 would have to find my own way. 1 knew that eventually 1 would have to learn 

how to live with my new colleagues, leam to find common ground, yet I wondered how 

much of my self, '-the stuff of my identity, that can be felt in the bones," (Hoffman, 

1989, p. 194) 1 would be required to give up in the process. It was in this space, largely 

defined by extemal forces, that I rxpenenced my fust conscious professional memory of 

feeling as though I was losing my mooring and being cast adrift on a sea of uncertallity-it 

felt as though the stories I embodied no longer mattered. 

Negotiatùia Extemal and Intemal Borders 

One afrernoon. Susan surprised me by asking me out for lunch. As we sat 
together ar the rnalZ, she proceeded to tell me that I needed to "tone down " 
my classroom. She felt it was a linle too "showy. " These cornments were 
timely as our parent-teacher evening was just around the corner. Because 
we taught the same children, she felt ir was important rhat the parents see 
us as being on "equal" ground Iresponded by telling her that the children 
and I had worked hard to create a space we love4 one thar felr cornfortable 
and was filled with the things that were important to us. I was not willing to 
compromise on this. She did nor take my response well, and our drive back 
to the school wasfilled wirh an uncornfortable silence. 



Our discussion that day reaffirmed for me that my way of living with children was 

understood only at a surface level-as showy, rather than as ernerging kom a narrative 

history, vital to who 1 was becoming as a teacher. Lîke Truih (1989), 1 also came to see 

that '' 'difference' is essentially 'division' in the understanding of many" (p. 82). Living 

the script of the showcase classroom and teacher in this f i s t  school setting did not help 

my relationship with my new colleague. As Trinh (1989) points out, being perceived to 

be living out such a script of specialness "easily creates a distance-if not a division- 

between 1-who-have-made-it and You-who-cannot-make-it" @. 86). Susan began to resent 

the cornparisons the children, parents, and other staffmembers were making, while 1 

began to feel imprisoned in these scripts, unable to imagine how my colleague and 1 could 

ever corne to know one another. More bricks were laid in the wall which came to define us 

as cornpetitive rivals. 

1 have almost forgotîen my dream. 
But it was there rhen, 
In fiont of me, 
Bright as a sun- 
My dream, 

And rhen the wall rose, 
Rose slowly. 
Slo wry, 
Between me and my drearn. 
Rose slow&, slowly, 
D irn m ing. 
Hiding, 
The light of rny dream. 
Rose until it touched the sky- 
The wall. 

-Hughes (1968, p. 426) 

My gowing fear of rejection, or being viewed as a failure, was overwheiming for 

me in my first year as a teacher. Anzaldk (1987) reminds me of the danger involved with 

hiding parts of rny self in the shadows. Such actions leave us feeling an overwhelming fear 

that we will be "found out." As Greene (1988, borrowing fiom Arendt, 1958, p. viii) so 

aptly points out, "it is the function of the public realm to throw light on human &airs by 

providing a space where persons can show 'in deed and word, for better and worse, who 



they are and what they c m  do' " (p. 114). This, however, was not how 1 experienced the 

landscape of this first school context. h tead,  rny experience resonates with Anzaldiia's 

understanding of what happens to our self when our vulnerabilities are viewed as 

"shamefd'' or "not normal:" 

She is at their mercy. she can do nothing 
to defeend herself: 
And she is ashamed thar rhey see her so exposed, 
so vulnerable. 
She has ro Zearn to pzrsh their eyes mvaycly 
She has to still her eyes fionz looking at their feelings- 
feelings that c m  catch her in their gaze, 
bind her to them. 

-AnzaldUa (1 98 7, p. 43) 

1 wish I could have corne to see the wall that "slowly rose" between Susan and the 

stories 1 was living by, and my experiences in this school context, as a persona1 challenge, 

as an obstacle 1 could have overcome (Greene, 1988), but at the tirne its ominous presence 

blocked my vision and prevented me from seeing Susan, let alone knowing her. It also 

profoundly shaged how 1 saw my seif. Lugones (1987) describes these borders as ones 

shaped out of our own arrogant perception of others, and cautions that if we continue to 

perceive people arrogantly, we fail to identify with them. The non-relational scripts 

shaping this school landscape left little hope for Susan and 1 to leam to "travel to each 

other's 'worlds' " (p. 4) ... to know one another's stories to live by. 

Resistance: Shifiing Stories to Live B y  

When, as an eight year old child in grade three, 1 was made to feel smail and 

insignificant on my schooi landscape, it was my Father's need to enter that story which 

gave me the courage to resist the darkness of oppression and to be able to continue 

imagining something different for my self. ANaldh (1987) names this oppression as a 

dark undenvorld, the "coatlicue state," a lonely place filled with uncertainty and tension 

that has the potential to bring movement if we choose to create an opening for our selves. 

It is a place where "ou greatest disappointments and painfid experiences-if we can make 

meaning out of them-can lead us toward becoming more of who we are" (p. 46). For me, 
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the transformation of the darkness 1 experienced on this school landscape came in the 

f o m  of inner resolve, a determination that I was not going to Iive my H e  as a teacher in 

this separate and isolated manner. Perhaps the mernories of my father's marginal 

experience as a teacher of children with special needs, shaped the necessity 1 felt to push 

against these "stories of school" (Clandinin & C o ~ e l l y ,  1996). It must have been the 

fighter in me, my "Shadow-Beast" (Anzaldiia, 1987), that part of me that refused to be 

defined and consimined by a higher authori~, that enabled me to rebei. In doing so, 1 was 

able to "[keep J the ground of my own being" (p. 16) and hold ont0 my stories to live by. 

Afrer some sound advice fi-orn rny rnother, Iphoned up the Zanguage arts 
consultant and invited her out to my clussroorn. Her visit proved to be 
most reinforcing andfieeing for me as a beginning teacher; a voice fi-om 
on high was giving me the go-ahead She told me to shelve the i-vorkbooks 
and to continue my winfer theme, sprinkling in the Pets and Puppets on& 
when necessary (which proved to be o d y  when I wus being observed and 
evaluated by my principal). I was slowly leurning the rules of the garne. 

Tt was during tbis first act of resistance in my profession that 1 learned 1 could fmd a 

sense of personal agency by placing my self outside constricting restrauits and "ready- 

made narratives" (Heilbrun, 1988, p. 50). 1 began to live a "counterstory" which Nslson 

(1995, p. 24) defines as "narratives of resistance" enabling us to chalienge or reconfigure 

the more dominant narratives in which our own stories are embedded. M a t  was missing 

in my counterstory, however, was a necessary place of comrnunity on my school 

landscape. Instead, the roots of my counterstory took hold off my school landscape in 

conversations and reflections with rny mother and father; two people concerned with the 

lives of children and the life space of schools. This space off my school landscape allowed 

me a boundaryless storytelling place where, "the rernembering and the retelling were a 

communal process" (Silko, 1996, p. 3 1) and where, "the promise of storytelling emerges 

when we move beyond regarding a story as a fixed entity and engage in conversations 

with our stories" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998, p. 251). 



Self and Other: Living Stories of Distance and Relation on the 
Professional Knowledge Landscape 

It is no Zight thing to be confSrmed in one S being by others .... 
For in its essential being this gifi is not a Zooking at the other, 

but a bold swinging-denmnding the most intensive stirring of one's being- 
into the life of the other. 

-Buber (1965, p. 78-81) 

Unlike the communal storytelling space of my family context, rny knowledge as a 

beginning professional was confuied to the space of my classroom. My lunch hours and 

recesses were spent in the classroom where I felt the most untouchable and where the 

"secret stories" that 1 carried in me could live more fieely. In this isolating space, the 

limitaions placed upon my growing knowledge as a teacher were enormous, moving my 

self M e r  fiom knowing which "aises withi .  social contexts and in multiple fonns" 

(Lyons, 1 990, p. 174). Like Butala (1 994), and Lorde (1 983), 1 fett positioned within my 

new community as an outsider, and my stories to live by became increasingly silenced. It 

is not at al1 surpnsing that I became a recluse in this first assignment, consciously 

detaching rny self fkom the rest of the staff. 

The dividing line between my "in-classroom" and "out-of-classroom" place on 

the professional knowledge landscape (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) becarne a very 

distinct border: a border &set up to defme the places that are safe and unsafe, to 

distinguish us from thern" (Anzaldua, 1987, p. 3). For the most part, the walls of rny 

classroom did provide me protection. In my pnvate enclave, 1 could live the stories 1 

wanted to live and shape the experiences 1 wanted to shape. Outside of my classroom, 1 

was never quite certain what to tell or not tell and so 1 developed a "conventional mask," 

one that would hide my true being in the world (Greene, 1988). The stones I told while 

wearing this mask became my cover stories: they were stories of confidence, self- 

assurance, and cornpetence as a beginning teacher. Shifting back and forth between "secret 

stories," stones 1 felt fkee to live within my own classroom, and "cover stories," stories 

which fit the extemal story plotline of the out-of-classroom place, shaped a yearning in 



me for spaces I had lived beyond my school context-spaces where my selfwas fiee to 

shiR and grow in its multiplicity. 

It was many years of storytelling set around teaching and leamKig taking place in 

the rich, communal space of my family that allowed me uisights which, fiom the outside, 

were perceived to be beyond rny years of experience. From the vantage point of Susan 

and other expenenced teachers on this Iandscape, there appeared to be a predetermined 

amount of knowledge a beginner was to have within their repertoire; apparentiy 1 did not 

fit this defuied space. My family helped me to appreciate that the construction of 

knowledge moves well beyond the predictable, step-by-step teaching often defining my 

own experiences in school as a child. It was through the experience of hearing? sharing, and 

constmcting many stories over time in a family setting characterized by safety, trust, and 

authentic response, that my knowing was gently nurtured and stimulated. As Coles 

(1989) attests, we can be offered the wisdom of others through stones told in community 

until this wisdom becomes, truly and unforgettably, our own. Clandinin and Connelly 

(1 995) define this embodied teacher knowledge as, "convictions and meanings, conscious 

or unconscious, that have arisen fiom experience (intimate, social, and traditional) and that 

are expressed in a person's practices" (p. 7). 

Living the "narrow spectrum of reality" (Anzaldiïa, 1 WO), partially created 

through cover stories, my knowing of others on this school landscape was profoundly 

shaped in absence of community. With these multi-layered boundaries around self and 

other in place, there was little hope or possibility of developing meaningful relationships. 

Everythïng sirnply remained on the surface. In such isolating spaces, perspectives become 

foreshortened. With the emotional and physical borders separating us, Susan and 1 could 

only ever hope to hold very limiting and narrow iiewpoints of one another. A s  Hoffman 

(1989) reveals, it is in these confining spaces that c'others tend to become puzzling 

Others-and so do our selves, which grow in strangeness and uncertainty in direct 

proportion to the opaqueness of those around us" @. 267). There was no one person in 
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my school that 1 could talle with in order to rnake sense of these expenences and their 

shaping idluence on my stories to live by. My sense of selfwas left in a very fiagile and 

unceaain state. In these confïnîng spaces, filled with physical and emotional borders, the 

faces of those 1 worked with were distanced fiom me and 1 became distanced fiom my 

self. These are the stones and experiences 1 camïed wîthin me fiom my first six months of 

Moving Toward Stories of Relation 

It would not be until late in the frrst year on my second school landscape that I 

would fïnd a space where 1 could live authentic stones of self-shifting, in relation with 

others, the stories of who 1 was becoming as a teacher. Reflecting on my mernories of one 

of the students with whom 1 worked in îhis school conte- creates an opening for me to 

begin to give voice to my knowing of a relational space that emerged between my self and 

two signifrcant teachers-Maureen and Eunice-a space that continues to embrace my 

understanding of the possibilities which become present when self and other live in 

relation. 

At the start of the school year? Kendall was a child in my classroom who 
was shy and quiet-a child with big brown eyes who looked out at the world 
fiom a face that seemed forever downcast. He lived with his grandmolher, 
Alice, and his older sister in a small house siruated on the corner direct& 
across the streetfi.orn the school. Alice was a big, burly woman with a gruff 
temperament- She made regular visits to our school oflce with one 
complainr or another. Ofen times we filt these visits were creared by Alice 
out of her own need for Company and conversation. 

Kendall S March conference was one 1 was not looking fonoard to. Alice 
fi-ightened me even on her better dqvs. and there was much I needed to 
share with her about Kendall and my concerns for his well-being. Our 
communication throughout the school year had not been the greatest, but 
on this particular day she reaZly let me have if. She toId me that all of 
Kendall S problems in school hud started when he came to rny class, rrhar 
he hated school and hated me. Kendall sat silentiy at the table throughout 
this rampage until she finally stood up. grabbed his arm, and stormed out 
of the classroom. 



1 sat there in the stillness of my ernpty classroorn with the stinging impact of 
her words still hanging thick in the air around me. I became enguved by 
those words, by my orvn inner fisrration, by the isoZarion surrounding me, 
I laid rny head down on the table and crieci fi was in this moment of rvhat 
seemed like hopeless despair thut Muureen and Eunice, hYo of the veteran 
teachers on stag walked into my room. At first, I rvas ex~emely 
ernbarrassed that they had caught me with rny guard down in what must 
have Zooked like a puthetic moment of weakness. 1 soon felt drfferently as 
they came andjoined me at the table to discover what was going on. I am 
certain they must have been surprised that I wus reduced to this state, 
although they did not say so. Not unlike my $rst school sening, 1 had 
portrayed a fair& strong and shiny suit of arrnour for the greuter part of 
the year and 1 had a sense it was time to just be me. I poured my self out to 
thern, letting thern see all of what this experience with Kendall had made me 
fiel. They listened and nodded; they understood. They both shared their 
stories of children who, for one reason or another, le$ them feeling like 
failures. Eunice reminded me of a boy in her class who had been dragged 
out of the room earlier that y e m  She said that she had beeri so humiliated 
by my witnessing of that experience because she filt that I must have 
wondered why she c d d  not handle the situation, afler all, she was an 
experienced teacher. 

It was the sharing of these vulnerable stories on a quiet afiemoon in March that 

forged a new space for Maureen, Eunice, and me. It was the beginning of both a persona1 

and professionai conversation that wodd sustain itself over tirne, distance, and many life 

changes. Ours has become a comected relationship, grounded in safety and trust, and it 

continues to carry us forward to this day. As women who cared, Maureen and Eunice 

displayed to me that day the embodied essential qualities which Heilbrun (1988) speaks 

of: "Eendship, intimacy, admission of vulnerability, the openness of loving gesture" @p. 

10 1 - 102). Tt was our conversation, authentic concem, and reai response brought about by 

the surfacing of this underground story, that finally allowed me to enter a space where 1 

could let my armour down on my school landscape. Opening my self and others up to my 

fears and vulnerabilities was critical to this crossing to a new place of understanding. This 

is best captured in Anzaldiia' s (1 987) discussion of "la facultad" which she describes as 

the capacity to see in the surface of our expenences, the meanuig of deeper realities. 



There is a deeper sensing .... It is anything that breaks into one's everyday 

mode of perception, that causes a break in one's defenses and resistance, 

anything that takes one from one's habitual grounding .... deepen[ing] the 

way we see ...p eople; the senses become so acute and piercing that we can 

see through things, view events in depth, a piercing that reaches the 

undenvorld (the realm of the soul). (p. 39) 

On that day in late March, with little of the school year left ahead of me, Eunice 

and Maureen reached their han& across the border, s d a r  to the one which had so 

profoundly separated Susan and 1 on my &st school landscape, helping me to live new 

stories of understanding, connection, and possibilipstories of hope. By sharing our 

common experiences we were able to dissolve the distance between us and fmd a new 

place of understanding (Clinchy, 1996). We were able to arrive at the insight Bateson 

(1994) speaks of: " that depth of understanding that cornes by setting experiences, yours 

and mine, familiar and exotic, new and old, side by side, leaniùig by letting them speak to 

one anotheryY (p. 14). It was a place of intimate connection. Together we were veteran and 

novice, experienced and inexpenenced, living differing stories, yet in the end, it was our 

differences which enabled us to imagine a relational space on the landscape of this school. 

What strikes me as being cntically important about this new space was that it 

allowed my discornfort and uncertainty a place to live in a more public and visible way. 

This place had a distinctly different feel to it, and it directly infiuenced my continuhg 

relationship with Kendall and his grandmother. The experience and wisdom that Maureen 

and Eunice brought to our relationship helped me to imagine other ways of reaching out to 

both Kendall and Alice. By the close of the school year, 1 felt 1 had made a difference in 

their lives, and they, in mine. The relational space we re-imagined, helped tum my story 

of personal failure into one of possibility. It was this place of possibility that became 

central to my continuing search for other professional landscapes, where my desire, "[to 



live] a He that connects to others, one that makes moral sense," could grow (Coles, 1989, 

p. 139). 

Images Speak Through Me: Attending To My Embodied Landscape 

1 am an act of kneading, 
of uniting and joining that not only has produced 
both a creature of durkness and a crearure of light, 

but also a creature t h  quesrions the deflnitions 
of light and dark and gives them new meanings. 

-AnzaldUa (1 98 7, p. 8 1) 

My writing cornes to me in short bursts of awareness and at odd moments when 1 

least expect it. Images captured f?om a visit to my parent's home become moments of 

awakening, bringing form to the important fragments and abstract thoughts which live 

inside me and are a part of my research. AnzaIdUa's (1989) words speak to me of the 

importance of attending to these comected images which emerge at the crossings of my 

internai and external landscapes as 1 search to transform my Me expenences into new 

leaming and creative potentiai: 

Only through the body, through the pulling of flesh, c m  the human sod  be 

transformed. And for images, words, stories to have this transfomative 

power, they m u t  anse fiom the human body-flesh and bone-and fiom the 

Earth's body-stone, sky, liquid, soil. (1989, p. 75) 

These moments of awareness and transformation remind me that my wonderings and 

puulements are embodied, that they travel with me as 1 live my storied life. As Trinh 

(1 989) reaffirms, "we are our bodies .... We write-think and feel--(with) our entire bodies 

rather than only (with) our minds or heartsYy (p. 36). This understanding of knowledge as 

something that is experienced or acquired with al2 of who we are, and embedded within 

the landscapes we live on, has been important to my work. It helps to make less ngid the 

boundaries which often sharply define how knowledge develops, and it gives me 

permission to attend more fuliy to the images and feelings which 1 sense around me as 1 

live my Me. Equally important is my recognition that: 



To write, to be a writer, 1 have to trust and believe in myself as a speaker* 

as a voice for the images. 1 have to beiieve that 1 can communicate with 

images and words and that I can do it well .... 1 cannot separate my writing 

fkom any part of my life. It is al1 one. (Anzaidh, 1987, p. 73) 

With this in mind, 1 chose to clothe my moments of ùisight (Bennett, 1997) in 

poetic fom, giving voice to a way of knowing with which 1 am cornfortable, so that I 

might be able to communkate the meanulg of these images more thoughtfiilly to my self 

and others. An image 1 describe in the following pages helps bring shape to, what at 

moments, seems inexpressible. 

It is not surprising to me that one of these sensory flashes of insight came as I 

made one of my regular visits to my parent's home. On this particular visit, 1 arrived to 

fmd the house empty, with the exception of our family dog, Mobi. 1 decided to have my 

usuai cup of coffee anyway and sat down on the couch in front of the large living room 

window. It was in this quiet and peaceful place that my entire being experienced a visual 

image, sent as a gift fiom the exterior landscape, that helped me to put words to an 

abstract thought that had been playing around inside my rnind for some tirne. Butala 

(1994) describes beautifidly how these split seconds of insight are experienced, "as if the 

inside of ~ n y  body were, at such times, a darkened theater into which a shaft of wisdorn, 

some visionary light, suddenly is thmst before the light goes quickly out againy' (p. 96). 

These are the words that came to me in that inoment: 

1 sit at my parent S home, 
Mo bi, our family dog, is at my side. 
1 am filled with a peacefül and quiet stillness. 
n te  early apernoon sunlight plays through the 
branches and casts itselfupon my lap. 
l am shuck suddenly by this play of shadow and light, 
and 1 begin to run my fingers over the blurred grey hues 
that live somewhere in between the brunch's shadows 
and the sun 's gentle rays of Zight. 



It is in this border in between, 
the grey that emergesf im the blend of darkness and lighr, 
that I am able to find some hope. 
It is in conh-ast thut difierence is revealed. 

Although this image of contrast which emerges fiom darkness and Iight may 

appear to be cornmonplace, it is a metaphor that has guided me for many years. 1 found 

its presence in papers 1 wrote as an undergraduate, in drawuigs 1 sketched, in poetry 1 

wrote, in picture books 1 love, in symbols 1 bring into my classroom, and in my teacher 

planning sheets. 1 am Ieaming that these metaphors that live within me. have importance; 

they, too, are central to my stories to five by. By attending to them more thoughthlly, 1 

am able to deepen my understanding of my self, others, and the Iandscapes that shape me. 

As Bateson (1989) describes, "A metaphor goes on generating ideas and questions, so 

tbat a metaphorical approach to the world is endlessly fertile and involves constant 

learning. A good metaphor continues to iostruct" (p. 135). The metaphor 1 am describing, 

brings form to my understanding of the differing landscapes that intersect, intertvvïne, and 

overlap with one another across my experiences. It has been the Living on, and negotiation 

between, these multiple places that compelled me to return to a university sening and 

begin a doctoral program. 1 wanted to have the necessary t h ,  distance, and space to be 

more reflective about the shaping influence of the multiplicity of these landscapes; to ask 

questions of them, and to search out new meanings. 

Awakening To Difference 

As 1 think about how my stories to live by are negotiated through distance or 

relation with others, I am thoughtful of the words spoken my Nelson Mandela to the 

people of his country in his Inaugural Speech: "[Our] playing small doesn't serve the 

world. There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won? feel 

insecure around youyy (Mandela, Inaugural Speech, 1994). Reflecting on sharing my stones 

to live by without diminishing that of another, 1 have come to recognize that it is 

somethïng I must continually negotiate in my relationships with others on the 



professional knowledge landscape of schools. I remain fearfd, however, of the shrinking 

self which Mandela speaks of, for I have lived this story and 1 have felt the dramatic 

impact it cm  have on my evolving identity. The landscapes on which these shrinking 

selves live are places of normalization that, "wipe[s] out differences, forcing them to be 

repressed, to become matters of shame rather than pnde" (Greene, 1993, p. 212). 1 do not 

want to hide any stones of my self within the school landscapes 1 live on in this 

profession; 1 want all of my self, in my multiplicity, to be out there. By communicating 

the truth of rny selfat a place of crossing with other people's Zives, 1 may inspire them to 

be more completely them selves (Jong, 1995). As in the story of Maureen and Eunice, 

they too, might inspire me to be more comptetely my self. 

It is recognition of this intimate interconnection I have with the lives of others that 

makes it necessary to examine more carefully the impact 1 have upon them. In attempting 

to erase or bury my stories of discomfort, 1 face the danger of experiencing what Coles 

(1 989) describes, through the story of another, as '' 'moral drift' ... an indifference to 

others that can become a habit" (p. 116). Looking more closely at my painîul stones, 

writing them down, reflecting ugon thern, and reconstructing hem, allows me to move 

closer to understanding the harm 1 may have caused others, and, thereby, my self as well. 

It is this discornfort which informs me and offers a fkesh startïng place for new 

understanding (Bateson, 1994). 

As 1 read back over my stories, distanced now by the months since 1 set the 

words down in text, 1 heard and saw something different given back to me, somethùig that 

at fkst was not apparent. In my stories of Susan and the tremendous stmggles we 

experienced as we tried to negotiate our relationship, 1 saw places or openings where 1 

codd have crossed, where I could have reached out and somehow made things different. 

What might have happened had 1 responded differently to Susan when she asked me to 

tone down my classroom? Ln place of my silence, 1 codd have shared with her the strong 

images I carried wirhin me fiom my childhood, of the classroom spaces my parents 
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created with children, revealing more of my self with her b a t  day. Perhaps then she might 

have corne to a deeper appreciation of why the physical environment of my classroom 

was so very important to me and to what 1 believed about children, teaching, and learning. 

If 1 had asked more questions of her at that moment, I might have opened up a whole 

conversation about what was causing her discornfort-1 might have heard more of the 

stories she was living by. Instead, my response narrowed the possibilities for M e r  

exploration of the dilemmas definhg our relationship. It has been through other stories. 

Iike the relational one lived out between Maureen, Eunice, and my self, that 1 have been 

provided a more expansive understanding of how ciifference can help us to resonate across 

bomdaries and our cornmon stniggles can come to present a common meeting place. For 

Susan and me, at that place and tirne in which our story unfolded, and in the manner in 

which we were positioned on the landscape, we were unable to address the basic challenge 

which Bateson (1934) believes we face in an interdependent world: 'YO disconnect the 

notion of difference fiom the notion of superiority, to turn the UIlfarniIiar into a resource 

rather than a threat" (p. 233)- Had 1 the insight 1 do today, 1 would have responded 

differently. Of that, 1 am certain. 

Attending to Places of Crossing 

It has been both my Iiving and negotiation of contrasting worlds; the dark and the 

light, the center and the rnargins, the public and the private, the personal and the 

professional, the distant and the close up, the found and thc chosen, that informs rny 

work and provides me a fiamework for understanding the stories which I have chosen to 

tell. By living in these contrasting worlds filled with change and diversity, 1 have been 

"pnvileged to enter, if only penpheraily, into a diversity of visions" (Bateson, 1994, p. 

12). The place that lives in-betiveen these contrasting worlds is a place of crossing, a grey 

area that connects these contrasting places. Those who dwell in these grey areas live in an 

uncertain yet hopeful state of existence, for they simultaneously live on the margins of 

this difference while also being provided a more expansive view of the contrasting worlds 
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which they must constantly negotiate. It has been through the multiplicity of my 

experiences and changing vantage points across landscapes, that 1 have been allowed to 

see and understand more fully my stoned self and the storied selves of others. 

There are many thoughtful writers who, like Anzaldh (1 987), are stniggling to 

provide shape and definition to the contrasting and differing landscapes they experience 

so that they might better understand the spaces which exist "in-between." These grey 

areas which emerge at the crossing places of shadow and light, of difference, have been 

given many names in the literature, but perhaps the quality or nature of these spaces are 

not so very far removed fiom one another. Anzaldiia (1987) calls these spaces 

borderlands where people of diverse cultures meet in dialogue to create new traditions; for 

Greene (1 993, they are places of imaginative possibility where diverse others c m  appear 

more M y  before one another; Bateson (1989) thinks of them as meeting places at the 

edges where lines are blurred, allowing new vision, creativity, and imagination to emerge; 

for Trinh (1989) and Silko (1996), they are places of community and shared storytelling 

where ambiguity, tension, and contradiction are invited; Nelson (1 995) refers to them as 

chosen communities where counterstories which disnipt the dominant narrative can 

thrive; for hooks (1 990) they are pIaces of understanding where the center and the margin 

are a part of a Iarger whoIe; for Buber (in Friedman, 1991, p. x) they are the narrow ridges 

where there is "certainty of meeting what remains undisclosed;" for Clandinin and 

Comelly (1 995) they are educative spaces where the expression of the desires for 

storytelling, relationship, and reflection can live. 

A quality 1 found unique to al1 of these writers is that they, themselves, live on 

the margins of experience. It is in these places, "Iocated outside dominant power 

structures," that the marginalized cm begin to "articulate their histories, needs, and 

desires 'for themselves' instead of only in the ways encouraged by their 'masters' favored 

conceptual frameworks" (Harding, 1996, p. 446). The writers mentioned above have corne 

to recognize diversity, tension, and ambiguity as central to their understanding of their 
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experiences, and they openly resist appeals for unity and harmony. It is that ever 

competing "center" that calls for "homogeneity within the self' and dictates, "observable 

constraints on behaviou. (Mullin, 1995, p. 12), that marginalizes these same writers. 

Throughout their diverse Iives and careers, these individuals have been called to stradde 

two or more different worlds and have found themselves tom with where to anchor 

themselves, whether it be between: theory and practice, margin and center? illegal alien and 

citizen, ferninine and masculine, visible and invisible. Although they constantly feel pulled 

by a master narrative that prescribes unity, it is their recognition of living in and between 

these multiple worlds, and their open acceptance of the uncertainty and diversity which 

live there, that has provided them a richer and fidler appreciation and understanding of the 

merging borderspaces which live in the grey "in-between." belI hooks (1990), a feminist 

AEcan-American w ~ t e r  speaks of what it means to live in these differing worlds in a 

manner that enables one to see more whoily: 

Living as we did-on the edge-we developed a particular way of seeing 

reality. We looked fiom the outside in and f?om the inside out. We focused 

our attention on the center as well as on the margin. We understood both. 

This mode of seeing rerninded us of the existence of a whole universe, a 

main body made up of both margin and center. (p. 149) 

Ln my continuing work in a research comunity with Jean Clandinin, Michael 

Connelly, Janice Huber, Chuck Rose, and Annie Davies, and our investigation of the 

professional knowledge landscape, 1 am inspired to think about what these in-between 

places, these relational spaces, might look Uce in schools, what their qualities might be, 

and how they might come into being. If it is in contrast that difference becomes more 

visible, then the dilemmas which arise out of the clash between the in-classroom and out- 

of-classroom places (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995), the interior and the exterior landscapes 

(Siko, 1996), and the public and the private realm (Arendt, 1958), create an opening for 

possibility. It is in the overlapping of these contrasting places that a new hue may form 
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and where the stories of teachers' Iives may emerge more M y  and authentically on the 

landscape of schools. It would seem reasonable to assume that these relational spaces, 

with al1 the promise they hold, would be openly embraced in schools where imagination, 

community, and stoïytelling are so vital. Yet, my stories and experiences speak to me of 

an increasingly fiagile existence of these spaces in schools. It is, therefore, not only a 

recognition and understanding of these relational spaces that is critical to understanhg 

the narrative unfolding of selves, but an appreciation of the barriers which prevent these 

places fiom coming into being, and of the distancing which prevents us fiom seeing the 

possibility of what these spaces might offer. 

Narrative Unfolding I n  Relation 

May my story be beautzfd and unwind like a long thead. ... 
A story that stays inexhaustible within its own limits. 

-Trinh (1989. p. 4) 

There are countless other stones I could share of both the connected and 

disconnected spaces 1 have continued to experience throughout my career as a teacher, of 

the "educative" and "mis-educative" spaces 1 have lived (Dewey, 193 8). But what seems 

important to me is my own recognition and growing understanding of how necessary it 

has been to have lived in ciifTering positions and landscapes, both professional and 

personal. To have lived multiple stones of borders, bordercrossings, and relational spaces, 

has brought me to an appreciation of what the presence and absence of these criticai 

places in my life have corne to mean to me. In addition, 1 have developed a deeper 

recognition of the stniggle involved in creating places of crossing which hold the potential 

to move me fiorn places of confining borders ro relational spaces of possibility. By 

opening my self up to "multiple layers of vision" (Bateson, 1994, p. 12), 1 can begin to 

broaden my vantage points on my shifiing landscapes and see more of what, at frst, may 

not have been visible. It is with these new eyes that 1 may be allowed to see more clearly 



how my stories to live by shape and are shaped by the relationships 1 enter into on the 

landscape of schools. 

As Bateson (1994) describes, "learning to h o w  a community or a landscape is a 

homecoming. Creating a vision of that comuni ty  or landscape is homemaking" (p. 2 13). 

My "familiar and safe horneground" (AnzaldUa, 1 98 7, p. 1 3 )  has come in different forms 

throughout my career, yet what has remained constant has been what sustains me; the 

afTirmation, understanding, safety, care, and hope 1 find in relation with the people who 

live in these spaces. 

There is a moral quaiity to these relational contexts-a quality 1 fmd ever-present 

in the space my family continues to provide me. HofTinan's (1989) description of her 

homeland captures the powerful and Me-shaping place my own persona1 landscape has 

been for me. 

The country of my childhood lives within me with a pnmacy that is a 

forrn of love .... It has fed me language, perceptions, sounds, the human 

kind .... No geometry of the landscape, no haze in the air, will live in us as 

intensely as the landscapes that we saw as the e s t ,  and to which we gave 

ourselves wholly, w<thout reservation. (pp. 74-75) 

Negotiating relational spaces, like the landscapes 1 share with my family, colleagues like 

Maureen and Eunice, and my research cornmunity, are essential to rny growth, to my 

evolving stories to live by, and to my intimate bowing of other's stories to live by. 

These spaces allow me room to wonder aloud and to think deeply about my life 

experiences-spaces in which my identity, imagination, and capacity for storytelling 

remain boundless. These spaces help me to understand what it means to live relationally. 
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Entangled Lives: Enacting Transient Social Identities 
Janice Huber in relation wirh Karen WheIan 

Each rnoming we come together in the comfort of our borrowed office space, a 

place we have slowly come to claim as our own. At first this place remained stark, our 

presence unnoticed; a typical university ofnce space. Over time we began to leave 

remnants of ourselves behind; important writings, favourite books, snacks and treats left 

in storage. We also began to gather new treasures, a round table, our little stuffed ftog 

named Ponder, and magnets and note pads to personalize our space. Recently a colleague 

draped a flowing, colourful Kente cloth across the window, a representation we have 

come to see as symbolic of our journey on this university landscape. Its bold unfolding 

speaks to us of our determination to draw strength nom what we know and fkom one 

another. 

With moming sunlight streaming through the windows, our days begin in 

conversation over coffee. On one such morning, our t a k  leads us to wonder about how 

we might write our relationship? We knew we would be expected in twenty odd pages or 

so to try to give an account of our research experience, our relationship, our shared work, 

and the many dilemmas emerging out of it. Within the confines of a traditional, academic 

paper, we wondered how we could possibly express what we wanted to. Several cups of 

coffee later, our ponderings lead us to imagine ways to move beyond the scripted story of 

what an academic paper should look like. The results of our imaginings is the wriring that 

follows. 

The story we tell is set within a present university landscape with both of us 

positioned as doctoral candidates, and within an histoncal narrative context embracing 

the multiple iandscapes of our lives. At times, our storytelling stays within fkames, while 

at others, it breaks fkee. In this way, we feel we have honoured the temporality of our 

shifting identities across moments and memones we have lived together. By sharing our 

words with you, we hope to bring insight into what the living of our relational space has 
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meant to us, to our stones to live byl, our knowing of one another, and the multiple 

worlds we share. Unpacking a story of our relationship is what this paper is about. 

You and 1 are close, we intertwine; you rnay stand on the 

other side of the hill once in awhile, but you rnay also be me, 

while rernaining what you are and what i am not. (Trinh, 1989, p. 90) 

Trinh's words speak to us of our relationship, a relationship in which our thoughts 

and words, feelings and interpretations of our worlds have become entangled. Bringing 

an intense knowing of the other-knowing that is not smooth and predictable, but 

textured, knotted, and frayed by our difference-our entanglements have been necessary to 

the relational space we have determined together. In knowing one another these ways, we 

have learned to expect ambiguity, uncertainty, and moments of tension. Borro w ing 

Trinh's (1989) thoughts on the multiplicity of identity and the infinite layers that live 

within and between selves, and their overlappings, we work to "unsay" the story of 

separate development, shaping our institutional context (and at times, our selves) 

rewriting it with presence to ccinterdeterminancy," an awareness of the profound 

intercomection between seIfand other. 

The textual representations shaping this paper are not merely aesthetic creations but 

important sensory re-presentations of îhe story we negotiate and the wonders we explore 

together. Our play with alternative textual arrangements, like relational writers who have 

gone before us (Clark, 1998; Cushman, 1996; Godard, 1994; Yancey & Spooner, 1998), 

is another way to re-present the joumey of our entanglements-exploring moments of 

intersection between our narrative histories as well as moments of distance, Because the 

story we give an account of was shaped by boudaries and limits, as well as fluidity and 

movement, we hope that, as reader of this text, you d l  become part of the transient 

process we Iive (Clark, 1988). 

Pushing against dominant constructions of what counts as theoretical knowledge, 

de Lauretis' words (1984, in Godard, 1994) strengthen our intentions as relational writers: 
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Strategies of writing and reading are foms of cultural resistance. Not only 

c m  they work to tum dominant discourses inside out (and show that it c m  

be done) ... they also challenge theory in its own ternis, the terms of a 

semiotic dependency space constructed in language, its power based on 

social validation and well-established modes of enunciation and address. 

(P. 53) 

For us, our writing is an act of resistance-a "counterstory" (Nelson, 1995) grounded 

within our Stones to live by, defiantIy created to bring words to our relational knowing, 

while simultaneously intending to eradicate the borders placed upon our knowledge, ow 

writing, and the lirnited possibility for relational knowing within our specific institutionai 

context. Working to turn the dominant discourse inside out, we re-present our relationship 

in multiple ways: words set in sûuctured and unstructured fom; poetry; story; fluid and 

unbounded text-alternative symbolisms CO-constructed to bring meaning to our 

experience. 

At times, the relational story we tell speaks of our closeness-of standing together 

on shifting landscapes: the coming together of a teacher and a researcher as CO-leamers in 

a negotiated inquiry; of our situatedness as teachers within the same school district; and 

as graduate students returning to a university context. At other times, our story will reveal 

our positioning in different places or on different landscapes: as individuals who grew up 

in two distinctly different settings; as undergraduate students separated by a strongly 

scripted story of cornpetition; and as two wornen living in different countries. It is signifi- 

cant to us that in both o u  distant and intimate positionings, we have been able to Iook out 

at our worlds fiom differing vantage points, taking in and making meaning of our sur- 

roundings relationally. We recognized that by exploring our sirnilar and differing posi- 

tions on the multiple landscapes we had and were contïnuing to negotiate, we would 

allow M e r  understanding of our-selves2 and our relational space to emerge. 



Breaking Free From the Identitv EncIosure 

Trinh's distinction between '7'' and "i" has been important in our understanding of 

our relational space. She moves beyond a Limiting and self-contained understanding of 

identity-'?," to one which is fluid, relational, and ever-embracing of the multiple stones 

that shape our li~es-~~i." Her work begs us to move beyond a bordered sense of selfto a 

consciously created pIace where the categorical conventions which so ofien defme as 

separate, can leak. 

"In 
BOUNDED 
SELF DEFINED EXTERNALLY 
CONTAINED 
CLEAR EASY TO READ AND 
INTERPRET 
INDEPENDENT SELF SUFFICIENT 
FlTTiNG THE FRAME 
DEFINABLE EXPLAINABLE 
CONSTRUCTlONS THAT LlMlT 
BORDER 
FiX IN AN UNMOVABLE STATE OF 
EXISTENCE 
CROSS NO BORDERS 
QUESTION NO BOUNDARIES 
STAY STlLL STATIONARY 
BOUNDED 

Consciously positioning our-selves in a relational way, we increasingly moved to 

deeper layers of understanding our-selves, one another, and the space which lives 

between us. Our growing awareness and acceptance of these infinite layers, which live 

between and within, aIlowed us to cross borders and to move out fiom our-selves. For us, 

these "bordercrossings" (Anzaldiïa, 1987) have not, as the dominant story dictates. meant 

a giving up of self in order to meet the other. Instead, they have created openings for us to 

explore, in trust, the multiplicity of our-selves in relationship with one another, shaping a 

richer and more expansive relational l adcape .  Clark (1998) framed his understanding of 



this social process of knowing, as "travel": 

It is only when.-.[she]..&avels 'humbly away' from the certainty and 

control of identity that is enabled by [her] ... familiarity with elernents of a 

home territory that [she] ... can recognize in berselfl ... a commonality and, 

more irnportantly, an interdependency with others whose lives and home 

places are very different fiom Der] ... own. (p. 14) 

Attending to o u  home places was an important qualiry of o u  ongoing relational 

negotiation. Encomtering one another's home places increased our recognition that 

certain plotlines embedded within the shifhg landscapes of our lives remained present, 

although always evolving within our multiplicity. These plotlines, emerging f?om our 

childhoûd landscapes, places where our initial stones of self were shaped, became 

interesting puzzlements for us. Retuniing to these landscapes through our reflec tive 

presence to them, the relational threads we continuously negotiated since childhood, 

created a space to look forward and make meaning £tom. 

Framents of Childhood Landscapes 

The narratives we shape out of the materials of our lived Iives 
must somehow take account of our original landscape 

ifwe are to be truiypresent to ourselves. 
-Greene (1995, p. 75) 

As we laid fragments of our narrative beginnings side-by-side, we recognized with 

new insight, both the differences and similarities between and within our childhood 

landscapes. These story eagments are, at once, singular and plural, holding experience 

we share with one another and with many others. As Royster (1996) describes, 

"individual stories placed one against another against another build credibility and 

offer. ..a litany of evidence f?om which a cal1 for transfomation in theory and practice 

might rightfully beg in.... [Our] stones in the Company of others demand thoughtful 

response" (p. 30). Becoming attentive to the necessity of this response, to the stones we 

told of our-selves, the stones of self others shared with us, and the transfomative 



process expenenced through the telling and retelling of stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 

1998), brought us to an edge-an inquiry space fiom which to begin to tell our story of 

relationship. 

kitchw table, added another richness to how 1 experienced rny girlhood within a rural Iandscape. 
When meals were eaten in one of the fields, my dad and his helpers stopped their work, and leaving 
their equipment idling, the rhyrhms of theu motors echoed toward us as we gathered together to eat. 
The memories 1 carry of these meal time gatherings are those of listening to the stories cùculated by 
our neighbours, our hired men, my parents, my brothers, my sister, and 1. Many of the stones shared 
in this communal space, focused on earlier people who lived wirhin our rural landscape and the 
ways they negotiated thernselves and their Iivelihoods within the context of the land and community 
in which they were living. Three of the storyte1lers who commonly came to out table were men who 
had been pioneers to Northern Alberta, having unmigrated fÏom England and the Scandinavian 
couritries. Even though I had not yet been to England, as 1 listened to the stones one of these men 
shared about the years he spent there duriDg the Second World War, my mind painted clear images 
of this distant place. These stories, and the stories my family told and continued to tell as we 

mv childhood memones. 

gathered toge&er, although never recorded in writing. stayed with me. They are stories inextrïcably 
linked to the particularities of my rurd family and community luidscape-stories told and shared 1 

1 am warmed by the memories of those lazy Sunday aftemoons when rny family; my two brothers, 1 
my sister, my parents, and 1, would amive home from church and sit down together in the Iiviog 
room to listen to our favourite records, My dad would ofien dance some silly Maritime jig and make 
us al1 break into laughter. I can still picture myself lying in the patches of sunlight that streamed 
through our large living room window ont0 the soft shag carpet. It was in the safety and comfort of 
this setting that 1 remember the sharing of stories taking place. Sundays becarne a day to "catch up" 
on the week gone by, and to wonder out loud abour what rnight lie ahead. The exchange of stories 
ofien centered around school as both my parents were tcachers. School stories, shared by all, took 
on a place of importance in our home, and our family Iife moved to the rhythm of the school year. 
This rhythm carried nanually into our summer rnonths allowing our family tirne to mvel  together, 
the six of us crowded into our station wagon. Wirh our sailboat, the Godolphin, miling behind us, 
we headed out for adventure to the beaches and oceans of the east and west coasts of Canada. My 
childhood mernories are frlled with long ferry boat rides where my mother read our favourite books 
to us, the sound of ocean waves, the early moming cal1 of the sea gull, and with family stones 
shared within the closely b i t  quarters of our sailboat home on the sea. 

The story we were composing as collaborative researchers, shifting, forward and 

backward, past and present, called us to attend to the overlappings of our childhood 

stones. What came forward for us in these childhood fkagments was their exposure of 

our-selves as girls within particular physical and relational landscapes. Our attention 

could have remained focused solely on these descriptive features. But, choosing to see 

past these childhood experiences in new ways (Greene, 1995), we recognized how they 

"reveal[ed] the inner life of a girl inventing herself-creating the foundation of self-hood 
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and identity" (hooks, 1996, p. xi). With new insight, we saw that the "web of mernories" 

creating o u .  understanding of relational identity was grounded within the particularities 

of the terrain of each of our childhood landscapes (Sillco, 1996, p.43). Cornmon markers 

that stood out for us as we retraced these hgrnents, and other stories we told of our early 

Landscapes, were the strong sense of community and the place of storytelling which our 

farnily contexts provided. For each of us, our childhood landscapes held a "special regard 

for telling and bringîng together through the telling" (Silko, 1996, p. 58). These early 

communal spaces, shaped through storytelling and comection with others, became r o ~ t e d  

within us. They became stories we contiiiuously renegotiated on alternative landscapes. 

Noting these intersections within our narrative histones, we began to pay more 

attention to the ways the cornmon threads in each of our stones guided our negotiation of 

our relationship and of the inquiry in which we were engaged. This process of childhood 

"rememory" (Greene, 1995) helped us become increasingly aware of why we felt so 

determined in our need to work in relation. These relational intersections between past 

and present, and within and between one another, were important entanglements we 

stmggled to keep in the foreground of our current story as doctoral candidates on a 

university landscape. Doing so, meant the diEerence between meaningful engagernenr or 

predetermined disassociation. Sustaining our relational space became a matter of real 

urgency. 

The Backpround of Our Relational Suace 

Thinking about how we rnight reveal the temporality of our relationship over a ten 

year penod across shifting social contexts we recognized there was no complete, unified 

story which could defme us within a set boundary. We chose to tell of our relational 

selves through vignettes, fiagments of stories which, like our-selves, have no definite 

borders; "fiagments that never stop interacting while being complete in themselves" 

(Trinh, 1989, p. 143). The images we create in these texts shade off gradually at the 

edges, forming a background which makes visible our living of a relational "i" with alL 



of its infinite possibilities and layers. 

As we initialiy began to compose these hgments, it felt naturaI and cornfortable to 

aUow those stories which called to us, to corne to the foreground. Sharïng back our 

written words, shaped out of our beginning images, we felt a strong desire to respond to 

one another's storied fragments. %y creating our text in this way, we allowed the '5," the 

"you/me," the "oudwe" (Trinh, 1989), to intertwine as fiiends, CO-planners, co- 

researchers, co-teachers-living within shifting places of home. 

Home-S~rin~. 1995 
1 hear the back screen door opening and know that 
when Karen sees me standing at &e kitchen sink, 

she will ask how my day was. Even though 1 try to 
control my voice, 1 am unable to. Becoming louder 
with each word 1 speak, my emotions spi11 forth as i 
wonder, "Am 1 going to spend the rest of my career 
feeling so alone? What's wrong with me?" Karen 

does not back away kom my frustration, but 
instead, cornes to stand beside me, and gently 

responds, "You're not alone, Janice. You have 24 
children in your classroom who love you. You're 
there for them." Her words allow me a space to 
share my story of a staff meeting that afternoon, 

where our conversation became increasingly 
focused on moving away kom multi-aged 

classroom groupings and toward grouping children 
according to their abilities. Conversation with 

Karen helps me to understand why I am so troubled, 
why 1 can't let go of the dreams 1 have for these 

children. As Karen listens and responds to my story, 
1 am able to reshape my understanding of this 

aftemoon fkom a sense of hopelessness to one of 
insight. 

Home-Fall. 1995 
It has been a dzfmiZt day and 1 am weary and drained of emotion. 1 enter quiedy 

through the back door and head down to my basement suite. 1 feel a need to be 
alone, to get my head around the events of the day. m a t  do these parents expecr 

of me? 1 can on& give so much to them, to their children. My inner fhoughts 
swallow me into greater despaix Final&, 1 drag my tired bones off the couch and 
climb the stairs in search of a glimmer of hope. Ifind Janice. "W7iat S wrong? " 
she asks, sensing my distrers. Ishare with her my stoty-a troublingparent, a 

dzflcult child, my own inner struggle. She hears my words, receives them as they 
come, and offers back her own understanding. It is a space of comfort that brings 

me renewed hope to face the next day. 



University-Winter. 1 996 
We have been here for two and a half rnonths- This is not how 1 

anticipated this journey. Why do so many people keep asking us about 
being seen together? What troubles them about our relationship, that 

they feel the need to tell stories away fkom our ears-stories about 
hearing only one voice-stories that label and define us as inseparably 
dependent? tVhat do such comments mean, about us? About them? 1 
sense a border building between Karen and me. Am 1 just imagining 

it? 1 wonder if Karen feels it too? Where is this corning h m ?  Being 
connected with others is what drew me back to this university place ... it 
is central to why 1 am here.,.I need to tak with Karen about how 1 am 

feeling ... 1 need to hear how she is feeling. 

University-Fatl. 1996 
..My am-val at the university is filled with 

uncertainty. Did 1 make the rrght decision in 
corning to this place? My9rst weelis in my 
new suwoundings leave me feeling isolated 

and dislocated. Single office cells, ernpty 
hallways. Where was my cornmuniw? 

Where did Ifi t  in ? 1 shared my feelings with 
Janice, She hm, she felt it too. We decided 

it was important to shape a space for 
our-selves. It was a Sun@ afternoon and 

Janice S parents were in town. We decided to 
make a duy of it, even the dog came along. 

We headed over to the universiîy with 
coloured paper and treasures to decorate 
our new office space. We moved otrr deskr 
side-by-side, a sym bolic gesture of how we 
wanted to live in this place. We shaped a 

personal space for our-selves, a home base 
to ground us and to allow us to position 

our-selves in a way that made sense to us 
on this new landscape. 

Home-Summer. 1994 
I have not seen Karen for almost a month. It's so good to be sitting here once again 
having tea together. Our stories tell of the places, people, and things we've experi- 

enced over this sumrner break. 1 love to hear Karen's stones of her sailing trips 
with her family. In her stories, 1 hear stories of myself and my family. Sometimes 1 

need her to tel1 me one of her family stones just so that I will feel closer to my 
family even though they are so far away. Tonight, these stories lead us back to our 

shared work as teachers. We wonder what the year ahead will hold for us. We 
wonder about the children we will be working with. We begin to explore the 

possibilities for planning a year-long key idea together. Our excitement builds. 
"Imagine what we could create with o u  children," we Say. "Let's explore a garden 

metaphor." 

University-Winter. 1997 
Our collaborative work, planning for the qeriences ive shaped with children, 

was so rich and exciting. Do 1 really believe we will be able to achieve the same 



latel of sharing at the universiîy in our work together? It is ourfirst collaborative 
working day we have set aside especially for us. Janice and I havez down the 

hallwuy on the s k t h  floor to a room that will provide us a private, unintemipted 
working space. We come loaded down with books, transcripts, reflections, 

observations, and questions. We spread them out across the table and begin. As I 
sit in this space I am reminded of our many cooperative planning sessions which 

took place around the dining room table. I am fiZZed with a wann and familiar 
feeling as we share our talk and wondel; our laughter and thoughrful silences. 

Es, we have managed tu camy this space with zcs. 

School-Surnmer, 1992 
Zt is late aflernoon in June, the last day of our school year together. 

Janice sits beside me on-the sun-waÏmed cernent encirclin; the 
playground. We watch and listen as the children, whose liv& have 

been so intimately interwoven with our own, laugh and play 
around us in the sand and the si. I g h x e  over at Janice and 
wonder what she is thinking as she sits beside me in her quiet 

stilhess. 1s she too, thinking about the many conversations we had, 
thoughtful reflections which took us to different levels in our 

understanding of this group of children and of each other? Perhaps 
she is remembering back to our shared moments in the classroom 

and the connections we were able to make together. 1 want to reach 
out to her and reassure her that this is not the end, that there is no 
need for sadness. Yet, 1 too, am filled with an overwhelming feel- 

ing that something very precious, very different, is coming to a 
close. 

School-Summer. 1992 
There was no needfor words. Sitting &ide Karen. I could feel her reassurance 
that our relationship would continue in so many ways. Inwardly, I knav that her 
acceptance of my presence in her lzye helped me to cross intenzal borders and to 

begin to retelZ my story of living an isolated Zzye on my school landscape rvith 
fi-esh insights and imaginative possibilities. 1 hnew that our thoughtftdness about 
voice, and how our knowing was tightly intermingled with children and with each 

othel; would forever live with me as I continued my teaching life. 

Universitv-Winter, 1 994 
We have been invited to talk about our collaborative relationship at a research 
symposium at the university. We gather in a small classroom with the desks 

formed into a circle for conversation. There are professors and researchers al1 
around us. 1 feel nervous and somewhat intimidated in this foreign place, but 1 
want to speak well for Jaaice as this is her community. I want these people to 
understand as we have corne to understand. 1 want to provide insight inside 
our experience. When it is my turn to speak, I am caught by my emotions 

which well up i?om somewhere deep inside. 1 find it difficult to bring words 
to the experience. We were teacher and researcher, researcher and teacher, 

living side-by-side, shifting places. 1 look out at the people who surround me 
in this institution of higher learning; some look skeptical, some nod with 

understanding, others appear disinterested. 1 turn to Janice. In her eyes 1 see 
recognition. We have lived this research relationship together, it is a part of us 

now. It fills me with strength. 



As women, fkiends, coileagues, and co-researchers, these stories illuminate the 

shifting nature of both our understanding and living of o u -  relationship. The multiplicity 

of our relational positionings, shaped by our temporal horizons, continues to unfold. We 

are, a story in process. 

Additional memones of our temporality came forward as we remembered other 

fragments fiom our shared past. Reflecting on these memones invited us into another 

terrain of  possibility and meaning making. Not so long ago, we storied our working 

relationship as one that was uniquely exclusive-one we had difficulty explainhg and 

which we feIt others had difficulty understanding. Our metaphor was that of living inside 

"a glass-encased world". In earlier writing (Whelan & Huber, 1994), we explored this 

metaphor more fully: 

We fmd it dificult to share in words the way in which this 
joumey has occurred. As we tried to share this process, we 
thought of those small, glass-encased winter scenes we 
shook as cMdren and watched in wonderment, pondering 
what it would be like to be inside the scene. Now, even 
though we are inside this "scene," we find it dificult to 
capture all of the magic surrounding us. So in a way, even 
though we feei c o ~ e c t e d  to one another, we still expenence 
a sense of isolation from those who are watching from 
outside the glass encasing. (p. 3) 

Our research relationship led us to think harder about o u  metaphor of a glass- 

encased world and its intersections with wonders shaping our inquiry. This metaphor 

posed an important dilemma for us-it left us in a position of looking out and trying to 

explain in words and images what we lmew we had discovered in a relational way. It also 

lefi us feeling as though others might see us as closed off and separate fiom them. We did 

not want our relationship to be viewed as though we were living it in a manner that was 

uniquely exclusive-to encourage such thinking would oniy contribute to the ideology of 
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"specialness" we were trying to dispel, "a division-between 1-who-have-made-it and 

You-who-cannot-make-ity7 (Trinh, 1 989, p. 86). 

Contiming to unpack this metaphor fiirther, we found possibility in the tensions it 

offered. Frorn its beginning, our relational story had been enclosed within a Iarger story 

of individuality, self reliance, and independence. The central p 10 tline running through this 

story was one in which "i am tolerated in my difference as long as i conform with the 

established rules. Don? overstep the line" (Tnnh, p. 87). We had often experienced 

difficulty explaining our relational knowing to others. In numerous contexts where we 

tried to tell others about how we knew one another, our words felt harshly judged, and 

often, unfairly condemned. We wondered if it was our difficulty with painting an 

unfolding representation of Our relationship for others, coupled with the stifling responses 

our words so often received, that kept us fkom trying to explore it more fdly. Comecting 

our knowing of one another with the work of other feminists (Anzaldiia, 1987; B e l e q ,  

Clinchy, Goldberger, Tanile, 1986; Noddings, 1984; Trinh, 1989) who situated identity 

not as separate and unique, but as interconnected and relational, created a resonance 

within us. Our intersections with these women helped to fracture the glass encasing, 

surrounding us with new stories of relational identity-stories in which we were able to 

look "inward, outward, and in-between" (Trinh, 1989, p. 96). 

Situating our relationship within a consciousness of difference no longer confused 

with speciainess, created openüigs for making sense of our deviation fkom the dominant 

notion "difference as uniqueness or special identity" (Trinh, 1989, p. 9 9 ,  rnarking the 

beginning of our attempts to enlarge our "identity enclosure." Awakening to these 

possibilities shattered our glass encasing, significantly shaping our ongoing inquiry, 

particularly when we began to view our relationship through Anzaldiiays (1987) notion of 

a "b~rderspace,"~ a malleable, shifthg, and unbounded space where we could explore the 

infuiite layers which lived between and within us. Our continual reflection upon the 

qualities of this borderspace led us to additional insights. Breaking fiee from our previous 



metaphor of a glass-encased world., we came to understand o u  relationship as a 

"me~tiza,"~ a consciousness embracing opemess. ambiguity, contradiction, difference. 

Our relationship became one in which the circle of our identity enclosure "widened, 

stretched, opened" (Behar, 1993, p. 342)-one which was becoming inclusive enough to 

hold the multiplicity of our-selves and others. 

Landscape for a New Mestiza 

Through Anzaldiia's (1987) understanding of her self as a mestiza, we began to fmd 

a language to narne the process shaping our relationship. She describes la rnestiza as a 

new consciousness where: 

[There is] ... a conscious rupture with aU oppressive traditions..,. S he 

communicates that rupture, documents the struggle. She reinterprets 

history and, using new symbols, she shapes new myths. She adopts new 

perspectives.. .. S he strengthens her tolerance (and intolerance) for 

ambiguity. She is willing to share, to rnake herself vulnerable to foreign 

ways of seeing and thinking. She surrenders al1 notions of safety, of the 

familiar. Deconstruct, construct. (p. 82) 

Anzaldfia's la rnestiza consciousness is a struggle of borders, both interior and exterior; a 

struggle she names as "above al1 a ferninist one" (p. 84)-necessarily transforming "I" into 

a relational self. This transformational process was central to our journey as doctoral 

students. 

From the outset of our CO-authored narrative inquiry, we were conscious of our 

intention to continue living in relationship with one another. Indeed, it was relationship 

that drew us to pursue doctoral work-not in the sole quest of obtaining a Ph.D., but of 

having sustained time to work alongside one another and the members of our ongoing 

inquiry group-Jean Clandinin, Annie Davies, and Chuck Rose. What we were unprepared 

for as we began to negotiate the landscape of our particular institutionai setting, was how 

disruptive our need to live relationally would be for others who lived within our 
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university landscape- At the same t h e  as we were awakening to o u  mestiza existence, 

we were simultaneously learning that there were established traditions to live by on our 

university landscape-separate presentations and papers, cubicled office and desk spaces, 

doors shut to the outside world, and competitions for awards which brought silence and 

isolation. This silence, shaped through oppressive traditions, sLiced through us iike a 

razor, separating our knowing of one from the other. 

Shifting: Identitv: From "S~ecialness" to Difference 

We have a21 been programmed to respond to the human differences 

between us with fear and loathing and to handle that difference in one of 

three ways: ignoring it, and if that is not possible, copy i t  if we think it is 

dominant, or destroy it if we think it is subordinate. (Lorde, 1984, p. 115) 

Lorde's knowing of the "institutionalized rejection of difference" is a story we too, 

smggled to rnake sense of as we negotiated Our university Iandscape. There were many 

points of separation for us throughout our two year journey as doctoral 

students-necessary departures of one from the other which brought new perspectives, 

new understandings-a broadening of the relational space we shared. There was one 

separation, however, that was so invasive, so destructive, it threatened our relational 

knowing of one another in ways we could never have imagined. 

The process of writing a research proposal is a daunting task for any p d u a t e  

student, for two people who were trying to negotiate a relational understanding of this 

process, it becarne an impossible task-irnmobilising our efforts, suppressing our 

relational imaginings. No longer were we d e f i n g  our  space-the university, with al1 its 

d e s  and codes, was defining it for us. Within our particular department, we were told 

that relational research was unscholarly. It would most certainly affect ow chances at an 

academic position down the road. A collaborative dissertation was unheard of. It would 

never happen! Instead, we were expected-Separately, Individually-to "prove" our-selves 

academicaUy worthy, our words held up against one another's to be compared ...j udged. 



Tenmtively, 1 approach hirn after class, a three hour 
class focused on  proposal and dissertation writing. 
My interpretation o f  so rnany o f  his words is that 
collaborauve research is somehow"less chan" more 
tradiuona1 research, where creating and adding t o  
the stockpile o f  theoretical knowledge should be the 
exclusive intent of the researcher. Feeling somewhat 
intimidated, although passionate about the  
possibilities o f  relational research, I wonder about 
its potentiaf , particularly within Our profession where 
most research involves inquiry with other living 
beings."O h, l'd be pretty cauüous with collaborative 
research," he replies, then adds,"You know, in most 
circles, collaborative research is not considered 
academic co r  rigorous." H e  continues speaking 
... something about how 1 better rnake certain "my" 
advisor agrees with collaborative research and that 
the Faculty o f  Graduate Studies approves o f  the 
study. ..- "Just so you don't waste time doing 
collaborative work," he concludes.As he is speaking, 
his words becorne increasingiy distant from rny world. 
Quietly, I wonder if we will ever be able to negotiate 
a relational inquiry as two doctoral students within 
the landscape o f  this partïcular university deparunent 
Whar politics and power will border our irnaginings? 
H o w  will these plotlines impact others who have 
supported and shared in Our struggles and dreams 
toward negotiating relational research contexts! 

The tendency to dichotomize human experience is persistent, powerfil, 

and pernicious. Dualistic categories are such an organizing force because 

they provide a simple classification system that allows even the most 

complex and elusive qualities to be compared and contrasted in bold, clear 

terms. (BelenS., Bond, & Weinstock, 1997, p. 19) 

We were not immune to the reality of this dominant classification system on Our 

departmental landscape-it was one we had lived for four long years in our undergraduate 

program. What took us by sup i se  was that the organizing force of this system once 

again invaded our fiagile relational space as doctoral students, attempting to compare and 

contrast in bold, clear terms, the multiplex and elusive qualities of our relationship. In the 
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beginning, "to refuse the mask, refuse the double-play of competeace/performance, the 

binarity of opposites" (Dupre, 1994, p. 29), was too great a rkk. Remaining silent, we 

started to beiieve that we had no place to ground our relational knowing within this 

university context, we fe!t little choice but to enter the cornpetition-the race to candidacy. 

We seldom traveled to university together anymore. 
We seldom sat side-by-side-talking and wondering aloud. 
Our writing became surrounded by secrecy and silence, 
hidden away on shelves and in files at home. 
Our evening phone calls diminished. 
We, like so many other graduate students, were beginning to live 
the acceptable story- 
we were beginning to live alone. 

I remember the phone cal1 and the tearful words as though it were yesterday. "1 

can't live like this anyrnore. What i s  happening to us? Why aren't we sharing our 

witing? If our relationship goes on like this much longer, 1 don't think 1 can take it. 1 

didn't corne to the university to live this story." Initially, these words hurt and &ew forth 

an angry response. "You can't just give up! We are in this together. When you Say you 

want to leave the work, are you also saying you want to leave me, to leave us? What 

affects you, affects me." This conversation, over the distance of the telephone, ended 

abruptly, without closure. Yet the words had been said, and in the saying, we had to face, 

with deepened recognition, a rupture in our relational knowing of one another. 

i weave between moments of 
disillusionment. 

This is a "cover story" 5 
i Say 

A story we keep teiling everyone, 
including our selves. "Oh yes, we Say, 
"We' re doing relational research." 

Yet, the story we live is a separate one 
-individual meetings 
useparate writing 
-little discussion on shared possibilities 

Such a focus on "1." 

i lose heart in this oppressive endeavour. 



Where is it leading? 
This work means everything to m e 4  will not leave it. 
Yet, living this cornpetitive, d isco~ected  Ph.D. story, 

i feel the contradictions. 

Is there a way for me to remain in this inqujr 
Somehow? 
Cm i continue as a teacher-researcher, 

without the oppression of obtaining a degree? 
The learning would be no less. 

We could have aIlowed our-selves to be swallowed whole, eventually coming to 

live this "taken-for-granted" (Greene, 1994) story of individuality and cornpetition; and 

perhaps, if we had been alone, this risk might have been even greater. But ure were not 

alone-we had the fiiendship and support of our advisor, Jean Clandinin and the 

grounding of our relationship within and between one another. Drawing strength fiom our 

entangled relationships, we fought back Saying in words and actions, what had, at fxst, 

been made "unsayable" within the pervasive story lived out on our university landscape, 

brought us to a stronger place of knowing-relational knowing nested within our historical 

narrative context, embracing the multiplicity of our landscapes fiom childhood to o u  

ongoing work with Clandinin and Connelly. We recommitted, through the sacredness of 

our relationship, to one another-to live again as we had intended-to break through 

barriers together and to voice our howing  collectively-"to give vent to a plural language 

that [caught] al1 the nuances of [our] words beyond fmed definition, that abandon[ed] the 

order of. ..ownership. A language of relations, of drift, alive with al1 our seedings" (Dupre, 

1994, p. 29). 



?iiir script of separateness w u  rwt for ILF. 

Hove came in stiarina OUT ZIZl(neta6iEties- 

The identity enclosure, shaped by suffocating forces on our university landscape, 

was shattered through our profound recognition of our grounding of self within relational 

knowing. Beginning to constmct new ways to live on our university landscape, side by 

side, closely comected-we uncovered these oppressive traditions in relationship with one 

another and those who shared our stmggle. In this larger relational space we grew in 

courage. We began to question out loud, to contradict, to dispel old myths and to shape 

new ones in which our relational story coutd have a place. 

Coming to this place of intense self-confkontation and rebirth, we worked again to 

blur the extemally imposed selflother boundaries defmed by those who felt they had the 

power to enforce them and those who appeared to acquiesce to this power. Only as we 

emerged fiom this process could we see that our necessity to rework the distance placed 

on us, could be deconstmcted, reconstructed, and reimagined, recreating space for 

understanding "identity in the light of what might be" (Greene, 1995, p. 77)-relationally. 

With intentions straining toward such a horizon, the notions of separation and distance 

insidiously duplicated on our university landscape, called us in even stronger ways, to 

corne together and give words to what we were experiencing. It was the beginning of 

documenting o u  stmggle to live a relational "i" on our university landscape. 



Zhere we tvere, hvo,..,&-ienh] walking side by side, 
transgressing a siienf border 

simply by being together. 
-Behar (1993, p. 240) 

We knew that our relational story to Live by wodd continue to weave a thread of 

ambiguity and that the structure of our relationship would emerge as we lived it 

(Anzaldfia, 1987). Drawing strength in one another, our relationship once again becarne 

sirnilar to Anzaldfia's mestiza place, where we were able to trust in one another and our 

uncertainty; where listening and responding becorne as important as the stones we shared 

and, where the meaning we made, created openings for us to imagine alternative 

possibilities. Our mestiza simultaneously becarne the text, the process. and the puzzle of 

our inquiry. It is a borderspace ever drawing us forward and grounding us in our research. 

Living our-selves and our research in this relational way, re-positioned us at different 

vantage points within Our university landscape. Consciously, we traversed from the center 

of a dominant story inscnbed through an implicit blueprint of temtoriality (Clark, 1998), 

where we felt ... 

lsolated 
Afraid Alone 

Silent Distant 
To rn Angry 

lncornpetent Small 
Diminished invisible 

... to the fluidity and openness of the margins, where we could live ... 

reflktive close Tentative 

Continuhg to compose relational stoiies on this university landscape, we re-tumed 

passionately to work we saw as necessary, deconstructing the rigid notions of 

individuality and cornpetition, while constmcting alternative possibilities for continuing 

to live a mestiza story, not only (between and within) ou-selves but (across) others. 
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You try and keep on trying to unsay [the dominant story], for if you don't, 

they wili not fail to fil1 in the blanks on your behalf, and you will be said. 

Drawing on Mary John's (1989) understanding of the notion of "sanctioned 

ignorances" as knowing "we cannot tell ourselves we know" and that " we have to 

repress of ourselves in the process of becoming educated (p. 340)' Behar (1993) reminds 

us of the profound importance of asking hard questions aboüt how our identities are 

shaped as we work to attain a university education. We have attempted to keep Behar's 

challenge in the foreground of o u  work in this paper-moving across, within, and 

between stories. Answenng with our own lives for what we have experïenced and 

understood internaiiy and externally while negotiating relationd stones of self and 

knowing across landscapes, has been essential to our inquiry and the text of this paper. 

Making our-selves vulnerable through the teliing and problematizing of our relationship, 

we understand far deeper the possibilities and the contradictions of such necessary, 

relational work. 

Endnotes 

bbStory to live by" is the narrative understanding of identity conceptualized by Connelly 
and Clandinin (1 999). 

We use our-selves to represent the relational way we understand our evolving identities. 
We do not daim to know the same borderspace Anzaldua speaks of, however her de- 

scription of a space embracing multiplicity has profoundly shaped our relational work. 
Anzaldua's rnestiza consciousness, although outside our direct experiences, speaks to us 

of a hopeful place where the stniggle for diversity both within aod between self and 
others is embraced. 

Cover stories constmcted by their authors to appear "certain" and "expert" in places of 
vulnerability are discussed by Clandinin and Comelly, 1995. 
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CONNECTING C W T E R  2.1 

Crossthreadings: 
Weaving a RelationaI and Emergent Research Tapestry 

Karen Whelan in relation with Janice Huber 

The earth Li naturalfibres, gathered in many ways andfi-orn diverse places 
across the lanakcape, holdprornise as they are spun into delicate threads. 
In their gentzeness, rough han& inscribed through tirne and experience, 

draw out the fiagrgrlefibres. In their raw colours and textures rhey are spur7, 
twisted, and reshaped as they begin to take on a new form. Each thread has 
its own inherent beauty-burly, fine, coarse-bringing abundant richness to 

what is created 

There is no wooden Zoom tofFarne this tapesm This one wiZZ be 
handwoven, the warp and the weft coming together with knowing han& 

With extrerne care, the threads are siretched and spiralled becorning 
entwined tvith one another. These entwinings, creatingplaces of crossing, 

bring strength ro the fabric. 

As these conh-asting threads come together they make visible, parterns and 
irregularities. Designs appear in imperfect form, theirfIaws bringing 

beauiy to the emerging wholeness of what is created. They may spin out 
j-om the center, fiay ut the edges, or appear as fragments randomly 

scattered throughout. Some muy start as loose threads ut the fi-inge and 
move inward. It is this d~fference which weaves life and richness into what 

is being spun. 

ifa thread breaks, a knot must be tied to reconnect this thread with others. 
Ar times, knots can appear and be smoofhed out, or they can remain, 

adding a deeper qualiw to the look and the feel of the weaving. Knots are 
necessary in a weaving. The wisdom of the weaver cornes with knowing 
thar the weaving is at once complete and incomplete. There is beauty and 
si@zificance in the whole that takes shape, yet the crossthreadings which 

occur in this tupesny, wiZZ forever inspire filture weavings. 

In this paper, we borrow from Montero-Sieburth's (1997) metaphor of a Mexican 

Indian weaving. Describing her life history, she speaks of how experience is woven 

through multiplicity and is "strengthened by what comes before and after, ...[ where] each 

knot on its own exudes the strengdi and durability that comes only fkom being braided 

together as a whob" (p. 124). Her thoughts inspired us to interweave our thoughts and 



feelings of the research tapestry we had been creating. Reflechg back upon the first ten 

months of shared conversation in our inquiry groups with teacher and principal co- 

researchers, laid dongside our ongouig work with three co-researches in our larger inquiry 

space-Chuck Rose, Jean Clandinin, and Annie Davies-our "Crossthreadings" poem begm 

to take form. Wanting to mark the sipificance of the relational spaces we had, and would 

continue to share in upcoming months with our CO-researchers, the fluidity and opemess 

of poetic form enabled us to create images representative of what we had shaped togerher, 

and what these negotiated spaces had corne to mean to us. As the tapestry of the poem 

we were weaving began to emerge, we experienced "poetry as illumination" where, as 

Lorde (1984) describes, "we give name to those ideas which are-unti l e  poem-nameless 

and formless, about to be birthed, but already felt" @. 36). 

Only after the words had been spun out and woven together in poetic stance, did 

we begin to recognize the importance of what we were attempting to name. We could 

have composed in more traditional format, yet the aesthetic entanglements within and 

between the words of our poem, inspired through metaphor, brought an intensity of 

thought and feeling to what we wanted to Say about the texture of the work we were 

embracing. As the relational space of our research tapestry zigzagged with interlachg 

threads across our poem, we knew it was essential to share "Crossthreadings" with our 

principal and teacher CO-researchers as a symbolic representation of our journey together. 

Months later in the midst of writing o u  CO-authored papers for our dissertations, 

we retunied to our crossthreadings poem and to Montero-Sieburth's (1997) 

autobiographical account shared through knots, which she stories as cntical moments in 

her life tapestry. Once again, her work inspired us. In this paper we too, share critical 

events, stones, and expenences of our emerging research tapestry. This t e a  tells many 

stones winding across our three year narrative inquiry focusing on marginalization and 

identity on the ccprofessional knowledge landscape of schools" (Clandinin & Connelly, 

1995). Revisiting each of the stanzas within "Crossthreadings," unravelling in metaphor 
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and words, this paper seeks to resonate with our experience as CO-researchers weaving 

threads over, under, within, and across multiple inquiry spaces. In sharing these accounts 

of our experiences, we hope to make visible the complex tapestry which was hand-woven 

in relation with our CO-researchers-a tapestq rich with the multiple experiences and 

stories lived out by teachers and principals on shifting school landscapes. 

Entwining Multiple Threads h to  Our Tapestry 

Our beginning threadings into this Iarger emergent research tapestry began in 1991 

when our work as teacher-researchers within our ciassrooms became knotted within a 

Iarger research colll~unity, Although this research community shifted over tirne, it has 

been a significant space offour school landscapes. At present, we are a group of five 

people who gather together fiom varying positions on the landscape several times 

throughout the year-principals and teachers, as CO-researc hers-wondering aloud about 

what is shaping our experiences on the professional knowiedge landscape of schools, and 

how we, too, shape these contexts. In coming together as researchers, we CO-authored a 

cornmon ground in which to share our stories-stories filled with tensions, wonders, and 

possibilities. Our thoughts and words are not shaped in isolation but, rather, through our 

interco~ectedness and the s b g  of our collective stories over tirne and place. It is not 

at al1 surprishg that these people, with whom we are deeply comected, have similar 

wonderings; it should be expected. As Hamilton (1995) writes, "the ties of shared 

histo ry... bind us together" (p. 90). Our stories have interwoven within and between one 

aoother-attaching us in profound and lasting ways, making the sharing of o u  stories both 

powerN and Iife-shaping. Josselson (1996) speaks to t h i s  attachent in her work: 

"Attachment and the affection that accompanies it is one of the most profound of human 

expenences .... ut] is our sense of emotional belonguigness.. .. Attachent resides in an 

experience of emotional linkage-the sense that space can be overcome if necessary ..." @p. 

44-45). 



Tnis larger research conte* combined with our own desire to work relationdy as  

CO-researchers, led us to the exploration of an area which mattered deeply to us and which 

we found increasingly puzzling in our daily lives as teachers. Ln conversations which 

guided our decision to pursue doctoral studies, we continuously pondered the diRering 

influences which the "in-classroom and out-O f-classroom places" within each of our 

schools, was having upon our "stories to live by" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995)J Being 

able to view our school Iandscapes f?om these two shifting vantage points, the in- and 

out-of-classroom places, we were intrigued by how invisible the educative qualities of o u  

professional contexts were becoming. We became increasingly concemed as we discovered 

how narrow the range of possible spaces was to share stories of our lives composed 

across multiple landscapes. There seemed to be fewer and fewer spaces where we could 

explore what mattered to us as teachers: living in relationship with the children with 

whom we were working and their families, making sense of new district initiatives that we 

felt were distancing us fkom Our colleagues, and exploring the inner struggles we faced 

daily in our lives as teachers, women, researchers, partners, daughters, sisters. We 

wondered what impact the increasing invisibility of these educative spaces had, and were 

contiming to have, upon our evolving stories to live by as they came into conflict with 

our changing "school stories" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, 1996). As Greene (1 994) 

describes, when we "suffer the erosion of community ...[ we] reach out for a corinectedness 

we feel has been lost" @. 11). It was this incongmity between our stories to live by and 

the "sacred stones" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Crites, 1971)2 which we felt were 

creating borders on our school landscapes, that lead us to wonder about the lives of other 

teachers and principals and how they, too, were making sense of living on the 

professional bowledge landscape of schools. 



The Threads of Our Tapestry Expand 

In order to make visible, and to M e r  understand the multi-layered complexity of 

school Iandscapes, we were drawn to broaden the tapesw of our research conversations. 

This occurred as we invited seven educators to engage in conversation with us. On a 

regular b a i s  over 18 months, we entered into conversation with two different groups of 

CO-researchers: one group included four principals and the other group included three 

teachers. These CO-researchen came fiom: urban and rural settiags, school contexts set 

within differing socioeconomic communities, segregated and integrated classroom sites, 

and programs institutionally defined as academic and non-academic. Their expenences cut 

across multiple Iandscapes: they were female and male; some were newcomers to their 

positions, while others were experienced in their positions. In their collective experience, 

they worked with children of diverse ages and with diverse needs across various school 

landscapes. 

Our CO-researchers brought a rich diversity of background and experience to the 

research space we negotiated. While they shared passionate commitments to the teaching 

profession, they also told stories of the "dilemmas" (Lyons, 1990) they faced in their 

work. Each of the CO-researchers, whose stories becarne knotted with our own, were 

consciously chosen because of their positionings, and were invited to CO-author the 

weaving of this research tapestry in the hope of composing a place where we could 

'iveave meaning and identity out of. ..[our] mernories and experiences" (Myerhoff, 1978 

in Heller, 1997, p. 19). Because of their unique pedagogy or experience, each of the co- 

researchers engaged in this inquiry was situated on the margins of our profession. Like 

Bateson (1 994), Greene (1 988, 1993), and hooks (1 WO), we believe that the different and 

marginal positioning of our CO-researchers brought clarïty and possibility to imaguiuig 

schools altematively. Such positionings enabled our CO-researchers to share stories that 

ran counter to those being scripted for them. Choosing not to situate themselves at the 

center of the school Stones being constructed and lived out by thek districts or 
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governrnents, they were able to discover, as Heller (1997) describes, 'Cvitd, hopeful 

knowledge" in their marginal positionings-lmowledge holding promise for informing 

educational practice and research (p. 160). 

Threads of our CO-researchers' understandings of the marginal positionings they 

Iived are woven throughout the tapestry of our research conversations. As they described 

their work in past and present contexts, they revealed stones of their marginal 

positionings and the profoundly shaping qualities these experiences had on their evolving 

stories to live by. 

Maxine: 1 lefi a regular ed. s e t h g  and went to the special ed. setting, and found 
this incredible experience of being completely pushed out, based just on 
the fact that 1 was the teacher of that progr am.... I already had a feeling 
and not really knowing, probably for the first six rnonths, what was 
happening ... bet] knowing what 1 felt, and knowing that it was an 
incredible change. As 1 looked at it, 1 realized what was happening to 
myself and even ... more importantly, what was happening to the children 
1 was teaching. (October, 1996, pp. 8-9)3 

Peggy: 1 found that the biggest thing that E've noticed [since people have heard 
about my becoming a principal], [is that now] ... 1 am supposed to be the 
principal .... But 1 wasn't really the principal [yet]. What I fmd is, that 
the kind of dialogue that they would have with me is a different dialogue 
than the dialogue teachers have with each other .... There's been a subtle 
shift. (June, 1997, p. 41). 

Danielle: 1 think ... one of the ways I...would be marginalized would be [as] a new 
and temporary contract .... 1 guess this year was very different for me 
because ... as temporary contract you're not redly ... a part of the staff. 
You're sort of really welcomed at the beginning but half way through 
you really aren't because you might not be there. (October, 1996, p. 10) 

While stories like these, of Lives lived on the ragged edges of our professional contexts, 

include themes of marginalization through positioning, they also uncover the shaping 

influence these experiences have upon our stories to live by. Whether the marginalization 

was explicit, as Peggy's story of her shift in positioning fiom vice principal to p ~ c i p a l  

highlights, or if it was shaped irnplicidy as Maxine and Danielle tell of, we see the 



dilemmas expenenced and shaped out of these storïes. By sharing these fragile threads of 

our Lived experience within differing school conte* the background of our research 

tapestry became interwoven with other threads-threads of vulnerability and trust. These 

threads were necessary in sustaining the texture of our weaving as its complex patterns 

continued to take shape. 

Weaving Ethical Threads 

As two doctoral candidates, our initial research relationship, composed in out 

master's programs, became the warp and the weft fiom which the texnired threads of our 

relationship wïthin our principal, teacher, and larger inquùy spaces continued to be 

woven. Although our initial collaborative experience took place some years p s t ,  the deep 

sense of faithfulness we felt for one another remained constant. It was our knowing of 

this eariier relational space, one shaped by mutuaiity and comectedness, which called to 

us, initially Sorming our negotiation of our relationship with our CO-researchers in this 

study. As our inquiry with our principal and teacher CO-researchers began, we felt the 

need to tell stories around plotlines of our history together, and around plotlines of our 

negotiated research relationship. The first transcripts of our conversations with our 

teacher inquiry group uncover our necessity to "say" (Trinh, 1989) this story- of our 

selves in relation: 

Janice: When 1 did my masters work with Jean four years ago, .... I... spent a 
year in Karen's classroom. We were looking at how children were making 
sense of their knowing and how, if we listened to their stories and tried 
to create possibilities for them to share th& stories in the 
classroom ...[ we might] corne to understand in ways that were quite 
different fiom the traditional f oms  of evaluation .... Karen and I got almg 
quite well and spent quite a bit of time in the years after that doing 
planning together .... We just spent a lot of tirne taking and sharing 
stories and leaming a lot fiom one another. (October, 1996, p. 1) 

Our historical plotline was also interwoven into our initial principal conversation as 

Karen brought fonvard the possibilities offered through relational knowing: 



Karen: 1 don't know if you've ... had the experience of being ... researched versus 
being a part of something. 1 have as a classroom teacher and there's a 
very different feeling. When Janice came into my classroom and spent 
the year with me and ... was literally in there al1 the tirne, 1 mean we just 
lived together in that space. Everything ... she wrote ... came back to me 
and we talked about it and ... it gave me voice .... It was very collaborative 
and very nch and ... we're di hoping that that's what this wiil be, is that 
every step of the way you'll feel a part of it. (October, 1996, p. 6) 

In telling these stories, our intentions were not to duplicate our past research relationship 

within each of these new contexts. Instead, our intention for sharing stones of our 

relationai space was to return to and ground our work within each of these inquiry spaces, 

fülly recognizing and necessitating the shared process of rneaning making. Bateson (1 994) 

speaks of these returnings to past experience as a vital way of knowing. She writes: 

"because it is impossible to step into the sarne river twice, one can l e m  fkom each return" 

(p. 44). We knew our retunz to our research relationship would take on a diffierent feel as 

we interconnected with the lives of these diverse people. 

The trust, safety, and promise we nurtured wirhin our relationship as two co- 

researchers were the thTeads we wanted to carry with us. Sirnilar to Anzaldiia's (1987) 

metaphor of the turtle who carries "home" on her back, we wanted to cany the home of 

our relational knowing with us as we entered into new relationship with o u  teacher and 

principal CO-researchers. Weaving these essential threads of care into our research 

conversations created openings, to not only travel to one another's worlds (Lugones, 

1987), but to name the silences which so oflen place borders around research 

relationships-erasing relational knowing, replacing it with the script of l the Researcher 

and You the researched. A story of this border came fonvard early in our conversations 

with our CO-researchers: 

Janice: peferring to a presenter who had spoken that day at the universily]. He 
really challenged the people in the ctass to not be using a rape mode1 of 
research, where, so we get a Ph. D., but what do you get? How will this 
[ ou  shared inqujr] be helping you in your practice (Karen: Exactly) in 
your schools? Rather than us.. . 



Emily: 1 agree with that. 1 have felt that way in many years of working with the 
university . 

Peggy: Have you? 

Emily: Oh, absolutely. I've had my work witten up and I've had people go out, 
and 1 mean 1 don3 resent it, but 1 mean, well sometirnes 1 do, but it 
doesn't eat away at me. 1 remember one time where there were a whole 
Bock of them in... studying the dynamics of the school. One of them 
went off to write a book about school culture; another one went across 
Canada at conferences taking about a principal in a school who did this 
and this and ùiis. 1 thought, W s  such a joke, really.' .... You're not given 
any kind of appreciation at dl, not that you want your name in lights, 
you know, you're not looking for that, but just ... Because what it is, is ail 
of your craft that you have developed in the hours and the years that 
you put into it, that you're willing and openly willing to share with 
anyone, right, because otherwise nothing moves forward. But then, 
people corne and just take advantage of it, and 1 resent that. (October, 
1996, p. 37) 

Consciously pushing against this pervasive research script which stripped and denied 

Emily's identity, it was our collective "recognition of and longing for relatedness" that 

created openings for the multiplicity of our selves to emerge as we worked to mutually 

shape our i n q u j r  space (Noddings, 1984, p. 6).  One exarnple of our shared necessity to 

weave these ethical threads of negotiated agency within our narrative inquiry, came 

fonuard in a research conversation that took place eight months into our work together. 

Karen: ... Janice and 1 have been reading this book .A' s by Mannon Siko. ... She 
says, and this is something that really struck me, that your identity, 
your sense of self, carmot emerge on a landscape unless you are in a 
viable relationship with another person or that your relationships are 
meaningful, relation ai.... 1 can't help but think about 
administrators. 1 mean, 1 just f hd  myself. ..really stnick with how then, 1 
mean I see it when you're here, 1 see al1 of your sense of self as 
administrators. 1 mean, you share so much of every part of your self 
with each other. 



Tony: But you don't do that with everyone. (Peggy: No.) We do this here. 1 
would never have lunch with a group of administraiors and ...( April, 
1997, p. 36). 

Tony and Peggy's recognition of our hqujr space as significantly different than other 

professional contexts, spoke to the necessity of continually negotizting the ethicai 

grounding of our relational researc h space. S uch under standing, such living, strengthened 

our cornmitment to each other and sustained us throughout our weaving of this research 

tapestry. 

Weaving Relationai Threads of Difference 

Our knowing of the necessity for relationship within research spaces was 

encouraged and stretched as we read the work of Trinh (1989), and we were deeply moved 

by her thinking on the dtiplicity of self and the inherent relational qualities within identity. 

Working within and across her own and other's "multiple presences," Trinh wrote: 

'1' is, therefore, not a unified subject, a fixed identity, or that solid mass 

covered with layers of superficialities one has gradually to pull off before 

one can see its m e  face. '1' is, itself, infinite Zayers .... Whether 1 accept it 

or not, the natures of i, you, she ,  We, we, they, and wdman constantly 

overlap. They al1 display a necessary ambivalence, for the line dividing I 

and Nor-ï, us, and them, or him and her is not (cannot) always (be) as ciear 

as we would like it to be. Despite our desperate, eternal attempt to 

separate, contain, and mend, categories aiways leak. (p. 94) 

The interdeterrninancy of the overlappings Trinh works to uncover becarne central to our 

meaning making within our inquiry. Through her work on the "identity enclosure," h e d  

through notions of "difference as uniqueness or special identity" @. 95)' we gained 

courage, through our relational overlappings with others, to push against the dudistic 

notions of separate development which mark traditional thinking around identity. Trinh 

writes that, enlarging, ifnot removing, the fence imposed between self and others is an 

ongoing process, work that is necessary to create additional opeMgs for 
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interdetermùiancy between and across identities, encouraging yet other layers of 

possibility where "i am not only given the permission to open up and talk, i am also 

encouraged to express rny difference" (p. 88). 

Expressing ciifference had often been risky on our school landscapes and, for the 

most part, something not encouraged. Emily, one of the CO-researchers positioned as 

principal on ber school landscape, expressed her knowledge of the risk in being different 

on school contexts when she said: ''1 used to say to ...[ my superintendent], 'You always 

Say the principals should take risks, but as soon as we take a risk, we step out, and do 

something a bit different, then you get your knuckles rapped' " (October, 1996, p. 39). 

Emily spoke further to the ever-present dilemrna of this script lived out on school 

landscapes by bringing forward an image of leification: "Just ... keep it the same, keep it 

safe, don? make any ripples and we'll just go dong like a bunch of little wood soldiers 

(October, 1996, p. 36). Greene (1994) shares a sirnilar caution when she writes that to 

refuse difference is to petri@ our selves. Conversation around these dilemmas on school 

landscapes brought forward important places for crossing within our research tapestry. 

Negotiating an inquiry space in which the sharing of the fiagrnents of our lives could resist 

this pervasive script that difference shouid be suppressed if not erased, encouraged us to 

embrace merence as a quality on our school landscapes that we must rernain necessarily 

awake to. 

Reading Trinh's work, alongside the work of others, increased our detennination 

to live a research space that rnight take on the qualities of what Anzaldiïa (1987) calls a 

"borderspace," Greene (1 988) calls an "authentic public space," and Belenky (1 996) calls 

a "public homeplace;" places where "every voice is being heard ...[,] where the...member's 

most driving questions and concems [are addressed]" (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 

1997, p. 15), and where "diverse human beings can appear before one another ... the best 

they know how to bey' (Greene, 198 8, p. xi). 



Negotiating the weaving of such a space necessitated tying new knots of relational 

identity into our emerging tapestry. As Anzaldtia (1 987) writes: "A massive uprooting of 

dualistic thinking in the individual and collective consciousness is the beginning of a long 

struggle" (p. 80). It was a struggle we embraced in our passion to k s a y "  (Trinh, 1989) 

the isolation and separate development so pervasively inscribed on our school landscapes. 

Each one of us was caiied to recognize the work Uivolved in sustainhg the sense of 

relational agency of which Anzaldiia speaks. Together we imagined living a research story 

which could be open and dynamîc, fluid and ever-changhg, shaped by each one of us as 

CO-researchers, regardless of whether our positioning was at the university or on the 

landscape of schools. The transcnpts of our conversations are intenvoven with the 

thoughts we, as CO-researchers, shared about these possibilities: 

C heryl: 1 think yod re going to fmd when you move around and visit with 
principals at large, that their stories are going to be the same. When you 
meet with the secret group as we are, 1 think the stories will be that 
much more specific. You'll get the 'nitty-gritty,' whereas the others 
maybe, they rnight Say, let's Say there are concerns about staff, there are 
concems about this and that and they may not feel as comfortable to 
embellish. Now rny comfort level is here. 1 know al1 of these people very 
well and for years. 

Tony: This is al1 a very natural sharing because we naturally taik to each other 
throughout the school year, quite a bit on the phone, or meeting for 
coffee or lunches and just taking about what we are doing in our schools- 
1 feel very, very comfortable. 

Janice: We thought about that too, when we thought about who might want to 
be working with us in this way. Because it takes a long tirne to build ...[ a] 
sense of tmst so that it is safe enough to feel comfortable, to tell the real 
things about what is happening. (October, 1996, pp. 4-5) 

We did not want the stones binding together the contes of our inqu j spaces to 

remain at a surface Ievel, as Cheryl describes, leaving them empty of the richness, 

diversity, and puii of coming to understand others' lives. Instead, we wanted to imagine a 

mutually constructeal place where our "secret stones"4 could be heard and where we could 



transgress the borders which often seem to separate self and Other into confining identity 

enclosures on school Imdscapes. The possibiBity for weaving such an understanding of 

one another's lives fiequentiy came forward ïm conversation within our teacher and 

principal inquiry spaces. The following hgnren t  highlighting this possibiiity, is taken 

fkom the tex? of one of our conversations withül our principal inq- group: 

Karen: You know one thing that's very clear, is that teachers do not understand 
the life that principals live. (340 they don't) .... Unless they have ... some 
insight, they just don't know what your Lives are like. 

Emily: There's no way they c m  know. 

Tony: Sometimes 1 find it, [weii] here ... we c m  dialogue; at school you can't 
share anything with anybody. (January, 1997, p. 56) 

For our inquiry groups of teacher and principal CO-researchers, shaping a relational 

space, where our faith in one another could guide us, allowed our stories to intenveave in 

textured and onginal patterns. It was our intention to honour al1 voices and the multiple 

stones that shape our knowing, to author a story of our inquiry space as a site where 

'%vice, dialogue, relationships, and learning [could] intersect" (Tarde, 1996, p. 276). By 

approaching our research in this way, we movied away fiom the risk of hearing "cover 

stories"s to a space where our secret stones cmuld unfold. Metzgeros (1992) caution 

heightened our sensitivity toward tliis risk. She writes: 

When we are told that something is no-t to be spoken about, we understand 

this to mean that this something should not exist-should not, cannot, must 

not, does not exist. In that moment, OU reality and, consequently, our 

lives are distorted; they becorne shameful and diminished. In some way, 

we understand this to mean that we should riot exist. To protect ourselves, 

we, too, begin to speak only of the flat world where everything is safe, 

commonplace, and agreeable, the very small world about which we can al1 



have consensus. Soon we don't see the other worlds we once saw, for it is 

difficult to see what we are forbidden to name. (p. 32) 

Shaping a space where authentic stones couid unfold and become entangled with the 

stories of others meant that we would aiso risk becorning vulnerable with one another, 

vulnerability not often expressed on our school Iandscapes for fear of the retribution such 

expressions might receive. As we thought about the ways in which the genuine threads of 

our lives might become knotted, and in order to protect the visible identity of our co- 

researchers in this study, we recognized how essential it would be that our coming 

together shodd occur off the landscape of schools. Negotiating our inquiry space within 

private spaces and places of home, we continuously worked toward numiring an 

expansive context where the contradictions and dilemmas shaping our lives could be 

named and explored. 

Weaving S toned Threads 

The texnire of our inquiry was thickened with the strands of storytelling, 

conversation, and caring, with the embodied knowledge of our CO-researchers and 

ourselves continuing to serve as the backdrop of our research tapestry. Because the focus 

within our study was embedded in this often silenced way of knowing, for us, there could 

be no other way but to ground our ongoing inquiry in narrative knowing. Storytelling 

enabled us to tell, share, explore, retell, and reimagine our relational lives. As Clandinin 

and Connelly (1995) point out: 

Teachers know their lives in tems of stories. They live stones, tell stories 

of those lives, reteil stories with changed possibilities, and relive the 

changed stones. In this narrative view of teacher's knowledge, we mean 

more than teachers' telling sones of specific children and events. We mean 

that their way of being in the classroom is storied: As teachers they are 

characters in their own stones of teaching, which they author. (p. 12) 



In our research context, we understood Clandinin and Connelly's narrative view of 

knowledge as shaping each one of our lives. A story uneovering how we h e w  our lives 

narratively, was shared by Danielle in response to our conversation around teacher 

evaluation and the knowledge so often valued on school landscapes: 

Danielle: Well and 1 think 1 was telling you last year when 1 got evaiuated by ...[ rny 
principall, the first time that he came in, 1 had planned a lesson around 
The Mitten [by Jan Brett]. And 1 thought it went really well, like half 
the kids, somehow we were starting to do a story about changing the 
story of a mitten and 1 was quite excited with the way that it went and it 
took off so that the kids were rewriting that book. I'rn sure billions of 
people have done it, but I...thought that 1 had made it up in my head that 
night (laughter). But anyway, we go for this tak, and this was my first 
evaluation last year. And he [my principal] didn't notice anything that 1 
thought went really well .... He was saying, 'How did you think it went?' 
(Karen: Not a language arts person?) No. And Be said], ' Well did you 
notice this, did you notice this?' or just whatever. And he said, ' Well, 1 
noticed îhat you didn't ask ... [Sergio] a question.' And 1 said, 'Oh, I'm 
sorry.' Who knows what 1 said, but anyway and then [tie said], 
something about that 1 didn't change my questioning techniques .... Like 
he was looking to make sure, that's what the problem was, 1 asked too 
many of the same kinds of questions. Now this ...[ Sergio] had been away 
for a whole month being sick, he had just corne back. 1 can't tell you how 
many times 1 wanted to go in there and Say that, but I never did. (April? 
1997, pp. 27-28) 

As Danielle's story made visible, her knowing of her self as a teacher was storied, 

intimately shaped by the context of her classroom and in relationship with her students. 

While she told this story to highlight her understanding of the narrow range of knowledge 

possibilities shaping school landscapes, her telling also made explicit the significant place 

the authorship of her own knowing had in her understanding of her self as a teacher. 

Whether we were positioned on the larger professional knowledge landscape as 

teachers, principals, or university researchers, we recognized that the stories we lived 

were multiple. It was our engagement in the process of authoring our Lives within the fluid 

and shifting story contexts shaping us (Carr, 1986) which drew us to tell stones. 



Weaving Conversational Threads 

In ... conversation ... we are created and cradled, given back to ourselves in 

the intimacy of connection .... I taik(s) to you and you answer(s) in a rise 

and fa11 that is not transcendence but two subjects swirnrning in 'our 

sea' ... splashing the swelling surface of our being in words. We are born 

singly but together. We exchange gifts. (Godard, Knutson, Marlatî, Mezei, 

& Scott, 1994, p. 123) 

Conversation as a vital way of knowing is addressed by many feminist writers, As 

Trinh (1989) writes, "speech ... creates a bond of corning-and-going which generates 

movement and rhythm ... life and action" (p. 138). Clinchy (1996) speaks of connected 

knowing as a reciprocal process in which "neither partner disappears into the other; each 

makes and keeps the other present" (p. 232). We placed tremendous value in the 

connected knowing living w i t b  the multiple spaces of conversation within this inquiry. 

Our conversations with our CO-researchers helped us to understand how tcieir positioning, 

as individuals often living on the margins of their professional contexts, allowed them to 

develop a different way of knowuig; one which strenbOthened them as they embraced the 

fluidity within themselves and the worlds they travel within and behveen. They 

understood that it was these sarne margins which isolated, and made vdnerable, their 

stones to live by. Describing marginalized lives, Goldberger (1996) says, "their way of 

knowing is truly contextual and constructed in that they have leamed fusthand how 

situated and power-related ways of knowing can be. Knowledge and knowing are, for 

them, a rnatter of strategy and survival" (p. 356). In listening carefully ta the voices of our 

CO-researchers, to the stories and life experïences they shared, a much more contexnialized 

view of the landscape of schools emerged. 

For people who have felt powerless and at the mercy offorces that are faceless, 
the opportuniîy 10 tell [their] nwrh is deeply nreanin&Z 

-Capponi (199 7, p. 100) 



Through the depth of our exploration together, we found common ground, a 

borderspace, where the distance between us dissolved, leading to the mutual construction 

of knowledge. One of our CO-researchers spoke to the common ground shaped through 

conversation when she said: "... when we dialogue here and we all corne, we're at the same 

level of communication and dialogue and so we have certain things understood-it's the 

unspoken" (October, 1996, p. 14). This common ground as a place for the construction of 

knowledge was illuminated M e r  in the following conversation: 

Karen: 

Peggy: 

Janice : 

Karen: 

I'll tell you something, though, what 1 have leamed fkom listening to you 
is that, well, we've talked about this, there is no way that teachers know 
how rnarginalized your experience is living as principals. (Peggy: 
Really?) We do not see it. We do not see it as teachers. We do not see 
your isolation. We do not see your struggle. 

What do they see? What do you see? What would you Say they think 
they see? 

I'm not even sure that we take t h e  (Peggy: To think about it?) 1 think a 
lot of it is kuid of taken-for-granted. 

We don't see your vulnerability. That's what we don't see. Do you 
know what I mean? 1 think, but here, because you share it with us, II 
mean, like I know Janice and 1 are going to go back to our schools with a 
whole different understanding of who administrators are .... Because this 
is a group and we've heard these common stories, now you realize that it 
isn't just one story. (September, 1997, p. 40) 

Within this common ground, holding our difference, we were allowed to express, in 

words, those stories often surrounded by silence and separation on our school landscapes. 

As Clandinin and Connelly (1995) reaffm, "[we] need others in order to engage in 

conversations where stories can be told, reflected back, heard in different ways, retold, 

and relived" (p. 13). Within these relational places: the "possibility for awakenings and 

transformations" are held and nurtured (p. 13). In this fiagment of conversation, Tony 

reminded us of the importance of our interconnectedness in our shared inquj,  space and 

of our inextricable at tachent  to one another. 
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Our stories, when first offered t~ one another, were the fragile threads of ourselves 

which were nurtured through carefùl listening and thoughtful response ''as a storyteller 

opens her heart to a story listener" (Behar, 1996, p. 2). One such story came forward at 

the tail end of one of our conversations with our principal CO-researchers in which we had 

spent a great deal of time exploring conversation on school landscapes. 

Cheryl: It came to a head over the way he treated some students and f was quite 
angry hearing him treat them this way and 1 thought, 'I've got to cool 
d o m '  because emotionally 1 was just, 1 thought, T m  going to ded with 
this in al1 the wrong ways.' So 1 went off to Safeway to get sorne treats 
for the meeting we were having, came back and this teacher happened to 
be sitting in the office. So 1 went in and 1 thought 1 was gohg to be very, 
very cool, but 1 approached it and said, '1 have to share with you some 
disappointment which 1 just witnessed about half an hour ago.' And the 
teacher said, 'What do you mean?' And 1 said, 'You were shouting at the 
students.' He said, '1 wasn't.' CI said,] 'Yes you were. You were 
shouting at them and not dealing with this in an appropriate way at dl.' 
And so what really threw me off was he began, it was his attitude and 
his cockiness toward me and 1 thought, 'No, 1 have to leave, I'm taking 
this personally.' So 1 said, 'You know what, I think 1 have to cool 
down.' And 1 said, 'But we are going to talk about this again because this 
is very important.' As I was leaving, this person said,'Well, sorrrry!' 
md  1 shut the door. 1 was so tempted to open up the door again and 1 
thought, 'Don't do this. Don't do this.' This was Friday. 

Karen: 1 could never talk to another person that way. 

Cheryl: 1 know. Nor would 1 ever talk to the teachers N a t  way] ... 1 was just 
dumbfounded. So anyway, the long and the short of it is, finally we sat 
down. 1 waited until Wednesday because 1 was still hot and 1 couldn't 
remove myself personally fiom it and deal with it rationally. So we 
findly met and 1 said, '1 have to share with you how 1 felt personally 
hurt and slighted' and shared that, you know. 

Peggy: But you did do it. 

Janice: What did he do? Did it matter? 

Cheryl: It might have, but it was more important that 1 share it. 



Peggy : 

Cheryl: 

Janice: 

Chery 1: 

Karen: 

Cheryl: 

Karen: 

Cheryl: 

Yes. 

But 1'11 tell you, as much as 1 was hurt, 1 know that there's going to be a 
ciramatic change at least. 

It hurt. 

Right, in the way things are dealt with. And I did Say this, 1 said, 'If that 
had been your child sitting in one of those chairs, and you, as a parent, 
would you feel cornfortable having them talked to in that way ?' And 1 'Il 
tell you, never in my days would 1 ever talk to ... 

Like how much courage you must have had to face those [issues]. A lot 
of people wodd turn the other way. 

well,  I was] ... on my ceIl phone on the way home, crying. [Saying,] 
'You won? believe what happened to me!' 

But so many would t u .  the other way and just let that go, don't you 
think? 

Oh, yeah. (September, 1997, pp- 41 -42) 

Cheryl's vulnerable telling shaped an "educative" (Dewey, 1938) space where we 

explored the necessary yet tremendously fragile place of conversation on school 

landscapes, while simultaneously trying to live it ourselves as we listened to and 

responded to her told story. Cheryl's description of the hurt she felt and the image of her 

driving home in tears wras one of many significant moments in our ongoing 

conversations-moments of vulnerability shared by all...moments that stayed with us. 

In these intimate exchanges, we reflected our selves back to one another, while also 

creating possible images for who we were becoming. Our selves were constantly in 

process, being constructed and reconstructed in the contexts of our relationships. We 

understood that "constructed knowing is much more than the understanding that 

laiowledge is contextual and situated and that the knower is always a part of the known .... 

Constnicted knowing is flexible, responsive, and responsible knowing as well'' 

(Goldberger, 1996, p. 357). It was, and continues to be, the deepness of living these 



conversations i n  diverse ways; with one another, with our larger research group, and with 

our teachers and  principals, where we find promise for understanding our selves and 

others on the lamdscape of schools. As Tony, one of our CO-researchers, reflected, "1 think 

the different pe~spectives bring a richness to the sttidy and to the dialogue" (October, 

1996, p. 6). 

Like the web of relations Silko (1996) describes through the criss crossing threads 

of the Pueblo people's Iives, the structure of our research bpestry emerged as it was 

made, through ctonversation. We too, needed to iisten and mt, having faith that meaning 

would be made. A fragment fiom our early transcripts captured our negotiation as co- 

researchers to l i ~ e  storied relationships: 

Maxine: 

Janice: 

Maxine: 

Jean: 

Do you see kind of taking a focus on the various nights, or do you have 
sort of questions, areas you're l o o ~ g  at, or are the questions corning 
from ourselves? 

1 tbink it's more that way, Maxine .... 1 hoped that what would happen 
as we start to get together [is] that we will just come together and ta& 
about our practice wherever we might be living out that practice and 
telling stories-things that rnaybe we're wondering about or trying to 
rnake M e r  sense of. So ... by sharing a story, maybe one of you will 
respond ta it and help me to think about it in a new way .... So 1 think 
we'll do that together. 1 think as the trmscripts come back too, and we 
start to look at hem, and you'll each get copies of the transcripts, that 
probably we'll start to see things in there that maybe we'll want to talk 
about M e r  or explore a little bit more; that as you sit and read those 
you start to wonder about that in a different way that we maybe didn't 
have a chance to explore and then we'll fmd a space here to do that. 

I'm excited because the h-classroom and out-of-classroom places have 
posed a great diIemma, many dilemmas for me. 1 think probably for al1 of 
my career as a teacher, but 1 think that I've become more aware of it, I'd 
Say, in the last two y e m  as a teacher of children with special needs. so 
I'm really interested and excited to be a part of this. 

1 think it's ... really important not to have an agenda, and not to have 
questions, because 1 think that as people tell their stories, I mem it i s  the 
stones that are important. (October, 1996, p. 6 )  



Our research tapestry revealed that "conversation as a research method [was] v e q  likely 

to yield stories as data. If we want[ed] to understand people's understanding, we [were] 

apt to discover meaning in their stories" (Florio-Ruane, 199 1, p. 240). 

Weaving Research Texts 

Continuhg to shape a space, where stories held meaning, was central to our 

inquj.. As Trinh (1989) reminded us, "story depends upon every one of us to corne into 

being. It needs us dl, needs our remembering, understanding, and creating what we have 

heard together to keep on coming into being" @. 119). In negotiating such a space for 

story at the outset, we committed to a shared conversahon group which would be 

constructed not by the sole questions and separate interests of our selves positioned as 

researchers, but by the multiple stories shaped by al1 of us living within diverse contexts. 

We did not want to separate our selves in a position of power, asking others to tell their 

stories, "but ...reveal[ing] little or nothing of ourselves; [or] ... make[ing] others 

vulnerable ,...[ while] we ourselves rernain[edf invulnerable" (Behar, 1993, p. 273). Like 

Maxine, we, too, felt the excitement and necessity to be part of such an inquiry. 

As we reflected on the transcripts of our conversations, we found promise in 

idenwing emerging and recurring threads which could expand our relational tapestry. 

These evolving field texts offered us M e r  wonders which we continued to bring to our 

conversations with our CO-researchers. It was critical to provide a space for conversation 

around these transcripts. Our intentions to "speak with-rather than for-each other" 

(Keating, 1996, p. 61), and to represent our lives in a manner which honoured our 

crossings within and between self and other, were iiluminated in the following 

conversation: 

Karen: We'll be starting our writing and that's what we'll want to bring back to 
you, and we're thinking with the transcripts, ... what we were thinking of 
doing is going through them and looking for themes or key concepts. 

Cheryl: 1 think that's a very wise idea. 



Karen: 

Cheryl: 

Karen: 

Janice: 

Karen: 

Tony : 

Karen: 

And were going to flag them and kind of h i u g h t  then for you. 

I can haràly wait to see the themes! 

We'll still be having our story sharing t h e  (Tony: Absolutely.) when we 
get together, but we want to start sharing our work with you as w e l  and 
Janice and 1 were just thinking about how we might do that .... 

Well, I think what's really important is when we start to do the 
writing ... even if it takes us longer, what's critical is that you have a 
chance ta read it and that you're feeling comfortable with how we're 
pulling, 1 mean we'll pull maybe fiom this transcript ... in one section and 
right next to that, there's something fkom the very first transcript, so 
that you're feeling represented in a way. Because Karen and 1 are 
representing you ... in a text that we'I1 be writing and it's important that 
you're feeling comfortable with what we do. And also, we'll be laying 
what we've learned as a result of our conversations with you alongside 
the conversations that we've had with the teachers in our other group 
and that adds another layer to the work too .... And there may be tirnes 
when we try to combine both f?om the teacher transcripts (Pegg: I t  
xnust be fascinating.) and fiom your transcripts. 

Your voices, your stones are identGing the threads for us. We're not 
taking o u  own fkame and kind of saying, 'This is what we're looking 
for' because that's what happens [in some research contexts]. 

You're taking it out of what we Say. 

Absolutely. In fact the last line of our proposa1 says, 'We will go where 
the stones lead us' and that's what we're doing.. . . We talk about you as 
a group and we don't call you participants, we call you CO-researchers 
because we don't see you as participants and we hope you don? feel 
like you're just (Tony: Not at dl.) (Cheryl: No, no.) people that we're 
getting something fiom because this has been a journey for al1 of us. We 
don? comc here with our (Janice: Agenda.) No, we don't. You are the 
agenda. (September, 1997, p. 3 8) 

Necessary Knottings 

As our conversation with one another and our CO-researchers from within our 

larger communities were woven a d  knotted together, further openings for imagining how 



bordercrossings might reshape new stones of living on the professionai knowledge 

landscape of schools were created. "Bordercrossings" are the ongoing stniggles descnbed 

by AnzaldUa (1 987) of recognizing and working to cross interior and exterior borders. 

Many threads of this struggle, of our increasing willingness and desire '90 remind you of 

your me-ness, as I discover you in myself' (Lorde, 1984, p. 1 l), were spun into the 

tapestry of our research text. One example of bordercrosshg came forward as Maxine 

responded to Naomi's story of the tensions she experienced while attempting to work 

alongside the special needs teacher in her school, whom she felt positioned himself above 

her . 

Maxine: Well you know, as you were taking, it makes me think so much of this 
unattainable position in a lot of ways that you're placed in when you're 
a teacher of students that have been labelled .... Like 1 think of some of 
the things that you have said and 1, you know the whole tirne E've been 
thuiking to myself, did 1 do that? And, would sornebody say that about 
what I've done? And I've been thinking .... I've been tiying to distance 
myself fiom that and really listen to what you're saying. (November, 
1996, pp. 26-27) 

In Maxine's response, we see her listening to Naomi's story as she wove threads of 

Naomi's understanding with her own experience of being positioned on a school 

landscape as a special needs teacher. By naming and e x p l o ~ g  the tensions Naomi's story 

brought forward for her, Maxine made visible her "looking ïnward and outward" 

(Anzaldiia, 1987,1990; Clandinin & Comeiiy, 2000; hooks, 1984; Trinh, 1989) as she 

tried to see fiom the vantage point constructed by Naomi's text. Maxine's M e r  

unravehg of Naomi's story, laid alongside her experience of being placed in an 

"unattainable position," thickened the tapestry of our ùiquiry space. Tension-both our 

own inner tensions, as we remembered and shared stories of the dilemmas we experienced 

on school landscapes, and the tensions other's stones drew forth for us-were knots; as 

necessary in our research weavings as were those stories with less tension-filled edges. 



In such an inqujr space, where difference was respun and new threadings became 

knotted, tensions were no longer hidden in the background of our tapes-, but were 

brought forward, making new designs in our relational knowing. As Greene (1994) 

reminds us, "something life af&ming in diversity must be discovered. even as something 

shared emerges out of the diversity, somethulg that c a .  be deeply-if only provisionally- 

recognized as constituent of a cornmon world" ( p. 23). This thread, made visible again 

and again throughout our work together, was descrîbed by Tony when he shared, "[we] 

challenge each other ... look at it this way or look at it that way, [to wonder,] have you 

thought of this idea? You're always learning and questing to leam in different areas, i f s  

not a, you don? just get together to ...[ cornplain] or to tell each other how wonderhl we 

are (Peggy: Exactly.). No, it is to stretch and to learn" (January, 1997, p. 42). 

Tapestry Remnants: Edges of Possibiiity 

Like the natural$bers of the earrh, our srories are woven fi-ont the raw 
material of ozcr life experiences, shapedfiom the diverse landscapes on 
which ive have lived As weavers of our own stories, rvherher spun out 

through our writing or conversation, we make visible our eicperiences to 
ozo- selves and others. In sharing our srories with one another we corne to 

recognize their unique qualiries and how important this is in bringing 
texture and richness to our conversation. 

We weavers, who gather together to spin stories, h o w  how essential ir is 
that these delicate tellings of otcr selves be received and cradled in genrle 
hands. Our stories are passed wirh care from one weaver ro the next and 

togerher we are able ro borh draw out, and interfivine, our multiple 
storyrhreads. It is ut these places ofcrossing rhat we are able to see, to feel, 

to undersrund. and to rake responsibility for one another as weavers of 
stories. 

We recognize and celebrute the d~yerence rhar ozlr stories bring, rhey are 
the warp and rhe weft of our conversation. This dzrerence works into the 
overall beauty of the rapesoy, no sroryrhreads are lefi out. Even the Zess 
visible threaak thar ofren appear in the backing of tapestries are pulled 
forward The rapeshy, woven out of our shared storytelling, knows na 



bounduries. There are always threaak that hang loose, invithg new stories 
to be respunfi-om those aZready told. 

In our conversations, the parrerns of our stories are woven Nt dzrerent 
ways- These stories may be central to our experience or they may be stories 
that we have yer to understand they live on the edge of our consciousness. 
At other tirnes we are uncertuin where our stories are leading us. There is 
great hope to be found Nt miring these stories, that ZNe at the edge of our 

experience, into the conversation 

In these kindî of storyteZling relarionships, dzyerent knots take form. Some 
may appear in entanglements, creating confitsion and disorder, rvhile 

others appear as interconnected knots which bring strength and possibility 
to the shared story fabric-buth are necessary. n o s e  who understand and 
tell stories in the wisdorn of the weaver, recognize the expansiveness of the 

tapestry that is continuously being woven in ozcr storied lives. 

Endnotes 

1 
Our hquky is nested within Clandinin and Connelly's (1995); and Comelly and 

Clandinin's (1 999; 198 8) work on teacher knowledge and professional contexts. As part 
of this research program, our inquiry is concerned with teacher and principal identity and 
the ways teachers and principals shape, and are shaped within, their professional 
landscapes. In Clandinin & Comelly7s (1995) view of teacher lcnowledge, "our best 
understanding of teacher knowledge is a narrative one" (p. 12). "Story to live by" is the 
narrative conceptualization of identity h e d  by Connelly & CIandïnin (1 999) in their 
extensive work on narrative as it intersects with teacher lcnowledge and professional 
contexts. 
2 

Borrowing from the work of Crites (1971), Clandinin and Connelly (1 995) highlight 
sacred stories as pervasive stories on school landscapes that "remain mostly unnoticed, 
and when narned, are hard to define" (p. 8). Comelly and Clandinin characterize the 
"theory-driven view of practice shared by practitioners, policy makers, and theoreticians 
as having the quality of a sacred story" (1996, p. 25). 
3 

Dates denote the temporal quality of our taped and transcribed research conversations 
which took place over an eighteen month period with each group of CO-researchers. These 
conversations, embodying the narratives of our experience, were negotiated on a regular 
basis with each group and were approximately hvo to three hours in length. This data 
comprises twenty-one transcripts fkom which this paper and others ernerge. In addition 
to these taped conversations, our conversations with our teacher and principal co- 
researchers continue as we share back and receive response to our ongoing writing. 



4 
Clandinin and Connelly (1995) discuss secret stories as those stories of practice which 

teachers often only tell in safe places to colleagues with whom they share trusthg 
relationships. 
5 

Cover stones constructed by their authors to appear "certain" and "expert" in places of 
vulnerabiliw are discussed by Clandinin and Connelly (1995). 
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A Marginal Story as A Place of Possibility: 
Negotiating Self on the Professional Knowledge ~andscape' 

Janice Huber in relation wirh Karen Whelan 

Storytellers are influenced by the telling of their own stories. Active 

construction and telling of a story is educative: The storyteller l e m s  

through the act of storytelling .... [and] in their telling in relationship .... Tt is 

an education that goes beyond Wnting for the self because it has a 

responsive audience, which makes possible both an imagined response and 

an actual response. These possibilities, the imagining of response and the 

response, are important for the storyteller. The possibilities are important 

in an educative way because the meaning of the story is reshaped and so, 

too, is the meaning of the world to which the story refers. (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1995, pp. 155-56) 

This paper is about the storytelling to which Clandiinin and Comelly refer. It is 

about telling stories to our selves and to athers with whom we are in relationship. It is 

about how this telling, active construction, living out, and reconstruction of our stonesl 

influences our selves and those around us. Response and the imagining of possibilities live 

at the centre of what this paper is about. The teacher's story we make sense of within 

this paper is a story of te mise ducat ive" (Dewey, 1% 8) qualities, a story in which 

impossible contradictions, gaps, and silences are narned. This story is situated within one 

school context in which the storytelledteacher who lived this experience uncovers her 

struggle to understand and to resist the response she received through negotiating her self 

within her professional surroundings. Located within a western Canadian province, in a 

large j uniodsenior high school, this story centres around issues of integrating students 

with special needs into "regular" programs. A context is described in which students with 

special needs are identified for individualized programming within a segregated setting in 



the school. Students who were labelied as "special needs" were selectively integrated into 

what is traditionauy defhed as "non-academic" courses, and were assigned classroom 

aides to assist with individualized programmhg. 

This story was shared within the context of a narrative inquiry (Carr, 1986; 

Clandinin & Conneiiy, 1994; C o m d y  & ckmninin 1988, 1990) including eighteen 

months of taped and transcnbed research conversations between a group of five teacher 

CO-researchers who felt the need to construct a community away fiorn our school 

landscapes, where our most vulnerable stories could be explored. The telling of this story 

was important for this particular teacher and for al1 of us as CO-researchers-storytellers, 

storylisteners, and storyresponders in relationship with one another. The storytelling 

context, shaped by a responsive audience, was profoundly educative in that through the 

shûring of this story, the meaning of it was reshaped fiom beginning images of 

hopelessness to those of possibility. 

Our paper begins by situating this inquiry within a narrative conceptualization of 

teacher identity and the professional contexts in which teachers [ive and work. Our 

reconstruction of the first meeting with the teacher CO-researchers with whom we are in 

conversation provides an introduction to the methodological grounding which shapes our 

study. The introduction also provides an overview of the story we worked to understand 

in conversation within our teacher inquiry group and throughout this paper. Unpacking 

this story through the fiamework and narrative language developed by Clandinin and 

Comelly (1995) in their conceptualization of a "professional knowledge landscape" 

revealed the storied qualities of this school context and the central role response played 

within this storying. We conclude this paper by focusing on the ways in which response 

was continuously negotiated and lived out on this school landscape. Our purpose in this 

fmd exploration is to uncover the borders shaped out of response, as well as the 

possibilities for c'bordercrossings" (AnzaldUa, 1987)-those hopeful meeting places where 



the retelling of our stories create possibilities for imagining our selves in relation mith 

others in new ways. 

Understanding Identity As "Story To Live By" 

Our understanding of teacher identity is grounded within Comelly and 

Clandinin's (1 999) narrative conceptualization of identity as "story to live by ." In their 

research into teacher knowledge and school contexts, they reveal how we tell storied 

compositions of our lives to "define who we are, what we do, and why ..." (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1999). A sense of fluidity shapes our story to live by as it is cornposed over 

t h e ,  recognizing the multipliciv of situations and experiences we embody. These 

multiple storylines interweave and intercomect, bearing upon one another and on how we 

come to understand our selves (Clandinin, 1997). We live, teli, retell, and reïive our life 

stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) as we negotiate our selves within and across various 

contexts. For example, within the context of our own Iives, we rnay draw upon our 

understanding of our selves as women to make meaning of a particular experience. 

Although this knowing will also be present as we make sense of our seIves in other 

situations, it may dwell in the background while our self understanding of being 

elementary teachers may come more to the foregound as we make sense of another 

situation. As teachers, our story to live by is "both personal - reflecting a penon's life 

history - and social - reflecting the milieu, the contexts in which teachers live" (Connelly 

& Clandinin, 1999). 

Understanding teacher identity as story to live by calls for a relational 

understanding between teachers and the contexts in which they work. In this way, 

teachers both shape and are shaped by their particular school landscapes. Considering 

schools as professional knowledge landscapes creates openings for exploring the storied 

nature of teacher identity while also challenging us to think about each school context 

f?om multiple vantage points. In the next section of this paper, we reconstruct a teacher's 

story, following the shifling nature of her story to live by as she composes her teaching 
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life both inside and outside of her classroom context on the professional knowledge 

landscape of her school. 

Reconstmcting Naomi' s2 Experiences 

It is our nIst time coming together with our group of teacher CO-researchers. We 

are nervous and somewhat uncertain of how the evening will unfold, yet in the same 

moment, our sense of excitement and anticipation draws us to this conversation. We are a 

group of both strmgers and acquaintances, gathering fiom various school landscapes. In 

the privacy of Janice's living room, we sit together, surrounded by candlelight, food, and 

wine. A common storyline joins us together-ur lives as teachers. 

This common experience enables us, with ease, to pick up on the threads of our 

Iives, connecting stones of where we last saw one another. M e r  a few moments, the 

room becomes quiet, a sign that it is time to begin this new research conversation between 

us. Feeling a need to tell of our selves, as researchers positioned at the universi~, we 

(including our advisor, Jean Clandinin) each share stories of what has brought us to this 

exploration of a narrative understanding of teacher knowledge and identity. Our stories, 

centering around research themes of margins (Anzaldiia, 1 987, 1 990) and positionings 

(Miller, 1994), create an opening for our CO-researchers who are positioned as teachers on 

the Iandscape, to begin to share their stories. The circle of storytelling broadens as we go 

around the living roorn, Iistening to each teacher CO-researcher share of her life. When our 

storytelling has passed nearly full circle, there is one last pause, an invitation for Naomi, 

who has not yet spoken, to share her story. 

Naomi begins to tell the story of herself by situating her narrative within a rural 

junior/senior high school landscape. She describes her teaching assignment as very 

specialized, being the only teacher hired in this position uithin her school and school 

district over an eight-year penod. Naomi's description speaks, to a certain degree, of the 

loneliness and isolation which surrounded her as she composed her teaching life, a context 

she describes in her OUM words when she states, "1 really didn't have anyone that 1 could 
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plan with." Having noted how this particular positioning shaped her life as a teacher on 

this school landscape, Naomi quickly emphasizes that her sense of marginalkation was 

far more profound than her visible positioning on the landscape as the only teac her of a 

speciaiized program. She begins tci describe this deeper sense of marginalization when she 

says, "Certainly when 1 started teaching there, 1 don? think 1 was on the margin at dl.  As 

time went on, though, 1 very m c h  became an outsider." Naomi unpacks her knowledge of 

becomuig an outsider by recounting how she came to recognize that she was not followhg 

the "staîus quo" story of her school. The magnitude of choosing to position herself in this 

way was expressed when she reflected, "1 guess personally 1 made that choice but as a 

result of it, 1 quit my job because 1 couldn't be there anymore and agree." Naomi 

explained that in order for her to make sense of her experience and to continue to exist on 

this school landscape, she consciously chose to position herself outside the "school 

storyY'-a story shaped by a mandate of inclusion for students with special needs 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, 1996). She reflected her deepening awareness of this story 

by saying "1 think 1 initially started to go there [outside the school story], maybe not 

consciously, but 1 think soon it was a conscious decision and 1 was not prepared to be 

there in any other way .... 1 think it was the only way that 1 couid make sense. It was the 

only way that 1 could exist." 

Naorni's sharing in this first conversation speaks to us of her intemal stniggle, of 

her need to live in a space where she could "make sense" of her experiences in an 

"educative" (Dewey, 193 8) way, constnictively shaping her ongoing practice. In our 

second conversation as a research community, Naomi moves deeper into this story. She 

does this by unpacking experiences which led her to resign fiom her teaching position? 

leaving her school and her teaching community. 

Naomi began to speak of these experiences by introducing herselfand '-the special 

needs teacher" (who we named Brian) as two central characters in the story. In her first 

few words, Naomi positioned herself as living within her classroom on her school 
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landscape. Through Naomi's eyes, Brian was positioned as someone who had influence in 

her program, yet lived distantly from the physical space of her classroom. At the outset, 

we iearned fiom Naomi that Brian, alone, determined the placement of each specid needs 

student. We also discovered that when a student with special needs (who we narned 

Alicia) was placed in Naomi's room, a program aide (who we nameci, Laura) was assigned 

to work with Alicia. Outlinuig the constraints of her tirnetable and teaching assignment, 

Naomi emphasized her stniggle to negotiate a rneaningfid program for Alicia so that she 

would expenence success. 

The tension in the relationship between Naomi and Brian became apparent at the 

first reporting period, and was heightened at each successive reporting penod. At the 

centre of this tension was the confusion over who would be responsible for determining 

and assigning Alicia's grade. In the fïrst reporting period, Naorni both determined and 

assigned Alicia's grade. However, she was troubled by being prevented, by a school 

directive, fkom indicating to Alicia's parents that she was working on a program which 

had been modified to meet her particular leaming needs. Through Naomi's telling, we 

leamed that her desire for authentic dialogue with parents was in conflict with Brian who 

lived a story of keeping parents happy at al1 costs. 

In the second reporting period, another special needs aide, with whom Naomi had 

little interaction, inforrned her that Bnan would "do the mark" for Alicia. Naomi was not 

involved in determining Alicia's grade, yet she discovered that her name was recorded 

beside the assigned grade on the report card which was sent home. In this situation, and in 

those following, Naomi attempted to understand this practice through conversation with 

Laura, the special needs program aide who was working in her classroom; the special 

needs teacher, Brian; her principal; her vice principal; and her colleagues on staff .  As the 

plotline in this story developed, Naomi continued to question Brian's practice in 

"marking" the student's work. In Naomi's telling of the story, it appeared to her as 



though Bnan dedected his responsibility ont0 others and eventually storied her as a 

teacher who simply did not understand how to mark students with special needs. 

As the story continued, a border began to appear between Naomi and Brian. Her 

intolerance over the absence of communication and understanding which was shaping their 

relationship led Naomi to request a meeting between Brian, Laura, and herself. Having 

Laura present at the meeting was responded to with resistance fiom Brian. However, 

hTaorni insisted that Laura's voice be present becaue of her intimate understandkg of 

Alicia and the classroom program. Following the meeting, Naomi learned that Brïan 

storied the event as an upsetting exchange, as he felt Laura's questions embarrassed him in 

front of Naomi. In response to their meeting, he requested that the school administrators 

"fie" Laura. Naomi countered his telling of this event to the administration with her own 

version of what happened, and Laura's position was maintained. 

Naorni descnbed the aura of silence she experienced as the story continued to 

unfold into the second school year. At the edges of this silence, Naorni recalled witnessing 

"horrendous things" continuing to take place. Conversation in relation to the growing 

dilemma surrounding this school story began to occur only in secrecy, when &nobody was 

in the vicinity." For Naomi, her school landscape became a place where there was an 

intolerance for tension. Because her story to live by necessitated exploring tension in 

relationship with others, her understanding of the compiexities of her school landscape 

was pushed M e r  to the rnargins. 

Naomi countered this push, continuing to resist the school story by challenging 

Bnan's living out of it. Her principal responded to Naomi by consistently dismissing her 

concerns, eventually telling her that she must either support Bnan or Say nothing at dl .  

Naomi's story closed with a profound sense of loss in the relationship she had iived with 

her principal. Her deeply felt sense of marginalization, shaped by the conflicting nature of 

the stones being lived and told on her school landscape, ultimately led her to Leave her 

school community and to resign her position with the district. Finding no place for her 
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story to "exist" on this school landscape, Naonii felt she was Iefi with no choice but to 

leave. 

Reteiiing Naomi's Story in Terms of the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

W e  Naomi's recounting of her experience as a marginalized member of this 

school comrnuni~- was palliful and troubling, her story holds educative promise for 

understanding school contexts and teachers' stories to live by. This promise led us to 

reconsider Naorni's story by focusing on the shaping nature of Naorni's school context on 

her story to live by as a teacher. 

We began this exploration by drawing on Clandinin & Connelly' s (1 995) 

conceptual framework of the "professional kmowledge landscapeY'3 which enabled us to 

make meaning of Naomi's story through a fmcus on her story to live by and on her 

experience in 'Wo fundarnentally different places" on her school Iandscape-"the one 

behind the classroom door with students, and the other in professional places with 

others" (p. 5). When we discuss the physical space inside Naomi's classroom, we draw 

upon Clandinin and Connelly's (1995) metaphor by r e f e h g  to this place on her school 

landscape as her "in-classroom" space. When we discuss Naomi's experience outside her 

classroom on this school landscape, we refer to these spaces as "out-of-classroom" 

places. Inquiring into Naomi's experience u i m  each of these places, her in-classroom 

and her out-of-classroom places on this school landscape, allowed us to examine the 

unique qualities of these places and the differing ways in which Naorni authored her life 

within each. 

Naorni's In-classroom Place on the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

The concepnial fiamework of the professional knowledge landscape views 

teachers as actively engaged practitioners who are attempting to author meaningful lives, 

telling and reteliing themselves through their classroom practice (Clandinin & Comelly, 

1995) as they respond to the shifüng policy expectations and social issues which 



surround their work, and to the specific needs of their students. From this vantage point, 

teachers are not kiewed as empty vessels waiting to be filled by the ideas of others, but 

are understood as "holders and makers of howledge" (Clandinin, 1997, p. 1). 

Within the in-classroom place on the professionai knowledge landscape of 

schools, the moral authority for a teacher's understanding of her story to live by 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1999) is self-authored, shaped by each teacher's particular 

narrative history and negotiated in relation with students. Because teachers position 

themselves within their classroom around the story they embody of themselves as 

teachers, the in-classroom place on the professional knowledge landscape of schools is 

often characterized by a sense of safety and secrecy. While Clandinin and ConneIly 

(1995) caution that this secrecy should not be glorified, they also note that it plays an 

important role in shaping the epistemological nature of the in-classroom place on the 

professional knowledge landscape as a space in which teachers feel %ee fkom 

scrutiny ...[ and are able] to live stories of practice" (p. 13) which honour their embodied 

knowing. It is in this way that the in-classroom place on the professional knowledge 

landscape is epistemologically and mordy grounded in narrative knowledge. This 

narrative gounding enables the in-classroorn place to be educative for teachers, as their 

stories to tive by can be negotiated without judgment fiamed by the "theoretical 

knowledge and the abstract rhetoric of conclusions found in the professional knowledge 

landscape outside the classroom" (p. 12). 

As we listened to Naorni tell stories of her in-classroom place on her school 

landscape, she shared telling images of how she viewed this space. Early in her 

storytelling Naorni described her in-classroom place as "x space,"-an important image 

which awakened us to her strong sense of agency within this space. Beginning to describe 

her concem about Bnan's placement of Alicia into her classroom, Naorni explained, 

"Because he was special needs ... he was involved in everybody else's program. And so 

you coddn't realIy just sort of say, 'Well as long as you stay out of space, 1'11 deal 
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with this ... because he was a part of your space." Naorni's description of her in-classroom 

place helped us to see that this was a space of belonging for Naomi, a secure place for her 

"self authorship" of her story to Live by as teacher-ne she felt detennïned to protect and 

uphold (Cm, 1986). 

We were also drawn to Naomi's images of herself as a teacher within her 

classroom space through her stones of experience with students. Naomi's understanding 

of her in-classroom place, and her ability to shape it, were evident when she discussed her 

stniggle with the constraints of her teaching time-table. Recognizing the limitations this 

time-table placed upon her students and, in this particular story, upon Alicia, Naomi said, 

Afier 1 got to know rny grade seven classes then [Alicia] was in one too 

where we met. Generally 1 had my students for a 40 minute class and an 

80 minute ckiss. Well, 40 minutes for al1 of my students was too short, for 

[Alicia] it was reall~, 1 mean she would just barely get her stuffout and get 

started and now it's tirne to fuiish ... that class just really wasn't the type 

of setting that she should have been in. But my other two grade seven 

classes were a lot better, so fmally after many disçussions I got her moved 

into a different grade seven cIass that only had 80 minute blocks and so I'd 

see her twice one week and only once the next week, so that wasn't the 

best, but it was better than that 40 minute class and it was a much better 

environment. Plus she was in the biggest grade seven class and then 

aftenvards she was in the smallest one. 

Naomi placed significance in this event and, as she told this story, we began to see 

that one of the threads woven into the story she was composing was that of working in 

close relationship wirh students. Naorni's focus on what was best for this particuiar 

snident led her to the out-of-classroom place on her school landscape and into "many 

discussions" with colleagues. Within her recounting of this expenence, there was a sense 

that the negotiation of Aiicia's tirnetable on the out-of-classroom place may have been 
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difïïcult. However, Naomi appeared to view the negotiation as moraliy necessary because, 

as she described, Alicia's first class placement 'Ljust ... wasn't the type of setting that she 

should have been in." We were also left with the sense that, regardless of the dificulties 

Naomi experienced through this out-of-classroom negotiation, she eventually felt that she 

was able to successfully negotiate a better situation for Alicia. In this way and in this 

particdar instance, we felt as though the story she was authoring as teacher was honored, 

both within her in-ciassroom place and on the out-of-classroom places on the professional 

knowledge landscape of her school. 

Other qualities of Naomi's ability to negotiate her identity within her classroom 

were shared as she storied her reIationship with Laura. We leamed of the relationship 

which developed between Naorni and Laura when Naomi said, ''1 did have an aide and she 

was absolutely wonderful and she basically taught me how to modie and that type of 

thing, you know, meet that little girl's needs." By storying Laura as a CO-teacher, Naomi 

made visible the deep sense of respect and validation she felt towards this wornan. She 

described how their relationship enabled them to rnodie a program which made sense for 

Alicia. Through Naorni's telling of their relationship, we saw her recognition of Laura as a 

person who mattered in her life. Her words spoke to us of a relationship in which 

mutuality created openings for educative conversation, risk taking, and the imagining of 

possibilities for a student who had been defmed as "special needs." It was being in 

relation which enabled them to work together in the best interests of Aiicia. 

Naomi's story of Laura created an image of negotiation which occurred with 

authenticity. We wonder if the relationship they shared may have led Naomi to become 

more trusting of the out-of-classroom place on her school landscape with the intent of 

also engaging there "in conversations w-here Stones c m  be told, refiected back, heard in 

different ways, retold, and relived in new ways" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p. 13). 

Being in relationship was ao overlapping thread in Naorni's story of both her students 

and L a m  This led us to believe that relational understanding of experience was a central 
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plotline in Naomi's story to live by. These two stories of Naomi's in-classroom place on 

her school landscape also revealed that, wïthin this space, Naomi was deeply engaged in 

living and retelling this story of herseKin negotiation ulth those who shared the in- 

classroom space-the students and Laura- 

This was not the plotline which Naomi's telling took on as she continued to 

unpack more of her experience on this school landscape surrounding her work with Alicia 

and other students with special needs. Increasingly, Naomi's crossing of borders between 

the in- and out-of-classroom places on her school landscape created tensions for her. As 

Clandinin and Comelly's (1995) work highlights, 'tvhen teachers leave their classrooms 

and move into another place on the professional knowledge landscape, they leave the safe 

secrecy of the classroom and enter a public place on the landscape" (p. 14). These out-of- 

classroom places on the professional knowledge landscape are "dramatically different 

episternological and moral place[sJ" (p. 14). In the next section of this paper we explore 

numerous qualities of the out-of-classroom place on NaorniYs school landscape and the 

ways they shaped her story to live by. 

Naomi's Out-of-Classroom Place on the Professiond Knowledge Landscape 

In contrast to the safety and self-authorship which shape the in-classroom place 

on the professional knowledge landscape, the out-of-classroom place is one largely 

defined by a sacred story of theory over practice (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995). In this 

out-of-classroom place, policies and prescriptions, holding '.dieoretical knowledge 

claims," are delWered from above via the conduit-the dominant communication pipeline 

which links teachers' lives to their school boards, governing agencies, and associations. 

This theoretical knowledge arrives into the lives of teachers in the form of new curriculum 

materials, textbooks, and policy mandates. They are scnpted into teachers' lives, ofien 

with no substantive place for conversation about what is being "funneled down." 

Teachers are often left to make sense of these materials behind their classroom doors in 

secrecy and silence, negotiating these theones in relation to their stoiy to live by. 
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The sacred theory-practice story enters the school landscape with a "moral push," 

leaving teachers caught in what Clandinin and Connelly (1995) descnbe as a "split 

existence." Teachers begin to struggle with their own knowing-knowing that is grounded 

in their narrative histories and is embedded within their in-classroom practice-and their 

negotiation of a sacred knowing, a prescriptive, "you should" kind of knowing which 

shapes the out-of-classroom place on the professional knowledge landscape. It is this 

tension which causes teachers to experience the out-of-classroom place as abstract, a 

place that "floats untethered" with "policy prescriptions [that] ... are tom out of their 

historical, narrative contexts" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p. 1 1). On the out-of- 

classroom place, the self-authorship, which c m  be felt within the in-classroom place, 

becomes defmed by an abstract "other," and the moral quality of the landscape becomes 

pre-scnpted fiom outside. In this way, the out-of-classroom place can become a 

"depersonalized" and disconnected place for teachers to live their storied lives. 

In Naorni's story we are presented with an explicit example of the dilernrnas and 

sense of split existence which become shaped by a teacher's movement between these 

two profoundly different places of howing, defined by drarnaticaIiy different moral 

qualities. The sacred story which amved onto Naomi's Iandscape fiom some abstract 

place dong the conduit, appeared to be one of inclusion; a story loaded with moral 

implications for teachers. Naomi first faced this new school story when a student with 

special needs was placed in her classroom and, in her telling of the story, we sensed there 

was little discussion surrounding the placement-it was simply an expectation. Describing 

her understanding of this situation, Naomi said, "@rian] picked which teacher they'd go 

in with." As Naomi recounted how the story of inclusion began to take hold on the 

professional knowledge landscape of her school, we began to see her story coming into 

conflict with the larger school story, and with those positioned distantly, outside cf her 

classroom context: office support staff, other program aides, Brian, and the school 

administrators. 



Naomi faced her first moral dilemma on the out-of-classroom place when she was 

met with a prescriptive message fiom the office staffregarding the reporting process for 

students with special needs, such as Alicia. Naomi's intention was to comrnunicate 

openly and honestly with the parents about ,4liciaYs program. However, when she 

attempted to enter a conversation with the office sta f f  about this process, offering her 

knowing and understanding of Alicia as she had lived it in her classroom, she came into 

direct conflict with the conduit and was told, 'Wo, we want ber [Aiicia] to do the same as 

everybody else .... We're not going to do a different style of report card." Feeling strongly 

about this issue, Naomi countered this response with, "That's fine, 1'11 just type up a 

letter and tell her mom, explain to her what we've been working on." She was met with, 

'No, you can't do that either." On the out-of-classroom place, as Clandinin and Connelly 

(1995) point out, "teachers are not, by and large, expected to personalize conduit 

materials by c o n s i d e ~ g  how materials fit their personality and teaching styles, 

classrooms, students, and so forth" (p. 11). Naomi was disturbed by the depersonalized 

message she received in this situation and the way in which she was forced to send home 

a mark in the report card which she felt "wasn't the truth." It was in this cntical moment 

of "self-sacrifice" that we saw Naomi's determination to live by what she knew. There 

was a sense of future possibility as she discussed her intention not to be constrained by 

the story of inclusion shapîng the school landscape outside her classroom during the next 

reporting period. 

The impact of the out-of-classroom place on Naomi's story was felt once again 

when she told of receiving mother prescriptive message regardhg the marking process, 

this time sent fkom Bnan via his program aide. Naomi recalled the aide saying, "You're 

not supposed to do a mark for [Alicia], fBria.rfj is going to do aU the mârks for al1 the 

kids." The distance with which this message was delivered led us to wonder about the 

pervasive story which was shaping Naomi's school landscape-ane in which spaces for 

authentic conversation were diminishing. By introducing a new character into the story, a 
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"messenger" to deliveî information, Brian re-shaped the relationai. space between hïmself 

and Naomi, creating distance and separation. Naomi's response to this widening gap in 

their relational space was to seek out M e r  conversation and connection so that she 

might better understand the marking process being implemented by Brian. As she 

recounted her story of this incident, Naorni recalled thinking to herself, "17rn sure he's 

going to come and have a meeting with me because he' s never been in this classroorn. He 

doesn't have any idea what [Alicia] is doing, so how could he possibly make a mark for 

her?'However, as Naomi remembered the unfolding events withh this story, she shared 

that Brian did not come to speak with her and in the growing absence of conversation 

between them, a mark was entered into Aiicia's report card, with Naomi's name placed 

beside it. The story, centering around inclusive practice, once again took on an abstract 

quality (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) as the characters in this story lived out their 

practice in a distant, depersonalized, and discomected manner. 

The embeddedness of this story within her school landscape becarne apparent as 

Naorni stniggled to create openings for conversation with Brian. However, as she told the 

story, we came to see that these attempts ended in disappointment, creating further 

dilemmas for her. Clandinin and Comelly (1995) describe that in the absence of places for 

conversation on policies funneled down the conduit ont0 the school landscape, 

"discussion ... is removed fiom matters of substance to matters of personality and power7' 

(p. 1 1). Listening to Naomi's story, we heard how she experienced this shift fiom 

conversation to personality and power, as she described Brian's reaction to a meeting she 

had arranged between him, Laura, and henelf. "1 requested that Faura] be there because, 

you know, she too works with [Alicia] so she should contribute to this. 1 mean she 

probably knows the most out of al1 of us how [Alicia] feels during al1 of those activities." 

Naorni was troubled when Bnan responded to her request with resistance. Naomi said, 

"He didn't want baura] there and 1 just said, 'Weil she, in my class, she works with 

[Alicia] in my classroom so, she's coming'." Brian's apparent devaluing of Laura's 
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position on the school landscape came into direct conflict with the relational story Naorni 

lived by within her classroom, placing stress on the intended conversation which she had 

imagined would shape their meeting. 

Follotving this meeting. Naomi recalied how she felt Brian's End response was 

played out through personality, position, and power, "He wanted &aura] fired because 

she asked him questions that embarrassed hirn in front of me." This dramatic and alarrning 

response to what Naomi had imagined as a conversation to bridge their understanding 

between the in- and out-of-classroom places on the school landscape only served to create 

M e r  distance between Naorni and Brian and their stories of one another. 

Personality and power become even more embedded in discussions outside 

Naomi's classroom context as the story Naomi was authoring eventually came into direct 

conflict with her understanding of Brian's story. When Naomi questioned Brian about his 

positioning within the school story, she described him defining it as a "power-over" 

(Josselson, 1992) positioning in which he w d d  "monitor" and "supervise" her practice. 

and the practice of others within the school. Naomi recalled, 

One day 1 got really angry at [Brian] and 1 said, 'Tell me what your job is 

here?' 1 said, 'You know, you just live off the sweat and tears of the other 

teachers here.' He told me that he had to be hired in o u .  school to monitor 

the teachers because we weren't caring enough individuals and we were 

just cruel to the kids and he was there to Save them. 

Unpacking how troubled she was by Brian's description of himself as being hired to 

monitor her because she was cruel to Alicia w i h  her classroom, Naomi said, "He told 

me that one day, that he was hired to monitor me as well as the others and 1 said to him, 

' So ... do you view yourself as being my supervisor?' He responded by sayhg, 'Yeah' and 

1 said, ' Well, that would be the day, and if you're ever in that position, it will ceaainly be 

the day that 1 cease to work here?. " In Naomi's teliing of this angry exchange beween 

them, we sensed her struggle with this story. Caught between the borders of personalities 
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and positions of power, shaped by the larger school story, we recognized her 

hopelessness in being able to enter into an educative conversation surrounding students 

with special needs in places outside her classroom on the landscape of her school. 

This critical absence of a space for conversation for Naomi, reached its final, 

dramatic conclusion when she discovered that her principal, whom she respected, cared 

for, and îrusted, attempted to silence her knowing in the face of the dominant school 

story. Describing two stories of the distance she began to experience between herself and 

her principal, Naomi recounted being "cailed down" to her principal's office after school 

to address the increasing tension between Brian and herself. As she told this story over 

the discussion of their confiontational exchange which had taken place between herself 

and Brian regarding his position in the school story in relation to her own? she said: 

As a result ... my principal cail[ed] me down and sa[id], 'Did you have a 

talk with [Brian] today?' 'Yup.' 'We11 what happened? Did it get, you 

know, a little out of hand?' And 1 said, '1 don't know, 1 don? think it got 

out of hand, it was just very truthful.' 'Well did you tell him that you 

didn't think he did much at our school?' And 1 said, 'Yes, I told him 

exactly that. That's exactly how 1 feel and 1 would tell bim that again 

because 1 haven't changed my opinion at al1 since.' 

The determination and conviction with which Naomi spoke about this exchange gave us 

insight into the strength of her story and her recurring need for ?mthful'? conversation. 

Naomi's sense of connection with Alicia and Laura created a moral space in which their 

knowing of one another shaped a relationship where care was central. In her telling of the 

story, we saw that Naomi was unwilling to compromise her "self positioning" as a 

teacher who cared about her students and L a m .  However, we leamed that, in her fust 

meeting with her principal regarding this tension, the message Naomi received was, "You 

can't tell people stufflike that ..." In a second meeting with her principal, behuid the 

closed doors of his office, Naomi's story to live by bumped up against the school story 
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once again, and in this meeting as well, Naorni received a silenchg response. "He said 

things like well, 'We do ai l  kinds of things in our school, Naomi, graduation and volleyball 

teams and na, na, na and we have speciai needs here.' And I'm kind of going, 'Oh yeah. 

How does a [special needs] program fit into extracurricular, you know?'. " Her principal 

replied by saying, "We have to support those things and if we can't support thern, then 

the least we can do is Say nothing at all'. " It was at this moment in Naorni's storytelling 

that we were most profoundly stmck by the shaping nature of the out-of-classroom place 

on Naomi's story to live by. Temporally casting her relationship with her principal in a 

past sense, Naomi shared, "1 really like rny principal." We imagine Naomi's embodied 

laiowing of this man may have been at least partially shaped by her recognition of his 

response, which seemed to honor her agency during the tension smunding Laura's 

dismissal, resdting in her position being maintained. Naomi expressed her p a W  

awakening to a different understanding of her principal as she began to realize that the 

person, with whorn she had always found a space for authentic conversation outside her 

classroom, was also no longer able to hear her words. In one silencing instance Naorni \vas 

told to "say nothing at ail," and, in another, she recalled her principal saying, "Look, I 

don't want to get involved with special needs. 1 know nothing about it, as long as 

everybody ' s quiet and happy. .." 

Reinforcing this message, we discovered that Naomi's vice principal would only 

enter into conversation with her in the hidden corndors of the school when, "...nobody 

was in the vicinity." In the face of the powerful school structures and prescriptive 

conduit story which was shaping the professional knowledge landscape of her school, 

Naomi's story was pushed aside, to a place of silence. As she continued to resist the 

"accepted school story," her story to live by became marginalized, moving further and 

M e r  to the edges of what was defined as acceptable on her school landscape. Naorni 

described her outside positioning in our first conversation when she said, "1 guess I went 

to the rnargins [of the 'statu quo' story of the school] because 1 wasn't willing to 
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participate in some of the things that 1 saw happening [tlhere .... You do live in that 

isolation ..." Ultimately the dilemmas which arose out of the abrasion between these two 

dramatically different mord spaces on the tandscape-Naomi's in-classroom and out-of- 

classroom places-became too ovenvhelming for Naomi. It was at this point that she 

decided that she must leave the school. 

Response on the Out-of-Classroom Place on Naorni's School Landscape 

By carefdiy following Naomi's story as it wove its way through both the in- and 

out-of-classroom places on the professional knowledge landscape of her school, we were 

struck by the response as it developed in Naomi's story, both how it was given and the 

ways in which it was received. In this particular story, our challenge to more fully 

understand response was intensified as we learned of a school community, at least 

through the eyes of one teacher, where her çtory to live by came to Iive at the rnargins of 

the school story, surrounded by a profound sense of silence and isolation. The tensions 

which emerged between Naomi's story and the school story brought fonvard the 

significant gap formed as imagined and actual response came into conflict on the school 

landscape. The presence of this tension caused us to wonder about response-bot. how it 

is shaped by the school story and, in tum, how it shaped Naomi's story to live by. As 

we ïistened to, read, and re-read Naomi's story, we began to look more closely at 

response. Living with this story over time enabled us to see some of the ways that 

response shaped, and was shaped by, Naomi's story to live by, her relationships with her 

colleagues, and the larger school story of inclusion. 

Intenveaving our previous unpacking of Naomi's story, through our focus on the 

in- and out-of-classroom places on her landscape, we continue this inquj. by exploring 

how the stoiy of school, shaped through response, impacted Naomi's story to Live by. 

Making meaning of Naomi's story, as lived out on a professional knowledge landscape, 

enabled us to illustrate that the teacher story Naorni was authoring was deeply grounded 



within her narrative knowing of herself as living in relationship with others. Such a view 

of Naomi's story revealed that as she crossed the border between her in- and out-of- 

classroom places on her school landscape, she consistently attempted to negotiate her 

relational story through conversation with various otfier characters with whom she 

interacted. It was both the atm and imagined response received by Naomi, as weIl as the 

response she gave in r e m ,  that uncovered the ways in which the borders on Naomi's 

school landscape were constructed and lived out. 

The dilemmas Naomi faced as she crossed these borders eventually drew forth her 

counterstory of resistance and insubordination (Nelson, 1995)-her story to live by which 

became a counterstory within her particular school landscape. Naomi named her 

"counterstory to Iive by" in our initial research conversation when she said, "1 went to 

the margins ... because I wasn't willing to participate in some of the things 1 saw happening 

there and as a result of that, 1 wasn't following the statu quo of my school." Naomi's 

reconstruction of herseif within her spoken text highlighted her determination to live her 

story in a way which she felt was educative. Even though this determination to stay with 

her story eventually led her to resign, there was a hopefùi edge to her telling in that she 

came to see her resignation as an educative alternative to negotiating her story on a school 

landscape which she increasingly experienced as miseducative. In the final section of this 

paper, we return to Naomi's storytelling of her professional knowledge context, looking 

closely at the borders and bordercrossings shaped out of the response on both the in- and 

out-of-classroom places on this school landscape. As we take a closer look at response by 

naming these borders and bordercrossings, we hope to gain futher insight into the story 

Naorni authored as it was negotiated withh and between borders shaped by the school 

story of inclusion. 



Borders and Bordercrossings on the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

Borders of Ownership 

The first border made present to us through the teiling of this story, one of 

ownership, spoke to us of the significance of the in-classroom place in Naorni's life as a 

teacher. It is not surprishg to us that this place, described with such passion by Naomi 

as, space," was one she held sacred and was detemiined to protect. Looking carefully 

at this protective stance provided us insight into the nature of Naoml's response, where it 

came fkom, and the border that was shaped as a result. Naorni's classroom was a visibIe 

space on the landscape in which we were able to see her living her story in a meaningful 

and educative manner as highlighted through her t e lhg  of the relational story she 

composed alongside the students and Laura. We saw a shifi in the safety of Naomi's 

classroom place, however, when the story of inclusion began to break through the 

protective border she had constructzd around herself and her classroom. We beIieve the 

construction of this border was grounded within Naomi's narrative history with previous 

school stories imposed upon her, and was shaped dong with her present response to a 

school story of inclusion she had little understanding of, and even less authority to 

negotiate as a member of this school landscape. Faced with the threat this school story 

presented in relationship to her story, she struggled to protect the one place on the 

landscape she intimately understood, a place which made moral sense to her as she 

worked in relation with her students. 

Negotiating B ordercrossing s 

Naorni's understanding of the restrictive structures imposed fkorn the out-of- 

classroom place on the school landscape was evident through her discussion of negotiating 

the school timetable to meet the needs of her students. In this context, the school 

timetable became symbolic of a "sacred story" (Crites, 1971) in the out-of-classroom 

place. These kinds of stories can confine students' and teachers' lives within 

predetermuied h e w o r k s  and can become "internaiized" and "absorbed" uito a "taken- 



for-grantedness" (Greene, 1993, 1995) of experience. Naomi's knowledge of this 

sacredness made the crossing of this border even more significant. Her response, reflected 

through her re-negotiation of the school tirnetable, indicated her courage and conviction to 

stand up to this story of school even when this task seemed a challenge. Her success in 

addressing this challenge was a cntical moment in Naomi's story. The response she 

received was a hopefül sign of possibility within the Iarger school landscape as it a f fmed  

her knowing while also helping her to recognize that the story she was authoring could be 

honoured in places beyond the boundaries of her classroom. In this event, we saw a shift 

in Naomi's intemal border of ownership. This shift enabled her to recognize the 

importance of her story to live by and the place it had in reshaping the borders 

constnicted between her classroom and those outside her classroom. 

Bordercrossings, within public homeplaces. 

The response given and received in the relational space between Naomi and Laura 

was not evident within the telling of this story, yet, this does not diminish its importance 

in Naomi's experience of living on this school landscape. Through Naorni's telling of the 

value of Laura to this program, a much different story of ownership and borders emerged, 

quite different fiom how Naorni stoned the borders between herselfand Brian. Naorni 

was open to the presence of Laura in her classroom and together they shaped a relational 

space, through response, which we imagine enabled both of them to live a story that made 

sense. As we read and reread Naomi's telling description of Laura, we were left with the 

image of "seamless" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1997)' dthough continuously negotiated, 

bordercrossings in which the "self" was never placed in jeopardy, but rather, was enriched 

by seeing and being present to the other. In Buber's (1965) sense of "making present," 

Naomi was able to recognize herself through her relation to this other self, her program 

aide, Laura. The fluidity of distance and relation negotiated between them was ever- 

present. As Friedman (1965)' referring to Buber, highlights: 



Making the other present means 'to imagine the real' to imagine quite 

concretely what another .As wishing, feeling, perceiving, and thinking.... a 

bold swinging into the other which demands the intensest action of one's 

being,.,, One c m  only do this as a partner, standing in a common situation 

with the other. (p. 29) 

Naomi's deeply felt sense of Laura as a woman who embodied knowing of Alicia, made 

visible Naomi's "bold swinging" into the story she perceived Laua was living. The 

"public homeplace" shaped between Naomi and Laura was the classroom, a safe place in 

which they could authenticaily enter into one another's presence (Belenky. Bond, & 

Weinstock, 1 997). 

Borders of Positional Pokver 

The borders of positional power emerged for Naomi when she recognized that the 

larger school story of inclusion being played out on her school landscape came to define 

Brian as someone who had direct power and influence within her in-classroom place. 

Naomi's tension with Bnan centered around his positioning which allowed him to solely 

select the teachers with whom the students with special needs would be placed. Her 

understanding of the role Brian played within the school context drew forth an imrnediate 

border for Naorni, between herself and Brian. Naomi saw herself positioned on one side, 

with no voice in decision making, while Brian was positioned on the other side. with a 

powerfùl decision-making voice. This border of power manifested itself in multiple ways 

through the response exchanged on the school landscape. 

Sameness. 

In the discussion surroundhg the report card which took place at the school 

offce, the border was shaped by response which dictated a message of unity in Evhich, 

"We al1 must be the same''-a message common on school landscapes and one shaped by 

forces of power and control in out-of-classroorn places. Naomi's challenging of diis 

response was seen as a threat to the unified story of school. Unlike the response she 
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received regarduig the school timetable, this response restricted her story to live by and 

forced her into conflict with the school story of inclusion. In this social context, power 

dictated "the suppression of the elements of personal relation in favour of the elements of 

pure collectivity" (Friedman, 1965, p. 25) and Naomi's story to live by, with its central 

plotiine of human relatedness, was placed at great nsk. 

Distance. 

A border of distance became present in the story thfOugh the manner in which the 

second reporthg penod was addressed. The face-to-face conflict which emerged through 

the response of "sameness" sent fiom the school office was reshaped to a more distant 

and evasive form of response as messages were delivered indirectly fÎom those in 

positions of power on the school landscape. Naomi's t e lhg  of her expectation that Bnan 

would corne and meet with her regarding the marks he placed on Alicia's report card. 

awakened us to a widening gap forming benveen the imagined and actual response which 

took place in this story, and how profoundly this response was being shaped by the 

larger school story. When Brïan's actual response of not coming to engage in conversation 

with Naomi did not meet with her expectation, her tension over this distance between her 

imagined and his actual response was intensified and the space between solidified. As 

Friedman (in Buber, 1965) mites, "when [we] fail to enter into relation ... the distance 

thickens and solidifies; instead of making roorn for relation it obstructs if' (p. 22). It 

becarne apparent to us that as the school story of inclusion thickened and reified itself on 

the school landscape, so too did the relational story being lived out between Naomi and 

Brian. For Naomi, this distancing response came in confiict with her embodied knowing of 

living in relationship with others, pushing the story she was attempting to author into a 

vulnerable and isolating place on this school landscape. 

Coafrontation. 

Naorni's need to confiont the multiple borders, forming both within herself and 

between herself and others on the exterior landscape of her school, caused her story to 
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live by to enter an even more fiagile state as her experience and understanding of the story 

of inclusion becme even more marguialized. Naorni7s recognition of her more vuluerable 

place on this school landscape did not prevent her fiom attempting to create an opening 

through conversation w-ith Brian regarding the report cards, however, in the process, she 

inadvertently strengthened the existing bordes between them, shaping additional ones as 

weU. The relational story Naorni was determined to negotiate was "rapidly redefmed on 

the landscape as [a] conflicting story" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995). 

Arrogance. 

One of these additional borders appeared to be that of arrogance as Bnan 

responded to Naomi's search for understanding by consciously separating himseIf fiom 

both Naorni and Laura, redefining his positioning to Naorni in terms of power over as her 

"supervisor" and "rnonitor." This new event in the space between brought forth an 

emotional response in Naorni which caused a shifi in her image of Brkn as weli as her 

image of self (Josselson, 1992). This new border of arrogance hastened the solidification 

process of the school story and caused Naorni to rage a g a k t  it as her story to live by 

struggled to survive. It was becoming, "more and more difficult to penetrate the 

increasingly tough layer which madl settled down on ...[II er] being" (Buber, 1965, p.78). 

Borders of Judgment and Silence 

Naorni's conscious decision to live her story-one mrhich ran counter to the school 

story-positioned her in a place of extreme vulnerability. This was powerfùlly illuminated 

through the silencing response she received fiom her school administrators regarding Brian 

and the school story of inclusion. The message of support and acceptance of the school 

story at any cost was uncovered for us in Buber's (1965) description of social contexts in 

which, %e life between person and person seems to retreat more and more before the 

advance of the collective7' (p.73). The response from both her principal and vice-principal 

created a border of secrecy and silence, pushing Naorni's story to live by to the far 

"ragged edges7' (Greene, 1994) of the advancing school story. Living on that edge equated 
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to living in isolation as the space for relatedness became more scarce on Naomi's school 

landscape. For Naomi, who understood her world through deep and connected 

relationship with others, this edge became too fkagile a place on which to stand. Without 

the embeddness of her relational story wiehin this social context, Naomi had no "place" to 

"exist." Hope came tfuough an ultirnate act of resistance for Naonii-leaving her schooI. 

Like bel1 hooks (1997), who so knowingly describes this critical moment of self recovery, 

"standing on the edge of the cliff about to fa11 into the abyss, 1 remember who 1 am" (p. 

182), we imagine that Naomi may have experienced a similar awakening. We have no way 

of knowing what Naomi's response of resistance may have done to reshape the schooI 

story of inclusion. However, we do know that Naomi's leaving moved her to an educative 

place in which she couid be true to herses-ne best descnbed through her own words: 

I think that's very difficult to stand on the outside of things and Say, 'Yes, 

1 will fight for this.' 1 think that it's only really when you come into those 

places of 'there is an end to this' that you can make that choice .... 1 made 

the decision that if things weren't going to change there, then I was going 

to leave .... 1 made that decision, now I'm free to Say what 1 want. 

Imagining Possibilities 

Those who have been excluded by the mainstrearn, or who have chosen to 

live and/or learn apart fkom it, rnay be the very people to help us fmd 

particularly effective ways to learn in community-ways less skewed by 

conformity, less dominated by institutional aspirations; ways perhaps 

truer to the basic human needs we all...share-to first and foremost feel that 

we matter to those around us. (Heller, 1997, p. 160) 

There is no doubt that Naomi was profoundly influenced by telling and living her 

stoiy of herself on this school landscape. Had she a choice in living her story, she may 

not have eventually resigned fkom her position at this school. However, as Clandinin and 



Connelly (1995) have highlighted, "teachers mus& of necessity, tell stones ... because .... 

[storytelling] is ... die most basic way, that humans make meaning of their experience" (p. 

154). Naorni's need to mediate her story to live by as she negotiated the school landscape, 

shifted her experience of this professional context from educative to miseducative. This 

may not have occurred if she had continued to tell her story only within the confines of 

her in-classroom place on the school landscape. Unlike so many of the teachers with 

whom Clandinin and Comelly worked, who told "cover stones" of themselves as a way 

to manage their tensions between the in- and out-of-classroom places on the professional 

knowledge landscape, Naomi did not, even though doing so was at her own peril, pushing 

her to a marginalized and isolated place on her school Iandscape (p. 157). So what vas it 

that drew Naomi to keep trying to tell her story on the out-of-classroom place on her 

school Iandscape even after she was told to be silent? 

We believe that Naomi's resistance to telling a cover story was grounded within 

her story to live by of "one-caring" for others (Noddings, 1984). It was this that enabled 

her to remain ever present to her embodied knowledge of herself. Because Naomi's 

embodied knowing of herseif as a teacher was immersed in an "ethic of care,"she could not 

take her gaze off her responsibility as she lived in caring relation with her students. Tt was 

this thread withui Naomios story that made it necessary for her to cross over the border 

between her in- and out-of-classroom places. However, radically different £rom the 

response she had experienced within her in-classroom place, the response on the out-of- 

classroom place was not grounded in relation but, instead, shifted to negotiating her story 

to live by through a conduit-delivered mandate on inclusive education. Ln the beginning 

fragments cf her story, we sensed her hopefulness about this negotiation but as her story 

continued it seemed to become evident to Naomi that M e ,  if anyùiing, was negotiated on 

the out-O f-cIassroom place. Although this moral dilemma caused tension for Naomi, she 

refused to deny her knowing or to fa11 into the plotline inscribed for her through the 

school story. 



Early on in our work, as Naomi shared her story of marginalization and again as 

we reread her telling fiom the traoscript, we felt a deep sense of hopelessness about the 

way in which we read her story as profoundly and Iiliseducatively shaping her story to 

Iive by. We kept focusing on the conclusion of this story and Naomi's decision to leave 

her school landscape. What we couid not see at such a distance fiom her te lhg were the 

possibilities which her story offered. Only as we began to explore the intricacies of 

Naorni's story did we begin to awaken to the educative ways in which the meaning of this 

story was reshaped. It was Naomi's resistance, lived out in this story, that becarne 

educative for each of the teacher CO-researchers engaged in this inquiry. 

Our fust awakening occurred as we tried to make sense of what drew Naomi to 

keep trying to tell her story on the out-of-classroom place on her school Iandscape even 

after she was told to be silent, We were drawn back to Naomi's introduction to her story 

where she described her sense of living outside the status quo story of her school. What 

could we learn fiom her story of choosing to position herself in such a marginal place on 

her school landscape? Returning to the literature where other wrïters had shared their 

experiences of such positionings, we began to reread Naomi's story in new ways. 

Were these marginal positionings not more hopeful than those positionings which 

shaped the living and telling of cover stories? Anzaldh (1 990) helped us to think harder 

about what cm happen to our sense of self as these masking roles exact a toll-;'After 

years of wearing masks we may become just a series of roles, the constellated self limping 

almg with its broken limbs" (p. xv). Naomi's story certainly did not present such an 

empty and debilitating image of herself. On the contrary, our continual rereading of 

Naomi's story led us to uncover stronger images of her personhood. Naomi's story was 

not one of internalized oppression imposed upon her from a distance. Instead, we saw 

Naomi as a woman who was Uitent on acquiring her own agency, of authoring her own 

story to live by. Unlike the school story which seemed disembodied, Naomi's story to 

live by was grounded in a narrative history which seemed to offer her the strength to 
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sustain her isolated positioning in places on her school landscape ouside her ciassroom. 

Drawing on Hurtado's (1996) notion of how we acquire and use 'bubjugated knowledge," 

we wondered if Naomi's deep sense of presence to her embodied knowing of selfhad 

enabled her to temporarily suspend or repress the "knowledge" pouring ont0 her school 

landscape through a sacred story of inclusive education. Was her alternative understanding 

of this story what enabled her to "resist structures of oppression and create interstices of 

rebellion and potential revolution" (p. 386)? Had it been her presence to her own knowing 

which had enabIed her to dwell within an in-between positioning, gaining the courage to 

name rhe lack of spaces for dii3eri.g ways of knowing to exist on her school landscape? in 

ongoing conversation with Naorni within our teacher inquiry group, we came to believe 

so. And, in this believing, we came to recognize Naomi's story as a place of possibility- 

possibility for understanding the central role that presence to o u  namative histones plays 

in enabling us to live and to sustain stories that run counter to those being scripted for us 

on school landscapes. 

End Notes 

Published in Teaching and Teacher Education. 15 (4) p. 3 8 1-3 96. 
'Because of the vulnerable nature of this story, pseudonyms have been assigned to the 
characters in order to protect their identities. 
'An in-depth understanding of the term "professional knowledge landscape" i s  developed 
by Clandinin and Comelly (1 995) in Teachers' Professional Kno wledge Landscapes. Our 
work in this paper draws upon Clandinin and Connelly's following description: 

A landscape metaphor .... ailows us to t a k  about space, place, and tMe .  
Furthemore, it has a sense of expansiveness and the possibility of being 
filled with diverse people, things, and events in different relationships. 
Understanding professional knowledge as comprising a landscape calls for 
a notion of professional knowledge as composed of a wide variety of 
components and innuenced by a wide varïety of people, places, and 
ùiings. Because we see the professional knowledge landscape as composed 
of relationships among people, places, and things, we see it as both an 
intellectual and a moral landscape. (p. 4-5) 



A central focus in this paper is toward understanding the relationship between one 
teacher's story of marginalization on her school landscape and her identity. Clandinin and 
Connelly's metaphor helped us uncover the multi-dimensional qualities of this teacher's 
context. Viewing her professionai landscape fiom multiple vantage points provided 
insight into her knowledge context while also engaging us in questions of relationship- 
between this teacher and the shifiïng people, places, and things on her schooI landscape. 
Understanding this teacher's story fiom a place perspective, we were able to explore her 
differing expenence in two very different places on her school landscape, her "in- 
classroom place" and the "out-of-classroom" places. The temporal qualities of this 
teacher's narrative created openings for us to inquire deeply into the ways the story of 
inclusive education was shaping her school landscape. By focusing on the personal 
history the teacher embodied as she negotiated her professional landscape. her knowùig of 
her self in relation to a variety of diverse people, places, things, and events, became 
visible. 
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CONNECTING CHAPTER 3.1 

The Place of Storyteiling: 
Patterns and Vacancies on the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

Karen WheIan in relation with Janice Huber 

If we are to become attuned to ihose places. become 
mare  of those places. where our selves and the 
selves of others are to be intertwined, Ive must 

be open fo our oivn horizons, to the patterns and. yes, 
the vacancies in the landscapes against 

which our srories are told 
-Greene (1994, p. 21) 

The images Greene's text draws forward for us are central to the tension which 

bring us to this work. In our experience as teachers living on school landscapes, it is a 

tension between what is and what might be. It is a horizon we strain toward "-the ability 

to make present what is absent, to summon up a condition that is not yet" (Greene, 1988, 

p. 16). Greene's words remind uç of our need to remain present to the texnue of our 

school landscapes, to the ways in which our relational knowing is dramatically shaped by 

the patterns and vacancies that defme us within predeterxnined boundaries. 

We have feZr the constraint of patterns, 
those elements in reguIar arrangement 

rhat bind us, 
attempting to direct our lives. 

The repetition of this pattern weighs heavy. 
Our fear- 

to be fashioned afer, or faZl into, a predeterrnined decorative design- 
one intended to cover over our seK 

Our response- 
to flee toward openings in the tightly woven fabric; 
places of less restrained texture, 
created through tension- 
places where our irregularities c m  resist, 
shaping flaws in the oppressive patterns; 

disrupting the decorative design. 
Our distinctive form and slyle 

brings diversity and imperfection- 
resisîance, viewed 



as marring the fabric, 
work we are unable to look awayfrorn- 

Ir is intenvoven with the stories we [Ne by. ' 
Our strength- 

drawn fiom those who choose to see possibilities, 
shaped through our flawing; 
bringing us hope for imagining other irregularities- 
iwegularities we know as necessary. 

It was our experience of both the presence and vacancy of storytelling 

relationships between our selves and the principals who shared professional contexts 

with us, that kept us awake to the importance of negotiating a place for story on our 

school landscapes. We remember those profound moments of intersection within our 

schools when our stones intertwined with those of our principals, creating images which 

remain with us: the loving embrace of a chiId, vulnerable uncoverings in journal responses, 

the comected wonderings in a smmeeting, intimate exploration of tensions in a staff 

workroom, and the awesome experience of shared celebrations of Ieaming when parents. 

teachers, children, and principals came together in cornmunit). . 

Over time these images becarne more and more fi-agde to draw upon, and were 

replaced-shattered by extemal forces of business-driven models of accountability, student 

achievement, and curriculum mandates. Our places for storytelling became increasing ly 

vacant on our school landscapes. No longer did we seem able to fïnd any pIaces to be in 

relationship with our principals-places where we could wonder with voice or be 

unceaain-where we could share the stniggles and accomplishments of a Young child, who, 

although nearly finished her first year in school, was just beginning to make sense of 

written text. No ... instead we were told to follow a predetemiined and certain pattern so 

that a child such as this would "rneasure up" to "outcornes, expectations, and indicators" 

(Edmonton Public Schools, 1989)-prescripted results. And as if this pattern was not 

heavy enough, we were soon told that teachers, too, "needed to achieve the Quality 

Teaching Standard" of "knowledge, skills, and amibutes" (Alberta Education, 1 996, p. 



24). This was to become the new language which M e d  and measured our knowing. In 

our search to overcorne the oppressive constraints these prescnpted patterns placed upon 

us and the children with whom we worked, we ofien storied our principals as responsible. 

With little understanding of their positioning, we cast o u  principals as filters to the 

theory being funnelled down from above, and, because of the "miseducative" (Dewey, 

1938) impact this abstract material had in our lives as teachers, borders were often 

experienced between our selves and our principals. 

Understanding School Contexts as Professional Knowledge Landscapes 

The landscape against tvhich our stories were told is one best understood through 

Clandinin and Connelly's (1 995) notion o f  a "professional knowledge landscape." The 

expansiveness of their landscape metaphor enables us to attend to both the patterns and 

vacancies which emerge as relationships are composed between people, places, and things 

within schools. 

The constraining pattems we spoke of in our poem, which attempt to direct our lives 

as teachers, ofien corne to us £rom outside our school landscape. These patterns, "funnelfed 

down" from above, feel like mis-matched fabricated designs, abstract and distant from our 

own patterns of knowing that emerge from our classroom practice. We become present to 

this vacancy between our own knowing and knowing prescribed for us because these 

"theoretical knowledge claims [are] uprooted from their origins" (Clandinin & Comely, 

1995, p. 9). Unlike o u  teacher knowledge which is rich and contextualized, this theoretical 

knowledge stands abstract and is not grounded in the lives we compose with children in our 

classrooms. It is not surprising then, that teachers receive this objective and disconnected 

knowledge with great reservation, as it cornes to them pre-packaged in the form of 

curriculum documents, assessrnent and evaluation mandates, teacher resources, and 

professional development. This makes visible the fust, and perhaps most pervasive place of 

vacancy for teachen who negotiate their lives oc school landscapes: an absence of space for 

conversation, exploration, and understanding of the theoretical knowledge which is shipped 
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to them via the conduit, "the dominant communication structure" (p. 9) which attempts to 

fashion them into a predetermined decorative design. 

In this out-of-classroom place teachers' identities are placed at the greatest risk 

and are threatened to be "covered over" by what Clandinin and Connelly (1995) narne as a 

"sacred storym-one in which "the universality and taken-for-grantedness of the 

supremacy of theory over practice" dominates (p. 8). The possibility for a "vacancy fiom 

self" to emerge in this out-of-classroom place is ever present, bringing fear and 

uncertainty into the lives of those who must negotiate its terrain. This fear leads teachers 

to ConstrUCt i c ~ ~ ~ e r  storiesJY on the out-of-classroom place-stones which rnask the "secret 

stories" they live by in safety within their in-classroom spaces. 

The dilemmas shaped out of crossing back and forth between the tightly stitched 

borders of the in- and out-of-classroom places are enormous and illuminate yet another 

vacancy on the landscape of schools. Although both principals and teachers may 

experience "the research conclusions, the policy prescriptions ...( as) tom out of their 

historicd, narrative contexts" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, p. 1 1): because principals are 

held responsible for delivering this "knowledge" to teachers, they too, become closely 

associated with the conduit and the oppression teachers experience as a resdt of the 

knowledge funnelled through it. When the principal is perceived as part of the pre-dehed 

fabric of the conduit, and the theoretical knowledge dumping ont0 the out-of-classroom 

place on the schocl landscape is delivered by the principal to teachers as "received 

knowers" (BelenS., Goldberger, T a d e  & Clinchy, l986), there is every possibility that 

the lives of principals and teachers will become separate and distinct fiom one another. 

The repetitive patterns of received knowing create borders not only between teachers and 

principals, but around what counts as knowledge. 



Negotiating Inquiry Into the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

As we thought about working with principals in the context of this narrative 

inqujr into teacher identity and the ways it shapes and is shaped by the professional 

contexts of schools, we were fiiled with a great deal of apprehension. However, by paying 

close attention to this visible tension, we were called to think more deeply about where 

this fear and discodort was coming frorn. The tension itself spoke to us of the critical 

importance of hearing principals' stories, and reminded us of the powerfûl and 

interconnected place they have in the lives of teachers who share professional spaces with 

them on school landscapes. Knowing this, we could not turn away-to do so would surely 

jeopardise a richer, more expansive understanding of the professional knowledge 

landscape. Principals were necessary and vital to our researc h conversation-we would 

invite them in. 

A new thread in our work with Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly placed a 

particular emphasis on those who live at the margins of professional contexts. Our 

interest in this work was grounded in our own s t o h  of teacher identity, st0r-k~ of 

negotiation of self on our varied school landscapes. We knew that there were others who 

were also attempting to understand the complexities of who they were as they negotiated 

their professional contexts. Like us, they too, had stones aching to be told. As Greene 

(1995) reminds us: "if we are indeed to make the margins visible and accessible, if we are 

to encourage dialectical movements fiom [the] marg in... and back, we ought to open larger 

and larger meeting places" (p. 150). By opening up and enlarging our meeting places 

within our research inquiry, to include both teachers and principals, we hoped to enter 

conversations which would indeed make the marginal experiences of al1 people who sliare 

the professional contexts of schools, more visible. 

As we sat together around our regular meeting place on the sixth floor with Jean 

CLandinin, our advisor and CO-researcher from our larger study, our conversation moved 

thoughmly between us, shaping many questions and considerations to which we held 



few answers: Could we actually enter authentic and meaningful conversations with 

principals? Would they let us see them in real ways? Principals are so much more visible 

than teachers, how would we protect their identities? As teachers, positioned as 

researchers, would we be able to let our borders down? How would we feel about sharing 

our authentic stories with a group of principals? How would principals feel sharing their 

stones with us, two teacher-researchers? While we were hesitant and tentative about 

crossing the borders we had constructed of principals fkom our experience on multiple 

school landscapes, we felt it was necessary to try to negotiate a storyteliïng place in 

which the lives of principals and teachers could intersect. The challenge to invite 

principals into our narrative inquùry proved to be important to enhancing the complexity 

and depth of our research. Drawing together four principals on a monthly basis, we 

engaged in conversations which were taped, transcribed, and returned to them for their 

response. 

The Place of Storytelling Off the School Landscape 

The story of negotiating our storytelling place off the professional knowledge 

Iandscape of schools is an old story, a f d l i a r  one-a story told by many who know 

communal storytelling places (Allen, 1994; Silko, 1996, Trinh, 1989). It was also old and 

familiar in the context of each of our lives. Our family landscapes had sustained communal 

storytelling places as had the relationships we negotiated with fiends, within differing 

research inquiry groups, with colleagues, and with children we had taught. M a t  was 

unique about our negotiation of a storytelling place with our group of principal co- 

researchers was that we had never beforc negotiated such a place with a group of 

principals. On the contrary, principals had often been central to the tensions we 

expressed in the stories we told of school Iandscapes. Yet, nithin this new context, what 

we were asking, both of these principals and of our selves, was to create an alternative 

space to those on our school landscapes-an unknown and unfaLniliar space for principals' 

and teachers' lives to intersect, a space where storyteliing could bridge our personal and 
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public lives (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997) and our living of separate positionings 

on school iandscapes as teachers and principals. 

Negotiating this in-between space necessitated an ongoing openness to the 

"articulation of multiple perspectives out of which something comrnon ...[ could] be 

brought into being" (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997, p. 155). Understanding our own 

narrative histones in relation to one another's, was the "something common" which our 

storytelling created. Such understanding did not require the erasure of our own personal 

knowhg, but ùistead, encouraged a sense of "self-consciousness" (Lugones, l99O), of 

speaking face to face, in which our multiplicity was no longer rnuted but created openings 

for seeing and hearing the relatedness of the gories we lived by. Our self-consciowness 

required 'Lconsciousness of the normative as well as the possible" (Belenlq, Bond, & 

Weinstock, 1997 quoting Greene, 1988, p. 155), enabling our storytelling place to evolve, 

to grow, and to change as our stories were shared. In this space we were able to become 

acutely aware of the possibilities created when the lives of diverse selves c m o t  only live 

alongside and rub up, but meaningfülly intersect with one another. Such "consciousness 

of. ..difTerenceW (Ling, 1990, p. xv) shaped our storytelling place as we negotiated 

increasing expansions of understanding, both of our selves and in relation tu the stories 

shared. 

The story we tell in this paper is grounded within our expenence of this 

communal storytelhg ptace-a story of hope for imaging alternatives to the vacancies in 

the professional knowledge landscape against which our stones are told. 

Response to Stories As Places of Crossing 

Recognizing the educative importance of the bordered relationships we sometimes 

experienced with principals on our school landscapes was a necessary realization for our 

M e r  exploration of why the borders between our selves and our principals, living off 

the school landscape within our research group, quickly began to fade away. What was 

different about the response within our research conversation that enabled us to move 
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beyond intemal borders, to cross over and understand the world through one another's 

eyes? It was our interest in these questions which drew- us to think harder about the ways 

in which the response lived out between our selves and the principals as co-researchers, 

living off the school landscape, enabled "bordercrossings" (Anzaldiia, 1987). 

In our present time, there is a goodness to, and a necessity for, rugged 

independence among individuais. But this is often best served and 

supported in good rneasure by deliberate interdependence with a 

conimunity of other souls. Some say that community is based on blood 

ties, sometimes dictated by choiee, sometimes by necessity. And while 

this is quite m e ,  the imrneasurably stronger gravitational field that holds a 

group together are their stories. (Estes, 1993, p. 29) 

As we began our search for a story we felt would make visible the bordercrossings 

we experienced through response, one in particular stood out for us. A storied moment 

we well remembered fiom our nurnerous conversations as a research community w-as one 

which brought the vulnerable, relational space between our selves as teachers and 

principals, into the foreground. Many times in our conversations, our storytelling moved 

away fiom stories we lived ourselves, to include those told to us by others, close fiends 

and colleagues, off the landscape of our school communities. Becoming witnesses to their 

often marginalized and vulnerable stones enabled these stories to become part of our 

narrative histories, thereby broadening our understanding. As Heller (1997) explains, "the 

words of  rnarginalized people transformed in.... stories ... embody more than ... new 

narratives of life expenence"@. 20)-they become events which offer us increasingly 

complex vantage points, reshaping die ones we presently hold. In the act of witnessing, 

the vulnerable stories of others' intersect wïth o u  stories, merging their told and our 

embodied stories into a new narrative-a new event. These "secondhand, firsthand" 

stories, as Belenlq, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarde (1986) point out, c m  expand our 

experiential base through our empathy for others. The story that frames this paper was a 
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story which emerged outside of our own direct experience; it was a secondhand story. 

Through response, the impact of this secondhand story was felt by each one of us as we 

searched for understanding, bringing our own stories and personal histories forward fiom 

our diverse positionings as teachers and principals. Problematizing these positionings by 

becoming present to one another's narratives, created openings for "radical possibilities" 

to emerge (hooks, 1995) through our storytelling. 

Exploring the place storytelling and response had within our conversational space, 

we saw significance in this stoxy, and the role it played in reshaping our interna1 borders 

and creating places of crossing between our selves positioned as teacher-researchers and 

our principal CO-researchers. hdeed, we recognized that the telling of this story was 

nested in the response given and received through the shared conversation within our 

research group. The story was shaped, reworked, and reimagined through our 

conversation, revealing the significant role that response played in shaping bordercrossing 

possibilities. Borders were not only crossed in our understanding of the story but in the 

living out of our conversation between our selves as teachers and principals. 

In uiis paper, our interest lies in unpacking the place response had in the 

negotiation of these borders. To aid us in this endeavour, we identified eight central 

response themes which wove throughout our conversation. They appeared to us, as Trinh 

(1 989) wntes, with "no catching, no pushing, no directing, no breaking through, no need 

for linear progression" (p.1). By exploring each theme, set within the context of our 

research conversation, we hope to make visible the qualities of response which were 

present. These themes, presented in the order in which they emerged in the conversation, 

are: rnirror stories, a search for meaning, negotiating meaning, connected stories, naming, 

possibility, personal stories, and moments of bordercrossing. 

It is important to note that the conclusions we drew, and the assurnptions we 

made, particularly about the adrninistrators who are central characters in the story we 

work to understand, were shaped out of our own experience. We have no way of knowing 
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what the intent of their actions were, nor is our central focus with figuring out what they 

might have been. Rather, it is our exploration of this story as a group of teacher and 

principal CO-researchers, which is of interest to us. Through our figuring out of this story, 

our fïiiïng in of gaps, our questionhg and need to explore it more M y  as a research 

comrnunity, there was a coming together and a looking both inward and outward that took 

place. What we found deeply intriguiag about this story, as we examined it more 

carefully, was that the central plotline which ran throughout the secondhand story 

paralleled what we, as teacher-researchers, were trying to understand about our own 

relationships with this unique group of principals, as well as with those principals with 

whom we had shared school landscapes. While trying to understand the construction of 

the borders in this story, we were siniultaneously seeking to deconstruct our own so that, 

as hooks (1995) points out, new paths and diEerent joumeys could become possible. 

Response Themes: Creating Openings for Bordercrossings 

On the particular June evening when this secondhand story was told, we were 

gathered around a table in our C O Z ~  restaurant hide-away. Our principals were alive with 

conversation about the frustrations they faced with technology and networking their 

schools, up-coming staffing decisions, and the latest news ftom their central district 

office. Later, the conversation tmed to their p w i n g  concern over the nurnber of 

Professional Relations Commission investigations into school cornrnunities, and the 

impact they feft these investigations were having on staff relations, and on the individual 

Iives of both teachers and principals involved. It was tJis concern which became the 

catalyst to our evolving conversation about decision making, power, and the relationships 

which are negotiated between teachers and principals on the landscape of schools. 

As one of our principals took us back to an earlier part in our conversation where 

the issue of changing teachers' classrooms was raised, our secondhand story emerged 

"circulate[ing] like a gift; an empty gift which anybody ....[ could] lay claim to by filling it 



to taste, yet ...[c ould] never tnily possess. A gift built on multiplicity. One that stay[ed] 

inexhaustible within its own M t s .  Its departures and anivals. Its quietness" (Trinh, 

Karen: 

Tony : 

Tony: 

~Mirror Stories 

Well, look at the situation that you talked about in a school of a ftiend of 
yours, where the administrator got ... up and told ... ten out of thkteen 
teachers [they] had to change their classrooms for next year. 

And the way they approached it was, 'There will be no discussion 
regarding this matter. This is a decision we have made. You will live with 
it, and there's no questions asked.' That's how it was presented. 

I was in a school where our principal did that. (Peggy: Were you?) And 1 
was an administrator, yes. 1 was in a school where the principal walked 
into a staff meeting and 1 remember spending, 1 mean, as an 
administrator, 1 knew behind the scenes, 1 spent the weekend with her 
with the school map figuring out who goes where. And she marched into 
the meeting and told them, 'This is our school plan.' She photocopied it 
[and said], 'Yod re going here, yod re going there.' 

And did they do it? They didn't do it, did they? She backed off didn't 
she? 

Oh, no, no, no. They did it. 

The response in the opening of our conversation brought forward the theme of 

what Heller (1997), borrowing from Trinh (1989), caIIs "rnirror stories." These are stories 

of our own Iives, often paraileling the story being told, which we relate to one another as 

we search for comection-"seeïng in each other's.. . [stories] ... some tnith about [our] own 

lives" (Heller, 1997, p.78). As seen in this portion of the conversation, Tony responded 

to the secondhand story by relating one of his own stones-his knowing of stafFrnoves 

from his perspective as a vice-principal. In his telling, Tony pulled fonvard his knowing 

of the historical context of the story. Doing so enabled him to see the story fiom at least 

three vantage points-from his own, fiom the principal's perspective, and from the 



teachers' perspective. Tony's mirror story, describing staffmoves made on a piece of 

paper as he and his principal figured them out over the weekend, provided an opening as 

we struggled to understand Karen's story of Kate, whom it appeared, was beùig forced to 

change classrooms by the administrators in her school. Tony's response immediately 

brought to the foreground of our conversation the multiple vantage points through which 

the situation of classroom moves could be experienced and understood. 

As a form of response, Tony's mirror story had an important place in the 

negotiation of a bordercrosshg within this research conversation. In this case, we saw 

Tony placing hirnself in a vulnerable position by admitting his own role in a series of 

teachers' classroom moves within his previous school setting. However, at the same time, 

his telling of the rnirror story, clearly indicated his concern with how the process was 

carried out. This was evident when he described, "She [the principal] marched into the 

meeting and told them ... You're going here, you're going there!' " Tony's sharing of his 

concern over this process was important in 2t least two ways-his story validated the 

concern Karen expressed at the outset while also highlighting the multiplicity of 

interpretations surrounding such a story, depending upon how the characters were 

positioned in relation to the events being iived out. In this way, we saw the potential of 

mirror stories and the vital role they played in shaping M e r  openings for continued 

storytelling. 

We recognize that in order for &or stories to fmd a place in conversations, an 

atrnosphere of mutual respect, trust, and care must be present. "As a storyteller opens 

her [This] heart to a story listener" (Behar, 1996, p. 2) the teller must know that their 

most vulnerable stories will be received openly by others who will listen thoughtfblly, 

and respond with honest caring. Noddings (1992) descnbes this "caring relation" between 

two human beings as characterized by an "open, nonselective receptivity to the cared-for" 

(p. 15). A full receptivity in which "one-caring" really hears, sees, or feels what the other 

is saying and where one is present to another's need and responds in a way that another 
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receives and recognizes. For Our research comrnunity, this caring relation was Lived out 

dirough the receiving and recognition of one another's efforts with caring response. 

A Search for Meaning 

As our conversation around this story continued, response seemed to take on "a 

search for meaning" quality as questions were asked and more detailed information about 

the story was shared. 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Peggy: 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Ernily: 

Peggy: 

Karen: 

Janice: 

Karen: 

But Karen, didn't you Say that your Eend is in a classroom, it's in the 
inner core? 

She's been in it for 14 years. And itts a beautifid classroom with the 
coty corner and al1 that stuff. And she takes a lot of pride in her room, 
like her room is just meticulous. And she's got to move out to the 
portable. 

They want her to go to a portable? 

It's been used as a lunchroom for the last three years. 

Didn't you say that she's very upset, that it's wrecked her whole year? 

Well she is. 1 went out with her this weekend. She said she's been 
waiking around with an anxious stomach and everything. 

See, that is ridiculous. Like what is the point of that? What - is the point? 

What was the point? What was the philosophy? 

Well and that's what 1 think. That's why 1 thuik Kate needs to challenge 
it. 

They [the teachers] don? know; there's no discussion? 

Well exactly. 1 think they're trying to justify it pedagogically by saying 
that if you group people together, they're going to cooperatively plan 
together, which we know is a crock. (Peggy: It's an artificial grouping.) 
Yeah, it's forced teaming. So that's their rationale, is that they're going 
to work together and it's really caused a lot of. ..But anyway, the bottom 
line is, they 've created a wedge berneen &te and] the admin, who is a 



Peggy : 

Karen: 

new admin team, the principal and the VP [vice principal] JE mily: 
Ooohh!) 

Ooohh! 1s this a leaming experience? Don? change any rooms, Peggy. 

No, but you know, the sad thing, [is] ... 1 started writuig the story 1 s t  
night because this is a critical story in my, iike what we're thinking about 
because she Kate] supported that admin. team d l  year long. Kate has 
been one of their cheerleaders .... (Peggy: This is important, yeah.) 
There's been some nunblings .... But, anyway, Kate has been their 
advocate ail year long and then she dso, Kate switched grade leveIs this 
year, which was a huge decision for her to go into [grade] six. She's never 
taught six before, it's got al1 of the achievement exams. She did that, 
thinking, you know, and she was al1 excited and was planning the 
curriculum, wanted me to sit down with her. Now this happens, and she 
can hardly look at the two of them because, and it's not so much that 
they've asked her to move as how they've asked her to move. (Tony: 
The process. The way.) The whole process. Like that's what it cornes 
down to k . 1  said, ' Where is y o u  voice in this? Why wasn't this 
negotiated? Why, what is the rationde?' (Emily: Why doesn't she 
speak?) Well, she is going to speak, but she said she is so upset right 
now, so emotionally upset so she knows that she couldn't. And so she 
wants me to heIp her kind of write it up, so 1 said 1 would. 

We saw this common search for meankg as an important form of response. As a 

collective group of CO-researchers, we placed value in this secondhand story by staying 

with it (Whelan, Huber, Rose, Davies, & Clandinin, submitîed). This is a quaiity of 

response we often fmd absent on our school landscapes in conversations which take place 

amid the rush of staff meetings and cornmittee meetings as we scramble to move through 

set agenda items. 

The attention given to this story iiluminated another place where the borders 

faded between our positionings as teachers and principals on the professional knowledge 

landscape. That our stones were of importance to one another's Iives, even when the 

story made visible the tensions between principals and teachers, was significant to us. 

This helped to shape "common ground" on which we could al1 stand and "face" (Nelson, 



1995) one another as well as our selves. In this way, 'rhe soi1 of our individual places was 

being transformed into somethulg that contained us dl" (Heller, 1997, p. 132). 

When Peggy questioned, "What was the point? What was the philosophy?", we 

imagine that she felt the story was important enough to her own understanding of her self 

to inquire M e r  about it. At an even deeper level, Peggy may have recognized the 

importance of the teiling of this story to our research group and, in asking m e r  

questions, affkned our need to stay with it. Whichever the case, Peggy's search for 

meaning invited Karen to share, in greater detail, the story as it was experienced through 

Kate's perspective. For Peggy, it appears as though this sharïng created a moment of 

discovery, made evident when she rhetorically asked. "Ooohh! 1s this a leaming 

experience?" We wondered if Peggy's words spoke of the value she placed in the telling of 

this story and, if so, was she reinforcing the need to continue our conversation? We 

imagine that Peggy's response may have spoken to the "world travelling" (Lugones, 

1987) she sirnultaneously experienced as she listened to Karen's words while aiso 

travelling to her experience of other school landscapes, making thoughtful comections 

between her past experience and possibilities for her fime intentions. 

Our desire to understand this search for rneaning through our storytelling, led us to 

pay close attention to less visible qualities of our response. For instance, when Karen 

said, "1 think they're trying to justify it pedagogically by saying that if you group people 

together, they're going to cooperatively plan together, which we know is a crock,'? she 

uncovered a story which may have shaped the administrators' decision to move Karen's 

fnend. We wonder what role the uncovering of this story May have played in our 

conversation. One aspect may have been that revealing the possibility of this unconscious 

influence shapiag the administrators' living out of this story, drew us to dig deeper into 

the story, rather than tuming it into a search for blarne by casting some characters as 

"right" and others, as "wrong" (Whelan, Huber, Rose, Davies, & Clandinin, submitted). 



Karen's further telling of this story brought to light an additional quality of our 

search for meaning. Not only did her ongoing description of how her fiend was 

expenencing the story uncover a border between the teacher and administrators in this 

story, but she illuminated how unaware we may be of these borders on our school 

landscapes. The visible sigm of the border for Kate appear to have gone unnoticed. Our 

insight into a possible border and the lack of response to it on this school landscape 

seemed to have direct impact on what happened next in our conversation. 

Like mirror stories, our common search for meaning brought the people in our 

research conversation even closer together, focused around a comrnon concern. This 

common concern, we imagine, came forward fiom a "community welcoming of difference 

and sensitive to need" (Greene, 1994, p. 23). As Greene descnbes further. c'something life 

affirming in diversity m u t  be discovered, even as something shared emerges out of the 

diversiv, something that can be deeply -if only provisionall y-recognized as constituent 

of a common world" (p. 33). For us, this recognition came f o m d  as our S ~ O ~ S  becarne 

critical places where our knowing could be constmcted and reconstnicted. There was a 

great deal of moving beyond our selves in our search for meaning, movement that was 

vital in shaping future bordercrossing possibilities. 

Negotiatinp Meaning 

Shifting fiom a theme of searching for meaning to a theme of 'aegotiating 

meaning," seemed to occur next within our conversation. As we shared our response to 

this secondhand story, we allowed others to see our worlds, to enter into hem, and to 

bring their own stories and understanding to o u  wodds. In the end, we came to live 

within a ncher, more expansive world, Wckened," in Geertz's (1995) sense of the word, 

by our shared experience. 

Karen: ... it's when that relationship [between teacher and principal] is broken, 
like in the case with Kate right now, that 1 would start to worry. (Tony: 



Janice: 

Karen: 

Peggy : 

Tony : 

Karen: 

Yeah.) You've got one of your most supportive sta£f members in tears 
for three days in a row. 1 think you need to look at that. 

And there's been no response fiom them? 

No response .... Kate couldn't even teach one day because they came and 
told her at recess time that she was going to be one of the ones [being 
asked to move]. 

Mmm, very interesting story .... It shows you what an impact such a 
decision cm  have. 

Sure it does, absolutely. 

Weil, and it shows me, it shows me ... I mean Kate had spoken beautihlly 
about that leadership team this year and what it shows me is that they 
really are just looking at this as they want change, they wanted ii: to be 
this way and they don't care who they railroad over to do it. And to me, 
that's not knowing your s t s a n d  knowïng each, like I look at someone 
like Kate, she's been there 14 years in the same classroom, she has a 
beautifid environment. 

In this place within the conversation, different meanings negotiated through the 

story became evident and additional borders came fonvard. We wonder ifthe lack of 

relational response drew forth our own huer tensions as our narrative histories 

intersected with the story being told? Were there past events in our lives that coloured the 

importance we placed in relational knowing? Karen's inner tensions, grounded within a 

personal history shaped both within and outside school contexts, appear to corne fonvard 

in her discussion on what the secondhand story "shows" her. Through her perspective, 

Karen expressed that, what the story was teaching her, was that there was a gap in 

understanding one another's worlds. Karen's personal history with Kate allowed her to 

know her in deeper ways than her administrators appear to in the story. We imagine this 

shaped an inner tension for Karen between her own knowing of Kate and how she felt the 

adminisizators knew her. 



A close look at the role our expression of inner tensions may have played in 

helping us to negotiate rneaning in this story is captured in ANaldiia's (1987) work on 

the "mestiza consciousness," a new consciousness shaped out of an "iriner war," a 

stmggle of interior borders. Within this cornplex, huer struggle, we are able to make sense 

of our own narrative histories, as they intersect with our surroundings-people, places, 

and things. Anzaldiia articulates this struggle as: 

This step is a conscious rupture with aU oppressive traditions .... She 

communicates that rup tue, documents the struggle. S he reinterprets 

history..,. She adopts new perspectives .... She strenbdens her tolerance (and 

intolerance) for ambiguity . S he is willing to share, to make herself vulnerable 

to foreign ways of seeing and thinking. She surrenders ail notions of safety, 

of the familiar. Deconstnict, constmct. (p. 82) 

We see in Karen's expression of her inner tensions the most evidence of the çtruggle 

Anzaldua connects with the meaning making we are engaged in, particularly as we explore 

perspectives alternative to our own. Through her response to Kate's situation, shaped 

within the context of our conversation, Karen uncovers possibilities for both Kate's and 

the administrators' thinking behind the events of the story. A carefüi reading of Karen's 

words leaves us with the sense that, like Kate, she has also spoken beautifully about 

"leadership teams" she has worked with. The rupture in her knowing of the value of this 

support seemed to occur when she added, "they don't care who they railroad over to do 

it," a reinterpretation that we imagine Karen may have been simultaneously experiencing 

as she spoke. 

Our discussion around "broken retationships" between teachers and principals 

would seem a sensitive topic, particularly in a research conversation in which both 

teachers and principals were present to one another. Yet, we see in Peggy's response, her 

recognition of both her positionhg as principal as well as her understanding of the impact 

such a decision could have. Karen's willingness to make herself vuinerable as she 



expressed other ways of understmding this secondhand s tov  spoke of the context of our 

storytelling place and, in particular, to the response which was able to corne fonvard. As 

WithereU and Noddings (1991) capture, "stories and narrative .... attach us to others and 

to our own histories by providing a tapestry rich with threads of tune, place, character, 

and even advice on what we might do with our Lives" (p. 1). Through this story, sensitive 

issues were allowed to surface, and through our expression of our own inner tensions in 

relationship with one mother, additional understandings emerged. 

Janice's response, as a teacher and CO-researcher attending to the telling of this 

secondhand story, appears to have picked up on not only Karen's words, but the tone in 

which she spoke. Through her relational knowing of Karen, Janice was able to carry the 

conversation to a different place, highlightuig yet another theme, " co~ec t ed  stories." 

Through Janice's questioning, we saw her attempt to make a connection between the 

story being shared, and one she was already familiar with because of her relationship with 

Karen. Unlike mirror stories, we see these comected stories emerging fkom ongohg 

relationships in which shared experiences and stones are central. Belenlq, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, and Tarde (1986) highlight both the epistemological grounding and the nature 

of the context in which connected stones emerge, through their discussion on the 

collaboration involved in "connected-knowing" groups. They write: 

In connected-knowing groups people utter half-baked half-truths and ask 

others to numire them. Since no one would entrust one's fragile infant to a 

stranger, members of the group must leam to know and trust each other. In 

such an atrnosphere rnembers ... engage in 'comected' [criticism] .... Through 

mutual stretchinp and sharing the group achieves a vision richer than any 

individual could achieve aione. @p. 1 1 8- 1 19) 

Janice's response brought fonvard a comected story, which we believe, further stretched 

our understanding of the secondhand story. 
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Janice: 

Karen: 

Janice: 

Karen: 

Janice : 

Karen: 

Peggy : 

Karen: 

[Karen],wasn9t it that way at Eyour former school]? Because when you 
moved.. . 

[The p ~ c i p a I ]  forced some moves Iast year and again it kvas received the 
same way. But [he] dian't deliver it the way these people delivered it. 

It had been open for conversation. 

Yeah and 1 think...he [the principal] didn't come in and say, you know, 
'This yïJ be!' you know, that kind of message. He didn't do that. 

But could you have stayed in your [grade] two classroom and taught 
your [grade] five? 

No. No. 1 moved my room. No. 

But was it designed for a fïve? 

And 1 was okay with it. But part of it too, Janice, is, with Kate ... I think 
that room, 1 mean, 1 was only there for two years in that room and 
they're al1 the same, the roorns. It doesn't matter that you're on this side 
or that side, they're al1 the same. But they're moving her fkom a core 
classroom, she feels that they're putting her out to pasture. 1 mean.. .her 
room looks like Janice's and my room does. And it's not just (Emily: A 
lot of pride in that room). It doesn't just - look that way, it lives that way. 
(Peggy: Yes.) So they're taking a teacher like that, because she's teaching 
six now, if she had gone to three, she would have stayed in her same 
classroom. 

It is interesthg to think about where c o ~ e c t e d  stories come fiom and why they 

take on such an important place in conversations. In returning to a comected story of 

Karen's expenence on another school landscape, Janice helped Karen figure out 

possibilities which might also exist for Kate. We imagine that Janice's questions came 

fkom a place of care and concem-nurtued within a storytelling place where 'iwe are 

created and cradled, given back to ourselves in the intimacy of connection between the 

first and second person" (Godard? Knutson, Marlatt, Mezei & Scott, 1994, p. 123). 

We recognized that Janice's connection to this shared story brought the 

conversation to a different place of understanding, by allowing us to bring forward 



another image of principals, an image less harsh and judgmentai in cornparison to the 

image portrayed in the secondhand story. The response shaped out of the comected 

story enabled Karen to lay her own emotional response to a past classroom move, 

alongside that of Kate's. Karen's response about her experience with a former principal 

"...He didn't corne in and say ...' This w i U  be!' ", followed by, "...And 1 was okay with it?" 

illuminated another perspective for understanding the secondhand story. This exchange 

between our selves as teachers may have allowed our principal CO-researchers to see the 

value we placed in our own relationships with p~c ipa l s ,  in this case, one based on a 

relationship where "knowing" one another was acknowledged, 

Naming 

As the exploration continued, E d y ' s  response highlighted another theme in our 

conversation, "naming." Naming took on tremendous importance in the unpacking of this 

story as Emily boldly uncovered the underlying issues she saw embedded in this 

secondhand story, creating additional openings for o u  own narrative histories to corne 

forward. niinking about the story in this way, seems to have reminded us of the critical 

importance these issues can have on our evolving identities. Et also helped us to recognize 

the impact of bordered relationships we previously experienced on multiple school 

landscapes. 

Janice: 

Karen: 

Erniiy : 

Tony : 

Karen: 

Can [Xate] go back to [grade] three? 

Well, no, now al1 the decisions have been made, but 1 mean ... she feels 
like.. . 

That's like a betrayai! 

See, and 1 said to Kate, she felt embarrassed, she phoned me three times 
on the day that it happened in tears, and she just isn't an emotional 
person like that, about stufflike that, but she just ... on the second or 
third call, she said, 'You know, Karen, 1 just feel really embarrassed that 



Emily : 

Karen: 

I'm calling you about this stuff and 1 said, 'Kate, this isn't just about 
the move (Peggy NO!). This is about how it has made you feel.' And she 
said, 'cYou're right' and that's when she started tallùng about how ... 

It's devalued her. 

It has totally. And that's so important to Kate, so how well do they 
really know her? Like talk about trying to understand the other? You 
know, 1 mean they're just seeing it through their eyes. 

We see our naming response as an act of resistance-one in which our 

vulnerabilities could no longer be held within as "harboured secrets" (Fine, 1992, vii). 

Emily's naming response drew us to identi& with our own experience as we thought 

about what may have happened in the relational space between the teacher and 

administrators in the secondhand story. Her use of strong naming words, such as, 

"betrayal" and "devalued," brought forward intense images, images that raised the 

signincance of Kate's story to an almost alarming level in o u  conversation. Through 

Emily's narning, there was a profound recognition, for ail of us, of just how serious and 

fragile relationships can becorne on school landscapes. Naming enabled us to 'aansgress 

creatively at the negotiated boundaries of 'what [was] possible' " (Fine, 1992, p. ix) 

within the context of this story. Pushing these boundaries added an additional quality to 

our storytelling place-our movement away fiom our separate positionings of teacher and 

principal. Instead, the response that came fonvard seems to be like that described by 

Noddings (1984) as she writes about the interconnection between our actions toward one 

another, and caring: 

Caring involves stepping out of one's personai fiame of reference into the 

other's. When we care, we consider the other's point of view, ber]/his 

objective needs and what [shelhe expects of us. Our attention, our mental 

engrossrnent is on the cared-for, not on ourselves. (p. 24) 



Possibility 

Naming pushed our thinking and our need to understand Kate's experience, as a 

collective group, to an increased necessity for selfand other understanding. Througb o u  

recognition of the importance of this story in our own lives, and that we could be 

chiiracters in it our selves, we realized that our insistence in staying with the story 

reflected our growing need to look inward at our selves and to imagine how we might ded 

with a similar situation, "us[ing] imagination in a search for openings without which our 

lives narrow and our pathways become cul-de-sacs" (Greene, 1995, p. 17). Imagination 

was centrai in bringing us to another place of possibiiity in our conversation-to an 

additional opening for bordercrossing which enabfed us to see hopefirl alternatives. 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Tony : 

Janice: 

Karen: 

Janice: 

Well they should examine ... 

That's what I said to Kate, 1 said, 'Nothing changes if you don't at least 
let these people Der administrators] know how this has made you feel.' 

But then if she were to stay in her roorn, who would go out there? 

Well, she won't stay in her room. I think when they said hou have to 
change classrooms] they've almost hung themselves. As a teacher in a 
classroom when you Say something to kids, like, T m  going to take your 
recess away if you do this' and then even if they do it and you really 
don't want to take their recess away ...y ou've got to follow through on it. 
1 think they're in that position. They've said this, they've said it very 
clearly, it's power. 

You can't back down. 

Well, maybe her going in and t a k g ,  and saying ... 

Maybe. I've told her that, but she doesn't want to. 

That might create a possibility ... 

As we searched for a hopeful way for our understanding of this story to continue, 

we explored possibiiities fiom Kate's vantage point We imagined that if she could feel 



empowered to act, she might be able to change the situation defmed for her by her 

administrators. However, we recognized something important about the positioning of the 

administrators in this story. Karen's statement, "1 think they're [the administrators] in 

that position. They've said this, they've said it very clearly, it's power," followed by 

Tony's comment, "You can't back down," is iHustrative. For us, Tony's response 

highlighted what we came to understand more M y  within the context of our research 

with this group of principals-the ofien impossible positioning of p ~ c i p a i s  on school 

landscapes. Tony's response brought us additional understanding about positional 

power-once set forth, it is difficult to move back fkorn. The border of power which 

emerges through ou-  telling and response around this secondhand story did not stop our 

conversation, in fact, it seemed that the surfacing of it, catled us to dig even deeper. Our 

desire to have the central character in this story, Kate, share her pain with her 

administrators seemed to become as strong as our own desire to make visible our 

collective understanding of different sides of the in- and out-of-classroom border. 

Peggy: Well, 1 thlnk this is very ... interesting because it shows that a decision, 
Iike even the fact that it c m  break the relationship and it may never heal. 
But the other thing is that the teacher ... 

Karen: But Peggy, none of you would ever do that. 1 could never see, you might 
do sornething like that and you might ... 

Peggy: Well, 1' m going to make mistakes. 

Karen: Of course you are, but, the thing is, 1 don't believe that any three of you 
would not pick up on that fact. I mean she was crying in her classroom 
al1 aftemoon and she's been distant with them since. 1 think any of you 
would go and find, explore that. 

Tony: Approach her. 

Karen: Yeah. They have not yet. 



Tony: 

Peggy : 

Karen: 

But don't you think that by her going to see them, [that] would maybe 
cause them to reaect? 

I think that is the next step. 

1 do and 1 have told her that, but she is so, she's still so emotional about 
it, she wants to write it down and Kate's not a writer, so she wants me 
to kind of help her fmd words for that, but she really wants them to 
know how it's made her feel and she does want to communicate that, but 
she doesn't think she can do it by just sitting down with thern because 
she thinks she'll break down and then she won't be able to comrriunicate 
what she is feeling and all of what she's feeling. So, she does want to go, 
but it's just fiesh, it just happened last week. 

It is interesthg to note that, at this point, the conversation focused on the teacher 

taking action to resolve the situation, with little mention of the administrators taking a 

role in reimagining their decision. We wonder if, at this place in the telling, the principals 

within our group arrived at a place of empathy and recognition for the administrators 

represented in the secondhand story, a side of the border they know through their own 

professional experiences. Did they sense that the administrators might not have been 

aware of Kate's feelings in this situation? Did they sense that Kate might have 

rnisunderstood the intent of the classroorn changes? 

Our previous conversations with our principal CO-researchers captured their 

moments of fi-ustration over miscommunication and misunderstandings which can take 

place as they negotiate relationships with teachers. Often, they spoke with us of their 

desire for teachers to corne to speak with them and to openly explore their feelings and 

reactions to die decisions being made on their school landscapes. Perhaps it was their 

understanding of borders they have lived on their own school landscapes which brought 

them to a different place in theïr understanding of the administrators in this story. As 

Greene (1988) &tes, "multiple interpretations constitute multiple reaiities; the 

'common' itself becomes multiplex and endlessly challenging, as each person reaches out 

from hisher own ground toward what might be, should be, is not yet" @. 21). Our 



"com~non'~ as  a research community was becoming increasingly multiplex as we each 

gained c o d o n  reaching out fiom our own places of knowïng which intersected with this 

story, atternpting to understand and imagine possibilities for both the teacher and 

administrators in this story, as well as our selves. 

Personal Stones 

The complexity of our storytelling thickened again as Peggy shared a persond 

story. Different from rnirror stones and connected stories, persona1 stones come forward 

fiom experiences of self within a given context. They come fiom a need, as hooks (1 990 in 

Heller, 1997) writes: "to incorporate in the manner of telling a sense of place, of not just 

who 1 am in the present but where 1 am coming fiom" (p. 46). They do not serve to 

mirror the story being told; instead, they add another layer to the "thinking through" of 

the story plotline. 

Peggy : The other thing ùlat is an interesting study, because when 1 first went to 
the school that I'm at, in both years it was very difficult to build team. 1 
found that the people that worked with you so well, you had to be 
carefül not to take advantage of them because you had one or two on the 
staff that were so negative, so inflexible, that absolutely nothing, that 
you gravitated naturally to the others. You had to always be on your 
alert that you never took advantage of them because it was not fair, but 
sometimes the most negative and aggressive bully would never be moved 
[referrhg to classroom moves] because of, you know? (Emily: Wouldn't 
dare.) Wouldn't dare. Because it would take al1 of your energy (Karen: 
To do it.) To make that move. But having said that, you know, 
unfortunately, ...y ou can see how, let's Say, as the administrators 
dialogue and they get excited and they get carried away with this vision, 
you can be carried away with the vision or the plan, but you have to 
remember, like I've said, the most complicated part of this job is when 
al1 the people are there. You know, when you're working away on paper 
you can do dl kinds of things (Tony: Sure you cm.) but the (Tony: 
Human spirit.) human interaction ... 

In her response, Peggy seems to see educative possibility in unpacking this story 

as it relates to her own expenence. She places value in her narrative knowing when she 

says, "The other thing that is an interesting study ...." That our personal stones of our 



experiences are valued in the conversational space of our research inquiry means 

everything. As seen through Peggy's story, Our places of crosshg became multiple as she 

shared her struggles of being a principal who desires to live in reiationship with teachers. 

Peggy's story "offer[s] us other eyes through whkh we might see, other ears with which 

we might make soundings" (Coles, 1989, pp. 159-160). She awakened us to 

simultaneously understand both positions, that of the teacher and that of the 

administrator. We were able to travel with Peggy as she shared her story and her 

understanding of the good intentions the administrators likely had, as well as her 

recognition of the distancing which can occur when sornething is decided on paper, rather 

than in connected relationships with others. Her words stayed with us, "...but you have 

to remernber, as I've said, the most complicated part of this job [being a principal] is 

when al1 the people are there ...." 

The sharing of this story was significant to us. These are the vuluerable moments 

of principals' lives we so rarely see as we work and interact with them on our own school 

iandscapes. Peggy shared an authentic story, one which ailowed us to enter, at least for a 

moment, into the inner complexities shaped out of a p ~ c i p a l ' s  positioning on a school 

landscape. 

Moments of Bordercrosshg 

After workhg with the previous text of this story, we were not surprised to 

discover the theme "moments of bordercrossing" which we highlight to make sense of 

what happened next in o u  conversation. 

Ernily : 

Karen: 

E d y  : 

See, the administration are envisioning something wondemil happening 
with this move of people .... 

Because that's al1 that's on her mind is this move and how she thinks 
she's being .... 

She thinks they want to get her out to the back where her room's not 
being viewed? 



Janice: 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Tony : 

Ernily : 

Yeah, invisible? .... 

1 just wish those people could see how every surnmer Kate and 1 go in 
there and we fix that room up and she brings out al1 her ...[tr easures] and 
she positions them just so. [She says,] 'Do you think the kids would like 
this here?' Like if they codd see that, they'd know how heart wrenching 
this is to see tbis happen. 

It's just going to wreck her whole year. 

Oh! She's already talked about how this is, she just feels that she's going 
to go and just .... A good fnend of hers who is a retired teacher, said, 
'Well you can't let this drag your whole life down.' 1 mean you really 
can't, but 1 do think, I said, '1 agree with ber], but 1 do uiink you need 
to communicate it.' .... 

But if she, do you know what? If she can't do it, because if she feels 
she's going to break down, then maybe she should write it out. 

Let her break down. Then they'll see Iiow disastrous it is! 

Irnagining bordercrossing possibilities seemed to shape our response as we shared 

thoughts on how differently the administrators in the story rnight feel if they could see 

aspects of Kate's teacher's story, aspects which appear to be vacant in their 

understanding of the situation. An implicit quality, that seemed to occur in this final 

section, was our need to see the characters in face-to-face conversation. Even the 

suggestion that Kate should communicate with her administrators through writing, was 

not seen to be close enough. It seemed important to us that in order for the existing gap 

between Kate and the administrators in the secondhand story to diminish, the telling of 

authentic stories was necessary, qualities highlighted by Greene (1 993) and M d u a  

(1 987) for bordercrossings to occur. What we realized, through our fmal reflection on this 

text, was that the retelling of our own stories was uiherently necessary in order for 

bordercrossings to take place. Ln the case of the secondhand story, it became significant to 

us that both the administrators and teacher involved would work to negotiate places 

where they could restory their current understanding of one another, restorying that was 
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also necessary for al1 of us within the communal storytelling place we negotiated in our 

research conversation. 

Sirnilar to the borderlands imagined by Anzaldh (1987) which become present 

whenever two or more cultures or people of dBerence edge one another, seeing fiom 

multiple vantage points created moments of a borderland space in our conversation. 

Through our ongoing response to this secondhand story, we moved increasingly closer to 

possible "retellings" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1 W8), shifting o u .  understanding of the 

secondhand story as a story of principal agency at the cost of silencing Kate, to 

reimagining tension as an educative opening for M e r  understanding the professional 

knowledge landscape of schools. Our ongoing response and our recognition of the 

important place of tension, brought us to our momentary borderland experience. 

Through Story We Know Who We Are 

Our interest in the role played by response in our conversation surroundhg this 

story has not been to simpliQ the cornplexities involved in the process of bordercrossing 

or to lead o u  readers to conclude that these moments of profound educative possibility 

occur with ease. The vacancies in the landscape, against which our storied lives as 

teachers were told, drew us to negotiate a storytelling place with this group of principals. 

Our inquiry into these vacancies has given us strength-"the result of silencing has been 

stronger voices; out of humiliation and handicap has emerged beauty and strength" (Ling, 

1990, p. 17). This is the story we have lived with our principal CO-researchers. 

What our unpacking of this story helped us to see was that "existing, swiving, 

and creating between two worlds" (Ling, 1990, p. x) is not only possible, but holds 

tremendous educative significance. Unlike the vacancies on the landscape we sometimes 

experienced between o u  selves and principals within our professional contexts-a 

landscape littered with shoulds and should-nots, with patterns shaped largely through 

abstracted knowledge-the context of the storytelling place we negotiated within this 



inquiry group, has been rich, filled with the diversity of our collective lives. Response has 

lived at the heart of this negotiated place-response shaped through a deep sense of 

connection, of knowing and being in relation with one another and the storied lives we are 

auhoring. We will carry the hope created through response to story with us as we 

continue to work toward negotiating storyteiling places on future school landscapes- 

''places where our selves and the selves of others [cad ... be intertwined" (Greene, 1994, p. 

2 1). 

The response themes we have given an account of within this paper are not meant 

to be exhaustive nor prescriptive. Instead, we imagine that the response shaped through 

story, will, like the stories shared, continue to circulate, shaping response as multiple as 

the lives being lived. When Gilligan (as discussed in Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997, 

pp. 5 1-52) interviewed wornen to trace their mord thinking, she named the themes she 

heard as an " 'ethic of care' or 'the response orientation' to moral conflicts." Her work 

uncovers that within an orientation of response, tensions are explored through dialogue; 

understanding is negotiated 'lthrough conversation, storytelling, and perspective sharing3 

(p. 53). Clandinin and Connelly's (1 998) work on narrative, storytelling, and story 

retelling in the field of education, is indicative of the ways response c m  reshape the 

professional knowledge landscape of schools: 

Education is interwoven with living and with the possibility of retelling 

our life stories. As we think about our own lives and the lives of teachers 

and children with whom we engage, we see the possibility for growth and 

change. As we learn to tell, to listen, and to respond to teachers' and 

children's stories, we imagine significant educational consequences for 

children and teachen .... No one, and no institution would wiùk away f?om 

this imagined future unchanged. (p. 203) 

Knquiq, set withui our relational: storyteiiing place with this group of principal 

CO-researchers, might be one way to imagine the significant educationai promise that 
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becomes possible when teachers' and principals' personal histones intersect. We were 

profoundly changed through the response shared and shaped within the storytelling place 

of o u  principal inquiry group. This is one story we teIl of our experience. At our most 

hopefùl moments, we trust that our exploration of this story will provide us, our co- 

researchers, and others who read o u  work and live storied lives on school landscapes, 

with some direction-some possibility that will enable reimagining the relational space on 

our school landscapes. We lived this experience and can only share our story of it, but 

perhaps in dohg so, we can invite others to begin to share their stories and to cross their 

own borders. 

Endnotes 

1 
"Story to live by" is the narrative understanding of identity conceptualized by Connelly 

and Clandinin (1999). 
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Beyond the Still Pond- 
Community as Growing Edges 

Janice Huber in relation wirh Karen Whelan 

A pebble does not enter a pond 
withour a ripple rnoving out 

and in rime 
touching every single shell. 

We are all, 
every one of us. 
in this thing together. 

-Masters (unknown reference) 

Places of community, as extemally defined and prescribed by the dominant 

culture, are discussed by many (Anzaldca, 1990, 1987; Beiedcy, Bond, & Weinstock, 

1997; Clanninin & Connelly, 1995; Greene, 1988, 1994; Lorde, 1984; Trinh, 1989). The 

concem we share with these writers surrounds some of our own experiences in school 

contexts where non-negotiable spaces begin to enclose the range of possibilities for stories 

we imagine composing as teachers. We are particularly concerned when the diverse and 

complex Iife space of school becomes sentimentaiized, reducing stories of community to 

scripts of simpliciv and sameness. In these sentimental places (Yancey & Spooner, 

1998), moral and ethical issues can becorne bounded by externaily prescribed roles and 

responsibilities set within a seemingly necessary hierarchical order, with some members 

of the cornmunity holdingpower over others. 

It was in conversation with Emilyl, one of our co-researchers negotiating stories of 

her self as principal on a school landscape, that our understanding of community 

deepened. Her metaphor of community as "still ponds" awakened us to attending closer 

to the stories of community lived, told, and retold (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) between 

ourselves and our principal and teacher co-researchers in a two year study into identity 

and professional contexts. In Ernily's metaphorka1 understanding, such communities risk 

becorning the still ponds of our social contexts-comrnunities that stand serene and 

beautifid in their apparent harrnonîous order-çmooth siilfaced and manicured, each pebble 



in its place. These surreal places, glossed-over by pervasive and prescriptive stories of 

commU11ity often shaping school contexts, are in jeopardy of evolving into spaces where 

life is no longer viable. When a pond becomes increasingly st i i l  and stagnant, its edges 

encroaching in upon it, the life of the ecological commmity nsks gradua1 suffocation. 

Our cal1 to write this paper emerged from the depths of such still pond 

communitiesy and through our intense need to "break through and disrupt ... surface 

equilibrium and uniformity" (Greene, 1994, p. 16 l)-surfi?ce stories which are often 

upheld as ideal representations of cornmdty within our social contexts-eveqone in their 

place, everything running smoothly . Having lived beneath suc h surface stories ourselves, 

and at times, helping to perpetuate their survival, we knew the exacting toll they 

demanded on our evolving stories. ConneLly and Clandinin (1999) help us understand our 

evolving identity as "stories we live by"-stories creating openings for understanding the 

multiplicity2 of who we are within shifting social contexts. 

Although these glossy stories of c o m m u n i ~  were, in our experience, almost never 

narned or explored as we had lived as teachers on multiple school landscapes-because to 

do so would have often meant "ostracism, alienation, isolation ...[ or] shame" (AnzaldUa, 

1990, p. xv)-in the trusting space shaped by our storytelling over 18 months within our 

research conversations, we were ready to risk vulnerability, knowing that, in this space, 

increased marginality would not shape response given back to the stones told. Openly, 

we began to wonder: What rnight happen if the carefiil and predictable order of these 

school communities were disturbed? How might the story of community in a school be 

re-imagined? What new metaphors of community in a school might emerge? And, how 

might these alternative stones, images, and metaphors reshape our understanding and 

living of community within school landscapes? Courage to mmakz visible what lay 

submerged and ignored below these seemingly serene cornrnunities came through 

relationship and inquiry . 



Our interest in exploring these questions grew out of indepth conversation with 

three research communities3 who inspired our desire to "make present what ...[ was] 

absent, to summon up a condition ...[ of community] that is not yet" (Greene, 1988, p. 16). 

The narrative context of o u  ongoing research conversations within these three groups, 

often brought forward stories of absence and presence to community within schools. 

Needing to explore these themes more closely, we re-turned to transcnpts of the 

conversations we engaged in with a group of principal CO-researchers over an 18 month 

period. One particular story shared within this inquiry space, illuminating severai of the 

dilemmas we, as CO-researchers, expressed surroundmg issues of community on our 

school landscapes, offered a place fiom which to begin our exploration. This story, at its 

surface level, centered around teacher evaluation. However, moving beneath this read of 

the story, less visible dilemmas surrounding community, relationship, positioning, and 

identity on school landscapes became visible. Attending to the "growing edge" (Beledq, 

Bond & Weinstock, 1997) of this narrative provided places of possibility for re-imagining 

metaphors of cornmunity. 

Nego tiating Alternative Narratives of Cornrnunity 

Authentic public spaces,. .. 
require the provision of opportzrnities for the articulation of 

multiple perspectives in multiple idioms, 
out of which something cornmon can be brought into being. 

It requires, as well, a consciousness of the normative as welZ as the possible; 
cf what ought to be fiom a moral and ethical point of view, 

and whar is in the making, what might be in an always open rvorld. 
-Greene (1988. p. xi) 

Our re-telling and re-imagining of this story necessarily encompassed a 

consciousness of the normative as well as the imagined. We needed to situate the story 

first within the fiames of the dominant, prescribed notion of community-one which 

significantly shaped our selves and our worlds-in order to more fully understand the 

extemal influences shaping the characters within the story. This fisthand saying, seeing, 

and feeling was necessary to our exploration of alternative imaginings of community. Our 



negotiation of these two worlds, the normative and the possible, dong with o u  fluid and 

shifting movement between and within them, provided for fewer, "mord blind spots" 

(Belenky, Bond & Weinstock, 1997, p. 55) and less "moral drift" (Coles, 1989) as we 

explored the contradictions and dilemmas shaped out of the negotiation of these worlds. 

Anzaidh (1990) reminded us of the importance of rernaining consciously attuned to these 

"blank spots" in order to broaden rather than narrow our spectnim of redis.. She wrote: 

'Selective reality,' lis] the narrow spec tm  of reality that hurnan beings 

select or choose to perceive and/or what their culture 'selects' for them to 

'see.' Perception is an interpretive process conditioned by education. That 

which is outside of the range of consensus perception is 'blanked out.' 

Sharing stories of community that had often Iived at the edges of the harmonious, sereoe 

scripts shaping o u  school landscapes, dong with the vital response these stones received 

in our inquiry groups, necessitated our moving outside the still pond metaphor and the 

*es placed upon our conscious knowing. Expanding the edges of this tightly defined 

story and our own understandings of c o m r n ~ t y ,  brought a form of release inspiring new 

images to take shape. 

It was not surprishg then, that we experienced the unpacking of this story from 

the nanscripts of our research conversations as an educative process-a form of freedom in 

which we were "ernpowered to think ... to become mindful, to share meanings, to 

conceptualize, to make varied sense of. .Jour] lived worlds" (Greene, 1988, p. 12). These 

lived worlds, encornpassing both our presence to, and absence fiom, community within 

our social contexts, or, as Buber (in Friedman, 1991) descnbed i t  our "meeting" and 

'~mismeethg," profoundly shaped our selïes as we stniggled to understand the moral and 

ethical issues which abound when lives meel in complex and varied patterns on school 

landscapes. 



Scenes of Possibility-Living the Edge of Inquiry 

Concentraiion is too precious to beZittZe. 
I know thar i f1  Zook v e v  narrowly and hmd at anything I am likely to see something new- 

Zike rite life benveen the grass stems that on& becomes visible afrr moments of staring. 
Softening that concenrration is also important- 

I've heard that the best way to catch the rnovenzent of falli~tg stars 
is at the edge of vision. 

-Bateson (1994, p. 104) 

Wnters who document their travel across landscapes, often attempt to express in 

words the shifting terrain unfolding around them (Butala, 1994, Silko, 1996. Lopez, 

1989). To these travellers, portraying multiple portraits of the landscape is a technique 

they draw upon to present images representative of their experience. Hallendy (1 996) is 

one such traveller who drew on this form of portraiture in his text when he descnbed his 

experience of seeing an inuksuk on the northem Canadian landscape: 

Alone in the deepest sense, I fmd myselfatop a barren hill and am 

rewarded with an unobstructed view from every direction .... At first it 

appears to be nothing more than a speck in the distance. Soon, it creates a 

focal point, and I am moved fiom the centre of my universe to its 

periphery. As the distance closes, I stop in my tracks, nansfixed by an 

ancient message lefi upon the landscape. Stone upon lichen-encrusted 

Stone, it is an inukruk, the signature of an arctic hunter who has passed 

this way on a joumey that would continue for his lifetime. @p. 37-38) 

In Hallendy's work, as in others who entice such images from their experience, the textual 

multiplicity that cornes forward through the portraits they create, is expansive-creating 

openings for understandings of both the particularities and the generalities, the normative 

and the possible-of the landscapes on which they have travelled. Our use of scenes 

within this paper, is sirnilar to Hdendy's. Each scene, named through our thoughts as co- 

researchers as this story unfolded, closed the distance between our evolving stories to live 

by and the characters who became visible, creating openings for irnagining alternative 

visions of community on school landscapes. 



Scene 1: ' We've got it on paper. but we don't have it in practice' 

At the outset of her telling of this narrative, Emily, as a principal held responsible 

for, and as a person living in relation with her teacher colleagues, seemed compelled to 

name the multiple tensions she was experiencing around teacher evaluation dong with the 

inner conflict these tensions created for her. Bringing these tensions into doser 

perspective for herself as storyteller and ourselves as storylisteners and storyresponders, 

placed us in a shared space calling us to begin to move beyond the moral blind spots that 

might othenvise, have limited our view of cornmunity on school landscapes. 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Emil y: 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Tony: 

We had this guy today giving a talk...because our district has this 
document that they've put together ... in evaluation. And they've given d l  
of these accolades to our district and how w o n d e f i  we are, but you 
know the thing is, we've got it on paper, but we don? have it in practice. 
We've got a wonderful [teacher evaluation] document, but when you 
look at the kinds of things you see going on in classr~oms~ we as 
administrators, 1 don't think are accepting responsibility. 

Administrators are not doing their jobs? 

If you've got poor practice in classrooms, right, that's a tough part of 
our job but we don't talle about that. We can just sit back and Say, 
'Aren't we wonderful, we've got this document in place.' But what are 
we doing about this document? 

I think that must be the most challenging part of your job. 

Absolutely. 1 have a teacher right now 1 should be working, 1 mean 1 am 
working with. 

Because you get into al1 kinds of moral. .. . 

Yes you do. 

And ethicd issues.. .. 

One of the tensions Ernily uncovered in the beginning of this telling, was the gap 

she expenenced beh~een her district's policy for teacher evaluation and the lived teaching 



and administrative practice she was witness to within classroom and schools. Descrîbing 

this tension, Emily's concerns seemed grounded, not so much in the problem of "poor 

practice in ~Iassroorns,~' but within her positionhg as principal within this situation. 

Ernily's intersection between her externally defined positionhg on the school landscape 

with two closely related tensions-principal as responsible and the Iack of conversation 

around poor practice in classrooms-provided meaningfül insight into the '7measy 

professional environment[s]" that can exist in schools. Clandinin and Comelly (1 995, 

referencing Cuban, 1992) spoke to this quality when they wrote: 

Dilemm =...are conflict-fdled situations that ... are not soluble, but are] 

something educators at d l  levels experience relative to theory and practice. 

As educators, therefore, we work in an uneasy professional environment 

never sure of our position relative to theory and practice, constantly 

confionted by the conflicting daims of theory and practice. (p. 6 )  

Although these dilernma-filled professional contexts described by Cuban (1 992) and 

Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  are direcdy shaped by dominant scripts, some of which pre- 

defme relationships between teachers and principals on school landscapes, what enables 

the landscape to rarely shift from its uneasy state, or to draw upon its uneasiness to 

*se educative qualities into the landscape, are the silences surrounding these ofien 

unquestioned "sacred stories" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995; Crites, 197 1). 

Ernily's story gave voice to the silent, ever-presentness of dilemmas on our school 

landscapes. Her words highùghted the shaping q~ialities living these dilemmas in silence 

can have on our evolving stories to live by. Positioned by those M e r  up in the 

hierarchical structure of her district, it becarne apparent that Emily was situated on her 

school landscape in the uneasy space between theory surrounding teacher evaluation and 

achial practice within classrooms. She would be held responsible and accountable for 

living out this policy prescnbed fiom above. 



Listening to and reflecting upon the weight of the scnpted story of community 

fkom the vantage point of individuals often externally positioned on school landscapes in 

a place of power and as "solely responsible"-that of principal-brought forward a 

different perspective fkom which to experience the struggle to nurture and re-imagine 

community within school contexts. Equaily intriguing for us, as we became engaged with 

the alternative lem this story turned on community, was the strong sense of multiple 

vantage points brought forward, which seemed to reveal a need or desire to travel to 

other's worlds and to understand different perspectives and positionings (Lugones, 

1987). A similar sense of world-travel shaped our inquiry space, so that through a 

profound sense of feeling, we too, were able to comect across our stories to bring fonvard 

Mages of comunity living at the edge of our experience and imagination. 

Witbin the narrative context of our research conversations, our stories became the 

"meeting place" (Buber, 1965) for our CO-construction of new possibilities and 

metaphors-the growing edges of our exploration into our understanding of community 

within the comrnon social context of school. We identified passionately with Buber (in 

Friedman, 199 1) when, upon reflecting on his life, he expressed: 

I did not rest on the broad upland of a system that includes a series of sure 

statements about the absolute, but on a narrow rocky ridge between the 

N f s  where there is no sureness of expressible knowledge but the certainty 

of meeting what remains undisclosed. @. x) 

The sharing of o u  stories on the narrow ridge of our research conversations, enabled us to 

becorne increasingly accepting of our uncertainty, and hopeful of what we might uncover 

in our "self-unfolding" (Buber in Friedman, 199 1, p. 124). 

Emily's very positioning as principal left her with no narrow ridge on her school 

Iandscape upon which to narne the tensions this positioning created for her. With no 

space for M e r  conversation around the gaps she felt between theory and practice, 

brought fonvard by the teacher evaluation document, Emily appeared to became siniated 
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in a place of separation and isolation. S h a ~ g  in Buber's (1965) understanding of the 

dialogue that might be shaped in such uncertain places, dialogue embodying the 

contradictions and ambiguities present in any life composition, Belenky, Bond & 

Weuistock (1997) recognize that "illuminating what has been ignored requires a profound 

openness to dialogue and comection" @. 54). Often, the stones we shared around 

community were not easy to Say or to immediately understand. In relation with one 

another, however, we grew to embrace the light of alternative visions, reclaiming our own 

knowing as we re-imagined commuuity as sites to be "experienced and interacted with'? 

(Lorde, 1984, p. 37), fluid, shiftuig, and ever-changing. In order for us to meaningfùlly 

explore our contradictions, dilemmas, and uncertainties in relation to community, it was 

essential that we lived in Buber's (1965) "betweenm-a genuine place shaped by mutuality, 

profound caring, and tnist between self and other. 

In was in the place of our research community Uiat Emily was able to git-e voice to 

her sense of entrapment within. a matrix of normative stories-the "wonderful" teacher 

evaluation document, principal as responsible, and school community as an unrippled 

pond. Emily's struggle to maintain agency as she reflected upon the mord and ethical 

implications the teacher evaluation document created, made visible, yet another dilemma. 

Her reflection: "1 have a teacher right now 1 should be working [with]" and ' k e  as 

administrators, 1 don't think are accepting responsibility," revealed other prescriptive and 

dichotomous positionings placing burden on how Ernily felt able to live on her school 

landscape. 

Emily knew that the teacher evaluation policy was delivered to her school 

landscape with a district prescription of should (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995). Yet, she 

was intemdy guided by a sense of responsibility grounded in an "ethic of caring" where 

"fidelity is not seen as faithfdness to duty or principle but as a direct response to 

individuals with whom one is in relation" (Noddings, 1986, p. 497). This strong sense of 

care for another came forward as Emily shared images of the teacher with whom she was 
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in relation. Iliuminated within this sharing was the conflicting nature of her internaiiy 

guided story of caring laid aiongside the externally prescribed story of teacher evaluation. 

Naming her dilemmas within the context of our inquj. space, created openings that 

"demanded a more complex, more troubling conception of cornmunity" (Greene, 1994, p. 

12)-a conception we worked to imagine in conversation as more of Emily's story 

Scene II: 'Nobody has helped me' 

Emily's "ethical self-positioning" (Rich, 1986 as quoted by Perreault, 1995, p. 3 1) 

became increasingly visible as she revealed a specific classroom situation where her story 

of being in relation with teacher colleagues came into conflict with the prescribed policy 

on teacher evaluation. As Emily brought her self into being through her multi-textured 

telling, she moved us underneath the surface story of teacher evaluation on poor practice, 

creating an embeddedness of meaning w i t h  tirne, "ensuring that the perspective of the 

'seer' is made an aspect of what is seen" (Perreault, 1995, p. 32). We were dravm to more 

expansively understand the events smoothed over by the script of the 'kvonderful teacher 

evaluation document," as Emily's narrative unfolded. Her story urged us to travel toward 

the expenences often submerged through such a pervasively unquestioned story and to 

the ways these experiences can shape our evolving  tories to live by. 

Ernily: Picture this. You're an administrator in a school, okay? Picture this 
scenario. This is one of many, one of hundreds right? You have a teacher 
in your school, who spent his entire life in a [secondary] school.. .and 
probably was excellent doing it. He's bumped out of [secondary] school, 
he's burnped into elementary, he's totally out of his element. So you 
have him on your staff, you're looking at some thùigs he's doing that 
you know are not appropriate for leamhg for [elementary] ... and you're 
sitting down with that person and you're asking some questions about 
his practice ...y ou're saying, 'I've noticed that there's a lot of copying of 
notes off the board.' He becomes very defensive, he figures his career's 
on the line, because you've got an insecure person now because he's 
already in elementary, he knows he's out of his element. So the first 
meeting doesn't go that well. The second meeting goes much better. But 



still 1 have to deal with it. Now ... there's a person who's on the verge 
of, ... What he said to me was, '1 came out of fsecondq]; nobody has 
helped me.' 1 think he's doing the best that he can .... But it wouid be Like 
putting me in a [secondary] school, and saying, 'Teach [secondary 
physics].' (Karen: And you'd fail*) 1 wouid. And that's not fair to the 
teachers. (Tony: Not fair to the kids.) It's not fair to the children, but 
what do you do? Do you f i e  that teacher then? What do you do with 
that teacher? That is a moral and ethical issue. (Tony: Exactly.) And 1 
have to respect the dignity (Tony: Of that teacher) .... 

Throughout this fiagrnent of her story, Emily revisited the tensions she felt 

around the document, once again highlighting the dilemma dwelling between her 

understanding of being responsible to the teacher and children for whom this policy 

would have direct impact, and the sense of responsibility embedded within the 

document-a sense of responsibility where one acts solely out of duty rather than 

relationship (Noddings, 1986). As we revisited Emily's stoly, we wondered if this taken- 

for-granted sense of duty might well construct the moral blind spots which numb us to 

our surroundings, to one another, and to our selves. 

Pressing against this reified narrative, the ethical positioning Emily appeared to 

consciously choose in relation to this teacher, was one of care as she attempted to engage 

in conversation with him around his teaching practice. Intending to live a relational story 

of "supervision ...[as] a meeting of two persons. a shared possibility for each of them" 

(Coles, 1989, p. 8), Emily descrïbed that her intentions for creating a meeting space with 

the teacher, were initially met with fear and defensiveness making more visible the 

hierarchical structure which can separate teachers and principals, even when they push 

against its construction. By sharing this scene of the story, Emily named one of the most 

pervasively miseducative qualities of school landscapes-the narrow range of possibility 

for places where educators can "engage in conversation where stories can be told, reflected 

back in different ways, retold, and relived in new ways" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995, p. 

160). 



Ernily 's vvords, "he becomes very defensive, he figures his career's on the line," 

lead us to wonder what submerged aspects of the school landscape, in addition to the 

teacher evaluation policy, may have been contributing t o  her tensions. We began to 

wonder if, in positioning herself in a relationai way, Emily's story to live by came into 

con€iict with another, possibly even more pervasive p ld ine  than that scripted through 

the teacher evaluation document-an institutional story "rewardwg] silence and 

confonnity," while prescribing "policies and institutional actions that value exclusion and 

separateness" (Benham, 1997, pp. 298-299). 

Choosing to continue to imagine and to live out alternative, non-hierarchicd 

positionhgs for her self as principal within this story, and to "not hide behind the 

mockeries of separations that have been imposed upon us and which so often we accept 

as our own" (Lorde, 1984, p. 43)' Emily questioned: "..-but what do you do? Do you fire 

that teacher then? What do you do with that teacher?" Her questions were not posed to 

bring fonvard answers or quick-fix solutions to her dilemmas but to create deeper 

reflection into the scripts shaping still pond communities. 

We saw the beginning fragments of Emily's story as critical ones to attend 

to-they provided us with the normative, the prescriptive, the narrow range of 

possibihties-a necessary starting point which helped us t o  see more clearly the extemally 

defmed image of community shaping this school context. It was with this recognition, this 

consciousness to the normative, that we were able to move beyond old myths, 

shultaneously shaping new ones (Anzaldua, 1987) through our increasing desire to resist 

normalization and to, hstead, embrace the shared agency shaping our wonders around this 

story. Our conversation and our cornmon need to imagine alternative images of 

community, continued to draw us into the depths of the still pond story of community 

that can shape our professional contexts. We began to think about responsibility as it had 

been defiined on our school landscapes-as being held and enacted by certain individuab 



and as it might be re-imagined as embracing of all those who attempt to live a story of care 

in social contexts. 

Scene III: 'It's the responsibility of the whole school' 

Coles (1989) wrote: 'rhe whole point of stories is not 'solutions' or 'resolutions' 

but a broadening and even a heightening of our struggles" (p. 129). The next scene of 

Ernily's story, demonstrated this broadening and our yeaming to more fidly understand 

the complexities in the meeting of lives on school landscapes. 

Peggy : 

Emily : 

Janice: 

Ernily : 

Janice : 

E d y  : 

Karen: 

Ernily : 

Tony : 

Karen: 

So we know [there's questionable practice] in o u  schools .... 

That's a job 1 should be doing right? My job now, let's look at Ernily, 
principal, instructional leader, what should 1 be doing? 1 should be doing 
somethhg about that. 

But you are. 

Well, trying to. But then 1 go to you and you're the [other] teacher, 
okay, now you, you're an exceptional teacher. You've got really 
beautifid books that you've spent hours designhg and centers and 
everything your kids are doing [is wonderfid]. Are you going to hand 
that whole ...[p rogram] over to another teacher? Maybe not. Cause 
rnaybe you're going to Say, 'Why isn't he putting in those same amount 
of hours?' That's the dilemma. If 1 went to you and said, ' Would you 
rnind, 1 notice you've got this really wonderful book, and this teacher 
needs help,' you might Say, 'No. 1 put in fifteen hours developing that 
book, myself, he didn't do anything, I'm not giving him my book.' 

One day 1 might have said that. 1 wouldn't today. 

But that's what happens. 

See, really, rnorally, it's not just your responsibility. 

Tt's the responsibiIity of the whole school. 

And the district. 

WeU, paaicularl y that teaching community . (Ernily : Y eah) Like, morally , 
that other teacher should be able to reach out to that person. 



Emily: Yeah, but that isn't happening]. That is bordercrosshg .... 1 haven't 
asked the other teacher, but if 1 did, 1 know the answer I'd get back. I 
would be surprised if she would Say, 'Certainly, go right ahead and copy 
them.' But 1 need more than that. 1 need you as that teacher to sit down 
and help him, but what am I saying by doing that? I'm letting other 
teachers in the school know that he's got a problem. It's dicey . 

In this scene of the story, Emily's wondering about how others, living on or 

connected with the school landscape, rnight respond to a request to share responsibility 

for helping the teacher, created an opening for M e r  wondering about why Ernily, as 

principal, felt scripted as being solely responsible for reaching out to this teacher. Moving 

fiom our previous focus on the generd ways in which mandates are funnelied down ont0 

our school landscapes (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) to a consideration of how such a 

scripted story of comrnunity might be played out in this particular school, enabled 

ripples to form and to push out, widening the story of comrnunity fiaming our 

professional landscapes. 

The first npple disturbing the still pond story of comrnunity moved into our 

conversation when Emily reflected on how she was "trying to" do something to help the 

teacher. Woven into Emily's recognition of her attempts to help, was her knowing that 

she, alone, could not be of assistance to the teacher. As old as the story of isolation and 

separate developrnent is within our social contexts (Trinh, 1989)' Emily's wonders about 

how a teacher colleague might respond to a request to help, highlighted that this story was 

still alive and continuhg to shape school landscapes. Once again, we saw Ernily imagining 

a story of cornmunity "here human beings are at the core" (Lorde, 1984, p. 28)-a 

relational story of hope where the possibility of tniiy meeting one another on school 

landscapes might occur. 

Our imagined story of comrnunity-one which morally calls all of its members to 

be responsible for one another (Greene, 1995)-rubbed up against the pervasive, still pond 

story of community-a story of isolation and silence surrounding issues or problems on 



school landscapes. Emily named this abrasion when she stated, 'Tt's dicey." The script of 

community we are often subtly shaped to live in our schools is one in which the 

harmonious surface story needs to be maintained-a stov ensuring that the teacher in 

need, not be identified. Every pebble in its place. Our experience told us that under the 

s d a c e  of these silencing stories, these blank spots, was a cry for help that could go 

unnoticed for years-a cry which the teacher made audible in this conversation with Emily 

when he said, 'Wobody bas helped me." 

Emily's wonders around "letting other teachers in the school know that he7s got a 

problem," created additional ripples in the story of community currently shaping her 

school landscape. Like a double-edged sword, the lack of spaces to opedy name and 

explore the dilemmas, contradictions, and tensions shaping our Iives as they are composed 

in professional contexts, forms a border hinderiag relational howing while also creating a 

profound sense of disconnection f?om self Alongside Greene (1993), we wondered at the 

cost of this loss of personal and negotiated authority for imagining and then living, 

alternative conceptions of community-expansive images that are "responsive to 

increasing nurnbers of life-stories, to more and more 'dEerenty voices .... This is what 

ought to be attended to, even as we resonate to what is cornmon, what is shared" (p. 2 18). 

In making this cry for help morally audible to us, through the sharing of this story, Emily 

brought us to a place of real urgency in our search for possibilities which might allow us 

to expand the encroaching edges of still pond community stories. 

Scene IV: 'Look at me ... I'm still learning new things' 

The "structured silences [and] imposed invisibility" (Greene, 1993, p. 2 1 1) which 

so often corne to defme the most marginalized individuals within still pond communities, 

became alamiingly present as another scene in Emily's story unfolded. 

Karen: But what if you said to the teacher in need, have you asked him if he was 
willing to receive assistance? 



Ernily : 

Peggy: 

E d y  : 

Yes, 1 have asked him that. And he is. (Karen: From another colleague?) 
wodding no]. So it might have to be fiom outside the school. (Tony : 
Right). 

You'd set hirn up with a similar grade? .... 

He needs heIp with planning, that's what he needs help =<th.... At first 
he was realIy defensive, right? 1 said to him, 'First of ail you need to 
know, that number one, 1 really have a lot of ~ o ~ d e n c e  in you and I 
support you 100% and you need to know that, Okay? That's the first 
thing you need to know.' And 1 said, 'Secondly, if1 can get you a 
resource or something in your hands that's going to heip you as a teacher 
and is going to heip those kids to better meet the Program of Studies ...' 1 
should be able to do that..,. I said, 'Look at me. 1 have been in education 
for [many] years, I'm still learning new things.' Like we should be able 
to do that. And he said, T m  sorry 1 was so defensive the first time.' But 
you know, 1 know what he's done. He's gone to look at the Program of 
Studies since I've tttlked with him, and he recognizes ... that he's not 
teaching the research skills and he's not doing the hands-on, and so he 
already knows that reading and taking notes off the board is not the right 
way to go. But see, to help him and help the kids, 1 mean this ...[ wiil bel 
a year's work with one person. 

Emily's wondering if assistance for the teacher "might have to be fiom outside the 

school," spoke to the profound silences surrounding dilemmas within schools contexts. It 

reminded us of Belenky, Bond and Weinstock's (1997) thoughts on the pervasive 

qualities of "Othemess and silence" living at the edges of many social contexts. Reflecting 

upon a tradition of "drawing out the voices of the silenced and making communities more 

nurturing places to live" (p. 3), they spoke to the necessity of understanding individual 

lives as inextncably interwoven in the life of the community. 

With this understanding of cornmunity in rnind, we could not help but imagine 

what might be for this teacher ifonly his comrnunity might become iafused with similar 

values, encouraging a context where not only the principal felt responsible. but where the 

larger community of people who lived and worked there each day, felt responsible as 

well. Emily7s re-turning to the conversation with the teacher seemed to become an 

important meeting place, one narrowing the distance which so often threatens to separate 
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us on school landscapes. In this more intimate space, shaped through the uncovering of 

vulnerabilities in conversation, Emily's need to ensure the teacher that her intentions were 

genuine and came tiom a place of caring and support for both himself and the children, 

was expressed. 

As Emily described her ongoing conversation with the teacher, she brought 

forward an image of this landscape that stood in stark contrast to what is often seen when 

the school landscapes are viewed as harmonious. Had Emily yielded to being shaped by 

this silencing plotline, it is very unlikely that she would have been able to make her self as 

vulnerable as she did in conversation with the teacher. That she does make her self visible 

to the teacher-"Look at me. 1 have been in education for [many] years, I'm still learning 

new things," appeared to help the teacher glimpse a less stagnant image of his 

professional landscape-an image of leamhg as an ongoing, multi-textured process, not 

occurring separate fiom îhose who work alongside him on the school landscape. The 

teacher's apparent shift in relation to Emily, from a place of defensiveness to a more open 

positioning, was a necessary ripple in disturbing the still pond story of community. His 

willingness to "move through being f i a id  to whatever lies beyond" (Lorde, 1984, p. 146) 

highlighted the trust he placed in Ernily, markhg the beginning of thek  work together to 

create educative learning experiences for the children in his care. 

The authenticity of this meeting was significant in die story as it seemed to shape 

foundational layers of trust which were necessary in order for the teacher to "face7' 

(Anzaldiia, 1990) himself and reflect M e r  upon his practice. This was described by 

Emily when she said: 

He's gone to look at the program of studies since I've talked with him, and 

he recognizes ... that he's not teaching the research skills and he's not doing 

the hands on... 

Anzaldtia (1 987) spoke to the educative possibility embedded within facing "our greatest 

disappointments and painful experiences7' (p. 46), and challenged us to draw meaning 
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f?om them so that we might become "more of who we are" (p. 46). She wrote: 

" 'Knowing' is painful because after 'it' happens 1 can't stay in the same place and be 

cornfortable. 1 am no longer the same person 1 was before" (p. 48). It was this sense of 

movement, of becoming, as one faces self In relation with other, that left us hopefid as we 

listened to Ernily's telling. Within the moral space the teacher and Emily created through 

conversation, they appeared able to put faces on each other as they began to imagine a 

new vision of what c o m u r i t y  might be (Nelson, 1995)-a vision attempting to break fiee 

of silence and Othering. As this fiagment of Emily's story made visible, it was a vision 

that necessarily began with self-facing, in this case of acknowledging the ways that we 

too, (regardiess of positioning) perpetuate the myth of community as untroubled and 

smooth surfaced. The possibilities for expanding the edges of stiU pond communities 

became increasingly hopefid as our exploration continued. Could this vulnerable teacher 

fmd a space, in relationship with others who shared his social context, to become more of 

who he was? And in this shifting context, could Emily, as well, be fieed to become more 

of who she was? 

Scene V: Tt's easier to ignore it' 

Emil y : 

Karen: 

Emily : 

Peggy : 

Ernily : 

When that [individual fiom central office] was talking today, 1 couldn't 
help but think what a very big responsibility we have to ensure that the 
practice in the classroom is as good as you c m  get it. And what a 
difficult job that is .... 

See, and isn't that your most important ... 

It should be. Tt should be our highest prio rity.... 

Then the question is how do 1 [as p ~ c i p a l ]  go into those classrooms? 

Peferring to a represenrative from the local teacher's association.] So 
what they're looking at now is that principals have the responsibility to 
be supervising teachers ail the tirne ... based on the assumption that 
people are competent. I f s  based on certain principles, that people are 
competent ... and that the focus is on gro wth.... However, it also has 



Peggy : 

Emil y : 

Peggy: 

Tony: 

Peggy : 

another little piece attached to it and that is that you're supervising all 
the tirne. So if you i d e n t e  a situation like I've just discussed with you 
right now, which is a teacher struggling with planning, so therefore a 
poor program is being presented to kids; now 1 have a responsibility to 
go in and either, well not necessarily evaluate, but certainIy work through 
this. 

Monitor &is and demonstrate that you're ...[ fiilfilling your 
responsibility .] 

Yeah. 1 kind of thought with the [new teacher evaluation plan] that we 
were almost stepping back fiom this, mother is watchhg, father is 
watching kind of scenario (Tony : But not anymore.) 1 don't think so, 1 
think what we're seeing is you [the teacher] set a goal for yourself but 1 
b e  principal] have to be lookuig at what you're doing and if 1 feel 
there's something wrong, then 1 move into evaluation .... If 1 don? do 
something, now this is what 1 hate about this job. If 1 don? do something 
about the situation in my school, I'm being incornpetent as a principal. 1 
am not living up to my ... 

But Emily, you know that you will do something, but how many of our 
coiieagues are choosing to ignore it? 

It's easier to ignore it. 

It is easier, and every school I've worked in, that's been my experience. 
(November, 1997, pp. 14-1 8) 

In discussing the nature of fieedom, Dewey (1938) points to the endurkg 

importance of intellectual and moral fieedom in which: 

Strait-jacket and chain-gang procedures.. . [have] to be done away with if 

there ...[ is] to be a chance for growth of individuals in the intellectual 

springs of freedom without which there is no assurance of genuine and 

continued normal growth. @. 6 1) 

We wondered what impact the constricthg teacher evaluation policy had upon the 

inteliectual and moral fieedoms of the teachùig and learning community within Emily's 

school context. Where was the fieedom to grow within a "rnother is watching, father is 



watchingyy hmework of supe~s iona l  leadership? And, what impact did such a 

fiamework have upon the evolving identities of those who shared this community? 

It was Emily's words which helped us to explore these questions more closely. 

We were struck by the emotion brought forward when she uncovered her feelings about 

being externally positioned as an "evaluator" of teachers: "This is what 1 hate about this 

job." For Emily, the role of supervisor or evaluator, d i n g  over and above the teacher, was 

one that did not provide her the intellectual and moral fieedorn to which Dewey referred. 

Instead, this positioning created tension and dissonance withk, as Ernily stmggled to 

understand the narrow definition of principal shaped fiom a distance by some unknown 

Other who was discomected fiom the "historical narrative context" (Clandinin & 

ComeIly, 1995, p. 1 1) of the school. 

Through the narrative unfolding of Emily's story, we felt privileged to share in her 

painful interna1 struggle when she expressed, "If I don't do somethhg about the situation 

in my school, I'm being incompetent as a principal. 1 am not living up to my...". Emily's 

unfinished thought heightened our necessary recognition of the profound shaping 

influence these extemai scnpts-oppressive scripts that hold our selves hostage to their 

demands-have upon our stories to live by as members of complex social spaces. 

There are rnany who have informed our understanding of the miseducative place 

this stripping of intellectual and moral freedom has upon the self; "instances of people 

who feel themselves to be determined by outside forces or by sorne narneless fatality, and 

who feel hopelessly isolated fiom a world where people coming together might bring 

change" (Greene, 1988, p. 25). We felt this sense of hopelessness defmed by sorne 

nmeless Other when we concluded our conversation with the recognition that the 

dilemmas and tensions which surface on the still pond of our school communities are 

"easier to ignore," to suppress and submerge beneath the surface. 

It was not with a sense of turning away or taking-for-granted that we came to this 

place in our conversation as a research community. Indeed, it was our heightened 
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recognition and awareness that this often is the story of community lived out on our 

school landscapes that pushed us to move even deeper h to  understanding this story. 

In a sense, we brought to the surface moral tensions surrounding community 

which had remained partially submerged or blanked out fiom our consciousness. Their 

surfacing was partly what made this paper possible, but more importantly, it provided us 

possibility to return to our own comunity contexts with new insight, understanding, 

and agency which rnight help us nurture M e r  uncoverings in the glossed-over surfaces 

which were now more visible to us. 

Perhaps, through our narrative expIoration of community, told through the fiame 

of teacher evaluation, we were able to expenence what Anzaldtia (1987) called la facultad, 

capacity see surface phenornena the deeper realities, see the deep 

structure below the surface" (p. 38). Anzaldiia spoke of the fear which developed this 

proximal sense of la facultud. We wondered if our shared fear, as a group of co- 

researchers, grew out of what we saw as an impeding state of quiet stillness in the state of 

our school communities-a state we felt threatened our relational knowing, endangering our 

ability to reach out to those in need through a communl sense of shared responsibility, 

caring, and desire for common growth at the edges of our experience. 

Re-vision-the act of looking back. 
ofseeing with_fi.esh eyes, 

'entering an old text j-om a neiv critical direction ... is an act of survival. 
Until we can understand the assumptions in which we are drenched 

rue cannot know ourselves. 
-Rich (1979, p. 35) 

Although it was necessary to bring some form of conclusion to this paper, we 

h e w  that our reflection on community would continue. Our conversation marked the 

beginning of this transformational process in our own lives as educators, of situating our 

selves k v i r h i n  an ïnquiry space where the shifting of our conscious and unconscious 



selves, of our Learning and our "ignore-ances" (Ellsworth, 1997) became present The 

transformational joumey Emily's story began for us, is a journey without certainty or 

end. Because of the shifting nature of our social contexts, and therefore, our identities, our 

stniggle to imagine and to negotiate images of community that might expand the 

encroaching edges of our still pond metaphor, will inevitably continue. 

One read of this paper rnight leave our audience with the distinct impression that 

our stilI pond metaphor is a frxed and determined state for school cornrnunities. This, 

however, does not represent the multi-layered complexity of the experiences we shared as 

a group of CO-researchers. We gave voice to many hopeful and inspiring narrative accounts 

of our school communities in which the edges were alive with growth, where there was 

movement and new life, and where those who shared these communal spaces reached out 

in caring and in need for one another. The fear that drew us to write ùiis paper was that 

the still pond becomes the common story-that disruptions and over-flowing edges 

become seen as disorderly or chaotic. There will be moments of calm in our 

communities-our hopr is that these do not become the nom upon which we are defmed 

and judged. If, as Greene (1988) writes: "The degree and qualit- of whatever fieedom is 

achieved are functions of the perspectives available. and of the reflectiveness on the 

choices made," (p. 80) then we must hope that our perspectives grow to be broad and 

multiple, and that our choices emerge out of ongoing, expansive reflectiveness. 

Endnotes 

In order to protect the identity of our CO-researchers, pseudonyms have been used in 
place of their given names. 

SO many (Anzaidiia, 1987; Bateson, 1994, 1989; BelenS., Clinchy, Goldberger & 
Tarule, 1986; Carr, 1986; Lorde, 1984; Connelly 8: Clandinin, 1988, in pmss; Greene, 
1995; hooks, 1996,1997; Lugones, 1987; Mdlin, 1995; Trinh, 1989) have helped our 
thinking about the mdtiplicity of our evolving identities. If we were to sumrnarize what 
we have leamed about multiplicity across these writers and fxom our collaborative work 
with one another and with each of our three inquiry groups, we would want to highlight 



that our selves are never static, fixed identities but continuously fiuid and shifhg. 
Because we resonate with the thinking of Comelly and C I a n d ' i  (1 999) who believe that 
we live by stories and that these stories are the closest we can come to making sense of 
and sharing our experience, and therefore our knowledge (Coles, 1989; Greene, 1994; 
Heilbrun, 1988), we attend to the multiple storylines whkh become visible over tirne as 
we give accounts of our selves. Our contexts, social situations and positionings play an 
inseparable role in shaping the story(ies) we are (sllnultaneously) living by at any given 
moment. For instance, within the context of our ongoing collaboration with this group of 
principal CO-researchers, we, Karen and Janice, have at times lived by and shared our 
stories as teachers as we negotiated meaning within our group conversations. At other 
times, because of the threads woven into the stories being shared, the stories we live by as 
women, or as daughters, researchers, etc. becarne more visible. 
3 Our narrative inquiry has ùivolved ongoing taped and transcribed conversations over an 
18 month period with two distinct groups of CO-researchers: a group of 3 teachers and 
ourseIves and a group of 4 principals and ourselves. This inqujr is an extension of our 
ongoing work with a group of 5 universisr based CO-researchers including ourselves. Our 
research within each of these contexts is nested within Clandinin and Comelly's (1995) 
and Comelly and Clandinin's (1 999; 1988) work on teacher knowiedge and professional 
contexts. As part of this research program, we are concerned with teacher and principal 
identity and the ways teachers and principals shape, and are shaped, within their 
professional landscapes. We invited each of the principal and teacher CO-researchers to 
engage in conversation with us because of their unique, marginal positionings on their 
school landscapes. We felt that understanding more about dieu marginality might also 
expand our understanding around identity. 
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CONNECTING CHAPTER 4.1 

"They're A Little Different, They've Got A Few Blue StripesW- 
Stories of Difference on School Landscapes 

Karen Whelan in relation with Janice Huber 

Broadening and deepening our exploration of the shaping influence of out-of- 

classroorn places on school landscapes and on principals' and teachers' evolving identities 

pulled at us throughout our three year inquky. Out-of-classroorn places, as described by 

Clandinin and Connelly (1995), are places of abstract Ianguage and "implied prescription 

for teachers' actionsm-places where teachers and administrators are expected to 3peak 

the language of the conduit, that is, they speak of plans, of results, and of policy 

implications" (p. 14). In other words, out-of-classroom places are often experienced by 

teachers and principals as reified contexts where there is little, if any, space to inquire into 

or imagine alternatives. Yet, as our inquiry into principal and teacher identity and 

professional contexts unfolded (Huber & Whelan, 1999, submitted % b, c; Huber, Whelan, 

& Huber, submitted; Sweetland, Huber, & Whelan, submitted; Whelan & Huber, 

submitted, - b, c, d), we heard again and again, in the stones we and our co-researchers 

shared, dilemmas around identity shaped within reified contexts. 

Writers such as Anzaldtia (1 987), Bateson (1 9891, Connelly and Clandinin (1 999), 

Greene (1995), Hoffman (1989), Lorde (1984), Lugones, (1987), Mullin (1995), and 

Trinh (1 989), each in their own way, expanded our thinking around identity by exploring 

it as multiple, fluid, and evolving, intirnately comected with and shaped by shifting 

contexts, challenging the stahis quo notion of identity as fmed, unif~ed, and separate fkom 

other selves and landscapes. 

In our teaching stories, we ofien tell and hear of out-of-classroorn places as places 

we feel l e s  safe to position our selves wiùiin-places where our embodied how-hg  can 

become overwritten with uncertainty-creating moments within our selves of 

disillusionment, emptiness. These moments are, as Comelly and Clandinin (1 999) 

describe them, profoundly shaped within contexts where our evolving identities, our 
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"stories to live by" balance on a fiagile boundary between expenence that might 

educatively or miseducatively reshape our identities. The moments we experienced on 

these out-of-classroom places on school landscapes cause us to turn away and, at times, 

to run away fiom the educative possibilities these contexts might offer. However, it is 

this narrative unders~anding of our selves and our professional contexts that compels us 

to think again about the very nature of the shifting social contexts we experience on 

school landscapes. In this paper, we think deeply about why the extemal space of out-of- 

classroom places, spaces filled with such diverse people, stories, and events, presents so 

many internal dilemmas-dilemmas profoundy shaping who we imagine our selves to be 

in relation with others on school landscapes. 

Attempting to M e r  understand these contexts which seem to live outside the 

s a f e ~ ,  agency, and relational spaces we had lived, and continue to negotiate in our 

classroom contexts, we re-turned on the transcripts of research conversations with o u  

principal and teacher CO-researchers1 Their stories, our stories-told, retold, responded to, 

and re-imagined over a three year narrative inquiry hto the "professional knowledge 

landscape" (Clmdinin & Comelly, 1995) of schools-illuminated the storied nature of the 

out-of-classroom place and the shaping influence these stories can have on our evolving 

identities. Clandinin and Conneiiy (1 995, 1 W6), Davies (1 996), and Rose (1 997) explored 

these stones as "school stones." nieir work heiped us to understand the influence they 

can have on shaping school contexts and selves. 

Living away fiom Our schooI landscapes for a two year period during our doctoral 

residency created opportunities where we had sustained time to listen and respond to the 

stories our teacher and principal CO-researchers shared with us, and provided us with the 

necessary space to attend to the stories we, too, had lived. The stories we shared kept us 

awake to the unfolding stories of school shaping each of our contexts and to the selves we 

were trying to negotiate within these cornplex, multi-layered spaces. One plotline weaving 

across our stories was the narrowing of possibilities expenenced on our school 
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landscapes. We found ourselves drawn into stories of budget cutbacks profoundly 

shaping the lives, practices, and relationships among principals and teachers, and arnong 

teachers, children, and their care-givers. We aIso told and heard stories of sameness 

becomlng more dominant on schooi Iandscapes-stories where al1 children were to embody 

the same experience and, in the end, be measured by tools distanced from the nch 

diversity of Life stones shaping their understandings of curricula; stories where all care- 

givers were measured against a narrowly defined standard of "parents" as mother, father, 

white, middle-class, double incorne, English speaking, etc.; stories where al1 teachers were 

to skillfiilly and efficiently deliver curriculum, without question, within the tight 

fiamework of district and provincial mandates, and they, too, were to be measured by 

tools separate fiom the stories emerging among them and the cMdren they lived dongside; 

and, stories where all principals would be held sole& responsible for school results and 

balanced budgets, absent fiom the human qualities and diversity of needs ever present 

within their school contexts. 

Opening up school stories such as these lives at the heart of this paper. We tum 

toward the educative possibilities which might emerge as multiple and alternative 

storylines are revealed through a narrative inqujr into the social contexts of school, 

principal, and teacher identities. A pervasive theme which seemed to subtly thread these 

multi-layered pIotlines together was one which placed difference, with al1 of its 

multiplicity and complexity, outside of the "acceptable" school stories. Recognizing the 

multiplicity of difference shaping social contexts, difference both within and between our 

selves and the selves of others, offered us important entry points into explorhg the 

tensions we so ofien saw emerging across the stones of difference we and our co- 

researches shared around trying to live educative lives on the out-of-classroom places on 

school landscapes. Listening to our stories of experiences and drawing on the stones of 

our CO-researchers, we uiquire into difference, exploring how, in the collective expenences 

of nine uofolding lives, difference was denied on school landscapes. We also attempt to 
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reveal the shaping influence this denial had on the identities of the storytellers themselves, 

and others sharing professional contexts with them. 

In this paper, we explore the delîcate shadings living at the narrative intersections 

of sameness and difference, working to shift stories of difference from a place of absence 

on school landscapes, to a place of presence. In this puiling forward, we attempt to 

expose the sometimes unconscious, yet always pervasive, scripts suppressing 

possibilities for re-imagining how stories of difference night be lived out on professional 

landscapes. It is, as so many others described, the kind of work where self and other are 

both involved, meaning that by exploring the tensions around identity created by school 

stories, we must also face the ways which our responses to them have continued to shape 

our school landscapes. 

Opening Up Stories of Difference on School Landscapes 

Scripthg a Landscape 

We knew that bringing stories of difference to a more visible place in our 

exploration of identity necessitated an uncovering of the relational and non-relational 

qualities shaping out-of-ciassroorn places in school contexts. Although we heard stories of 

difference in both our teacher and principal inquiry groups, a conversation in one of our 

p ~ c i p a l  research conversations shapes our exploration in this paper. In o u .  growing 

attentiveness to school landscapes, we have came to recognize, through the unfolding 

narratives of our four principal CO-researchers, how they too, by their very positioning, 

can be placed marginally within the social contexts of schools. Yet, we feel strongly, as 

Bateson (1989) does, that insights fiom the edges offer important places to open up the 

inviolable, status quo center, drawing in a more expansive view of the complexity of 

school landscapes-the '-centre and margin both involved" (hooks, 1984). 

We enter these stories through research conversations which took place between 

our selves and our principal CO-researchers, Peggy, Emiiy, Cheryl, and Tony', in which 



they tell some of the stories being lived out within their schools. As the following story 

unfolded, Peggy highlighted the shadowed, almost secretive, qualities school landscapes 

can take on, often sharply defining or narrowing possibilities for relationships. She said: 

If you look at the issues ... it's big what we see. On the surface, every thg  

looks very lovely .... But what you Iind really disturbing is what you find 

under al1 of this. (October, 1997, p. S3 j 

Peggy's description of a lovely "surface" story of school drew us back to an earlier paper. 

Beyond the still pond-Çommunity as growing edges (Huber & Whelan, submitted, a), 

where we explored the pervasive stoiy of "sameness" which can too often submerge, 

what Peggy named, as the invisible issues on school tandscapes. Making visible this 

surface quality was an important point of entry for Peggy as her story unfolded, and for 

us as we awakened to what her story was helping us to understand about difference, and 

its place within school contexts: 

They [teachers] had professional corporations, private businesses, they 

might as well have had a back door right to the parking lot and gone home. 

They don't corne together as a community, they run their own show, they 

bring in their own boxes, you go into the classroom, it's like a mini empire. 

Like they just don? collectively have any need. (October, 1997, p. 27) 

Peggy's description of isolation and separate practice as the accepted story on this school 

landscape intensified our attentiveness to the pervasive Muence such stories can have on 

shaping the relational space among those who live in this shared social context. In 

particular, we were drawn into the impact this taken-for-granted story had on one teacher 

attempting to live a dzferent story within the confines of the larger acceptable school 

story. Peggy descnbed this teacher within our research conversations as her "crow boy,"3 

a literary teference illuminahg her marginaiization on this school landscape because she 

chose to live a different, less acceptable story. Peggy descnbed how the teacher's unique 

expression of creativity was resented by staff who storied her as untidy and unable to fall 
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in step with their expectations for how physical spaces should be utilized and kept 

within the school: 

1 couldn't believe how criel a professional could be towards another, but it 

was an accepted practice in that school .... 1 still have been appalled by the 

nature and maliciousness of the comments directed at this one teacher .... It 

breaks your heart. (October, 1997, pp. 29-30) 

As the layers in Peggy's telling unfolded she grew to recognize the out-of- 

classroom place as a context where perceptions can shape stories of "mis-fits" and, as she 

makes visible, the accepted practice, on this schoo1 landscape was to "isolate" those who 

were perceived as different. Her story left us wondering about how the acceptable schooI 

story not only shaped the story of difference one teacher was attempting to negotiate, but 

how it, in turn, was shaping the multiplici~ of storylines possible on this school 

landscape. What danger do selves face, we wondered, in taking on these non-relational 

scripts. Do we, in this process, consciously or unconsciously begin to cover our basic 

need for relation? Peggy drew us to thuik harder about the work of Anzaldtia (1990), 

Greene (1995), and Coles (1989) who speak to this unconscious shaping which can so 

profoundly alter our ability to empathize and enter into relational understanding with 

someone we have constructed as an Other. These authors' discussions of the moral 

implications of such a "perceptual reaiityW-a reality in which the diverse narrative 

histones of a self become overwritten by the collective, "selective realityN4-heightened 

our need to understand how such stories can become so powerfully constnicted on our 

school landscapes. 

Attempting to intermpt accepted, non-relational stories such as these, which cm, 

at t h e s ,  pemeate school contexts, Emily, Peggy, and Tony thought M e r  about what 

might be necessary to shape more inclusive, relational school communities-spaces where 

difference might have a place to Live and evolve: 



Emily : 

Peggy : 

Tony : 

Eniily : 

Toliy : 

Emily : 

And part of what you need is time. Time is so precious in school. 

But are we busy you know ... maybe it's a flag because maybe, are we 
doing ail the right things or are we busy, so busy that we have lost sight 
of some meaning in the workplace? We have these cornmittees, we are 
managed to death, we've got schedules and time-tables, and we' re getting 
much better at what we do; it's a level of organïzation 1 think that none 
of us probably even dreamed was necessary, I'd Say even 20 years ago. 
So fiom the outside, for appearances sake, al1 our reports, everything we 
do 1 think is at a much more sophisticated scale but you know, are we 
missing sornething ... because our communities are very hgi le .  

At times it seems in the school we're afkaid to show we're humans. 
You're &d. 

That's a fiightening statement. 

Yeah, it is. It's a fiightening statement .... We're afiaid to show our 
humanness [to wonder] ... how c m  we make this better, how can we work 
on this, what's the problem here, let's problem solve and sometimes 
there's no humanness. 

Well it's a very different profession 1 think in the last few years. 
(October, 1996, p. 16) 

As we retumed to dùs conversation we were struck by the openings it created for re- 

irnaginkg school landscapes. As Emily highlighted, time is precious on school landscapes. 

Reflecting upon time narratively-that is, the temporal unfolding of our stoned lives- 

helped us to see school landscapes fkom a more expansive view point. Alongside the work 

of others trying to open up linear notions of time by attending t o  the connections 

between experience as nested in situations (Dewey, 1938), as shifting across past, 

present, and future landscapes (Connelly Br Clandinin, 1988; Crites, 197 l), and as 

continuously shaped, reshaped, and carried within us via our narrative histones (Carr, 

1989; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Connelly & Clandulin, MW), we saw that when time 

was only considered important on school landscapes in ternis of time-tabling, there were 

no openings to explore the diverse and often conflicting nature o f  our identities (Bateson, 

1989; Mullin, 1995). Without these openings for exploration, we learn to take on the 
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identities prescribed by the school stories shaping our landscapes. Tony's and Peggy's 

awareness of the relational spaces of school contexts and the selves living there was 

reflected in their descriptions of fi-agiie communities where fear of expressing our 

humanness becomes our only @en reality. Caught in the selective realiv grow-ing out of 

and shaping shiny school stories, as Peggy brought forward, the complexity, tensions, and 

ambiguity holding such promise for re-imagining schoot landscapes become smoothed 

over, denied. 

The stories our principal CO-researchers shared in this research conversation left us 

wondering-when fear becomes an unrelenthg quality on school landscapes that slowly 

seeps in, often without our noticing, beginning, in turn, to shape the stories we live out in 

these contexts, what happens to the multiplicity of storylines threaded within and across 

our narrative histories? Where do these stories find a place to live? Our principal CO- 

researchers' stories helped us to think harder about how these layers can suppress 

alternative and diverse storylines, becoming instead, covered over by stories thickly laden 

with non-relational qualities: being managed to death, scheduled, time-tabled. ïhere is a 

strong sense in their tellings of a loss of agency, and in that Ioss of agency, the 

rnultiplicity and diversity of self, what Tony names as humanness, seems to become 

buried beneath a school story of sameness, efficiency, organization ... al1 for appearances 

sake only. For us, our CO-researchers' stories highlighted ways in which this loss of 

agency can begin to suppress our ability to inquire into our school contexts. And, we 

imagine, it is in this inability to inquire, that scripted stories begin to shape our selves and 

our contexts. 

Did she say whv she had been quiet? What does it mean? 

As we continued to revisit the transcripts of o u  research conversations, 

wondering M e r  into the ways school stones shape school landscapes and selves, we 

saw openings where alternatives to fear rnight be irnagined-spaces where the complexity 

and ambiguity of our lives on school landscapes might be accepted as holding value. 
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Exploring alternatives to fear, we were drawn into Tony's t e l hg  of a story of a long time 

support staff member whom he described as breakhg her silence by risking, in a staff 

meeting, to share her stories of the school history. By attending to the stones the support 

staffrnernber told of her experiences in this school context, we imagine that Tony's 

interest in hearing her story, created an opening for her to shift fiom a place of fear to a 

place of voice. Tony's telling of this event started to unfold in our research conversation 

when he descnbed a professional development day he and his staffengaged in around 

school vision statements: 

Tony : 

Jean5: 

Tony : 

Emily : 

Cheryl: 

Emily : 

It was really interesting and a support staff member was very tentative, 
very shy, and for the fïrst time just began to dialogue-it was wonderful. 
You could hear her, she has been in the school for 11 years and she just 
started to taJk about the whoie history of the school and what it means. 
It was really interesting to hear her perspective. 

Did she Say why she had been quiet? What does it mean? 

You know Jean, 1 think maybe we had so many new people corne last 
year and a new principal. She is just naturally kind of tirnid and shy and 
she was a litile apprehensive about the meeting because she didn't know 
me very well. 

I think teachers are very reluctant no matter how much you try to create 
an open environment of communication. 1 think people are reluctant to 
speak. 

Principals? 

Well yeah, or even, don't you feel that if you're having a discussion that 
it's always the same three or four or five people who speak; others who 
don? Say anythmg and wilI just say it in the parking lot .... A lot of 
people won? Say anything through the meeting and you've got people 
that are enthusiastic, some people who Say nothing and they go and 
growl about it behind the scenes. 1 f5nd that very IÎustrating and 1 don't 
know how you get people, it's so hard 1 fmd to get people to really 
[open up]. It's not just the fear of the principal, it's the fear of your own 
colleagues. (October, 1996, pp. 13- 14) 



We were struck by Emiiy's response to Tony's story and her experiences with 

ways in which fear can shape and reshape landscapes and selves. What is still buried 

beneath the surface of uiis story, we can only imagine through our own stories of school 

laid alongside Emily's dilemmas and the work of Clandinin and Connelly (1 995; Comelly 

& Clandinin, 1999), that school landscapes have become so prescriptive that o u  selves 

c m  no longer safely emerge. Emily's frustrations around helpîng her staff to open up 

communication with one another do not take place within a vacuum. Rather? these 

frustrations are embedded in a complex landscape which she seems to have little influence 

in shifting. In other words, the school stones have become so thick, so pervasive, that 

Emily's intentions for reIation within and among her self and colleagues, rnight never be 

realized. 

Who does the self become within non-relational contexts? 

Continuing to share stories of their school contexts, shifting away firom narning 

qualities that can shape these contexts to more personal stories, our CO-researchers drew 

us deeper into the complex layers which form when self and other attempt to negotiate 

lives within these spaces. This shift fiom narning to persona1 stories, where self and other 

are both explored as they intersect, and shape one another, helped us to see the Muence 

non-relational contexts can have on identity. Our CO-researchers' inquiry into the stories 

emerging fiom their school landscapes lefi us wondering about who the self becomes 

within such non-relational school contexts. Beginning with her understanding of how one 

teacher becarne storied non-relationdly on her school landscape, Peggy described: 

Peggy: It [non-relational stories told of them] diminishes their spirit. And isn't 
it interesting that it's often the creative one and the spirited one and the 
risk taker who is perceived as the one at the bottom .... The secretary 
says to me, '1 just would like ro tell you that you'd better be careful' and 
the former principal said ...' that teacher is really dangerous and you'd 
better watch out for her' .... It's just arnazing how we're judged. 

Janice: Howdoesshe survive? 



Peggy: Not very well I don't think. (October, 1997, pp- 34-38) 

As we listened to Peggy's telling of this creative, spiriteci, risk-taker whose self she 

perceived as being 'diminished' within this school context, we saw how Peggy, too, was 

becouhg positioned within the non-relational story being toId of this teacher. We 

wondered how Peggy would choose to enter this teacher's story. Her admission, "It's 

just amazing how we're judged," seemed to foreshadow her own interna1 struggIe with 

how to position her self within this seemingly non-relational story. If she aligned her self 

with the marginalized teacher, would she then also face the threat of taking on the story of 

being "dangerous," someone others should "watch out for?" And, if she aligned her self 

wirhin the non-relational story being shaped around this teacher, what impact might she 

have on the already hg i l e  self of the marginalized teacher? Who, we wondered, would 

Peggy become within this story? And, what were the school stories on this Iandscape, 

plotlines shaping such non-relational stories in the fxst place? 

It is painful to face s w i v a l  as a possible state of existence on school landscapes. 

Yet Peggy's description of this teacher's diminished spirit is al1 too familiar to us. It is a 

story, we too, each lived and wrote about (Huber, submitted, c; Whelan, submitted, b). 

We also heard it echoed many times in the stories of our teacher and principal CO- 

researchers. Laying these stones alongside one another's, through a process we named as 

"narrative inter-lappings" (Sweetland, Huber, & Whelan, submitted) deepened our 

meaning making, shaping possibilities we saw as hopeful for re-imagining non-relational 

stories within future social contexts. 

Laying Emily's story of a teacher named Paul, and Tonyys story of a 'veteran' 

teacher alongside Peggy's story of the spirited teacher, we began to see difference as a 

common thread in these stones-difference shaping separation, rnarginalizati~n~ and 

rejection between self and other living on out-of-classroom places in rhese three school 

contexts. Like Peggy, Emily imagined the hurt one teacher must have experienced as he 

tried to express hirn self within his school context: 



Emily : 

Peggy : 

Karen: 

Emily : 

You know what 1 noticed about him when 1 first went [into the school] 
is that the teachers often made [funl, he was the brunt of everybody's 
jokes-. People were always putting him down in a joking sort of way. 

He's a little different. He's got a few blue stripes. 

Trivialize him by their jokes. 

They do. The jokes, they don't realize the jokes trivialize him like he's 
meaningless .... And they Say things to him like, 'Oh, well, it's only Paul.' 
Or they'll Say t h g s  like, 'Oh [teacher] transfer tirne, get Paul [a form]' 
and it's always done as a joke and he always jokes back but I've aiways 
feit that he was hurt by it. (October, 1997. pp. 33-34) 

Siniilar to Peggy and Emily, Tony's concern over the marginalization of an older teacher 

on staff, close to retirement, revealed the value Tony placed in knowing more than simply 

the surface story of this teacher. He said: 

1 want him to end his career in a positive, dignifïed way. And, 1 mean, heSs 

funny. He has a sense of humour that people maybe in the district don't 

know, and the wonderfül comments he writes on children's report cards. 

The wonderful comrnents. Other people woiild not see his tender side. 

They don't see that .... But 1 do, you know- And he's wonderm. He really 

is. He's what w d s  on the margins] need. (October, 1997, p. 36) 

Peggy, Emily, and Tony's attempts to move into the life experiences of these teachers 

reminded us of the importance of what Lugones (1 987) described as " 'world-'travel," a 

way of moving within and between one another as we mutually negotiate social spaces. 

The ability to see fiom another's vantage point, to open our selves enough to travel to 

another's experience seemed critical in our CO-researchers' understanding of how non- 

relational experiences were shaping the selves these teachers were becoming, or were 

limited to expressing, withh their school contexts. 

As the stones of their school landscapes continued to unfold, we wondered what 

shaping influence, Peggy, Emily, and Tony's knowùig of these teachers' lives rnight have 



on shifting their stories fkom non-relational piotiines to ones in which others might be 

invited to enter in a different, more relational way into the life stones these teachers were 

composing. In our relational inqujl and in the work of others (Rose, 1997; 1999) the 

scripted role of principal as positioned on school Iandscapes in hierarchical roles of 

authonty over others was explored. Yet, in our principal CO-researchers' stories we heard 

them pushing agauist such distanced, separate positionings, drawn instead toward 

alternative possibilities holding the potential for reshaping relational spaces that Noddings 

(1 984) described as emeraing fiom an "ethic of care" (Noddings, 1984). Could Peggy, 

Ernily, and Tony's understanding of these teachers' stones shape a more relational 

context where the teachers, who Iived at the edges of the acceptable school story, might 

begin to see themselves differently, becoming more fully who they imagined them selves 

to be in relation with others? And, in this increasing emergence of self, might the other 

staffmernbers begin to shift their stories of these teachers, irnagining instead alternative 

ways of living in relation with them? Understanding the critical shifis which might occur 

between self and other when a non-relationai space becomes restoried more relationally 

became imperative to us as we continued to listen and respond to the stories of Our co- 

researchers. 

Shifting stories between self and other-shaping relational landscapes 

Returning once again to the transcripts of our research conversations with our 

principal CO-researchers, we began to see the necessity for openings where conscious 

shifts could take place so that non-relational contexts mi@ become re-irnagined 

relationally. In a story of a conversation with her vice principal regarding a school staff 

meeting, Peggy explained that she was thinking about the way the vice principal 

positioned her self in relation to the marginalized teacher on sta f f  (the teacher Peggy 

described as spirited)-a positioning in which the vice principal appeared to align herself 

with the non-relational story being scnpted for this teacher. Peggy described how, as she 

sat with the vice principal, she comciously shaped the conversation in "the forrn of 
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questions," hoping, we imagine, to create openings where, together, tthey might explore 

the shifting relational qualities profoundly shaping voice, agency, amd identities in this 

particular school context. Peggy spoke of this event by recounting h'er conversation with 

her vice principal: 

'1 shut you down yesterday [in the staff meeting] ...- Do you- know why?' 

Let's taik about yesterday .... You did beautifid work. It was wonderful 

professional dialogue. It was the kind of dialogue you long too hear a s t a f f  

t a h g  about, that they're excited, that they're i d e n t e h g  things, that 

they want to grow. That people that maybe didn't have a voiice in that 

school, suddenly have voice. We've shifted the whole dynamic of people 

who had no voice in that schooI. Now they are having to present voice and 

not being taken-for-granted as the opinion of the group. (Octcober, 1997, p. 

32) 

Peggy then told of how she tried to help the vice principal remember - an earlier 

conversation they shared with the marginalized teacher: 

You had a person in your group [in the staff meeting] who spoke last 

June ... when we met with her in the one-on-one's, she told us; that she felt 

like she was on the perimeter of the school. (October, 1997, p. 32) 

We were intrigued by the openings we saw Peggy trying to create in this conversation 

with her vice principal-openings where the vice principal's consciouness might 

potentially shift as Peggy shared her own shifting consciousness abolit the marginalized 

teacher, their positionings as vice principal and principal in relation with others on the 

school staff, and the shifiing school landscape. That Peggy 's attempt to engage her vice 

principal in conversation uofolded as it did helped us, as researchers Enquiring into 

difference on the out-of-classroom place on school landscapes, to s e e  one possible way in 

which conscious openings begin to shift stones emerging between se l3  and other. Peggy 

spoke of intentiondy beginning their conversation with wonders, moving then to an 
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uncovering of the educative 5'dialo~e" which "shifted the whole dynarnic of people" fiom 

a place of voicelessness and taken-for-grantedness to one in which they were able to 

"present voice," wbile also reflecting back to an earlier vulnerable moment in which the 

marginalized teacher disclosed her feelings around being positioned at the "perimeter of 

the school." The courage we imagine Peggy needed to engage in this kind of inquj. into 

the relationships between selves and stories shaping this school landscape, reminded us of 

Anzaldiia (1 987) and of how necessary courage is if we are to shift away I?om our surface 

perceptions, imagining ïnstead, alternative ways we might live with, and understand, 

others. Describing this process, Anzaldua wrote: 

La faculrad is the capacity to see in surface phenomena the meaning of 

deeper realities, to see the deep structure below the surface .... This shifi in 

perception deepens the way we see ...p eople; the senses become so acute 

and piercing that we can see through things, view events in depth, a 

piercing that reaches ... the r e a h  of the soul. @p. 38-39) 

While we have no certainty of knowing how this SM in consciousness might have 

reshaped the relational spaces on Peggy7s school landscape, Emily's response, within our 

inquiry space, helped us to imagine future ways in which Iandscapes and the selves living 

within them, might unfold more relationally. Ernily responded: 

I'm willing to bet you will change the attitude of that staff toward that 

teacher by the dignity that you treat her with and the fact that you stood 

up for her .... Frnily imagines that the staffmight begin to think] maybe 

there7s more to her [the marginalized teacher] than meets the eye. 

(October, 1997, page 32 & 36) 

In Emily's response to Peggy's story we were struck by what she highlighted 

about the relationship between positioning and the negotiation of relational spaces on 

school landscapes-spaces where the multiplicity of al2 selves might become visible. Emily 

reminded us of the importance of attempting to position our selves relational& in the 
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stories of others. Many authors expanded our thinking around the profound place of 

relationship in the unfolding of selves. Sillco's (1996) and Trinh's (1989) attention to 

Einding viable relationships within ouï landscapes for our selves to more Mly ernerge, and 

Buber's (1965) and Noddings' (1984) reflections on our human need for connection were 

deepened as Emily responded to Peggy's story by once again reflecting on her shifting 

positioning in relation to Paul, the teacher situated at the margùis as 'rhe bnuit of 

everybody 's jokes" (October, 1 997, p. 33). 

Emily: You know what really opened my eyes was one of the things Paul did 
last year and I didn't even know about, because 1 think he might have 
been ... maybe rnarginalized at some point in tirne but, last year a parent 
wrote a note. He had a kid in his classroom last year and 1 could see Paul 
doing this, this kid had lots of problems so Paul, if you c m  believe this, 
every single day of the entire year, he spent time with this kid. Isn't that 
amazing? Like at lunch time or after school and that kid ... did really well. 
m e  did this] without telling anyone, no one knew right, he's not bragging 
about it or anythng like that, 1 didn't even know it was happening .... 
The parent wrote a note about it at the end of the year, thanking him and 
sent a copy to me. So when I got it, 1 wrote Paul a Ietter .... And 1 said, 
'Congratulations on this w o n d e f i  letter, 1 think it's a tribute to your 
cornmitment to this child, you've made a ciifference in his life.' 1 went on 
and said what 1 really felt. You know what? That was an absolute 
tuniing point, 1 felt. In tems of him, maybe recognizing what the 
strengths are that he has 'cause he does have a lot of good skills. He's 
very hard working, very committed to kids and 1 don? think heos a joke, 
and 1 never treat him like he's a joke, ever. So it's really cut back [the 
joking] it's almost non-existent .... It's just alrnost shut right down. 

Karen: He's seeing himself differently and that's causing other people to see 
him differently too. (October, 1997, p. 35) 

What Emily drew our attention to in this telling were the "secret storiest'6 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) Paul was living on this school landscape-stories, which 

when told, helped shift her stories of him, creating a 'himing point," a relational shift, 

enabling Paul's strengths to emerge more visibly on this school landscape. And, in this 

emergence of self, we imagine, that others might also restory hirn differently as their 



awareness of who he was grew in relation with them and others sharing this school 

context. 

What Might Be? 
Shifting Stories-~hifting Identities on the Professional Knowledge Landscape 

Signincant to what our CO-researchers' stories of clifference drew our attention to 

was the taken-for-grantedness that c m  shape the stories defining the out-of-classroom 

places on school landscapes. Describing taken-for-grantedness as a kind of 

unconsciousness, enabling silence and invisibility to thrive, Greene (1993) spoke of how 

spaces c m  become shaped where "normalization ... wipes out differences, forcing them to 

be repressed, to becorne matters of shame rather than prïde" (p. 212). Greene's thoughts 

and the stones we inquired into, make visible how our social contexts can begin to take on 

these qualities, creating spaces where some voices are no longer heard. Not onIy does the 

suppression of sorne voices perpetuate non-relational, hierarchical qualities that, in turn, 

c m  begin to shape stories and contexts, but they can also make it extrernely diEcult for 

those voices submerged in silence, without a sense of relation with others, to break fkee of 

the pervasive isolation confining them. We heard in the stories of our CO-researchers, 

concem for breaking through such connning spaces on school landscapes-imagining 

instead spaces where self and other in relation might consciously embrace difference. It is. 

we imagine, work that is not unlike that shared in the relational inquiry space fiom which 

this paper ernerged-work beginning nom attentiveness to story, shaping imagined worlds 

where we might consciously question ... wonder. .. think again. 

Endno tes 

These inquines are nested within Clandinin and Comelly's (1995) and Connelly and 
Clandinin's (1 999; 1988) work on teacher knowledge and professionai contexts. Since 
1993 we have been part of a larger research comrnunity negotiated by 5 people fiom 
varying places on the professional lmowledge landscape. Recently, this program of 
research and the inquiry unfolding within this shared research space, became concemed 



wïth teacher and principal identity and the ways principals and teachers shape, and are 
shaped within, their professional landscapes, 

In order to make visible and to fùrther understand the multti-layered complexity of scfrool 
landscapes and identity, we (Karen and Janice) negotiated inquj.  spaces with seven 
educators. Over a two year period, we entered into conversations with a group of four 
principal CO-researchers and a group of three teacher CO-researchers. Our CO-researchers 
came fiom: urban and mal settings, school contexts set within differing econornic 
comunities, segregated and integrated cIassroom sites, and prograrns institutionaily 
defhed as  academic and non-academic. Their experiences cut across multiple landscapes: 
they were fernale and male; some were newcorners to their positions, while others were 
experienced in their positions. In their collective expenence, they worked with children of 
diverse ages and with diverse needs across various school landscapes. 
2 In order to honor the identity of our CO-researchers, pseudonyms have been used in 
place of their given names. 
3 Crow Boy by TaroYashima (1983) is the story of a young Japanese boy and his 
marginalization within a classroom and school context. 

Anzaldua (1990) describes selective reality as "the narrow spectrum of reality that 
human behgs select or choose to perceive andlor what their culture 'selects' for them to 
kee7 " (p. xxi). 
j Because of the larger context of this narrative inquiry into identity and professional 
landscapes, Jean Clandinin was part of our initial research conversation with our principal 
CO-researchers. 

Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  (1995) descnbe secret stories as stories we tell in safe places, 
either away fiom out-of-classroom places or our school landscapes. 
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Narrative Inter-lappings: Recognizing Difierence Across Tension 
Wendy Sweetland, Janice Huber, and Karen Whelan 

We have been socialized to respect fear 
more than our needs for language and definition, 

and while we wait in silence for that _final l m r y  offearrlesssness, 
the weight ofthal silence wiZ2 choke us.... 

It is not dwerence rvhich immobiZizes us but silence 
and there are so mmy silences to be broken. 

-Larde (1984, p. 34) 

This paper emerged fkom our ongoing conversations as teacher CO-researchers and 

our desire to CO-author work enabling us to explore collaboration and to potentially 

problematize the notion that it is a smooth, time-effkient, easy process. With our 

coilaborative conversations shaping our shared history, we recognized that in negotiating 

this work in relation, the educative possibilities for understanding one another and the 

collaborative nature of our inquiry, might also deepen our understanding of the 

complexities shaping our school landscapes. In many ways, the shifts and re-shapings of 

this paper parallel our own journeys as we negotiated the tensions of this text and the 

differing perspectives brought forward as our lives intersected with it. It seemed the more 

we began to face one another and what this work might help us to understand, the greater 

our intention became to stay in conversation, even when moments of tension surfaced 

%ithin and between" ourselves (Trinh, 1989), shifting, and at times threatening to 

rupture, the stability of our collaborative grounding. 

Tension, as a necessary and vital quality to collaborative processes involving 

diverse groups of people, is addressed by many writers (Anzaldua, 1987, 1990; Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger & T d e ,  1986; Clandinin & Conneily, 1995, 1998; Greene, 1995; 

hooks, 1984). We resonated with Buber's thoughts on tension expressed through 

conversation in relation, (translated in Friedman, 199 1) when he wrote: 

Real speaking takes place out of tension .... Speech is not community, but 

multiplicity. It is born of a living dynamic. This fruithl essential tension 



expressed through speech acts as a stimulus to corne toward each other. 

(p. 126) 

An essentid tension that drew us together was found in the transcribed dialogue of one of 

our many research conversations'. Drawing upon this transcript fragment as a research 

text in which tension became present, this CO-authored paper seeks to document our 

journey of learning to S ~ ~ O U S I Y  embrace our silences around dzerence as we negotiated 

our coming toward each other. As three teacher CO-researchers engaged in "collaborative 

narrative inquiry" (Comelly & Clandinin, 19901, w-e knew our experiences with 

6ollaboration were deepened through our multiplicity. Together, we expenenced moments 

of acceptance and recognition of one another and the stories we shared; we ais0 

experienced moments of tension, shaped through ciifference, when we were unable or, at 

tùnes, unwilling to understand one another's stories. 

We begin this paper by frs t  attending, through story, to some of the tensions we 

experienced around this fiagrnent of transcript which became a space necessitating 

exploration of our differing perspectives. Following this, we rnake visible our narrative 

inter-lappings as we engaged in response to our tensions. Essential to our recognition of 

one another was this process of telling and responding to stories of our Iives. It kvas 

through this process of narrative inter-lapping that world-travel became a significant 

consideration in our meaning making within this text. Lugones (1987) descnbed "worlC- 

travel when she reflected on her negotiated relationship with her mother. She wrote: 

Loving my mother also required that 1 see with her eyes, that 1 go into my 

mother's world, bat  1 see both of us as we are constnicted in her world, 

that 1 witness her own sense of herself from within her world. Only 

through this travelling to her 'world' codd f identie with her because only 

then couid 1 cease to ignore her and be excluded and separate fkom her. 

(P- 8) 



niroughout this paper, it was our intent to illuminate our travel, both internally within 

our selves, and externally, to one another's worlds (Amaldira, 1990; Lugones, 1987) as 

inherently comected with collaboration and the complexities shaping school landscapes. 

Experiencing tension as a possibility for travelling to one another's worlds rather 

than suppressing, segregating, and taking for granted our difference (Mullin, 1995), was 

not an easy nor predictable journey. Learning to opedy embrace and explore our 

difference, even in moments when we felt most d a i d  and vulnerable, required strong 

cornmitment to selfand orher and, courage to continue travelling. Our travelling to one 

another's worlds has been, and will continue to be, an ongoing process of constructing, 

de-constnicting, imagining, re-imagining. 

Negotiating the Terrain of Our Knowledge 

Spoken as opposed to written speech is the great discovery, 
the great rediscovery, of the Ife of dialogue. 

The genuine spoken word is spoken in the context of relationship, 
of mutuality, and takes ifs very meaningfi-om the fact that it is said by one person 

and heard by another who relates to itf).om an entirely d~rerent  grozmd ... 
-Buber in Friedman (1 99 1, pp. 125-126) 

Our place as the three CO-authors of this text, and the larger place of our teacher 

CO-researcher inquiry group, were negotiated. Our inquiry group was shaped by five 

teachers embodying diverse Life and school experience. Collectively, our experience 

ençompassed work with kindergarten to grade twelve students in rural, urban, 

international, and special education settings+utting across a mosaic of cultural and socio- 

economic possibilities. From these positionings, our cornmon need to make sense of the 

dilemmas, gaps, and silences within our lives, drew us together. Our inquiry is 

contextualized within Clandinin and Comelly's (1995; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999) 

ongoing narrative inquiry into the "professional knowledge landscape" of schools, with a 

particular focus on exploring marginalization and identity as they shape and are shaped 

within diverse school contexts.2 



Our conversations were not fimed within the boundaries of set or hidden agendas 

with predefined questions and predictable answers; threatening our becoming "tao single- 

rninded and goal oriented, straight ahead, one foot in front of the other" (Johnson, 1997, 

p. 59) with the researcher positioned as leader and the parricipant as follower. Our 

conversations, which took place on a regdar basis over eighteen months, embodied a 

much dflerent feeling. Like travellers embarking on a journey with an open itinerary, we 

ventured toward embracing uncertainties, as we opened our selves toward possibility 

(Bateson, 1994). By collectively honoring our embodied, narrative way of kno~ving, we 

allowed our iived st0r-k~ to corne fonvard, shaping the foundation of our research 

conversations. Like the women who gathered to imagine their work in Women's Ways of 

Knowing (BelerQ, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarde, ! 986), we too, gathered in one 

another's living rooms and around our dining room tables to share and explore our stories. 

This space becarne terrain rich with the diversity of our experiences. wonders, and 

dilemmas. Each of our conversations were taped, transcribed, and negotiated between the 

members of our teacher CO-researcher inquiry group. This paper, in addition to other 

papers emerging fiom this narrative inquiry, was also shared with our teacher co- 

researchers. 

Situating Our lnq uiry 

Corning together to CO-author this paper, drew us back to the transcripts of our 

research conversations. InterestingIy enough, each of us found ourselves drawn to the 

same fiagrnent-one which seemed to illuminate a moment where tensions surfaced. As we 

began to thUlk about how we rnight give an account of the tensions each of us experienced 

around the transcnpt fkagment, we recognized there were, and continue to be even as we 

write this paper, multiple interpretations of the spoken words, now fkeeze-fkarned in one 

small piece of transcript, set within one of many ongoing research conversations. How, 

we wondered, could we possibly tell of this moment of tension in a way that made sense 



to each one of us and represented, as thoughtfully as possible, our feelings and 

interpretations around some of the text? 

After considerable wondering and numerous attempts to reach common ground 

around sharing with readers some of what was discussed within this research 

conversation, we felt that an opening for each one of us to tell of how we experienced it 

fÎom our own vantage points was necessary. In many ways the transcript became 

somewhat of a touchstone shaping a rhythrnic drift-fonvard. ..backward. Aside.. . outside. 

And yet, within each rhythmic movement, there evolved and continues to evolve, a 

growing depth of understanding that far exceeds any single interpretation we might offer 

to contextualize this work for readers. As aheady discussed, what mattered to us in this 

text was that we might learn more about collaborative processes, school Iandscapes, and 

one another as we explored the differing perspectives and experiences we each brought to 

our initial research conversation, and to each of our ongoing conversations as this paper 

Travelling to Karen's World 

Like Hoffman (1 989), this storytelling and unpacking necessitated writing my self 
through a process of "translating backwards." The story, emerging from my wonders 
around the tensions I experienced in Our research conversation, brought forwa rd 
additional threads which helped me to further explore these tensions as 1 attempted to 
make visible the additional shifts I ex~erienced. The reader will need to enter the storv in 

- / 

the left-hand column, followed by the exploration of tensions in the right. 

Situated and Relational World TraveI ' One March Day ln A Principal's Office i Facing The Tension 

It was a stressfui school cycle in mid- 
March when I decided to drop by my 
mother's school. Report cards had just 
gone home and student-parent-teacher 
conferences were about to begin. When 1 
arrived in her office, 1 found her looking 
weary with signs of frustration showing 
on her face as she read through a child's 
school cum record. She closed her office 
door and began telling the story of a 
concerned parent who had called that 
morning, upset and uncertain because 

I begin with what I rernember about 
the end of the conversation that night. I 
can recall my emotional apology as I tried 
to explain why I felt it was necessary to 
defend the stories of principals I was 
telling, stories which always seem to 
necessarily invoive my mother and her 
life as a principal. 1 remember receiving 
caring response and affirmation for the 
different stories I carried forward with 
me because of my relationship with my 
mother. However, the nature of the 



her child had corne home the day before 
in tears after receiving a report card filled 
with C s  and D's in language arts. The 
mother relayed how hard her child had 
been working at his writing, with her 
trying to support and assist him at home. 
Now, with the arriva1 of the report card, 
the child was ieft feeling deflated-his 
efforts appearing to have gone 
unnoticed. My mother reassured the 
concerned parent that she would meet 
with both her child and the teacher to try 
to understand the situation more fully. 

As Our conversation around this 
incident continued, there was a quiet 
knock at the door. A young boy, head 
hanging down, making little eye contact, 
entered the office. He appeared 
particularly fragile to me, and 1 sensed an 
inner relief, knowing from rny daughter 
stance, that he was entering into caring 
hands-the hands of my mother, the 
hands of his principal. At that moment I 
was conscious of my self becoming an 
outside observer, watching, within the 
intimacy of this office space, what took 
place between rny mother and this child. 
Taking in the scene, I became acutely 
aware that this was a rare event-seeing 
my mother's private interactions as she 
Iived her iife as a principal on the 
landscape of this school. There was 
something distinctly different from 
hearing a story, as 1 had so often in our 
shared mother-daughter relationship, 
and seeing its unfolding in front of my 
eyes. 

My mother gently placed her arrn 
around the little boy's shoulder, inviting 
him over to a c o q  seating area in her 
office surrounded with the books, 
stuffed toys, and precious treasures she 
carefully collected and placed within her 
office to heIp children feel cornfortable. 
She quietly asked him if he would Iike to 
read the piece of writing his mother had 
hoped he would share. Although at first 
reluctant, he finally began reading. 1 
watched as my mother leaned in, intently 
l istening to the beautifully descriptive 
passage of his story. I became awakened 
to the multiple selves she brought to this 
context-rnother, principal, caregiver, 
teacher, enabler. 

conversation stiIl Ieft me wondering how 
far we really can travel to one another's 
worlds. How much of what we see and 
feel can others see and feel from Our 
own vantage points? As a starting point 
to the tensions, I asked myself, why the 
emotional respoïise! Why the tears that 
night? And why the need to justify my 
relationship with my mother, who lives 
as a principal within school contexts? 

It was partly these wonders which 
called me to write the story of my 
experience in my mother's office. It is my 
story of world-travel-a shifting from the 
periphery to the center that helps me to 
understand the complexities of my 
mother's positioning as principal in 
deeper ways. The telling of this story 
brought forward an additional wonder: 
How does this different knowing of a 
principal's world shape my self-the self I 
brought to the table that night in 
conversation around the Iives of teachers 
and principals on school landscapes. 

Through the work of Anzaldua 
(1987) and her discussion of the 
contradictions a self can experience 
through the "straddling of two or more 
cultures" (p. 80), 1 began to reflect 
further on my own experience of 
straddling different worlds. My footing, 
at times, seems to lie in two different 
worlds, that of teacher and that of 
principal, with my mother's world 
continuously shifting from the periphery 
of my experience to the center. My 
growing awareness of the multiple shifts 
I experience as I travei within and 
between these worlds has been 
important to my understanding of the 
contradictions 1 experience as 1 negotiate 
this difference. 

Looking back at my intention in 
writing the story that lies across the 
border of these pages, I recognize now, 
that it arose from my need to "show," 
(Trinh, 1989) through rny intimate 
knowing of my rnother, what i t  "might 
be" (Greene, 1995) to live a principal's 
side of the border. It helps me to 
understand the tension 1 experienced in 
our research conversation, around the 
sense of resistance I perceived as I tried 
to tell stories frorn the principal's world. 



The child's story told of twa young 
mischievous girls squatted in the woods 
peering in through a window on an 
ornery character. He described tthe girl's 
raincoats crackling Iike f i r e  This 
imaginative language in the child's 
passage, and the timid and uncertain 
manner with which it was sha-red, did 
not go unnoticed by rny rnother. She 
reached out, taking both of hais small 
hands in her own, and said, "Robert, I'm 
not just saying this...You are an 
incredible writer. This is beautiful 
writing." ~t this point, my mother called 
me over, shifting my role frorn silent 
observer to participant in this story. I 
recalled her saying, "And heire's my 
daughter, she's a teacher too, and she 
loves writing. Karen, come and listen to 
this!" 1, too, expressed amarement over 
this child's writing, simultaneously 
recognizing my motherfs intense need to 
provide care in this chitd's liik. This 
principal's response, on thlls day, 
mattered to this child. 

Moments after the child's departure, 
we sat together looking through the 
child's writing, much like the mother 
must have done the night before. On 
each page the teacher had written 
comments such as "far too much here" 
with words emphatically underNined in 
the child's writing. In other places, marks 
appeared in the margins 6/1 O along with 
the comments, "too messy," "not enough 
here," and "you don't need this," These 
comments feit vague and disco~nnected 
from the descriptive passages the child 
had just shared with us. We wondered 
where they had originated frorn and 
what purpose the teacher rnight have felt 
they served in improving this child's 
piece of writing and his image of himself 
as a writer. 

As my mother reflected witR me, I 
found rny self travelling wi th  her, 
through this story, to the complloxity of 
her positioning as a principal in this 
school. With relational understanding, 1 
knew of a parent, frustrated, angry, and 
concerned, who was unable to 
meaningfully connect with her child's 
teacher; ! knew of a child, fragile, and 
lacking confidence in hirnself as ar writer; 

Reflecting further on the story of my 
mother as principal, I discovered 
additional themes which seerned to 
parallel some of the tensions I 
experienced on the evening of Our 
research conversation. 

One theme became illuminated as I 
re-read Lugones' (1987} discussion on 
"wor1d"-travel in which she describes 
differing ways of "being at ease in a 
'world' " (p. 12), highlighting such 
qualities as being "humanly bonded," 
and having "a history with others that is 
shared, especially daily history" (p. 1 2).  
Her words helped me to understand why 
I developed an increasing feeling of ease 
in the world of the principal. It is a 
different world from one 1 Iive as 
teacher, yet, it encompasses a language I 
have come to understand and a vantage 
point that is farniliar to me now, having 
grown up in daily conversation with my 
mother as principal. 

Recognizing the intirnacy of this 
shared history helps me to explore some 
of the contradictions I experienced with 
the un-ease shared that night as others 
spoke to their experiences in reiationship 
with principals, and responded to my 
words, around power and authority. f ,  
too, have Iived moments of un-ease in 
relationship with principals as I struggled 
for agency in the face of power and 
authority. Yet, there is something 
different 1 am able to negotiate through 
the relational context and shared history 
1 live with rny mother, that helps me 
cross some of these borders. Lugones 
(1987) cautions, however, that being at 
ease in a world can also be dangerous as 
it may cause us to "have no inclination to 
travel across 'worlds' " (p. 12). 1 wonder 
if I expressed my different knowing in 
arrogance that evening, and in doing sol 
separated my self from each o f  
you-rnaking world-travel an 
irnpossibility? In this way, 1 could 
"rernain untouched, without any ... 
[apparent] sense of loss" (Lugones, 1987, 
p. 5 ) .  

How, then, do I tell this story of 
principal in a more "l~ving,'~ less 
"arrogant" way so that I do not situate 
my self distantly from others? And, how 



i knew of a teacher whose written 
response to a childfs writing had gone 
unchecked and who was evidently 
unaware of the damage it was causing. I 
was also reminded that this was onIy one 
story-one chiid, one parent, one teacher. 
I became witness to this one event and 
knew i t  could not be easy ... this 
positioning as principal. Who, on her 
school landscape, could my mother t3lk 
to in order to make sense of these 
dilemmas? How would she respond to  
thern in a way which honoured the 
diverse lives of everyone involved? 

As we sat side-by-side-mother and 
daughter-principal and teacher, we tried 
to imagine possibilities from different 
sides of the border. She spoke of how 
she might invite conversation with this 
teacher around the concern expressed 
from the parent's vantage point, and I 
responded with how vulnerable this 
might make me feel from a teacher's 
positioning. It was the beginning of a 
hopeful exchange, although short4 ived, 
as the next knock at the door sounded, 
interrupting Our conversation. 

do 1 live with the contradictions I feel 
inside when negotiating these different 
worlds? When I shift to the world of the 
teacher and tel1 stories of moments o f  
tension with principals, I feel more "at 
ease" in conversation with other 
teachers. At times, when I cross to the 
principal's world, and enter into a space 
that seerns to separate, trying to tell 
stories from a principal's positioning, 1 
experience greater un-ease-and the 
familiar hearts of my friends become 
strange. How do I develop "flexibility in 
shifting" between worlds, where I might 
feel like an "outsider," to places where I 
rnight feel "more or less 'at home' " 
(Lugones, 1987, p. 3)? What borders did 
I construct, in my arrogance that 
eveni ng, which prevented others from 
shifting to my world, and my self to 
theirs? 

Buber (1965) reminds me that a 
meeting of "1 and Thou" requires a 
"between" shaped by mutuality, 
reciprocity, openness, and attention to 
one another. Because I was unable to 
move out from my self, beyond my own 
"blank spots" (Anzaldua, 1 WO), there 
was no chance for meeting that night-l 
stayed inside my story. 1 remained de- 
tached, frozen in rny stance, both by 
your response, and by my reification of 
my own narrow perspective-"repeating, 
repeating, to prevent myself from 
'seeingf" (Anzaldua, 1987, p. 5). 

As I think about trying to Iive a story of diversity, one which celebrates the 
multiple stories we each bring to the conversation, I am reminded by Trinh (1 989). o f  
how difficult a challenge it is "tu Iive fearlessly with and within difference[sIw (p. 84). 
The exchange which took place between al1 of us that night really amplified this for me. 
It seemed that we each were trying, straining perhaps, to convey meaning to one 
another from our own vantage points, and from our own persona1 histories of Our 
experiences with principals and power. Words became significant and were interpreted 
with the lenses we each brought to the conversation. At times, it felt like we were 
moving away from a conversation in which our differences were present, to one in 
which we were searching for "rightness" and "wrongness." 1 experienced great 
discornfort when the conversation moved to this place. 

The process of writing my self through this tension has been an educative one. I t  
helps me understand more deeply why we might move to what Lugones (1987) 
describes as "arrogant perceptionu-the failure to "identify with," "love," and 
understand in a particularly deep way, the world of another. We have witnessed and 
experienced a great deal in Our lives, and we have much to share with others-we need 
others to understand. Each of us was passionate about what we felt that night; these 



were stories we have Iived. 1 imagine there were moments when we moved within our 
selves to our own knowing, a place that we can choose to keep hidden from others. I t  
seemed that this caused a rupture in our attending to one another, or at least in my 
attending to you. 

Although 1 thought I heard what you were saying that night, and thought I 
understood, I still felt a strong pull to draw you to my side-to help you see and 
understand my relational knowing of one principal's world. I recognize now that my 
story is only one telling, my "selective reality" (Anzaldua, 1990j, and in trying to bring 
you to this place, I found my self absent, and yes, resistant, to your stories. It makes me 
ever-present to the need for continuous negotiation-continuous world-travel, and the 
need for "multiple ways of seeing and multiple dialogues in a world where nothing stays 
the same" (Greene, 1995, p. 16). Our difference will always be present. It is finding 
hope in this difference, this necessary tension, which informs me in ways it never did 
before- 

Travelling to Wendy's World 

There are multiple ways to  read this split text format. You might read 
the left-hand column in its entirety from beginning to end or,  you might travel 
across each page moving from the left-hand column to the right-hand and back 
agai n. 

As 1 contemplate and attempt to 
offer my persona1 account of the 
tension 1 experienced that night in 
February, there are rnany 1 
might begin. I could start with my 
early experiences as a beginning 
teacher. 1 rnight start with m i  
childhood experiences with teachers 
and principals as an elementary, 
junior high, or high school studeni. 
Or, I could begin with the present, 
and what 1 have corne to know and  
understand-with your commitrnent, 
friendship, and love-in our work 
together . 

Shortly after our heated 
discussion around teacher and  
~ r inc ipa l  power and authority and  
the Code of Ethics, as if beckoned by 
some mystical force, I sat down and  
wrote the poem that follow-s: 

Between 
1 leapt down the stairs, 
Clash! 

Have you ever chased wavesl Have 
you ever run toward the sea, the 
moist sand gently caressing your 
toes; paused, as the cool, foamy 
water kisses the tips of those toes, 
and anticipated the ocean's return. 
At that moment, as you wait, watch 
the waves, and prepare ~ourse l f  for 
the ocean's next swell, have you ever 
experienced that feeling of be ing 
suspended in time? Then suddenly, 
feeling the rhythmicaI surge of the 
waves, you turn and run tow-ard the 
warm, dry sand, the water racine 
toward and threatening your dry 
heels. 

1 have chased waves and 1 could 
play this way, running back and  
forth, in and out, giggling, and 
enjoying the water, for hours. I'd 
lilie you to keep this playful 
image-the three of us chasing waves 
together on some distant, tropical 
shore and the poem- firmly planted 
in your mind's eye as 1 ~y to 



Bang! 
And broke through the doors of 
freedom, 

The warm, fresh air caressing my 
lungs as I sauntered towards home. 

beat  

At the tiny white house half-way 
between school and home, my joy 
always peeks. 

beat  
beat  

1 have noted every detail of that  
house: 

bea t  beat  
bea t  

The hanging eaves exposing a rusty 
nâil on the north east corner; 

bea t  beat  
beat beat  

The torn sheer, now mended, 
covering the living room bay window, 
concealing the contents within; 

bea t  beat  
beat beat  

beat  

The shrinking edges of the front 
lawn retreating further from the  
side walk with each passing season. 

bea t  beat  

represent my feelings and 
interpretations around the tension I 
experienced that evening. 

The Hidden Self 
Following my Mom's second 

marriage, in so many ways, I often 
felt like a guest in my own house 
and fa rdy .  1 remember asking, 
"When are we going home?" Always, 
the response would be, "You a r e  
home Wendv!" Although I learned ta 
accept my new school, community, 
and Life as a step-daughter, 1 rarely 
felt at home in these spaces. Instead, 
I learned to live on the threshold-a 
place of beginning or  entering and  
convers el^, a place of rnding or 
leaving. Or, as Anzaldua (1987, as 
quoted in Lugones, 1 992) describes, 
I lived in a state of "intimate 
terrorism," petrified and unable to 
respond (p. 32). 

While we were iearning our new 
parts as wife, step-father, and step- 
daughter, the tension, often thick 
and heavy, hung throughout our 
household like the branches of spruce 
trees after a heavy, met snowfall. A t  
a very early age, I learned to look 
for signs indicating the mounting 
tension and the argument or volatile 
outburst that would inevitably 
follow. I also learned to hsten to 
voice tones and watch body language, 
to avoid confrontation. In the 
beginning, especially during times of 
tension, this middle space became a 
place of comfort and refuge for me. 

For a while, 1 lived an exquisite 
cover story- the t o p ,  the nvirnming 
pool, the family vacations, masking 
the ever-mounting fear, anger, and 
loneliness I was experiencing inside. 
After a while, however, this siIent 
middle space became a place of 



beat beat b e a t 
b e a t  

As I cross the midway point-the 
beautiful white house with i t s  
exquisite detail becorning hazy and  
no longer in view-my breathing and  
heart-rate quicken. 

b e a t  bea t  
beat b eat beat  

beat beat  

The moist palms of my hands slip off 
the door knob, as 1 try to open the 
back door of my house. 

beat  
beat beat beat  

beat beat beat  
bea t  

Facing the windomless redwood door, 
I search the grains of wood for a 
clue.. .. 

beat  bea t  
beat beat beat 

bea t  bea t  

Would 1 find welcome within? 

bea t  beat  
beat beat beat 

bea t  

sorrow, regret, and isolation. 
That evening, as the tension i n  

our conversation mounted, 1 can 
recall re-living the cycle 1 so often 
ex~erienced as a chil'd. 1 rernember 
my heart-rate and breathing 
quickening, and the palms of mv 
hands becoming moist. As Lugones 
( 1  992) describes: "the self-in- 
between in the Coatlicue state, the 
resistant state, needs to enact both 
strategies of defense against rvorlds 
that mark her wîth the inabilitv to 
respond and distractive strategies to 
keep at bay the fear of having no 
names" (p. 34). 

As soon as the controversial 
words of resistance left my mouth, 
recognizing the fissure in relational 
h o w i n g  they seemed to be causing, 1 
was filled with regret. Feeling 
"exposed and open to the depth of 
my dissatisfaction" (AnzaldUa, 1987, 
as quoted in Lugones, 1992), I 
wished 1 had remained silent. 
Lugones (1 99 2)  continues by saying: 
"The strategies of defense agains t 
harmful sense are insulating 
strategies: she uses rage to drive 
others away and to insulate herself 
against exposure; she reciprocates 
with contempt for those ivho have 
roused shame in her.. . ." (p. 34). 

While 1 desperately needed to be 
understood, 1 think my childlike need 
for approval and acceptance, and my 
desire to insulate m v  self, thwarted 
my ability to be present to you and 
the conversation. Instead of listening 
to what was being said, 1 became 
angry and defensire. Drawing on 
Lugones (1992), in that moment of 
tension and conflict, I ceased to be 
"playfuln and failed to "wor1d"- 
travel. 



Would there be a trace of happiness The SelfEmerges 
captured in her eyes or  a hum in her  As a child 1 constantly 
voice? questioned and, yes, challenged w- ha t 

i was learning. Looking back, I 
b e a t  beat  think 1 was trying to picture the 

beat beat  wvorld, and my place in i t ,  
beat  differentl~.  You see, I desperatelv 

wanted an unconditional, open, and 
1 open the door, honest relationship with my step- 

father. I \vas searching for a n  
b e a t  environment that supported and 

1 beat beat  nurtured dialogue, and acknowv ledged 
beat difference. For many reasons, 

unfortunately, this just wasn't 
And cross the threshold, possible. 

Anzaldba (1987, as quoted in 
b e a t  Lugones, 1992) describes this new, 

beat  ambiguous state of being as " the  
beat new mestiza." She s a p :  "It  is this 

learning to live with la Coar l i cue  
Scarcely breathing, that transforms living in the 

1 Borderlands from a nightmare into a 
1 b e a t  nurninous expericnce. I t  is always a 

i beat path/state to something else" (p. 

1 34) .  
y 1 listen. My search for acceptance and for 

open, honest, and relational spaces 
b e a t  that acknowledge and celebrate 

difference persists today . No longer 
1 Silence, a place of refuge or  isolation, for 

me, the threshold or middle space 

I 
has become a place of hope and 
possibility for u-hat "might b e n  

C 

(Greene, 1995) or  as Lugones 
( 1 9 9 2, referring to Anzaldua, 1 9 8 7 )  

l says, it is a place ucharacterized by 
the development of a tolerance for 
contradiction and ambiguity, by the 
transgression of rigid conceptual 

i boundaries, and by the creative 
I breaking of the new unitary 

I 

of new and old paradigrns" (p. 34). 



Travelling to Janice's world 

August4,1990- The spl i t  t e x t  format o f  th is  writing helps me to play with crossings 
between multiple temporal. internai. and external borders. Writing frorn a present 
Iocatedness on the left-hand side o f  the  page 1 cross over to past  locations on t he  right- 
hand side o f  the  page. As  you read, I ask you to trave1 with me. 

In her work on plafilness. world-travel. 
lovina and arrogant perception. Lugones 
(1987) describes world-travel as a process 
o f  "inhabiting more than one 'world' a t  t he  
same time and 'travelling' between 'worlds' " 
(p. 11). Her thoughts on world-travei ofier me 
a way t o  think about the  tension 1 fe l t  
around Our research conver5ation. 

In earlier pieces of writing where I 
explored some of these tensions. I drew on 
memories o f  experiences with issues 
surrounding power-negotiated and 
unnegotiated âuzhority- both within my 
personal and professional la ndscapes. 
Travel-@' , +, K. 

Each time 1 finished a piece o f  writing. in 
which the  teliing and unpacking of these 
and other memories wa5 central. 1 was left 
with the  uneasy feelings Chat I stil l had n o t  
made sense o f  what I felt. both as we were 
engaged in Our research conversation and 
each time I re-read and reflected upon t h e  
transcript. Insight into these feelings came 
slowly and noz without much more tension. 
Travel- O. 

What bothered me about my storiei, 
and earlier piecee o f  writing. was the  sense 
o f  closure I fe l t  when 1 re-read them. Even 
though 1 unpacked the  stories by situating 
them in particuiar con-izx-ts and by Àrawing 
upon other liveci experience and l i terature 
to help me make further sense of t h e  
tensions they created within me. t hey  
seemed lacking when 1 remembered how 1 
f e l t  as  we were initially engaged in conver- 
sation. Travel- 0. 

Re-turning to these pieces o f  writing 
with Lugonesr (1987) thoughts on world- 
travel in rnind, 1 wondered why it wa5 so 
ciificui-c for me to express (both then and 
now) the  feelings l experienced as Our con- 
versation around power and author i ty  
unfolded. Had 1 been experiencing "being 
different in different 'worlds' and o f  having 
t h e  capacity to remember other 'worlds' 
and ...[ myselfj in them" (p. Il)? Beginning t o  

@ Feb. 19/30-During one of my re- 
readings o f  t h e  transcript, I recalled my 
feelings in 5iZuations o f  unnegotiated 
authority when my per5onal knowing was 
denied o r  erased and subst i tuted by t h e  
enforcement o f  'received knowing" (Belenky. 
Clinchy. Goldberger & Tarule, 1986). For a 
moment, t became a 7 year old child as I re- 
membered the  diminishment I felt when my 
teacher reprimanded me in f ront o f  my 
classrnates. Her words. and the feelings 
they created are s+,ill carried within me: 
You're a naughty giri Janice-look aC your 
d r e ~ s !  Your sk i r t  is nearly ripped off! L i t t l e  
girls are a to be climbing trees with boys." 

+July 1VS&Our metaphorical discus- 
sion on prin~ipal5 being "lyncheci" caused me 
to remernber incidents when I $00. con- 
t r ibuted t o  and participated in sirniiar 
activities. In one school context. falling into 
a pervasive piotline o f  protecting certain 
children frorn their  parents, 1 began t o  live 
this story in relation Zo one ~ t u d e n t ' s  
mother when I shared with colleagues my 
suspicion Zhat she had âttended open 
house. impaired. Caught up in th is story. my 
anger toward th is  wornan and my growing 
sense o f  needing t o  protect  her child, grew. 
Unquestioningly. I pa rt icipated in con- 
versations (with interested colleagues 
from my profession and others) about This 
mother's lack o f  ability -t;o look af ter her 
children. Only as  1 began t o  consider her 
world. did 1 begin to imagine what my role in 
her life might be. other than t h a t  o f  d i s t an t  
+,sacher in relation with her child. 

% Juiy lVS&Re-reading Our discussion 
around the Code of Eth i c i  reminded me of 
other de-situated policies and the dis- 
turbing silence they create. I remembered 
the  turmoil o f  "keeping my mouth shut"  
when, many recesses, I witnessed one 
young boy being sent t o  the  janitor's room 
ta pound nails into a board because those 
who positioned themselves in places of 
power over him, fe l t  t h a t  engaging in th is  



re-read my stories and writing through 
Anzaldia's (1990) thoughts on the  need for 
simultaneous bordercrossingi between Our 
interior and exterior Iandscapeç if we are 
-to develop agency in creating i den t i t y  in 
relation with others, I wondered if t h e  
stories I t d d  and reflected on in m y  earlier 
writing were an uncoriscious beginming into 
this process. Were my feelings of incom- 
pletenes5 a5 1 finished this writing 
connected with an interior proces5 o f  de- 
contltructing and re-construct4ng my 
identity? And if they were. w&at waç 
changing within my self? if 'we inhabit 
'worlds'and travel across them a n d  keep al1 
the memories" (Lugones. 1987. p. 14). had 
my feelings as we talked. been reiflated t o  
world-travel? Had 1. in the midst o f  Our con- 
versation. and in each re-turning t a  it. been 
experiencing rnemories of  being a d i f fersnt  
person in different worlds? Travel- S. 

Reflecting on the temporaliity and 
multiplicity of  my experience helpezd me t o  
understand more of  what I was t-rying t a  
figure out  about this intersection between 
past, present, interior and exteri. or lmd-  
scapes. Bateson (1994) writes t i h a t  t h e  
"self is sometime5 regarded ...[a s] a thing 
rather than a process" (p. 59). Laying my 
rnemories alongside her work he1pe.d me t o  
recognize t h a t  my self has n ~ t  been 
'identical throug h time ...[ but] Awid and 
variable. shaped and reshaped" (p. 64) 
through ongoing experience. As I looked 
back to some of the stories I told (ie. @ , +, 
. the rnultiplicity of my exoperience 
through time. became increasingly 
apparent t o  me. 

1 wonder if it was this travel. 05 remem- 
bering my self across multiple landçcapes. 
chat my earlier writing ~jeemed to Ebe miss- 
ing. In making further sense of my tPension. I 
wonder if I needed to travel, "within. 
between. and across" (Trinh, 1989) land- 
scapes, slowly becorning conscious o f  rny 
temporal and multiple shifts from k i n g  one 
person to being a different person as 1 
cornpo5s rny !ife in relation ' r~i th di f fer ing 
people and situations? 

Çome o f  my memories o f  scho*ol land- 
scapes and unnegotiated poweer were 
stories I carried with me as 1 came to our 
research conversation. Were they stor ies 
t h a t  created border5 within my s e l f  and 

activity might teach him to handle his 
apparent anger. As l walked to t h e  
staffroorn forcoffee and then a few minutes 
later. retraced my steps. l often me t  his 
eyes a5 he peered through the  crack o f  t h e  
doorway in the roorn imprisoning him. And, 
while some days. I risked entering into t h e  
room t o  talk with hirn, even a f k r  being 
reprimanded for  doing so, I desperately 
wanted ta mainzain my position as teacher 
on this school land scape ... 1 kept silent. 

0 Juiy 1V98-1 explore this t ranscr ip t  
with no sense o f  certainty. Recognizing my 
uncertainty ha5 been a significant 
uncovering as I thought and wrote about 
this and other reflections. A t  times. t h e  
complexity of  at tempting to say- bo th  
drawing out  and naming my shifting and 
multiple interior border5 as they inter-  
sected with the borders constructec! 
around q-ualities o f  school landscape~ we 
explored within our conversation-felt over- 
whelming. Each time I t r ied to give a wri tzen 
sense of  the tensions this t ranscr ip t  
created for me. 1 struggled with t h e  
entrapments of certain-cy. 

O Feb. 19f96-ln this section o f  t h e  
transcript. we began speaking in generali- 
zations and certainties. creating 
categories of faceless others (Nelson. 
1995) as we s h i b d  away from storytell ing 
and the communal t r u t h  we were nego- 
tiating t o  'a" more certain. absolute t ru th .  
Shifting from 'wondering with' to 'spea king 
to' one another. we somewhat abruptly. 
ieemed to move away from t,he opportuni- 
tie5 this conversation offered. I wonder 
why ... how ... this happened? 

Feb. 19/98-The lack of  exploration of 
difference has been a border creating 
tension for me through Our conversation. 
Talking about principal power and au thor i t y  
caused me to remember and, in my remem- 
bering, the gap I experience between my self 
and others in situations of unnegotiated 
authority, came forward. Was our initial 
research conversation. another example of 
unnegotiâted au~hor i ty?  Writing ana' 
reflecting on the tension I experien~ed 
around our conversation helped me t o  
recognize the multiplicity of my experience 
and t h a t  I will nsver. finally. arrive a t  a fixed 
t ru th  as to where my tensions come frorn. I 
have only s tar ted this journey-recognizing 



eventually, between us as Our conversation 
çhifted from exploring our school land- 
scapes and differing worlds. away from 
5-tory and toward the essentialism oF 
certain standpoints? I wonder if these 
differences, of  no longer finding Our conver- 
sation open t o  inquiry or exploration behind 
the stories being told, and within my self 
and between our stories. contributed t o  
my tension? Was it the inter5ection of 
these multiple borders, and the silence 
around them. t h a t  hindered me from being 
fully present to you ... from travelling to your 
world's ... from recognizing your difference? 
Travel- O. 

t h e  tension I feel around the silence 
created through unnegotiiited author i ty  
has been an important experience for me ... it 
is a journey toward understanding t h a t  l 
will continue. 

O June 16/98-After month5 of  sou1 
searching, of fragmented composition5 
written as I attempted to situate sorne of 
t h e  many edges our t r â n ~ c r i p t  drew for- 
ward for me. I am becoming more attuned t o  
how very necessary, ye t  difficuit. border- 
crossing is. l am beginning t o  realize t h a t  
-t;ension and bordercrossing are 
inextricably linked. Our work in this paper 
gave me the rare, ongoing opportunity t u  
remain awake to both the constantly 
shifting. possibilities and difficulties of 
bordercrossinq. 

Our Narrative Inter-lappings 

Wandering. .. with a conscious step, an openness to experience.. . 
may sotmd airnless, a fiotsam and jetsam drzj?, 

but it is as pztrposefid in its w q  as the migration of nlonarch each fall. 
Like the ir ewatic, drifting flight, 

it onZy looh  aimless taken a step at a rime .... 
1 may not see the pattern ifi on& look at individual shards with their cryptic, 

broken makings, turning them over in my mind. 
but fiom the perspective of t h e  rny wandering is as intentional as the butterfly S. 

and as necessary. It is taking me where 1 most need to go. allorving room for grorvth, 
and rime for learning. Horv rviZl 1 knorv rvhat lies over the next ridge, 

beyond the next m i l s  turning, along a creek, in the corners of my mind, 
if1 don 't give myselfpermission to wander? .... 

1 need to let the experience direct me. one fincd leading to the next. 
1 unravel a rhread Zeft by nature. follorv it through labyrinths and long, slow loops. 

and bring home treasures 1 never could have planned. ... 
Wandering gives me a nero set of eyes- 

or removes adulthood S blinders fiom the ones 1 have. 
It is permission to see as well as to wander. ... 

and [created a willingness to go beyond my safe. homey environment, 
my comfortable and comforting preconceprions. 

-Johnson (199 7, pp. 59-60) 

Our thoughts on narrative inter-lappings were shaped by the work of Connelly 

and Clandinin (1 999) and their narrative conceptualization of identity as "story to live 

by" and how this self-authored story shapes and is shaped by, the multiple and 

interconnecting landscapes on which we live and work Lay ing Conne11 y and Clandinin' s 

work alongside Greene's (1991) work on the vital necessity of a "formation of 



community-and self-within-a-community-that is open to difference and change" (p. 1 l), 

and what we were attempting to understand within this context of tension, about our 

selves and one another, we wondered, if in becoming more attuned to one another's 

stories, we might begin to understand the tensions we each felt surrounding the transcript. 

Needing to stay in conversation with one another as we worked to explore our difference, 

we felt that by each one of us sharing a story we connected with the transcript, and 

through our response to one another's stories, we might begin to move closer toward 

more M y  recognizing one another in our difference. 

The storytelling and response which follows, traveiIed across e-mail and by hand, 

and was continuously negotiated through ongoing conversation. It was this process of 

world-travel through storytelling and response that engaged us in the "collaborative nature 

of .. constnict[ing] ... knowledge .... [where understanding] develop[s] in the give and take of 

conversation .... [and where] people [are] engage[d] in... mutual question posing and 

dialogue ...[ creating] a good chance that they have entered into a developmental process 

that will perpetuate itself' (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997, p. 7). We knew that if 

we were to retelI the story of distance we had lived, and were continuing to live, around 

diis section of transcript, it was necessary for us to embrace the uncertain~ of our 

tension, not knowing where the unfolding of this paper might lead us. If we were to travel 

together, we knew we would have to respect each person's wandering. Our treasures 

became the st0r-k we shared with one another, stones that took us to places of 

understanding we had not yet imagined. 

A Story Fragment From Wendy 

My heart leapt as the telephone rang, 1 looked down to find myself 
unconsciously crossing my fingers and toes. We could share a simple meal. 1 
would help myself first and pass the potatoes in the wrong direction. 1 might 
be able to share a thought about my day without a self-conscious v-orry or 
damning judgment. My efforts would be appreciated just because 1 had tried. I 
would spi11 a drop of milk on purpose, just because. 1 would tak  excitedly rvith 
my mouth full and with one elbow on the table. 1 would eat a leisurely dinner. 
1 would relax. 1 could be. As Mom hung-up the telephone 1 held my breath. 1 
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recognized the familiar look in her eyes as she said, "He'll be home a t  five." 
Love, Wendy 

5omething stirred àeep within me Wendy as 1 read your fragment of a meal time experience. 1 
could not he@ but think o f  the significant place meûl time. snd other gatherings around my 
parents' kitchen table, played in my girlhood. 1 thought hard about reçponding t o  your ==tory 
with one of  my meal time memories. 1 chose not to-not because one of those stories would not 
have al50 been a stury ta Iearn from, bu$ because other images also came forward for me- 1 
became drawn into those moments ... rnemories of other gatherings ... other bordercroisingi 
made each day as 1 lei% my home and travelled t o  the world of school. As these mernories 
pulled a t  me, 1 once again became that  child, chat teenager. from 50 many years aga. 

What wa5 t h a t  ail about this morning!? 
Can't you even say good morning whèn 
1 speak ta you? 1 will no t  ailow you to 
continue t o  demonstrate such a negative 
at t i tude toward me when you're in this 
school! Do you have no respect for  
a u t  hority!? (Angrily) 

silence. (Inside. .. what a ----- you are! If you 
think this intimidation is going t o  make me 
speak. youTe in for a surprise buddy.) 
(Arrogantly) 

I'm speaking t o  you! (Angrily) 
What a disappointment you must be t o  
your parents. 

A t  the  rate you're going, you'll be pregnant 
by the  time you finish high schocl. Do you 
know tha t?  Look a t  the ri f f-raff friends 
you're hanging around with. (Arrogantly) 

I could suspend you r ight  now because 
o f  your attitude. 

5 ile nce. (Inside. ..you have no idea what rny 
parents think about me, how dare you even 
bring them inCo this. What, he thinkç that's 
going to scare me!) 

5ilence. (Inside...it 2 working, he 5 really 
angy because of my silence ... what a Ioser 
you are!) (Arrogantly) 

Silence. (Inside ...g O ahead, try it!) 
Go ahead. (Laughingiy) 

Wendy, 1 mderstmd this mealtime fragment within your story through memories of my 
own ... interconnections between two Iandscapes we now know as separated by substantial 
physical distance ...ye t pro foundiy connected through overlappings such as these within our 
narrative histories. 1 honor the t rust  you have placed in me by sharing this mema ry... iove, 
Janice. 

A Child's Heart ... Response To Wendy ... 1 travel to understand this story for it is not one 
I lived growing up. It i s  both unfamiliar and yet strangely familiar. I know this sense of 
silencing-this conscious and debilitating shvtting down of self. 1 have felt it in other 
spaces and places in my life. Yet this is not what I want to Say. At this moment, I feel the 
need, the unmistakable yearning, to travel to this story-to know the heart of this young 
child. 1 picture her in my mind's eye with brown hair, bangs tossled about her deep, dark 
eyes. She look, out at me, and 1 feel her need to be accepted, to be wrapped in a hug 
that speaks louder than any words ever could. She is both stranger and friend. Her child 
eyes, familiar to me now, hold a sparkle that illuminates the fire and passion that lives in 
her soul, waiting for moments of release. Love, Karen 



A Story Fragment fiom Janice 

Al wayç, 
her presence could be fe l t  a c r o i i  the room. Yet. 

silence 
surrounded her. 

No one spoke about "her problem" in her presence. 
When she entered common space. 
haunted eyes followed her movementi. 

quickly shifting away before she raised her head. 
Avoidance maintained ... looking away. sometimes above her head into the eye5 o f  
another ... more often. a t  the floor. 

Experts analyzed/scrutinized. Away from her. we wondered about the terror o f  her 5ituaZion. 
Yet, without speaking. we. watched from a distance. 

Vulnera bility, herdours. 
gnawed, constant ly 
but  was never enough t o  unbind Our rnuzzled voices. 
In our absence. she shriviled ... 

yes. in Our presence she becarne pale. t iny ... invisible? 

In the night, isolated & alone. she disappeared. Replaced by someone better,  more capable. 
iess inadequate. 
And then? 
We (including her rep1acement)taIked. 

The horror o f  her experience though. stil l incomprehensible. %il1 separate. stil l rernote- 
from our own. 

Sorrow and Regret .... Response to Janice 
Regret-l am filied with sorrow, shame for what might have been, what could 

have been ... if only 1 had ... 
i read lanice's words, set in poetic stance, and know them, the message they speak binds 
me to them. I am called to draw up the pain of stories 1 have lived, stories I have been a 
central character within-silencing, shutting down others ... a teacher in crisis sharing the 
"common space" of Our staffroom. Did I ever reach out io  hirn, sit myself down beside 
him? Did 1 ever try to hear his story? 

A student teacher pulled into a principal's office one gray 
morning-shrivel ling, slowly shrivel 1 ing ... my words-advising, 
consoling ... her body-searching for a place to hide. And yes, away from 
these people-separated by a safe distance from them-l tried to make 
sense, to understand more fully-l still do. But their stories are absent 
from me now and I will never know as 1 need to. Regret. Love, Karen 

Response from Wendy ... Janice, thank you for shanng your story. Your 
recollection reminds me of my first long-term, replacement teaching assignment 
following a year of internship. I replaced elementary school teachers in a 
variety of positions inciuding, French Immersion and Early Childhood to Grade 
Six. Being 'a substitute' was a challenging job! 

In early October, 1 received a cal1 to replace an 'ailing French Teacher'. 
As soon as 1 arrived at  the school, I experienced an unusual tension. The staff 
member who greeted me, although pleasant, shifted uncomfortably and avoided 



eye contact with me. A t  recess, the staff room fell silent when 1 entered. 1 
asked the teacher across the hall if the French teacher had been il1 for some 
time. "We're not to t a k  about it!" She gasped, as she quickly closed the 
classroorn door behind her. At lunch, the principal waved me into the library 
and told me the teacher I replaced was suspended, and that 1 would likely be 
asked to continue at the school, ~ e n d i n g  the outcome of the hearing, for the 
remainder of the pear. "The better, more capable, less inadequate replacement 
teacher", I spent much of the rest of the year isolated, alone, and in silence. 

Several years later, having acquired a continuous teaching contract, 1 
lived this similar plot-line once again. With the end of the school year fast 
approaching, assessrnent and testing were common topics of discussion in the 
staff room. The grade six teacher, who was new to the staff that year, and 1 
talked about 'practice exams' and a variety of w-ays of preparing the grade six 
students, especiall~ those suffering from exam anxiety, for the upcoming 
Achievement Exam in Language Arts. Although 1 did not teach the grade six 
students, directly, my interest grew out of my involvement with, and concern 
for, two year five/six students whom 1 taught. They, too, would be rvriting the 
Language Arts Achievement Exam in June. 

We received staff meeting agendas with large amounts of time allotted 
to Achievement Exam preparation. So as to provide as much "continuity" and 
"consistencyn as possible, we were instructed not to plan off-site trips during 
'Exam Week.' We were asked to be extra-vigilant with Our students about 
hallivay noise and disturbances. The monthly school newsletter, with the exam 
dates bold, enlarged and holding the front page position, reiterated the 
importance of a good nightYs sleep and a balanced diet when preparing for 
tests. Hog-tied, we watched. Muzzled, we complied. Every detail or reminder 
chummed into the water, added to the ever-mounting tension we experienced on 
the school landscape. 

The second last Monday of the year found us obediently gathered in the 
staff room for a brief meeting during the morning recess. The grade six 
teacher, who was the last to join us, solemnly entered the staff room and asked 
for Our attention. The room fell silent as we turned to face her. She held a 
small piece of paper in her trembling hands. As she strained to meet 
everyone's questioning gaze, she told us that to prepare her students for the 
format of Language Arts Achierement Test she had photocopied the exam, 
changed the content, whited-out the identifiable portions that were particular 
to  the exam, and gave it to her students as a practice exam. She said she had 
since discovered that it was a horrible (and as it turned out, an unforgivable) 
mistake. As tears welled in her eyes, she continued by saying, for the sake of 
the reputation of the school and staff, she would be resigning her position 
effective immediately. We al1 sat there stunned. 

1 remember looking around the room. 1 looked at Our administrators. 
Weren't they going to say anything? 1 wondered. 1 scanned the French and 
Music teachers who also taught the grade six students. Didn't they have 
anything to offer? They, too, sat in silence. Finally 1 said, "You're not saving 
my reputation." 1 continued, "1 don't want you to resign, you made a mistake. 
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We've al1 made mistalces." The stench of a cover story filling the staff room, 1 
advised, "1 think you should contact the ATA before you make any rash 
decisions about resigning." Her broken down and battered looking eyes 
betrayed what her small srnile would not. She simply replied, "Thank pu." The 
bel1 rang and everyone hurried off to the safety of their classrooms. 

By the staff meeting that Thursday afternoon, the grade six teacher was 
replaced by a "better, more capable, less inadequate teacher." With the 
absence of a space to talk, each of us sat in fear, isolated and alone. 1 
wondered, "Who would be next?" 1 am sickened by Our lack of compassion. 1 
am embarrassed by our inability to act. 1 am disgusted by my laclc of courage. 
I am angered by the loss of trust 1 experienced, and continue to experience, as 
a result, Love, Wendy 

Response to Karen and Wendy ... Your response t o  my story o f  a colleague defined as a 
teacher in crisis, helped me see beyond this experience in new ways. Your thoughts 
encouraged me t o  travel t o  other vantage points to make meaning o f  th is  experience while 
simultaneously exploring additional tensions t h a t  corne forward fo r  me as  I revisit our 
t r a  nscript. 

One o f  the places I am drawn t o  within our transcript, surfaces around the discussion 
on the  diifusion of  principal authority on school landscapes and how principals are concerned 
Chat if they do not  have authority t o  make decisions around curriculum and staffïng, the 
school landscape could 'really, really crum ble" (Excerpt from Teacher Transcript o f  Research 
Conversations. February. 1997, p. 13). 

Re-turning t o  my story  s e t  alongside these images, 1 wonder so much more about the 
impossibility o f  Our current school structures. What compels me t o  ~ h i n k  harder about both 
t he  s tory  I to ld  and our transcript. are the silences they contain ... silences that ,  if evoked, 
might help me to understand more about the cracks in Our currenz structuring of schools. I 
want to pay attention to these silences and t o  the tensions located within them. 

One o f  the silences I am drawn to. in the intersection o f  these two  texts.  is the  
positioning o f  principals. The sense of unequal positioning I interpret through the t e x t  1 
paraphrased from Our conversation, Greates strong borders fo r  me. From my peripective, 
embedded within these wordç and the text; on either side of them. is the notion t h a t  there is 
a necessary dichotomy of power between principals and teachers on school landscapes. My 
interpretation o f  this text ,  is chat, depending upon who )las power. some one wins while some 
Other loses. And, only now. do I see the  parallels between my story  and our research 
conversation. Recognizing these qualities within my own narrative history helped me t o  
imagine alternative positionings for the  characters in my told ~ a y .  Although no t  explicitlg 
storied in the  t e x t  I wrote of  thi5 "teacher in crisis," I am holding some one or  some thing 
responsible for  my colleague's diminishment. Is it my principal and. if so. why? 

My principal was. a f ter  all, the only person on Our school landscape with the authority 
to document a teacher's practice and to bring in outside consultants t o  t r y  t o  fix my 
colleague. Ironically the fragile sense of community on Z h i ~  school landscape did crurnble after 
our colleague disappeared. In conversationi between her replacement. myself, and others, we 
storied our principal as holding t h e  responiibility for whaz had happened. 

As I think back t o  the  story I told of my colleague. vivid images o f  my encounters with 
her corne forward. Due to tirne-~abling arrangements and my work in literacy development 
with children from across the school, until the mid-winter weekend when my colleague's 
presence was finally. visibly erased h m  our school landscape. I saw her, face t o  face. two  
mornings per week. The few words passed between us always fe l t  forceÀ and uncornfortable. 
Not  once did I ask how she was or  at ternpt t o  bridge the distance preventing us from having 
conversation a bout what was happening to her. Today. I wonder if I waç afraid Chat in hearing 



her speak about her situation. 1 rnight have felt more cornpelled to respond. to take some 
responsibility for what she was experiencing, alone. 

Never did I pause from t h e  immediacy o f  rny work with the  children within th is  school. 
t o  wonder about what 1 rnight do to reach ou t  to th is  colleague or  to my principal. Nor did 1. in 
t h e  months following, ever engage in conversation with my principal about t h i s  situation o r  
how she fe l t  about i t s  unfolding. Instead. the  tensions this s tory  created, remained silent in 
public places on Our school Iandscape. 

Further reflection on t h e  t e x t  of  Our converiation, my story. and my growing dis-ease 
with thern. helped me to uncover pocisibilities for making sense o f  why our discussion around 
power and authority on school landscapes. was/is such a site o f  contestat ion f o r  me. 
Exploring the tensions 1 experienced both as we were emersed in th is  conversation and now. 
months later as 1 think about t h e  narrative histot-y 1 bring .ta th is  conversation. offered me 
impurLant threads o f  self-awareness. I recognize chat  my inner con f l i ~c  is si tuated within a 
history o f  tension with experiences o f  "power over" (Alter, 1993 referring t o  Kreisberg, 1992) 
Iived alongside experiences with negotiated authority-s-tories o f  cornmunities as  places t h a t  
are always in the making (Greene. 1993). places where the  tensions between people are named 
and explored, with the  intention o f  gaining deeper insight into differing perspectives. 1 know 
these negotiated places as  comrnunities where people recognize and take responsibility fo r  
one another and where a// people are viewed with authority and a5 actively engaged in 
authoring rneaningful lives (Clandinin & Connelly. 1995). 1 know unnegotiated places as spaces 
o f  'silence t h a t  hollow us" (Anzaldda. 1990. p. xxii referring to Coverdale. 1989). 

50 who wa5 hollowed in t he  story 1 tel l  of my colleague? We al1 were-my colleague who 
was seen ta be in crisis, my principal. the  other teachers on my staf f .  and myself-not to 
forgez t he  children she taught  and their parents and caregivers. We were al/ hoilowed 
because the school landscape both shaping and shaped by us. was n o t  expansive enough t o  
explore t he  tensions surrounding th is  story. In places where we might have engaged in 
conversation around these tensions. only silence. pervaded. Entrenched in t h i s  silence, the  
situation my cofleague and principal were living within, and Our possibilities fo r  exploring it, 
dipped away. Whether my principal chose t he  responsibility we gave her f o r  what happened t o  
our colieague, 1 will never know. What I do know. through furCher refiection on these text5. is 
t h a t  tensior; wa5 no t  viewed a5 educative on th is  school landscape. Instead. it became a 
border which kept us separate and un-response-able to one another. and t o  t h e  
community(ie5) we might otherwise. have negotiated. Thank you for helping me to think more 
about thicj. Love. Janice 

A Story Fragment From Karen 

Staff Relations ... The memo appeared in my mailbox early one morning as I was 
preparing for the day ahead with my students. ln formalized fashion, i t  read: Your 
attendance is  requested at a meeting to be held today at 4:00 pm. The topic was listed as 
"staff relations," and it was signed by my principal. Five narnes appeared on the memo, 
al1 members of our upper elementary teaching staff who resided on one side of the 
school. I wondered about the formality of this letter. It seemed unusual in the context of 
my reiationship with this principal. Why not just speak to me, or extend the invitation for 
conversation on the whiteboard, as was tradition at our school? 

As the day wore on, my anticipation and anxiety surrounding the impending 
meeting, weighed heavily, and I found it increasingly difficult to concentrate on the 
children in my classroom and what we were attempting to accomplish. My mind trailed 
away from them as I began to imagine what this meeting rnight entail. 

Relationships among the five of us had indeed been tense and uncertain, with 
personalities clashing, constantly pushing up against one another. Masks were worn 
around some but not others, cover stories were rampant, and there were widening gaps 
in conversation amongst certain individuals, creating painful silences which constantly 
had to be negotiated. My teaching partner next door, rny confidante and friend, 



described this atrnosphere in a letter she wrote to me at a point of extreme vutnerabifity. 
"It's like walking a mine field, Karen. My steps are tentative and filled with fear, and I am 
never certain when the next explosive charge is going to go off." 1 understood her 
metaphor and recognized my own contributions to escalating the volatile tension. Yet 1, 
like my colleague, was unable to imagine how to live differently within this dysfunctional 
relational space which seemed to plague our corner of the school landscape. As time 
passed, my collegial neighbour and I began noticing the impact these unexplored 
tensions between teachen were having upon the children with whom we worked. We 
did not want them to becorne witnesses to our inadequacies and inability to relate . We 
resolved, above al1 else, not to let this absence of relationship fitter into the lives of the 
children. Our only solution at this point, was to layer on more masks, and to teli greater 
and more elaborate cover stories, in order to protect the children from seeing our own 
inner frustrations and tensions. The weight of these rnasks-these false stories-at times 
seemed unbearable. Love, Karen 

Response from Wendy . . . Karen 1 am struck by your story of staff relations. 
Oh, the dreaded memo-1 have rarely experienced anything good coming from 
it. I t  makes me think about the positive power of relational knowing. It makes 
me thankful for the relationship we share. Your story rerninded me of an 
incident, earlier in my career, where relational knowing was absent and where 
a cover story helped to create an impenetrable border between rnyself and 
another teacher on staff. 

My morning routine was fairly well established by my second year of 
full-time teaching. After a long drive to school, 1 would arrive an hour before 
the first bell, check my mailbox, make a cup of coffee, and relax before 
attending to the remaining few necessary preparations for the day that la i  
ahead. As 1 tackled the impossible task of emptying my mailbox, 1 discorered a 
folded letter with a sticky memo attached, requesting my presence at a meeting 
after school, and it was signed by my principal. 

The letter, written in very formal language, directed to my principal 
and copied to myself, objected to my actions taken with regard to student files 
I had obtained from another teacher's classroom without her consent. My 
colleague's concern came from what she felt was a violation of her persona1 
and professional anecdotal records of a child, and her fear over my possible 
abuse and misrepresentation of this information vi-hen shared with parents. The 
teacher also expressed additional concern over the role she felt the principal 
and secretary played in sanctioning the event. 

I was stunned with disbelief. I had just seen this teacher, yet I hadn't 
an inkling of the anger or distrust that glared at me from the pages 1 held in 
my hands. For the rest of the day, 1 recalled the events and conversations of 
the previous days, searching for clarity or direction, replaying them in my 
mind. 

Several of the students in the program I taught that year had also 
resided in a part-time placement in a segregated program for students with 
special needs. The current arrangement-the pulling in and out from classroom 
to classroom and the absence of team-planning-posed a great deal of tension 
for me, especiallv during periods of assessment. 



1 discussed my discornfort with the teacher in question. I asked about 
her methods of assessment. She described anecdotal note-taking, informa1 
testing, and observation as viable and legitimate methods of assessment. 
Although I agreed with the efficacy of the assessment strategies she presented, 
I had not been assessing the students in this fashion. She directed me to the 
files in the office for more information. Our conversation helped to ease mv 
tension. I appreciated her suggestions, as 1 had been anxious about an 
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upcoming meeting with the parents of a student whom we shared. 
Several days later, the school secretarp tried unsuccessfully to locate the 

files. With the permission of the school principal, accompanied by the 
secretary, we located the files in the teacher's classroom. Looking back, 1 think 
1 was searching the files for confirmation or an affirming word that the path 1 
was charting was an appropriate course of studies for the student. 1 never 
intended to represent or misrepresent the content of the files in any way. 

Later that afternoon we gathered. In attendance at the meeting were 
the school principal, the assistant principal, the secretary, and myself. 
Surprisingly, the teacher of the students with special needs was absent. We 
discussed the events as they happened and decided to create a more thorough 
system of filing for the students in special programs. I never had the 
opportunity or the courage to talk with the teacher. Living a cover story, an 
impenetrable, un-negotiated border developed between us. Love, Wendy 

Response from Janice ... Dear Karen- 
The fragile nature of the space between the colleagues you tell o f  and your self. leaves 

me remernbering some o f  my relation~hips with colleagues. In some contexts. t he  colleagues 1 
am thinking o f  lived in the  ciassroom next door t o  mine. sometimes they lived down the  
hallway, often. their classroomi were across the  school frorn me. Never was the  physical 
distance between us great. and yet, we had such difficulty travelling t o  one ano the r ' ~  worlds. 

A5 1 write. 1 am remembering thoçe brief moments when 1 caught a glimpse of their 
worlds ... 

... hearing one of my colleagues tell o f  t he  struggles his young 
daughter was experiencing a5 she began school ... 

... lis-tening to another colleague share fragments of a story of a 
holiday ter ror  t ha t  was continuing t o  shape her life ... 

1 recognize t h a t  these moments were shaped by a connection between Our personal lives-a 
bridge enabling us to travel and to see. if only mornentarity. the other's world. 

This travel to one another's worlds did no t  s top further tensions from emerging 
between us. In t he  future. however, when 1 became present t o  Our next moments of tension, 
these colleaguecl were no longer faceles5 to me-1 knew iome o f  her/his s tory  and she/he knew 
some of my story. Knowing each other in th is  way, shaped how I thought about; Our 
Zension ... sometirnes it lead to another intersection where we shared more o f  our persona1 
lives. 

There are JO rnanypeople 1 have worked with, y& not had t h b  exparience. 
Karen. your story. and the reflections it nurtured, lef% me wmdering about the  place 

o f  tension on school landscapes ... we seem to. so quickly. want it smoothed over. no t  explored. 
Does th ie encourage more cover staries. additional rnasks? Your story leaves me wondering 
how Our school landscapes might be reshaped if we çaw tension as educative. Thank you for 
helping me to think more about this. Love, Jan ice 



Response to Wendy and lanice ... As 1 read back over our shared words, I was struck by 
the relational quality of our story fragments and response, and how these have allowed 
us to construct our knowing over time. I was equally held by some of the strong images 
that come into focus through the telling of Our experiences on school landscapes. 
Wendy, you describe the "impenetrable border" that was constructed between your self 
and another colleague, while Janice, in response to one of my fragments, tells of the 
"fragile nature of the space" which becomes defined between our selves and others as 
we try to negotiate our lives within school contexts. These images are familiar to each of 
us-they resonate with so many stories we have lived, both within and outside of 
school-stories of separate development, of one over some "faceless Other "(Nelson, 
1995). A central tension made visible through our story fragments is a need, a desire to 
be in relation-self and other both involved (Buber, 1965). Simultaneously, through our 
responses to one another, and through Our ongoing struggles to negotiate this writing 
space, we have made visible our need to live in relation to one another. Our stories, 
shrred back and forth like gifts Vrinh, 1989) speak of our presence between and within 
selves-other moments, tell of our absence to one another; moments of distance and 
uncertainty. What we are composing together, as teachers, writers, women in 
conversation, is  what we seem to yearn for in our relationships with others. We seem to 
be living what Belenky, Bond, ar;d Weinstock (1 997) call, "a tradition that has no name." 
"This tradition rejects the notion of an Other-that there are inferior people incapable of 
becoming full participants .... This tradition rejects dualistic constructs that presurne 
feelings and thoughts are separate and opposing processes. Instead, it envisions hearts 
and minds developing in tandem." Knowing this tradition, has been about knowing each 
of you in profound relation. I am overcome by the significance of this-to what it might 
mean in our future relationships and in our present ones. I still recalI Wendy speaking of 
how this space has helped her to imagine different ways to live in relation with her 
sister. What an arnazing testament to the quality of this space, of what we have managed 
to shape together. 

Have I told you lately how much you both have heiped me to grow? This process 
has not been an easy one, yet we have managed to stay with it, cornmitting our selves to 
one another ... and I am so thankful for this. The tensions, still vivid, were and continue to 
be necessary to this space. I remember back to the piece I wrote in the early morning 
foiiowing one of our first intense meetings: 

Raw Thoughts 
No matter how hard my body and mind will it ... 1 cannot sleep. 

Disconnected and inexpressible sound bites and images 
play and re-play through my mind ... 

what the other said, what I said 
her eyes, my own 

reprimands, demands to express, silences. 
I am filled with intense emotions, 

inexpressible thoughts, stammering; 
feelings of wanting to rip rny chest open to release the pressure 

-to scream, "1 feei raw inside-exposed ..." 

The intensity of our conversation, of our shared emotion, frightened me at the 
outset. O u r  stories, our readings of the transcript, and the images it held for us seemed 
to rub up against one another, exposing our selves in vulnerable ways. This difference, at 
first seemed to shape those "impenetrable borders" we have too often experienced with 
others on school landscapes. This was a terriving moment for me in many ways-it 
marked the juncture in which I had to ask my self the question: "If I cannot stay in this 
conversation, one which was being shaped out of our combined 'imaginative possibility,' 



where then was the  hope for entering inio meaningful conversation with others who 
would share my future professional landscapes?" 

It seems that our need to stay in conversation, in relation with one another, was 
stronger than my need to Ieave-the we becoming more binding than the 1.  And I think 
about t h e  time and space we provided one another, recognizing our differences in 
meeting tensions-necessary distance, silence, time to be aIone yet still connected. There 
was such a deepening recognition through this whole process that still leaves me 
somewhat amazed ... How did this ail happen!? Love, Karen 

Future Inter-lappings 

m a t  [we] need is apolitics that takes d~rerence seriously, 
a polirics airned at creating selves and communities 

in which dgerences are not merely suppressed, 
segregated, or taken for granted, but explored. 

-Mullin (1995, p. 24) 

This paper began many months ago. It shifted and took shape through shared 

conversation and open wonderings and, through ongoing storytelling and response where 

our tensions and dserences exposed our selves and our vulnerabilities. It was this world- 

travei through narrative that brought us to momentary- bordercrossings-moments of seeing 

each other that becarne so necessary in our eventual move away fkom silence and toward 

e x p l o ~ g  our ciifference. 

As we think about the ~ i ~ c a n c e  of the space we negotiated through our 

narrative inter-lappings, we are drawn to wonder about how this work will shape o u  

return to school landscapes. We have corne to know the reality of some school landscapes 

as scnpted through a dominant story of dualism, separateness, and the binarity of 

opposites (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997; Trinh, 1989). We wonder, is it the lack of 

spaces for continuous conversation and the openness to wonder, that encourages and 

continues this dominant story? Or, is it what happens within these conversationai spaces 

that perpetuates the dominant story? Have we, as Ellsworth (1997) wonders, given 

conversation a "transcendental status" without much thought about the stories that live 

behind, around, or beyond it? Have we assurned that conversation is "capable of 

everything fiom constnicting knowledge, to solving problems, to ensuring democracy, to 

constituting collaboration, to securing understanding, to building moral virtues, to 



alleviating racism or sexism, to fulfilling desires for communication and comection" (p. 

49)? By assigning conversation this position, have we overlooked that conversation "is 

not a neutral vehicle that carries speakers' ideas and understandings, back and forth across 

a fiee and open space between thern" (p. 49) but that the "rugged terrain between 

speakers that ...[ conversation] traverses rnakes for a constantly interrupted and never 

completed passage" (p. 49)? We believe so. 

As storied in the beginning of this text, the tensions we experienced within our 

research conversations could have been left silent, unexplored. That we risked their 

exploration deepened our understanding of our selves, one another, and the spaces 

between selves in so many social conte-. Our work in this paper gave us insight, not 

only into our particular lives and the tension we came to in one research conversation, but 

also into possibilities for re-imagining collaborative inquiries and school landscapes. 

Attending to the stories wbich live beyond, within, and between the spoken, as we have 

in this paper through our narrative inter-lappings, might re-shape conversational spaces 

on school Iandscapes and within research comrnunities. 

If our agendas expanded fiom fmding solutions to deepening our understandings, 

the silence around difference we worked to explore in this text, might also re-shape school 

and research landscapes. Our work in this paper has shown us that one way this 

deepening might occur, is if we were to become amuied to the stories each one of us is 

engaged in composing and, if we were to begin to share these stories of our lives with one 

another. Paying attention to the differences as well as the sllnilarities between our stories, 

rnight break the silence so necessary if we are to begin to recognize one another's worlds. 

Perhaps, in recognihg our multiplicity, distance and separation rnay no longer be borders 

keeping us fiom coming more fully towarc! one another. 



Endnotes 

l This narrative inquiry was situated within Clandinin and Connelly's (1995) ongoing 
research into the professional knowledge landscapes of schools. Drawing together a group 
of five teacher CO-researchers over an eighteen month period, each of our conversations 
were taped and transcribed, becorning the field texts fkom which this paper emerged. 
2Our advisor and Eend, Jean Clandinin, played a signincant role in our work on this 
paper. For her continual encouragement for us to stay in conversation and to explore the 
educahve possibiiities of our tension, we are sincerely grateful. Jean's response to, and 
conversation around emerging cirafis of this paper, played a central role in helping us to 
shape this text. 

Cover stones constnicted by their authors to appear "certain" and "expert" in places of 
Milnerability are discussed by Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  (1995). 
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CONNECTING CHAPTER 5.1 

Reteiiing Siient Stories- 
Imagining Alternative Stories To Live By In Relation 

Marilyn Huber, Karen Whelan, and Janice Huber 

Unsay able stories- 
shaped through shifting contexts, multiple vantage points, 

Our sense of self in and out of relation. 

m a t  we do not attend to, Zingers unnoticed 
becoming unutterable absences- 
creating fear of vulnerabilis: 

shaping a sense of unending repression 
fi-orn se% Others. 
Anaesthetizing s ~ u l s . ~  

In this 
unquestioned, taken-for-grantedness, 

distance, separation ... scars- 
Selves de-taclz from landscapes, one another, within. 
In oui- stillness, we move into the background, 

positioning ozrr selves, being positioned- 
victims of silence. 

Only those acceptable stories voiced, shape our foreground. 
?l%ile the hidden, untold messages of silent stories, 

create num bness.. . endzrnng voicelessness, 

Unsayable stories- 
shared throzigh a language without name. 

Slowly, ernbracing the multipliciîy of their meaning, 
disclosed through presence to sight.. .sound.. .feeling. 
We trouble these open unspeakable scripts, 
in their up-closeness we begin to attend. 

Bringing insigh t, exposure. 
Risking vulnerability, uncertainty. 

Yeaming to see, to hear, to feel, to imagine. .. to becorne voiceful, 
of what lives on the other side of silence.' 

In their work of listening to and descnbing women's ways of knowing within and 

across multiple contexts, Beledq, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) make visible 



"how women's self-concepts and ways of lmowing are inteawined" @. 3). Troubling 

silence and the life it shapes, they qucrte Eliot (1985) who says: "We should die of that 

roar which lies on the other side of silence" (p. 3). This paper grew out of our desire to 

look again at our silent stories and to attempt to engage in the 'bbordercrossing"3 

(Anzaldua, 1987; 1990) necessary to shift our told stories of silence fkom miseducative to 

educative (Dewey, 1938; Clandinin & Comelly, 1995), fkom merely telling to "retelling 

and to reliving our stories" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) as we imagined our lives on o u  

school Iandscapes. Our ùiquiry within this text is primarily concerned with the shaping 

influence of silence on teacher identitLes and ways of knowing-identities we understand 

narratively through Connelly and Clandinin's (1999) conceptualization of "stories to live 

by." Clandinin and Connelly (1995) understand the stories we tell of our selves, most 

often in safe places and relationships of trust, as temporal, fluid, and shifting, linking 

"knowledge, context and identity" (Comelly & Clandinin, 1994, p. 4). 

Situated within a multi-layered narrative inquiry into teacher identity (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1999). an ongoing thread woven into our teacher-researcher conversations was 

our growing need to think narratively about silence, voice, and the tensions expressed at 

their places of intersection, In a place situated and nurtured off our school landscapes 

over a two year period, we, along with two other teachers, came together as a group of 

five CO-researchers to share stories of the reciprocal shapings we experienced between the 

landscapes on which we lived, and our shifting sense of our selves. Moving toward a 

deeper understanding of the intersections between our contexts and our selves, and the 

ways in which ou selves shape and are shaped within this interface, was central to our 

construction of this collaborative paper as three CO-authors. 

Entangied lMetaphors Re-shaping Our Knowing 

The expansiveness of metaphor, explored by many (Bateson, 1994; Greene, 1995; 

Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Lopez, 1989), played a 

significant role in guiding our understanding as we began to look deeply into some of the 
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dilemmas our multiple school contexts presented to our understandings of our evolving 

stories to live by. Reading Bateson's (1994) description of metaphor as "double-sided 

offering both new insight and new confusion'' (p. 133) reinforced our desire to search 

fiirther into our narratives of silence and reminded us of the uncertainty we rnight face 

within them. b o w i n g  courage was necessary to re-turn on and begin to retell our silent 

stories, we drew strength fkom the words of women, like Bateson, who lived different life 

stories fiom our own, yet experienced parallel plotlines of silence. She wrote, "a 

metaphor goes on generating ideas and questions, so that a metaphorical approach to the 

world is endlessly fertile and involves constant learning. A good metaphor continues to 

instruct" (p. 135). 

Two metaphors in particular were helpfûl. The frrst metaphor was that of the 

"professional knowledge landscape" developed by CIandinin and Connelly (1 995) as an 

expansive way to thhk about school contexts as "filled with diverse people, things, and 

events in different relationships" (p. 4). Nested within this complex milieu are multiple 

stones: "teacher stories-stories of teachers-school stories-stories of school" (Clandinin 

& Connelly, IW6, p. 24). Laying Clandinin and Connelly's metaphoncal understanding 

of school landscapes alongside Kallendy's (1996) metaphor of inuksuir' on the Northem 

Canadian landscape as "silent rnessengers," a bridge between voice and silence began to 

take shape. Situating his text within a 30 year relationship with the Arctic landscape and 

people, Hallendy storied his experiences of meeting and coming to understand the 

inuksuit; descnbhg them as "seerningly simple Stone constructions" representative of 

Vital form[s] of. .. communication ... rich, or even richer" than other more acceptable, 

dominant forms (p. 38). Hallendy told unforgettable stories of his experiences of learning 

how to see, heaq and feel the inuksuit. He explained that becoming present, in this 

particularly deep way, significantly shaped his attention to, and understanding of, 

alternative forms of human expression. Hallendy helped us to begh to attend to those 

forms of communication which are not always expressed in language m d  can ofien be 



misunderstood as insignificant through their apparent silence. Laying our silent stories 

alongside the metaphoncal threads we interpreted through Hallendy's writing awakened 

us to ways in which these stories might also be understood as symbolic markers of 

narratives shaping our school Landscapes-stories which we often experienced as 

inexpressible, unsayable, inaudible, unexplorable. As Davies (1 996, drawing on 

Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; 1996) expressed: 
1 step with care 

ont0 a complex landscape 
of s h i h g  values ... 

understanding the power 
of the sacred story 

to hold within its vortex 
not only a story of school 

but a multiplicity of school stories 
and teachers' stories too ... 

some silenced on the school landscape 
trapping teachers ' knowledge 

in a vacuum 
of cover stories (p. 256) 

Hallendy (1996) also wrote of a spiritual consciousness that came upon him fkom 

his experiences on the land and fiom " 'the people who ... survive on the land' " (p. 39). 

He described how his relationship with the Arctic landscape and people developed his 

understanding of the silent messages carried by, held, and shared through the inuksuit: 

At first it appears to be nothing more than a speck in the distance. Soon, it 

creates a focal point, and I am moved fkom the centre of rny universe to its 

periphery. As the distance closes, 1 stop in my tracks, transfixed by an 

ancient message lefi upon the landscape. @p. 37-3 8) 

Our attachment to one another, through relationships growing out of our inquiry group, 

also brought us to different understandings of the silences marking our lives as they were 

composed across various school landscapes and positionings. Although the transcnpts of 

o u  research conversations were threaded with stories told around focal points of silence, 

within the immediacy of telling these stories-of fmally giving voice to them in spaces of 



trust with our CO-researchers-we were often not able to move toward alternative vantage 

points on their periphery long enough to imagine possibilities for their retelling. Our 

work in this paper was one opening where we could begin to "engage in conversations 

with our stones" (Clandinin & C o ~ e l l y ,  199 8, p. 25 1) nurturing ongoing narrative 

inquiry where our movement toward altematively imagined vantage points, at the centre 

and at the edges of our experience, began to re-shape the stories we told. 

Re-constructions of Necessity-Laying Our Storystones 

Aligning objects on the landscape. 
and even aligning oneselfto both visible and invisible entiries, 
appear tu have practical, sym bolic, and spiritual applications. 

-Hallendy (1996, pp. 42-43) 

The story fi-agments we re-present within this section of the paper, emerged fiom 

several transcripts of our research conversations. Playing with Hallendy's metaphor drew 

us to think of our told narratives as stolystones-"stones selected and arranged with great 

care" (Hallendy, 1996, p. 38)-necessary beginnings upon which to construct and re- 

constnict alternative Stones to live by. Retuniing on each story involved a fluid and 

shifting movement "backward and fonvard, inward and outward" (Clandinin & Comelly, 

2000, p. 77), a process of wondering at the edges of our told stories of silence and of 

working to create openings to "both the[id visible and invisible entities" (Hallendy, 1996, 

p. 42). For these re-constmctions to become, as Hallendy (1996) described, "objects of 

necessity" (p. 44), something that would help us navigate our future school landscapes 

with voice, we realized that our stories needed to be retold in relation. Together, we 

began to wonder: What or whom were the silent messengers on our school landscapes? 

What secrets did they have to tell us? What hidden stories lived beneath their masked 

voices? What roar might we hear on the other side of their constructed silences? What 

possibilities might live in those thunderous openings where silence and voice meet? 

In the following text, we invite our readers to engage in our process of story 

retelting by entering our silent stones at their centre and moving beyond their silencing 
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borders to the wonders laying at their peripheries. As we negotiated the text of this paper 

and the storystones included within it, we continued to struggle with identifjmg our 

selves as characters within our stories, knowing the power some of the plotlines shaping 

the stones of school we were revealing, still had on our present school landscapes. We 

were also concemed with making visible the identities o f  the others who became present 

in our tellings, Acknowledging the places of vulnerability our stones were told fi.-om, as 

well as the trust we negotiated as we shared them, we chose non-identifiable pseudonyrns 

for ou. selves and our story characters so that the fear we experienced while living 

through these stories might no longer constrain us. 

First Storvstone: Siszhtlines Sha~ing: the Landsca~e ... Sha~ing: Selves 

An inukuk in the shape of a window, 
[is] used for sighting and alîgning. 

It either frames a place that may or may not be in view 
or signais a precise direction. 

-Hallendy (1996, p. 40) 

Reflecting on the inuksuit Hallendy described as acting as windows, framing and narrowing 

sightfines and aligning them within a precise direction, Ode's "emptyn and "blankn images of a 

teaching colleague with whom she shared a school landscape, allowed us to wonder again about 

the possible sightlines constructed by the stories of school on our professional landscapes and of 

the profound contradictions and silences potentially created through these narrow framings. Was 

it possible that a similar perceptual framing allowed Orie to see only what lay within the 

prescribed and 

s i g h t l i n e s  

her? And, if so, 

to the construc- 

framings? What 

feel such an 

- -  - 

Orie: 1 guess what I'm trying to Say is maybe there's 
different ways we live in schools because, iike there's a 
man on..-[my] staff that 1 only ever said about three 
words to in al1 the ...y ears that 1 was there. Hi and good- 
bye, or something like that, and yet I've been to his house 
twice for staff parties, and yet, I know nothing about this 
person. 1 feel, when I Say his name and 1 conger up his 
image in my head, it's empty, it's blank. 
(April, 1997, p. 2 1) 

pre-deterrnined 

constructed for 

who contributed 

tion of such 

caused Orie to 

extrerne feeling 

of detachment as she lived alongside this colleague on a school landscape? What forces could 
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separate and bring such distance between her self and this Othef? What enabled Orie to 

experience Our narrative inquiry space differently? 

Second Storystone: Locathe: Dominant Stories on School Landsca~es 

Often the placement cnd arrangement of inrthuit 
are as carefilly thought out as their consî?-uction .... 

For the Inuit elders. 
sorne inuksuk-like figures were revered as materialized fonns ofpower, 

not as symbols, but a s  actual loci ofpower. 
They were never approached. 

-Hallendy (1 996, p. 39) 

An enduring thread woven into our research conversations was the pervasive story within 

our profession of being knowledge-able. Our second storystone drew us to pay more attention to 

the lack of possibility we perceived for being vulnerable and rnaking our uncertainties visible on 

our school landscapes where stories around teacher evaluation became reified as "actual loci of 

power." We wondered about the relational borders created when dominant stories of school 

Suzie: Last Tuesday in our course we talked about having 
relationships with principals and why is it that there's so much 
riding on the line if you want to talk to the principal and Say, 
'It's like this' or 'It's like that' or 'Can 1 have some help here?' 
or 'What do 1 do there?' .... 
Orie: Weil, 1 just think too that it's such a funny notion we 
have about this whole process [of teacher evaluation], you 
know? I mean 1 just keep thinking back to in a classroom, 1 
rnean if you had a child that started Year One and couldn't 
write, you woddn't sbip them off back to Kindergarten .... But 
logicaily if a teacher's having difficulties, if that's indeed what 
the problem is, 1 mean, we don? just, why is there this notion 
of so you get rid o f  them? 

1 Clara: WeU you know why? Because ...y ouvre replaceable. 
You're replaceable, you're just a person .... We're not going to 

, work with you and help you grow, we're just going to replace 
you. That's why. Supply and demand. 

Suzie: I don't know. 1 thurk about when 1 became a good 
teacher (laughter). 

Clara: When was that? What was the magic moment? 

Orie: One sunny, spring day. ..(laughter). 

Clara: A ray of light came through my window and 1 became 
'a good teacher,' 

silence alternative stories of 

possibility. What perpetuated 

these dominant stories on our 

school landsc~pes and 

prevented thern from being 

approached and diffused of 

their power? And, why such 

fear around alternative 

stories? We wondered how 

the lack of spaces where our 

uncertainties could be made 

visible, and openly explored, 

shaped our evolving selves. 

Without such spaces is it 

possible to be attentive to Our 
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Suzie: But it wasn't in my &t year of teaching. Like 1 think 
there's so many overwhelming things to deal with. But that's 
not an assessrnent of who you are as a person or as a teacher, 1 
mean you're trying to leam that curricuium and stay one step 
ahead, and you're having to deal with that boundary fiom 
being a student to being a teacher, like the responsibiiity is just 
tremendous .... 1 know when 1 fkst started teacbg,  1 had 
junior/senior high so a lot of the kids were really close to my 
age, and I wasn't used to that. 1 mean at the university, it didn't 
matter if somebody was two years younger. ..they were the 
same as you. And then, ail of a sudden, you know, being a 
teacher now you're supposed to be the person in charge over 

1 these kids ..., So 1 think that's completely unfair to assess 
' somebody off their first ye a-.... 

1 Orie: And 1 think it depends upon the context too .... 1 was 
' completely unprepared for what awaited me [in my third 
school setting.] 1 was so unprepared [as 1 faced the complexi- 
ties this profersiaoal contcxt presenred to me] that 1 mean 
people would have been blown away had they really known 
how afraid 1 felt inside. Not confident about what 1 was doing, 
you know? And yet because 1 had been teaching and had a 
master's degree, it was as though 1 had the answers. (ApR1, 
1997, pp. 4-5) 

narrative histones shaping 

our teacher stories, to our 

school Iandscapes, and to 

the stories of those who 

share Our school 

landscapes? flow rnight our 

experiences within our 

teacher CO-researcher inquiry 

group shape new stories of 

possibilities for negotiating 

dominant stories of school 

framing our landscapes? 

Third Storystone: Unquestionable Stories ... Arran~ed Silences. Se~arations 

We all possess a spirit, 
only the way we are arranged temporarily separates us. 

-Hallendy (1996, p. 40) 

As we re-read Clara's storystone, her words made visible how the living out of one "un- 

questionable" story of school of providing parents voice in the classroom placement of their chitd, 

created a silencing separation threatening the possibility for relational knowing on this school 

Iandscape. We wondered, how 

do unquestionable stories of 

school become present on 

school landscapes, conse- 

quently shaping Our selves? 

Does our temporal arrange- 

ment or positioning in relation- 

- - 

Orie: [The selection of teachers] happens in my school with 
parent requests. 

Maxine: But it's interesting how the parents request .... It's 
very much a hidden agenda.. ., 
Clara: We have a form that goes out requesting that parents 
describe the leaming environment they would iike their 
children to be in .... It got really bad last year in my room 
because there are two teachers, [one] who runs this wonder- 
fully innovative, chi2d driven curriculum in the classroom and 
[one] who's ... scary is the way I'd describe [that person] .... 



ship to these scripts influence 

our evolving stories to live by? 

Do these unquestionable 

narratives begin to demarcate 

our selves and Others with 

reifying labels-"good teacher," 

"bad teacher"? What impact 

do these silences and separa- 

tions have on possible spaces 

for knowing another's stories 

to live by? 

Suzie: So what happens when ali of them sign up for the one 
teacher's class and not for the other? 

Clara: Weli that's what does happen, You try to honor as 
many as you cm. ... It's so wrong what happens, it also builds 
an incredibly unprofessional environment among staff because 
with the "classroom request fonns" that corne out every year, 
you hide them because I'm not going to give the teacher next 
door the form that says basicaily, "Don't put my child in so 
and so's room," because how darnaging is that to a teacher's 
self, you know? And so that happens, what you're talking 
about, it breaks down professionalism, but in the end, 1 guess 
it comes down to the teacher, right, and the child? And for me, 
when 1 make that decision [in isolation] it's hard when you 
have a teacher that is destructive to children, to want to put 
any child in that classroom environment. (November, 1996, 
pp. 13-16) 

RetelIing in Relation-Translations of Possibility 

The inuksuk, its mere presence ... 
wraps me in the folds of humanis? ... 

Soon f meet another inuksrrk, and another, and another. 
I am no longer alone. 

-Hallendy (1996, p. 38) 

Our intentions in retelling our storystones were not to find fixed answers or happy 

endings but rather, to look m e r ,  deeper, more expansively at our landscapes-to 

wonder, understand, to imagine alternatives to our told stories. 

Places and Voices-Awakening to Shifting. Identities 

To be inclusive of both our similarity and difference, our retelling in relation 

needed to attend to what Rodman (1992) described as "multilocality" and 

"multivocality"-the intimate and direct connections between place and voice in our 

lives-connections we recognized as critically imprinting our evolving stones to live by. 

Our multilocality as CO-researchers embraced difference and similarity across urban and 

rural childhood landscapes to elementary, junior high, high school, and international 

school contexts. Living within and between these multiple and diverse landscapes 



brought depth and texture to our understandings as we laid our Lived stories alongside one 

anothers' within the cornmon locale of our narrative inquiry com~unity. What became 

ctearly audible to us as we engaged in this inquiry process of narrative inter-Zappings was 

how situated and common experiences of voice and silence were in our lives. Like 

Beleniq, Bond and Weinstock (19971, this communal thread left us hopeful that places of 

voice could occur in multiple contexts, in spaces infùsed with a relational knowing of self 

and other. 

Responding to our told stox-ies with a depth in perception encompassing our seeing, 

hearing, and feeling-our seeing of the "taken-for-granted" (Greene, 1995), our hearing of 

the untold, the unquestionable, the alternative, and our profound need to feel self and 

other iri relation-engaged us in necessary acts of resistance in response to silence. 

Perreault wrote (1995) about these critical shifts the self experiences when we begin "to 

speak the fi-agmentation, the suppression, [and]. .. to resist, to refüse it" (p. 3 5).  Narrative 

shifts in our growth toward %ide-awakeness" (Greene, 1993; 1994; 1995) around our 

silent stones occurred as we began to resist singular and narrow storytines, attending 

instead, to the muitiplicity of our unfolding narrative histones. Exploring our silent stories 

f?om these multiple vantage poiiits, entailed "facing" (Anzaldua, 1987; Nelson, 1995) 

how we, too, at times, had both consciously and unconsciously played a part in shaping 

them. We could not help but wonder what openings might have been experienced on our 

school landscapes if, for example, Suzie had nsked feeling vulnerable and had shared her 

wonders and uncertainties with her principal. We also wondered what retellings of their 

colleagues' stories Clara and Orie rnight have witnessed had they been courageous 

enough to begin to openly question the non-relational stories of school narrowing their 

social contexts. Engaging in these re-tumings helped us to begin to eacture the border 

between the silences we experienced on our school landscapes and the voicefül retellings 

made possible in our inquiry space. This resulting new space became one of possibility, 

shaping alternative translations and imaginings, bringing new unders tanding to how we 



might not only express our selves across multiple future contexts, but also continue to 

resist the oppressive impact of silence on self. Our space of inquiry took on renewed 

meaning, not only between us, but within us. It became a transie& relational space we 

grew to embody. 

Localities of Relation, 

Looking for the silences inter-lapping across our storystones, we saw that in each 

story, our silences had, as Trinh (1989) wrote, been a "response in its own right." 

However, she cautioned that "without other silences ...[ our own silence risks going] 

unheard, unnoticed; it is simply one voice less, or more point given to the siiencers" (p. 

83). This process of inter-lapping our silences raised our consciousness to, and 

recognition of, whom or what our c'silencers" were on our school landscapes. Gradually, 

we began to attend to how our silences may have given the dominant stories of school 

"one more point," strengthening their presence on our professional landscapes, and, in 

our silence, we became "one voice less." Embodying this new consciousness around 

silence, something interesting began to appear as we re-read our research conversations 

on either side of o u  told stories of silence. What we began to notice was that our silent 

stories had been shared in response to wonderings within our inquiry group about the 

gaps in, and yet possibilities for, relational knowing on our school landscapes. As each of 

our newly emerging voices inter-lapped, what became profoundly apparent was that 

relational bowing itself was an immensely silent story on our school landscapes. And, 

we realized that we, too, had been unconsciously contributing to the perpetual silence of 

something we were so yeaming for within our school contexts. 

Each of our storystones identified the need to uncover the silencing qualities 

shaping our school landscapes and the impact these qualities c m  have on our 

relationships. For instance, the profound dzfference One brought fonvard in her story was 

that, at times, the school landscape she was negotiating lefi her knowing of others 

"empty" and "blank." This sense of isolation was also experienced by Clara when she 



descnbed the 'iinprofessional environment" that "got reaiiy bad"-one in which parent 

requests became potentially "damaging ... to a teacher's self," resdting in student 

placements made in isolation, in silence, behind closed doors. This common thread of 

being distanced fiom others, was also visible in Suzie's story when, in taiking about the 

hierarchical sepmtion that can exist between principals and teachers on school 

landscapes, she questioned: "Why is it that there7s so much riding on the line if you want 

to talk to the principal and Say, 'It's Iike this7 or 'It's like that' or 'Cm 1 have some help 

here?' or 'What do 1 do there?' " Looking closeIy at Our stories created M e r  openings 

for exploring how complex and fragile the inter-relationships are within a landscape. We 

began to wonder aloud about the qualities shaping our school landscapes and our selves 

as we lived within such fiagile relational spaces-spaces where selves, as Silko (1996) 

reminded us, must experience "a viable relationship to the terrain-the physical 

landscape" (p. 38) if they are to more fully emerge. Was it possible for Our selves and the 

selves of others to shape relational spaces on the out-of-classroom places on our school 

landscapes? Would the "silencers," both within and outside our selves, aIlow such 

alternative negotiations? 

Noting these communal threads across our stories, we began to see alternative 

sightlines of possibili ty... images of the kind of relational knowing that "enables us to 

cross the empty spaces between ourselves and those we ... have called 'other' " (Greene, 

1995, p. 3). What appeared to shift the ernpty spaces between our selves and our co- 

researchers, both within our larger teacher inquiry group and in our continuing inquiry as 

the text of this paper unfolded, was our gradua1 acknowledgernent of our own 

uncertainties and vulnerabilities. Our second storystone uncovered this increasing 

exposure of self in the presence of one another. When Suzie and Orie spoke of their 

semes of feeling "ovenvhelm[ed]", "afraid", and "not confident" on their school 

landscapes, they created openings that enabled shifis in contiming to live, or feel 

compelled to cmy, a story of expert in one another's presence. As they told more of the 



stories behind their stories of living expert plotlines or scripts, additional vdnerable 

stories came fonvard. In the unfolding of these increasingly vuluerable stories, o u  masks 

were stripped (Anzaldiia 1987, 1990; Greene 1995), and our telling of cover stories 

shifted to the telling of secret stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995, 1996). 

Continuing to explore the intirnate relationship between voice and silence in our 

stories to live by and on our school landscapes, we began to wonder about the 

construction of relational spaces and the importance of these spaces to the nurturing of 

voice, and the possibilities they held for shifis away fkom silence. Anending to the moral 

qualities shaping the self in these two very different spaces, we were drawn to what 

became visible as we laid Josselson's (1996) notion of "holding environrnents" in which 

the self was enfolded in care and where fieedom to explore was nurtured, alongside 

Appardurai's (1 988b in Rodrnau, 1992) experience of pIace as prison in which people 

becorne incarcerates, "images come to stand for particular areas," and place becomes 

reified. These authors helped us name states of consciousness that, we imagine, 

profoundly shaped our stories to live by. Was it possible that while living through these 

silent stories on our school landscapes, our selves were imprisoned in states of isolation 

and stillness, while in the process of telling and seeking to understand our silent stories 

within o u  inquiry group, our selves were freed to shift and grow across their 

multiplicity? Returning once again to Our storystones, we realized that our school 

landscapes had come to represent static places. We also recognized that a less visible 

layer of the images we held of some of our colleagues, also kept their stories imprisoned. 

Even if we knew other stories of them during the years we shared school landscapes, had 

we, even momentarily, been able to re-imagine alternative stories of them? 

Recognizing this inextricable link between landscape and self led us to an even 

deeper exploration of how this reification of place might shape our evolving stones to 

live by. In each environment-one of voice, one of silence-very different possibilities 

exist for the expression of the three desires Clandinin and Connelly (1995) d* ISCUSS as 



essential to school landscapes: "the desîre to tell stories; the desire for relationship; and 

the desire to think again, to reflect on actions taken and things thought" (p. 154)-desires 

necessarily embedded in an epistemology of voice. We wondered what our school 

landscapes might be like, and who we might becorne, if they were experienced as 

voicefbl environments. What alternative stories might we each have told about our school 

landscapes? Might each of our stories have shifted to ones more inclusive of our 

colleagues' stories to live by? Might our school landscapes have opened up allowùig us to 

more fkeely explore the silences shaping us-scripted stories, positional power, distancing 

hierarchical structures, etc.? 

Know1edg.e and ~ower. 

Where language and naming are power; 
silence is oppression, is violence. 

-Rich (1977, in Belen&, Clinchy, 
GoZdberger & Tanrle, 1986, p. 23) 

Our wonders surrounding knowledge on our school landscapes were not expressed 

to diminish the important place of knowledge as we worked with students, their parents, 

care-givers, and our colleagues. What troubled us about dominant stories of knowledge as 

they intersected with, shaped, and became reified within our school landscapes, were the 

ways knowledge was often ftamed- When knowledge was interpreted as though it were 

an unapproachable object of power, independent of human agency, something to be 

transmitted, passed down-onto others, the multiple relational borders shaped out of 

these imposed framings, at times, felt ovenvhelming. Confined within such fr-amings, our 

narrative histories and unfolding stories to live by felt distant and removed fiom the 

selves we enacted on these landscapes, and in some of the relationships we negotiated 

with others who shared these social spaces. In the fmt storystone, One acknowledged the 

different ways we experience relationships on school landscapes when she said, "1 guess 

what I'm trying to Say is maybe there's different ways we /ive in schools." The separation 

and distance she felt fiom another colleague became clearly audible. Attempting to re- 



read this storystone in the more voiceful context of our inquiry group, we began to see 

the pervasive influence of dominant scripts on our evolving and shifting stones to Live by. 

For One, the self she enacted with this colleague left little space to negotiate sornething 

different and so she and, we imagine, this colleague as well, became overwritten by 

scripts of distance, eventaally contributing to their continued separate existence on the 

school landscape. 

The second storystone, unfolding around a plotline of power and authonty, and 

intersechg knowledge and teacher evaluation, spoke of the tensions we experienced on 

our school landscapes when the dominant story of knowledge was constructed around 

certainty. Feeling caught within such stories of school, our selves and our embodied 

knowledge7 we drew upon as we engaged in our daily work, became diminished. This 

storystone helped us attend to the risk involved in being vulnerable and making our 

uncertainties visible. One uncovered the extrerne nature of her sense of vuherability 

when she said, "People would have been blown away had they really known how afiaid 1 

felt inside." What became visible in this silent story was that when the dominant narrative 

of teacher evaluation becomes a thread woven in with stories of knowledge as certain on 

school landscapes, the possibilities for negotiating alternative storylines, become scarce. 

As Suzie revealed, she felt a great deal of nsk in attempting to negotiate a relational 

space with her principal, a space where her wonders and uncertainties might be brought 

forward. Likewise, the unquestionable story around parent requests, made visible in 

Clara's telling, spoke to us of the lack of spaces available in school contexts for inquiry, 

enabling tellings, and possible retellings or relivings of our stories. Laying these stories 

alongside one another, we recognized how the dominant stories of school shaping o u  

school landscapes, were stones where we were to listen only to the story of knowledge 

scripted on our extemal landscapes, often at the expense of silencing our intemal, 

embodied knowing. Recognition of the prescribed t a k  which can ofien shape our social 

contexts, increased our awareness of how, in such contexts we rnight begin to enact 



masked, inauthentic stories to live by, aligning our selves with the dominant scripts, and 

thereb y, silencing our embodied knowing. 

Our concerns over this "mind/body dualism" (Debold, Toiman & Brown, 1996; 

Goldberger, 1996) and tensions surrounding external and interna1 agency, were 

desperately important to us. This inseparable link between context and the multiplicity 

within our stories to live by (Bateson, 1989; Butala, 1994; Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; 

Lopez, 1989; Mullin, 1995; Sillco, 1996) was illuminated in each storystone as we 

uncovered both how we positioned our selves and how we felt positioned within the 

dominant narratives shaping our school landscapes. What was highlighted in our tellings 

was that our positionings distanced us from a process of inquiry in which we could risk 

being uncertain. We imagine that if our school landscapes had been more open to the 

uncertain, complex, and relational nature of knowledge, we might also have experienced 

our identities as teachers differently. Within these more open, more tenuous experiences, 

might we then, have also become more attuned to the multiplicity and fluidity of our 

stories to live by? Like BelenS., Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tanile (1986), our silent 

stories made audible that when our knowledge as teachers was constnicted as certain, 

expert, and separate, defmed extemally by those who perpeîuated stories of knowledge as 

"received": 

Our basic assumptions about the nature of a i th  and reality and the origins 

of knowledge shape[d] the way[s] we [saw] ... the world and ourselves as 

participants in it. They affectfed] our definitions of ourselves, the way[s] 

we interactred] with others, our public and private personae, our sense of 

control over life events, our views of teaching and leaming, and our 

conceptions of morality. (p. 3) 

Caught within such conflicting stories8, our sense of agency, situated within an 

understanding of knowledge and knowing as fluid and shifting, and as consiructed in 

relation with others (Bateson, 1994; Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Comelly & Clandinin, 



1999; Goldgerber, Tarule, Clinchy, & BelenSl, 1996; Trinti, 1989), was jeopardized. 

Facing Moral Dilemmas. 

At the edges of our second storystone, where our selves felt diminished within 

silencing plotlines of power and certainty, lay our yearnings for openness on o u  school 

landscapes-openness to uncertainty, toward recognition of the complexities we faced, 

and the fi-agile, evolving nature of our stories to live by as we negotiated these complex 

landscapes. Recognition of the multiple silences shaped by the dominant stones of school 

and how they diminish spaces for inquiry, refational knowing, and the negotiation of our 

stories to live by in the complex social spaces of schools, were critical to our 

understanding of the "moral dilemmas" (Lyons, 1990) our stories called us to face. 

Reading and reflecting across our stories, we saw dilemmas of discomection of selves 

from iandscapes and ftom others, disconnections so profoundly shaped by the absence of 

relational agency. In this distance, the moral qualities of o u  school landscapes become 

relationally impoverished-taken-for-granted-and in our lack of awareness, the statu quo 

became perpetuated in a fixed state of existence. As Noddings (1984) wrote: 

In fear, anger, or hatred we will treat the other differently, but this 

treatment is never conducted ethically. Hence, when we must use violence 

or strategies on the other, we are aiready diminished ethically. Our efforts 

must, then, be directed to the maintenance of conditions that will permit 

caring to flourish- (p. 5) 

In our third storystone, we saw Clara faced with a moral dilemma as she struggied 

with the placement of students in a classroom she perceived as harmfül to children. The 

parent request forms, as one unquestionable school story, along with Clara's perceptions 

of this teacher, seemed to perpetuate stories of "good teacher," "bad teacher?" with 

narrowing spaces left for reshaping these scripts in relationship. What is not directly 

apparent behind and within this storystone, was how this teacher's h i n g  as bad teacher 

became shaped. Noddings (1992, referring to Buber, 1965) helped us give voice to the 



periphery of this storystone when she described how "act[s] of animllng and encouraging 

the best in others" can oniy take place "if we know the other well enough to see what he 

or she is trying to become" (p. 25). in this storystone, the teacher described by Clara as 

"scary" and "destructive to children" became nothing more than a reified object on the 

school landscape-the teacher's stories invisible to others, buried beneath parent request 

forms and other unnamed isolating practices shaping the school landscape. A similar 

plotline of objectification of Others was also visible in One's story of a teaching 

colleague. Clara and One's descriptions of their O t h e ~ g  perceptions and the stories they 

then constructed of their colleagues, shaped in what appeared to be isolating and separate 

spaces on their school landscapes, reminded us of what Anzaldiia (1990) described as 

"selective reality": 

The narrow spectrum of reality that human beings select or choose to 

perceive and/or what their culture 'selects' for them to 'see.' Perception is 

an interpretive process conditioned by education. That which is outside of 

the range of consensus perception is 'blanked out.' (p. xxi) 

Our narrative process of retelling in relation enabled us to shift and expand our 

former perceptions of the stones we lived and told, and the characters present within 

thern, so that, to us, they were no longer "blanked out." This shift, not o d y  enabled us to 

h o w  one another, but to develop relationships of reciprocal learning where we were able 

to resist the dominant story of sameness or agreement, authoring, instead, an inquiry 

space embracing difference, where multiple stories to live by could become visible and 

challenged to grow. 



Embodying Relational Spaces of Hope: Transmuting Silences 

Tu be yourselfis to be in process of creating a seK an iàentity 
I f  it were not a process, there would be no surprise. 
The surprise cornes almg with becoming diferent- 

~onscio~sly dzyerent as one&& ways of acring on envisagedpossibility. 
It cornes dong ivith hearing dzyerent ivords and music, 

seeingfiom unaccustoined angles, 
realizing that the world perceivedfiom one place not the worid. 

-Greene (1 995, p. 20) 

Through necessity, and our deepening relationships with one another, we gained 

courage to increasingly uncover and explore some of the silent stories of school rnarking 

our school landscapes and our selves. The relational space we negotiated through o u  

teacher researcher inquiry group and the process of wriMg this paper, shified and 

expanded as each new storystone was laid, creating relational knowing embracing 

strength and possibility. It is a space we each carry with us as our stories to live by 

continue to shape, and be shaped by, the present and future landscapes on which we live 

and work. 

HaLlendy (1996) reminded us of the carefully thought out placement and 

arrangement of silent messengers on landscapes: "Some are placed to be visible fiom a 

great distance, others to be hidden fiom casual view" (p. 39). This resonated for us when 

we thought about symbols, stories, and images which were pervasive on our school 

landscapes, yet recognizably distanced nom our experience, at times, to the point of 

becoming invisible. Clandinin and ComeLly (1995) speak to these stories as disconnected 

fYorn their origins, existing "independent of human agency and the conditions of inquiry" 

(p. 11). Drawing these distant stories closer to us within the reflective space of our 

narrative inquiry, we began to see, with new eyes, how these stones had been revered, by 

both our selves and others, "as materialized foms of power. ..as actual loci of power" 

(Hallendy, 1996, p. 39). 

What we recognized through our relational retellings of these storystones were the 

subtleties of the stories of school on our landscapes and, it was in payinp attention to their 



subtleness that we found hopeful retellings to our stories. Attendhg to our silent 

expenences expanded our thinking around silence and the fiagile borders beîween vsice 

and silence. Awakening to these borders, we thought harder about their shift-fulness ... of 

their fluidity and the delicate balance in which our stories to live by are "created and 

cradled, given back to ourseIves in the intimacy of connection" (Godard, Knutson, 

Marlatt, Mezei, & Scott, 1994, p. 123). In such relational spaces, our selves are not 

shaped solely by extemal forces but by our intemal Iandscapes as well. It was our 

expenences within our inquiry space where we began to attend to the temporality of our 

evolving narrative histories. Embracing the unfolding nature of our stones, we imagined 

middle spaces, spaces where voice and silence might be lived through Iess 

dichotomously, and where alternative images of our school landscapes might become 

more visible. It was our teacher CO-researcher inquiry space alongside our CO-constructed 

inquïry space Fom which this paper emerged, which offered images of the fluid nature of 

voice and silence which are constantly and necessarily negotiated in spaces of relation. 

Such understandings lead toward thinking about our stones to live by as multiple, moving 

away from "the tendency to dichotornize human experience .... [For] in the starkness of 

this light, the blends and subtleties disappear" ( B e l e m  Bond, & Weinstock, 1997, p. 

19). It is, we imagine, a move away from emptiness, of telling stories at a distance from 

and of one another, and toward composing stories of negotiation, of understanding, of 

living in relation. It is, we hope, a growing appreciation of the complex nexus of people 

who live in relation on school landscapes-landscapes that are alive, fluid, shifting, and 

changing ... that have a heartbeat.. .that have a spirit. 

As tve learn to bear the in tirnacy of scrutiny 
and to Jourish within it, 

as we learn lo use the products of that scrutiny for power within our living. 
those fears which rule our lives and form our silences 

begin to [ose their control over us. 
-Lotde (1984. p. 36) 



Endnotes 

Anzaldua (1990) portrays soul as a metaphor for understanding identity. 
The unfolding of this paper has occurred across rnany rnonths and through numerous 

textual shifts. One aspect of the paper that remained present and which we seemed con- 
stantly drawn back to, was this beginning, written in poetic form. In a recent conversation 
we each taked about the significance of this poem to our thinking around this paper. We 
found it ùiteresting to puzzle over why this poem, which had always seemed like the 
"soul" for out- paper, carried such meaning for us. Lorde (1984) writes that poems "give 
us the strength and courage to see, to feel, to speak, and to dare" (p. 39). Her thoughts 
brought us closer to accounting for the shifts in understanding we experienced through 
this writing, Approaching our initial work on this paper through poetry, helped us to name 
aspects of our professional lives that had previously been nameless. That they could be 
named, brought meaning, marking a beginning in shifting our stories toward new 
irnaginings. 
3 Many authors have conceptualized bordercrossings in their work (Clandinin & 
Connelly, 1995; Greene, 1995; Leddy, 1997; Lugones, 1987; Trinh, 1989). One paaicular 
author who has broadened our understanding of the interfaces of silence, identity, and 
context, is GIoria Anzaldua (1987, 1990). She describes a border as a dividing line "set 
up to define the places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish us  fiom the& (p. 3). 
Multiple crossings of these borders, shifts selves fkom places of oppression, silence, and 
isolation to more conscious States in which the selves7 "senses become so acute and 
piercing that we see through things, view events in depth" (p. 39). Anzaldiia describes 
these shifts in perception as awakenings to, and deeper experiencing of, our selves. 

Inuksuit represents the plural of inuksuk. 
In earlier papers (Huber & Whelan, submitted; Sweetland, Huber, & Whelan, submit- 

ted), we play with the notion of narrative inter-lapping as a process of retational 
storytelling and response enabling us to negotiate momentary understandings of our 
differences. This ongoing process entails both interior and exterior shifts in understanding 
our selves and others in relation. 

We resonated with Clark's (1998) understanding of identity as fluid and shifting across 
multiple landscapes. He expanded our understanding of identity as transient rather than 
fixed in one locale. 

Our understanding of embodied knowledge has developed through the work of Connelly 
and Clandinin (1988), who descnbe this lmowing as "persona1 practical howledge": "a 
term designed to capture the idea of experience in a way that allows us to talk a -b out 
teachers as knowledgeable and knowing persons" (p. 25). 
8 We understand Clandinin and Connelly's (1995, 1996) notion of "conflicting stories" as 
stories of difference enacted on school landscapes which bump up against larger stones 
of school. Clandinin and Comelly make visible the "potential power" these dominant 
stories hold to silence stories which conflict with their plotlines. 
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CONCLUSION 

Returnings to Reiational Agency 
Janice Huber in relation wifh Karen Vaelan 

she 
walks into a room 

knowing that people have gathered to hear her stories 
she pauses 

looks at their faces ... their eyes, 
and wonders: 

how will she express 
alone. ..separate. .. 

from an other, 
with whom she has dwelled 

what she has corne to know in relation 
through seasons of storied inquiry 

fiom a small bag she carries with her 
she brings forth a simple c a d e  
the slight trembling of her hands 

revealing her feelings inside 
she lights the candle 

making visible 
the words imagine 

and in their illumination fkom the delicate glus 
in which the light is cradled 

she feels both the presence and the absence of her fnend 

Yet 
there is 

in her heart 
under standing 
that the flame 

brings hope and possibility- 
knowing that lives within her 

bringing strength, courage to her voice- 
knowing that is relational ...mdtip le ... ever-evolving 

shaping 
who she imagines her self to be in this (and every other) space- 

her sense of self. .. 
relational 



shapes consciousness 
that wiil carry her 
in this moment ... 
into tomomow ... 

always ... 

Imagining our selves into a future context through poetic form provided a tentative 

beginning fiom which to conceptualize relational agency as a vital, complex, and 

intercomecting tliread ninning across the papers comprising this shared work. Looking 

back fiom this present vantage point, profoundly shaped through increasing narrative 

awareness, we are able to trace our intense desire for relationai agency across our emerging 

narrative histones. Enfolded within this work has been our own sense, Iittle by little, of 

awakening to the ways in which our family contexts shaped our contiming need for these 

relational storylines in our lives. And, nested within multiple research spaces negotiated 

with teachers, principals, and teacher educators, our relational inquiry makes visible how 

our understanding and living of relational agency has been undeniably strengthened and 

expanded. Collectively s h a ~ g  and exploring our stories across diverse professiond and 

personal landscapes within each of these spaces of inquiry, brought texture and new 

meaning to our understanding of the possibilities shaped through spaces of shared voice 

muber & Whelan, 1995; Huber, 1997; Whelan, 1997). 

Recognizing that there c m  never be a definitive border around what relationaI 

agency might bey in both our lives and in this wrihng, we consciously choose not to frame 

it but instead, to explore the expansiveness this negotiation of knowledge and identity 

offers-an expansiveness shaped by the shifiing and fluid multiplicity of lives and stories 

unfolding within and between selves sharing social contexts. Attendmg to this thread 

across our research, we recognize that it is, by necessity, negotiation that happens 

moment by moment-it is as different and complex as each life history, each present voice, 

shaping it. Our growing anticipation to continuously engage in, and experience this 



negotiation, with ever-expanding comunities of people across increasingly diverse 

conte- and histories, sustains our passion ... sustains our hopefulness. 

Raising Questions of Borders Around Relational Agency 

... resîructuring involves much more than changing policy; 
it means a break with the past and the status quo. 

The shzj2 is radical- 
fiom an unquestioning acceptance of Yacts' (thereby maintaining inequality) 

to a critical awareness of the politics of knowledge creation. 
It means recasting all aspects of education to reflect the experiences and intellectual 

viewpo inrs 
of those who have historically been left out. 

-Gosh (1996, p. 36) 

As the papers in this narrative in& highlighted, there are, still, many unheard 

cries and yearnings unfèlt for relational agency on school landscapes. Again and again, we 

heard in the stories shared and explored in these inquiries, the silences and dilemmas 

experienced through borders constraining relational agency within schools and within the 

selves Living there. Our research brought fonvard many wonders around these borders, 

wonders that both increased our consciousness of their complexity and shaping influence 

on identities, while also calling us to imagine future openings where the necessity for 

relational agency on school Iandscapes is no longer taken-for-granted or srnoothed over. 

Our early wonders around borders and identity drew us toward a diverse range of 

authors, some, who like us and our larger inquiry group (see Connelly & Clandinin, 1999), 

were explicitly naming and e x p l o ~ g  borden as intimately connected with identity, and as 

dwelling within both interior-intemal and exterior-external landscapes (Anzaldh, 1 987: 

1990; Hof i an ,  1989; Lopez, 1989; Silko, 1996). These authors had a shaping influence 

on our unfolding research as we inquired both into our own lives, and the lives of our 

principal and teacher CO-researchers. They helped us to attend more closely ta the 

complex intersections between and across these hvo landscapes and to explore their 

relationships with borders and bordercrossings. In this returning on relational agency, we 



continue to raise questions and explore possible openings for hture research emerging 

.&om the interface of these extemal and internal borders. 

Extemal Borders 

Borders shaped through mandated policies and prescriptions emerging fiom 

provincial and district initiatives were explored across this nmative inquiry. What became 

glaringly apparent in the stories we lived, shared, and inquired into, was how pervasively 

centred mandates can become, shaping landscapes where selves, their voices and knowing, 

become obscured and silenced at the maras .  Attending to the dilemmas emerging from 

these borders, we saw how profoundly they impacted who teachers and principals, as 

well as, children and families, could be. We also began to see alternatives for transgressing 

extemal borders through acknowledging the relations living between selves on school 

landscapes as inseparably comected. 

Learning from hooks (2984) and her knowing of the necessity for attendhg to 

both the centre and the margin of our experiences, we return to wonders shaped out of our 

wrïting: How might stories of relational agency be lived out, or even imagineci, on school 

landscapes where silence and non-negotiable spaces, shaped through policies and 

mandated prescriptions, reside at the centre? What might become possible if relational 

agency shïfked from the margins, to places more audible, more valued? When agency is 

controlled by some one or some thing, removed fiom the intimate knowings emerging as 

people negotiate lives on school landscapes, what possibilities exist for viable, relational 

spaces? Do relational spaces, like the selves yearning for relation on school landscapes, 

become hgmented and diminished? Who will care to listen to the cries echoing at the 

edges of our school contexts? ... the silent screams suppressed within? Do they maîîer? 

Borders of positioning, both emerging fkom, and shaphg, policies and 

prescriptions that corne down onto school landscapes, alongside the day to day interface 

between people attempting to negotiate meaning filled lives, were also explored in our 

work. Revealing how borders of positioning can emerge fiom perpetuated, hierarchical 
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structures both within and outside of school contexts, our narrative inquiries made visible 

the dramatic ways in which knowledge, identity, rehtion, and agency c m  be constnicted 

on professional landscapes. When selves were positioned in expert roIes, holding 

authonty over an other or others, we saw relational agency suffocated, narrowing 

opportunities for continuous questioning or re-irnagining of alternatives on school 

landscapes. Attending with depth and breadth to our UZlfolding narratives, our work 

unçovered the shaping influence borders of positioning, often constructed at a distance 

fiom classroom and school landscapes, could have on professional contexts and selves. 

These narrative uncoverings around po wer and positionhg raised additional, 

lingering questions for us: When power resides in a select person or group on school 

landscapes, what limitations are placed around shifting or re-irnagining school spaces and 

the stories that shape them? Who does the self become when positioned by d e h e d  roles 

and responsibilities, set within a hierarchy shaped by power and control? In the absence 

of relational agency ... what is denied? ... what yearns to be heard, to be othenvise? 

As our research conversations awakened us to, there are still many scripts, fixed 

and certain, creating borders around relational agency. Our concern lies with the ways in 

which these scripts c m  unconsciously smooth over our contexts and our selves, so that, 

we too, begin to perpetuate their unquestioned plotlines. If, as explored in our papers, 

relational agency is a process of continuous negotiation h o n o ~ g  uncertainty, inquiry, and 

difference, there is an urgency to attend to, and open up, the borders reif.jing school 

structures. 

Many wonders around these borders continue to pull at us: If the structures we 

work within suppress inquiry and ambiguity, are there, possibilities then? for shifüng our 

consciousness to embrace stories of difference nther than sameness? Caught nithin such 

smooth and certain plotlines, what happens to the multiplicity of self? And, what 

happens to possibilities for knowing our selves and others, for shifting and changing in 

response to the intimate unfoldings of our iives? How many layers must be eroded in the 
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sedimented borders shaped out of fmed and certain scripts on our school landscapes, so 

thar the necessarily fluid and open process of reiational agency rnight becorne possible? 

What new contours in the landscape might become visible if the borders shaped tbrough 

certain and fixed scripts were to erode? Are these contours, ofien hidden on our school 

landscapes, worth exploring ? 

Internai Borders 

This work dso explored, in-depth, the internal borders we embody and struggle to 

understand in the absence of spaces for self-inquiry. Our research revealed the potential 

these interior borders held in profoundly shaping the ways in which we corne to, and 

experience, any given context. When selves becorne constructed in fixed and certain 

spaces, dominated by external borders shaped by scripts about who and how they are to 

be, much of what cornes to the surface in these reified contexts, are the internal borders 

selves bring to them. What remains buried in such contexts are underlying narrative 

histories, rich in texture, diversisr, and experience. Whether we choose to attend to these 

diverse, narrative histories or not, they are necessarily carried into our school contexts. 

Yet, as our work revealed, narrative histories are, for the most part, suppressed ... silent ... 

absent. And, in this void, relation, safety, vulnerability, and trust-qualities vital for 

inquiring into our past, present, and future expenences-become sacrificed to the more 

dominant scripts defining the landscape. We are left then, with narrow enclosures where 

selves become arrogantly constructed as Others, and, in this abyss of silence, Othering 

becomes the dominant form of expression, shaping spaces of non-relation. Until there are 

increasingly visible and valued spaces where we can begin to explore our own intemal 

tensions alongside the tensions of others, relational agency seems unlikely. 

Questions of intemal borders stay with us: When professional contefis become 

numb to emotions, necessarily arising fiom the embodied qualities of our narrative 

experiences, what happens to possibilities for understanding our own and others' intemal 

tensions? When opportunities for inter-lapphg narrative histories diminish and become 
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replaced by school, distict, and provincial scripts of sameness, how, and with what, are 

the spaces between hierarchically positioned people, filled? If our school landscapes open 

up enough for narrative histories to intersect would there be room then, for the ernotions 

and tensions we experience in this interface to be accepted ... to be explored? 

Raising Questions of Constncted and Emergent Identities on School Landscapes 

To 'tell your or my story ' 
as singular, un~,6ed, chronological, and coherent, 

is to maintain rhe status quo, 
fo reinscribe already known situations and identities 

as frxed, imm utable, locked into normali'ed conceptions 
of what and who are possible. 

-Miller (1998, p. 152) 

Reading between and across our narrative exploration of identity, images of how 

the self can become shaped within contexts bordered by policies and prescriptions, 

positioning and power, certainty and reification, became visible. In the interface of these 

extemal and narrative histories, recurring threads of fear, disillusionment, silence, 

ernptiness, isolation, marginalization, and separation emerged across the stories shared in 

both our principal and teacher inquiry spaces. Embraced in the relational spaces 

negotiated through our inquiries, our CO-researchers gave voice, some for the first tirne, to 

their fiagile sense of self being shaped in the absence of relational agency on their school 

landscapes. Nested within the safe and msting spaces continuously negotiated, moment 

by moment, through our exploration of the diverse narrative histories of our co- 

researchen and our selves, we listened, responded to, and learned from, alarming tellings 

where selves became tightly bound by these borders. We heard anguish in their voices and 

we felt pain in their experiences as they descnbed being pushed, at times, to pIaces so 

marginal and isolated, on their school and larger professional contexts, they no longer felt 

able to search for, or attempt to sustain, viable relational spaces with others. What, we 

ask(ed), do we have to learn fiom their stones ... their leavings? Do they matter? 



They rnatîer(ed) to us and they matter(ed) to the diverse storytellers whose 

voices and knowing so profoundly shaped this work. Laid alongside stories of who the 

seIf became in bordered relational spaces, were more hopefül stories-stories of emergence, 

stories of who the self could become when such spaces opened up and were valued in 

schools. In the stories told of this emergence of self within the still tentative negoti~tion 

of relational spaces on school landscapes, teachers told of border openings with principals 

and colleagues where narrative histones intersected; principals, in their yearnings, crossed 

borders kding connections with teachers; and, both teachers and principals spoke of 

their intense need t~ break through borders, enabling them to meaningfully re-enter 

relationships with children and their families. Within the layers of these stories, school 

contexts were also reshaped, mornentarily becoming more fluid and open to possibility. 

Knowledge became shaped by a chorus of voices, and in its rnultiplicity-uncertainty? 

tension, and difference were honored. And, in this presence to one another's narrative 

histories, positional labels such as "parents," "students," "principals," Yeachers" were 

transcended. Policies and prescriptions held less power as relational agency became 

negotiated with attentiveness to the intimate paaicularities of the lives shaping each 

schoof context. Yet, the marginal position these stories held on their school landscapes 

spoke, in piercing tones, of how scarce such openings were (are). 

Pushing against this scarcity of relational spaces on school landscapes- we heard 

stories of the necessity for searching out sustaining spaces offour school landscapes. Our 

principal CO-researchers, for example, came to our research conversations already living 

and knowing a relational space with one another. They often spoke of how this space, 

negotiated over tirne and multiple school contexts, provided a place where they could tell 

of their stnrggles, uncertainties, fears, as well as their bordercrossings and celebrations. As 

we engaged in inquiïy with them, we were, fiom our initial vantage point as teachers in 

these conversations, profoundly stuck by their narratives of also feeling unable to express 

their emotions within the borden constraining their school and district landscapes- 
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borders positionhg them as certain, holding power, authority, special knowledge, and as 

ultimately responsible. The space we negotiated with these four principals awakened LS 

to our own shifting sense of self in relation with them. Unlike so many other contexts we 

negotiated as teachers on school landscapes, these people becarne deeply present to us. 

Their willingness and ability to look across, into our faces ... into our experiences, 

simultaneously created openings for redefining them selves in their own terms and for 

shaping a space where we, Janice and Karen, could also begin to cross the intemal borders 

we carried within us around stories we had lived of principals on our childhood and 

professional landscapes. Learning to retuni one another's gaze within this relational 

space, was an awakening for al1 of us-one which enabled us to shift fi-om arrogant to 

Ioving perception (lugones, 1987). 

As CO-researchers, we also knew the difference the inquiry space we had been 

negotiating off our school landscapes since 1993 made, and was continuing to make, as 

this work unfolded. Not only did this space continue to help us make fûrther sense of 

who we had been on our school landscapes, but it helped us to inquire more broadly into 

the compIexity of selves living on school landscapes. As this work unfofded, we also saw 

that it was necessary that we continue to negotiate a larger research space so that we 

could begin to make sense of the wonders, dilemmas, and s t o h  coming fonvard across 

the diverse and expansive professional contexts emerging in this and our teacher and 

principal inquiry spaces. Our shared history with Chuck, Jean, and AMie within ùiis 

larger ùiqujr space, enabled each of us to share our uncertainties, our fiagile and tentative 

tellings, around experiences we had lived and our concem for conceptualizing identity 

more intimately . . .expansively . ..narratively . 



Relational Agency-Negotiating Hopeful Acts of Resistance 

We acknowledge the harshness of situations 
only when we have in nzind 

another state of affairs in which things would be better. 
-Greene (1995, p. 5) 

Deepening our understanding of relational agency through living, negotiating, and 

inquiring within the narrative unfoldings of this work, is cntical to our expression of what 

might be possible through multiple acts of resistance across multiple contexts. Nested 

within the stories told, retold, and explored across this work, we understand, differently, 

how relational agency, negotiated within and between selves living in social contexts is, in 

its most audible and intimate expression, an act of resistance. 

Dilemmas rose for uç as we tried to imagine voiceful expressions of relational 

agency within contexts we understood as d l ,  pervasively silent and bordered. Retuming 

to AnzaIdUa's (1 987) conceptualization of a "new mestiza" as consciousness we can 

awaken to and l e m  to carry within, reminded us, once again, of the powerfûl and 

sustaining place relational agency can hofd in our unfolding sense of self. Embedded 

within the many stories told across our narrative inquiries, we saw how we, along with 

our CO-researchers, were able to re-imagine possibilities within complex and siiencing 

contexts because of relational spaces. Wheîher siniated at the far edges of our school 

contexts, or negotiated away fiom them, relational agency was carried within us as we 

stepped back into, or even away from, these sarne contexts. 

Even now, in this returning to our work, our acts of resistance continue. We 

recognize that unless questions of relational agency interrupt the larger structures shaping 

our profession, little will change. In our continuhg need for relational resistance, we ask 

questions. ..image possibilities. 

?Wzat mighr happen ru school landscapes, re-imagined through relational agency? 

Would staff meetings become places where multiple voices "convened conversations" 

(Lambert, 1999), openly exploring what matters w i t h  the particularities of their lives, 



school, and classroom contexts? Might tensions arïsing fkom such diverse and open 

conversations be acknowledged and valued as necessary? Would the narrative histones 

holding promise for emiching the school cornmunity-all children, famifies, staff 

members-find more viable spaces to live within school contexts, p u s h g  extemally 

driven, prescriptive policies and mandates to the edges? Would the borders between in- 

and out-of-classroom places on school landscapes break down in the face of people, 

working and inquiring, together to understand the complexities of their context(s) and the 

diverse lives gathering and unfolcihg within them? Might classroom practice, and the 

mandated curriculum which drives it, be opened up to inquiry fÏom multiple vantage 

points, by multiple voices? 

m a t  might happen to district and provincial policy-making, re-imagined thro ugh 

relationaZ agency? Wodd non-relational policies continue to be constructed if attention 

shifted, instead, toward diversity, reshaping cunent practices of token agency? Would our 

current hierarc hical structures begin to cmb le ,  creating increasingl y new gro und on 

which we might begin to look inro the eyes of an other, feeling profoundly, who vie-they 

are in this relational presence to one another? How might the stories we each live by as 

we compose our Lives emerge differently in the absence of scripts h e l l e d  down ont0 

school landscapes ... onto lives ... selves? Would attention to the fluid, shifting, uncertain 

nature of our lives, our contexts be embraced? Could we then, celebrate multiplici~? ... 

diversity? ...p ossibility? 

m a t  mighr happen to programs of teacher education, re-imagined through 

relational agency? Would theory and practice become more intimately c o ~ e c t e d  through 

presence to diverse, unfolding narrative histories? Would the borders insulating self fiom 

other-schools and universities, families and institutions, facdties and departments, 

academics and teachers, etc.-shift, creating instead, spaces attentive to the necessity for 

ongoing inquiry within and between multiple contexts? Would attention to the diverse 

voices of children and their families, and what matters in their life contexts, become a 
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thread woven across teacher education prograrns? Would teacher-educators and beginning 

teachers see their work as important acts of resistance holding the potential to reshape 

status quo, taken-for-granted scripts over-writing our selves, our profession, and larger 

social contex*? Might teacher education students shift from being viewed as passive, 

receivers of knowledge to being valued as capable and aware teacher researchers-people 

passionately engaged in relational constructions of knowledge? 

?Vhat mighr happen ro fiture research possibiliries, re-imagined throtrgh relarional 

agency? Would the questions raised through this narrative, relational inquky be 

heard-valued enough to be explored M e r ?  Would the prescnptive guidelines shaping 

graduate research open up enough to recognize that knowtedge is never owned, 

constructed in isolation, or absent &om relation? Would teachers, engaged in research 

emerging fiom relationships negotiated within their particular classroom, school, and 

university contexts, be valued for the research contributions they are making, and the far- 

reaching implications meir work holds? Might there be M e r  possibilities for narrowing 

the gaps and breaking down the hierarchy currently restncting relational research benveen 

practitioners and university researchers? 

It is research questions such as these that will be important as we continue to 

explore the cornplex, shifting nature of relational agency, identity, knowledge, and the 

social spaces of schools. It is research questions such as these-questions resisting taken- 

for-granted scripts, which hold promise for awakening us to new and hopeful 

consciousness-wide-awakeness that will carry us in each moment ... into tomorrow ... 

always . 

Endno tes 

l Lugones describes "loving perception" as a process of attempting to identiQ with an 
other's experience through " 'wor1d'-travel," shifting fiom a place of arrogance shaped 
through separation and exclusion. 
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Returnings to Multiplicity 
Karen Wlnelan in relation with Janice Huber 

[me serff . --is...not a unifed subject, 
a fixed identis, or that solid mass 

covered ivith layers of supe flcialities one has gradually to peel off 
before one can see ifs true face .... 

[The se1fl.-. k, itselfS infinite layers. 
-Trirzh (1989. p. 94) 

Returning on the papers composed within and across multiple inquiry spaces 

negotiated with diverse people-teachers, principals, and teacher educators-with life 

experiences across diverse professional contexts-urban, rural, international, elementary, 

junior hi&, high school, and university-we h e w  it was nece s sq  for us to draw together 

the ways in which multiplicity has shaped this unfolding research. We also wanted to 

acknowledge the profound place our co-researchers held in enabling us to understand, in- 

depth, how multiplicity is intimately connected with understandings of identity as 

narrative constructions and reconstructions of experience. 

It is now nearly four years since we began o u  doctoral course work And, as we 

first came to this inquîry, wondering deeply about why the stories we were attempting to 

compose as teachers living in relational ways with children, families, and colleagues, felt 

incredibly fragile, we too, spoke of our selves as divided into comparrments ... categories 

and as feeling as though "parts" of our selves were becoming "lost." Engaging with the 

work of Bateson (1994), C m  (1986), Coles (1989); Dewey (1938) and Oakley (1984), 

alongside our ongoing inquïry with Jean Clandinin, Annie Davies, and Chuck Rose (see 

Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Comelly & Clandinin, 1999) into the shifting, cornplex, 

narrative nature of professional contexts, knowledge, and identity, these constructions of 

our selves as fixed, independent, authentic, began to shift. Looking back now, fiom our 

present vantage point, we understand with new insight the narrow definitions of identity 

surrounding us. We know, too, that in many social contexts, even yet, it is nsky to name 

or reveal our own and others' multipliciv. Yet we feel strongly that ualess we become 

courageous and begin engaging in this necessary resistance to the taken-for-granted 



scripts simpliQing and suppressing our selves and our contexts, Little else seems worth 

struggling for. 

Knowing the complexiv and expansiveness of multiplicity, its emergence from, 

and intimate connection with hfïinite layers living within and between selves, in both our 

lives and in this writing, we consciously choose not to define it. Instead, through 

attending to the inter-lapping narrative histories shaping this work, we wanted to explore 

the fluid, forward and backward, inward and outward unfoldings of multiplicity as well 

as the borders often denying its hopeful emergence and expression. Alongside others 

(AnzaldYa, 1987; Greene, 1995; hooks, 1994; Lorde, 1984; Momson, 1999; ï'rinh, 1989) 

we feel strongly that it is this necessary and often marginalized work-work outside 

boxes.. .outside fiames, that b ~ g s  new insight ... new hope. 

As so much of our writing has revealed, these narrative inquiries have been about 

learning to ernbrace the multiplicity of peoples' lives-the often complex and 

contradictory work of simultaneously living and cornposing multiple stories-as mothers, 

teacher-educators, principals, wornen, fathers, grand-daughters, relational researchers, 

sons, care-givers, teachers, partners, daughters, men, fkiends, etc. Whatever differences 

and similarities cut across this multiplicity of storylines, al1 of the people coming to Our 

research conversations share(d) common concern for the lives of children, families, and 

the life space of schools. Nested in the unfolding lives of twelve people, many who came 

to know of one another only as stones became visible in our writing, rhis retuniing to 

multiplicity necessitated a close up and persona1 conversation with the people who have 

shared so much of themselves with us. It has been the inter-lapping of their-our 

stories-lives that have so profoundly shaped and reshaped this work and the 

understandings of identiv emerging fYom orw multiplicity of voices. 



Letterse-. 
personal, refective 

bringing forward a necessary sense of closeness 

looking backfi-am the present 
looking fonvard 

-pressing our feelings 
giving Zanguage tu our knowing- 

relational knowing.,.rnuZtiple knowing 

letters.. . 
a way to appreciare 

)'OU 

your presence in this work 
the diversities of our lives ... 

Lingering Wonders Around Multipiicity 

. . . Dear Pegm Tony Emik & Cheryl- 
From yoir we Ieamed o f  the dificulties and isolation you experienceci becciuse o f  the ways 

you were positioned on school lcindscapes. Yotrrstories made presen t so much of what we were 
unable to know unable to imagine. having not livedyoirr experiences as school y rincipals. We 
were profoundly moved by the wisdorn and vcintage pointsyou brought to this un folding work. 
We listened with care asyou told ofyortrr7eed to find relational spaces, safe and tnrstiug spaces, 
whereyou could begin to shnr-e and exploreyour own niltlerabilities, dilen~mns, and tensions. 
You awakened rrs to the f2arsyou. too, experiet7ced asyou tried to negotiate spnces o f  
cor?~ti~irnity antong the people sharingyoirrschool contexts-fears arising fiom the marginal 
wnys in which yoit were ofteri positioned and from the lack o fspnces available for 
you to expressyourknowing-knowing often seen as separate froni the knowit~g o f  others. 

Enmisted withyour fears and vulnerabilities,you enabled us tu travel toyorrrexperier~ces, 
pro forrndly feelingyoursense o f  loi?eliness ar7d exclusion. Thatyou felt sa fe eilorrgh to slînreyoiir 
most vulnerable stories with us, and thntyotr consciously entered into ourstories, fills us with 
hope as we begin to imagine school larîdscapes where hierarchies, scripts, nnd silences shift Dî 

the presence o f  relational knowings that we were able to imagine together: Yorr helpeci iis retell 
ourowr? stories o f  prirîcipals with whorn we 60th lived in various school contexts, narrowing the 
distarxe we often feltand helping L ~ S  to revisit these paststones. r-e-imagining them differently 

Thatyou were notable to nanteyourselves within the con text o f  this itîquiry stili pcrlis nt US, 

filling us with sadness. Yet in the same moment. we rrncierstnrîd the fragile place in whichyoii 
live-we feel the risk and know thatso nlnnystories woiild have fallen silent hadyou r~~adeyorrr 
selves fully visible, In the sa fety O fourshared inquiryspnce,pur narnes,yorrr foces were ki~oim. 
Looking across nt us, and we atyou-orrr inquiryspace became a place embrcrcing o f  difference-a 
place where others were (are) krîown. You helped us to see with differenteyes and to ~înderstnnd 
with new consciousness, what rnight be, 



landscapes, we saw multiplicity denied, replaced instead, with character roles 

where the players were expected to act in certain and specific ways. In the lives of our 

principal CO-researchers, we heard of these scripts as they told of beïng held solely re- 

sponsible and accountable for the lives of their entire school cornmunities. 

... Deartony and Danielle- 
Stones linger with us ... and we 

Whilz yoci were both positioned differently 

on yomr school Iandscapes-one as a teacher, 
wonder: Why is openness to, 

one as a principal-tl\e tensions yort each 

expres~ed aroctnd working with children and and exploration of, 
families who, becartse of their crtltriral and 

econornic backgrorinds, were composing life 
multiplicity, still such a 

stories so didanced from and incomprehensiblc 

to the staius quo middle, f~wther awaksned ris 
marginal experience on schoo 1 

to ways in which ow- e~trrent school structrcre~ 

overwrite (with assumptions and labels) &e 
landscapes? How do we sustain 

mriltiplicity of people and their expsrionces 

corning togeker on S C ~ O O I  Iandscapes. our selves in spaces where 
throrigh your stories, we were privileied 

to enter into ooerlapping rxperiences of yortr 
niultiplicity is denied? What 

living as either t.eachor-parent or 

prin~ipal-pareni in relation with scliool impact do the scripts 
contexts. We were sfrtrck as we listened to yort 

backward and forward to telIings of each 
overwriting our multiplicity 

of yortr son's experiences in &eir schools, laid 

alon9siJz tlie S ~ G C Z S  yocr wers rctcl.\ trying to 
have on our evolving 

negotiate with the children in yorir cape. We 
could no+ help Lut attend to the tensions and 

identities? Do we 

dilemmas which emerged as yoct experienced 

the contradicfions shifh'ng across &ese 
unconscious~y begin to hve ... to 

multiple vantage poin k... 
become these scripts? What 



stories of ouï selves are we able to uncover, to Say, and who or what decides what these 

stories will be? What of who we are ... were ... might become is aZZowed to emerge? In the 

.... emphasis on authenticit 
reinFarces the bel ief in sel? 

contained identities and 
re pl ica tes already existing 

divisions. ~ h e  boundaries 
between various goups OF 
people-and, by extension, 

the theoretical perspectives 

J 1 
them-becorne n ~ ~ d ,  rn fl ex- 

ible, and Far too restrictiven 
( ~ e a t i n s  1996, p. 16). 

absence of multiplicity does Othering become the 

accepted way of relating? And, how does Othering 

shape our contexts? 

Attending further to the scripts and assumptions 

shaping Others on school !andscapes, we saw how 

far reaching borders around multiplicity are. We 

heard, in the stories of our CO-researchers, their 

struggles with finding viable spaces filled with 

others who would at first h e q  and then listen with 

openness, to the difference about the invisibility of so many children and families with 

whom these teachers and principals intimately shared their lives. We felt the 

contradictions they experienced as they attempted to broaden the possibilities for the 

expression of diverse lives and histories within white, middle-class structures so laden 

with labels and assumptions made at a distance. We also shared in their fnistrations as 

they continually felt unable to b M g  alZ of who they were to the complex spaces of their 

school contexts. Whether parent, daughter, grandson, etc., their persona1 lives and 

knowing seemed unimportant. 

Stones linger with us ... and we wonder: What is expected to be left outside the 

school walls as people enter these social spaces? In this truncation of self, increasingiy 

pervasive on school landscapes, what are the acceptable stones of self we are allowed to 

b ~ g  ... what stories of self are left behind? How, morally, cm we nim away fiom the life 

experiences of those with whom we dwell? Does o u  profession realiy believe that the 

constmction of knowledge is disembodied, de-contextualized, isoIated fiom the 

multiplicity of lives coming together in school contexts? 



riifference are denied: 0r;r lives, a s  part of tliis i n q n i q ,  intersected roitli beur 
life at a point of trenlendoris change, fear, and rincertainty. The cotirage gori 
sliorued as  you shared gour own interna1 struggles rcith ris-strriggles aroriizd 
gorw icientity as n teaclier and iulzo yori would beconze Irawing left a scliool 
context gou cotild no longer siistain yorir self tvitlzin-nioveci ris to rzeic places 
of riizcierstandirzg arorimi the necessitg for coninzrcnities enrbrcicing of 
nitiltiplicity. W e  ruant yorc to knoto lrow proforindly yorir tentative alid 
uncortain feelings arounci slinririg yorir stories tuere to slzapiiig opeizings in  
oiir research space iuliere otlrers, iiz~"lciciit~g orir selves, cortlci begin to nrake 
artdible orir nrost vulnernble nzonients 0 i 2  orir school landscapes-niomerits 
iclrere the nrriltiplicitg of our selves ivere at risk, 

&Ioving beyond t h  pair1 in Ljorir stories ... tve satv hope in yotir 
resilienc-g-in p u r  strerigtlz to re-iniagirze a story of yorir self iir  a rzciv 
context-a context iulzere gori i~or~lci  C O I I S C ~ O L ~ S ~ ~  tuork to slrape spaces ~vliere 
gorir ni ultiplicitg cuas enibrnced ratlier tlian denied. &an1 ing gour self 
tlirorigk the relational arithorsliip of a pnper icas also a Iropefiil niomer-it in  
orir slzared inqriiry. €xplorirzg tlre silences ive ilad each experiericed in oilr 
scIi001 contexts ivitlzin the woice frill space of otir Nzqciirg group heiped ris to 
restorg, ~vitli iniagination arîd riecv col-zsciorisness. ~ 1 1 1  o f  culio .ijor( are. 

life lias nracie n proforind ciifference to us ... 

We were struck as we listened to other stories of selves attempting to negohate 

spaces embracing of multiplicity on their school landscapes. Attendhg to the pain, and 

often M e r  marginalization made visible in these narratives, increased our conscious- 

ness of how embedded stones of sarneness, prescriptive practice, power over, certainty, 

etc., can be, to the point where a self's only possible response is to leave. Yet, in these 

same narrative unfoldings, we realized that leaving itself was an act of resistance pushing 

against borders around multiplicity. 

Stones linger with us ... and we wonder: What, within our professional contexts 

needs to shift in order for multiplicity to be less marginally positioned? How and with 

whorn, might these shifts occur? At what point will we finally place value in negotiating 

contexts where the multiplicity of self is honored? What place does attention to narrative 

histories hold in imagining and living out acts of resistance? What kinds of stories will 
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need to be courageously told before this can happen? And, who, we ask, might care 

enough to listen and respond to these stories so that shifis c m  unfold in our contexts.-.our 

selves? Who can escape the borders around multiplicity long enough ... far enough, to 

engage in this necessary yet difficult work? 1s there any one with freedom enough to 

choose? 

... Dear Emily- 
Threads of resistance ran through so many of the 

stories you shared with us. By helping us to understand 
behind and at the edges of your narratives and, to see 
where these stories emerged from for you, shaped vital 
openings for us to imagine further, the necessity of 
resistance in Our unfolding work. What you helped us to see 
more clearly, Emily, was that by attempting to ignore the 
dilemmas we experienced on our school landscapes, nothing 
shifted. You taught us that staying, and continuing to work 
at engaging in conversation pushing against some of the 
reification surrounding us, shaped spaces and openings 
where resistance-the creation O£ new narratives and 
alternative possibilities for life on school landscapes- 
could un£ old. - . 

. ~ i f e  without danger, with no ques t ion  about what the 
f u t u r e  may hold, is nota Ge, it is a carefully structured 
drama, a play in which oür parts are wntten For us3 

- ~ e i l b r u n  (1999: p. 102) 

Hopeful Possibilities Around Multipiicity 

In the living and negotiation of our multiple inquiry spaces-spaces filled with the 

diverse narrative histories of those who consciously and courageously chose to be 

there-we expenenced vital openings where multiplicity was recognized, valued, and 

nurtured in its unfolding. Gradually, through a process of storytelling and response in the 



safety of research conversations away fiom our school landscapes, we awakened to how 

the expression of, and i n q u e  into, multiplicity is an act of resistance. 

Recognition of multiplicity as a process of resistance, helps us in imagining the far- 

reaching implications resistance might have in shaping and re-shaping spaces open 

enough for diverse life histories, and the differences nested w i h  them, to intersect. For 

us, it is within these hopefbi moments of inter-face (Anzaldua, 1990), that selves can look 

intimately within and outside, crossing borders in loving relation with others who have a 

face ... who have a name. What, we wonder, rnight become possible if such spaces were 

imagined on school landscapes, within district and provincial policy-making, programs of 

teacher education, and in future research directions. What new horizons might become 

visible? With imagination, we explore these possibilities with m e r  wonders. 



.-.Dear Danielle- 
You carne to our research conversations living stories as a mother, a beginning teacher, as 

a wornan deeply connected with a strong sense of  famiiy h imry.  In such gentle and inviting ways. 
Danielle. y ~ u  so &n shook our own taken-fur-gmntednes5 around living a5 teachers on school 

landscape5-you brought different puzzles ... wonders ... experiences to our çpace of inquiry. 
The concerns you expressed around naming your self within the context of th is  inquiry 

revealed so rnuch tu u5 about the  vulnembility of positionings on school landscapes. As a begin- 

ning teacher, your idenCity wa5 placed in a precarious G a t e  of existence where oniy some Stones 

of who you were becorning could corne forward on your landscape--ries of being certain. 
knowledgeable. confident. iecure, independent. We feel honored to have lived a space with you 
where you felt. in time. safe enough to 2 1 1  other stmies--ries of uncer-tainty. o f  feeling inse- 
cure. and atone. 

And Danielle. in such important way5. your stories rekindled ourjoy in knowing tha t  Iittle in 
life means more than when a child whose life history is 5criped as unworthy. lets us know Chat 

d h e  feels our presence and attention ta hidher voie ... conC&. 
50 tnistingly. you shared stuties of your farniiy hi-ry Danielle. and white your storytelling 

ways seemed to draw out  our laughter as we heard ufyour memories with your grandmother and 
o f  extended famiiy gatherings at; her house. yclu helped us tu see ways in which these memories 

were shaping and being shaped and reshaped in your reiationships with yoilr own chiidren and the 

children you lived alongside in cfa~sroom wn-t;exts. You helped u5 understand more deeply. 
Danielte. the place stories hold in our evolving identities ... 

Wzat rnight be ifschool landscapes were attentive ro multiplicity? Would there be 

spaces, then, where the contradictions, emerging at the interface of our narrative histones 

and the current hierarchical structures of schools, could be revealed ... explored ... M e r  

understood? How much of what we cmently hold sacred about our present educational 

system might require change as children and families measured against and marginalized 

by white middle class standards, begin to h d  viable spaces where they cm make their 

differences audible ... visible ... worthy? Embracing multiplicity, would tightly defined 

school time-tables and programs of study begin to shift? 

m a t  might be ifdistrict andprovincialpolicy-maXing were attentive to 

multiplie@? We can't help but wonder what role district and provincial policy-making 

might play if multiplicity were honored. Would there continue to be a perceived need for 

uniformity across school districts and this province? Shifting away fiom generalizations 

that smooth out difference, would we begin to acknowledge the particularities of diverse 



school contexts-urban, mal,  inner city, suburban, etc.? What alternatives to non- 

negotiable, de-contextualized policy-making might emerge as individuais on school 

landscapes are enabled to Iive their multiplicity in ways deeply attentive to their context? 

What fresh and inviting possibilities might emerge in this shift away from standardization 

. . .normalkation? 

~e think OF the  selF as a central continuity, 
yet recopizing that t h e  selF is no t  identical throu h t i m e  

shaped and reshaped by learning. 
2 is a First step in celebrating i t  as nuid and varia le, 

-Bateson (1994, p. 64) 

.. . Dear Annie, ~huck ,  andlean- 
There ir, in Our h ~ a m , s u h  deeply$ltgratitude for theplacesyou euch hold in our lives. ~ h e  shared space ofour 

inquirygmup over thepastseven ycars has been such a necessury placejr us, a placeprofotrndb shaping our beconiing. 
w h  ile we were both teachingfitll-rime, fiere were week-ends wliere wefélr uncertain about engaging in our ongoing 
research conversations wirh you, particularly a t those rimes ofrheyear wiren we wcrejiced with the intcnsity ofprogress 
reports or beginnings ofrelationships wirh new children,jmilies, and colleagues. t et each ~atzirday cvening, as we came 
away from our conversations wefelt renewed, ready ro curry on in our work and lives as teachers until we woiild meet 
again. Many timcs over rheyears we have askcd one another why rhis spucc ofinquiry made, and continues to make, 51rch a 
drffwence in Our lives. 

Tellingstories and attendingclosely tu rhem are rare expericnces in orrryrofersional conrexrsJyer in rl~c space ive 
share(d) ivith you, we were able to make visible and explore the mtrltiplicity ofour teaching lives-orrr moments 4 
uncertainty, our mrii Ofdirrance and upcheness as we negotiated multiple school landrcizpes, $the sign$cant place dte 
children andfamilies we were livingalongside, Itad in uirr doy to day work and feelings about our selves. ~ h ~ t y o u  
encouraged Our voicc+our teacher voicesj our voices sometimes angry, sometimes sud, sornaimesjoyous,yet, always 
somewhat tentutive- has mattered so rnuch. ~ n d ,  thatyou heurd deepb riotjuir rhe wordr we ma& audible but wliere t h 9  
m n g e d j o m ,  and tltar with cure and sincerityyoir cradledour stories, thought hard about thOr tellingsJ rqonding in 
lovingperception to thern, shuped multiple, ongoing retellings. 

m i n g  w know thatyou trusted ris enough tu a h  slrareyoursrotiés aitd that we, too, would heur and rrspond to them 
in ways thar could reshape t h e p r m r  andfuture sign$cance they heldfiold) in your livcs. spoke loudiy to w ofivhat miglrr 
be in projessionid c o n t a  where au i l t o r i~  is negotiared so we mg t r  look into one anothers'lives. ~ o g r h e c  we shaped a safr 
place in which we could bcgin to explore the narrative unjilding ofidentity within clnrnom, school, drirrict, andprovincial 
contacts. fiurpresence to our needs, our uncertainties, our, atfirstJ tentative wondm around identity were so critica! to who 
we i m a g i i  ourseives to be in rdatiort with our CO-ruearchers in these inquiries. In di$ëring ways andplaces througlrout 
rlrrrr dkrertations, we have written about the sip$cance ofcnrty ing know ing. .. underfianding, within w as we SI$ ucross 
time andplace. Our space, and the ways in which our knowing has been shaped in relation, stays witlt us.. . 



Wtat mlght be zyprograms of teacher education were attentive to mziltzplicity? How 

might understandings of knowledge and knowing begin to shift? Would we become 

attentive, then, to the narrative histories of the teacher education students in our care, 

opening up more and more spaces that encourage their voices..,that honor their stories? 

And, what new responsibilities would be held by teacher-educators? Would they, in the 

presence of students telling their stories, risk enough to reveal and explore theil. narrative 

histories? What non-relational borders might be crossed in such spaces of multiplicity? 

How might these shifts within the university context translate into the lives of future 

children, families, and colleagues with whom these beginning teachers negotiate school 

landscapes? What rigid fiames and hierarchical structures might begin to cnunble around 

practicum experiences if the multiplicity of aZZ involved was no longer buried beneath 

standardized categones, pre-determined expectations, and check-lists of knowledge, 

skills, and attributes? 

W2ut might be if future research possibiZities were atten rive to rn ultiplicity ? Would 

the narrative histones of those with whom we inquire, begin to emerge more fully and 

fmally, be acknowledged for the profound contributions they make to such relational 

work? Would the strength and courage we find in our stories inter-lapping with the 

stories of others', begin to re-mite scripts of knowledge as individually owned and 

constructed? Would we begin negotiating research possibilities with the CO-researchers we 

want and need to l e m  alongside? And, in such close-up negotiations, would there 

continue to be a place for ''pe~mission~~ fiom those positioned at such distances from the 

contexts and lives mutually explored? What multiple, diverse, and exciting foms and 

representations of research might corne forward as the taken-for-granted presently 

holding power and constraining possibility, diminish in the light of growing relational 

research work? 



wo*ing tavardtfie negotktwn of phces e;rpanSn,e emugti to em6rue a rnu~i+ki~ 
of peoph andexp&s, andco, with a profouni€sme of sinretity atdlilrrn6i&s.s, 
rlc&owk&e, at tirnar, your o w n f i i 2  sense of  s e 6  continues to inspzie us. 

Wot once d'dyou lookawayfTom our dreams of rehtümaldoctora~wo~ 
know, t h t  tiadyou not 6een the pmun you are, t& w o ~ w o u l i i  fïave 

socùdspuces in our lives. 
Living a researcli story with you h 6een so v q  di'ffmentfiom 0 t h  researcti 

stories we have lived-contm in which the researchr tîeliith &ow(e&e a d w u  
positioneda6ove adseparatefrom our sebes andour (mflMVZng. Wegotiating research 
conversations witti you ovez t h  past s m m  years his  6een a6out shredinquiry and 

Love, 
Karen and Janice 
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